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Collection Summary

Collection Title: Johan Hagemeyer Photograph Collection
Date (inclusive): circa 1908-circa 1955
Collection Number: BANC PIC 1964.063-.064 - PIC
Photographer: Hagemeyer, Johan
Extent: circa 6,785 items (circa 5,790 film negatives, circa 925 photographic prints and circa 70 glass negatives representing circa 5,235 unique images) 1500 digital objects
Repository: The Bancroft Library
University of California, Berkeley
Berkeley, CA 94720-6000
Phone: (510) 642-6481
Fax: (510) 642-7589
Email: bancref@library.berkeley.edu
URL: http://bancroft.berkeley.edu/

Abstract: The Johan Hagemeyer Photograph Collection comprises the bulk of what was the photographer's personal archive at the time of his death in 1962. The collection contains approximately 6,785 photographic prints and negatives, and spans from his earliest known amateur work of ca. 1908 to his later works of the mid-1950s.

Languages Represented: Collection materials are in English

Physical Location: For current information on the location of these materials, please consult the Library's online catalog.

Access
Collection is open for research by appointment only. Photographic prints and negatives are RESTRICTED due to need for special handling. Inquiries regarding these materials should be directed, in writing, to the Head of Public Services, The Bancroft Library.

Publication Rights
Materials in these collections may be protected by the U.S. Copyright Law (Title 17, U.S.C.). In addition, the reproduction of some materials may be restricted by terms of University of California gift or purchase agreements, donor restrictions, privacy and publicity rights, licensing and trademarks. Transmission or reproduction of materials protected by copyright beyond that allowed by fair use requires the written permission of the copyright owners. Works not in the public domain cannot be commercially exploited without permission of the copyright owner. Responsibility for any use rests exclusively with the user.

All requests to reproduce, publish, quote from, or otherwise use collection materials must be submitted in writing to the Head of Public Services, The Bancroft Library, University of California, Berkeley 94720-6000. See: http://bancroft.berkeley.edu/reference/permissions.html.
Preferred Citation
[Identification of item], Johan Hagemeyer Photograph Collection, BANC PIC 1964.063-.064 - PIC, The Bancroft Library, University of California, Berkeley

Alternate Forms Available
Digital reproductions of selected images are available.

Title: Johan Hagemeyer Business Records,
Identifier/Call Number: (BANC MSS C-G 272)

Indexing Terms
The following terms have been used to index the description of this collection in the library's online public access catalog
Bouse, Jane--Portraits
Bufano, Beniamino, 1898-1970--Portraits
Carradine, John--Portraits
Dali, Salvador, 1904-1989--Portraits
Douglas, Helen Gahagan, 1900-1980--Portraits
Einstein, Albert, 1879-1955--Portraits
Haas, Elise S., 1893-1990--Portraits
Hayes, Roland, 1887-1977--Portraits
Ito, Michio, 1893-1961--Portraits
Jeffers, Robinson, 1887-1962--Portraits
Lawrence, Ernest Orlando, 1901-1958--Portraits
Miller, Henry, 1891-1980--Portraits
Modotti, Tina, 1896-1942--Portraits
Naess, Elsa--Portraits
Price, Vincent, 1911-1993--Portraits
Sproul, Robert Gordon, 1891-1975--Portraits
Steffens, Lincoln, 1866-1936--Portraits
Weston, Edward, 1886-1958--Portraits
Wills, Helen, 1905--Portraits
Artists--Portraits
Authors, American--California--Portraits
Photographers--California--Portraits
Berkeley (Calif.)--Pictorial works
Carmel (Calif.)--Pictorial works
Death Valley (Calif. and Nev.)--Pictorial works
Netherlands--Pictorial works
San Francisco (Calif.)--Pictorial works
Virginia City (Nev.)--Pictorial works
Glass negatives.
Portraits--California.

Acquisition Information
The Johan Hagemeyer Photograph Collection was received as a gift of David C. Hagemeyer, nephew of the photographer, in 1963.

Arrangement, Subject Description and Portrait Numbering
The Johan Hagemeyer Portrait Collection is arranged alphabetically by last name of subject. Dates of portrait sittings were transcribed, when available, from index cards in the Johan Hagemeyer Business Records (BANC MSS C-G 272). The Miscellaneous Photographs by Johan Hagemeyer collection was arranged during archival processing into series primarily reflecting the basic genre or subject matter of the images for example "Urban Views, Architecture and Industry", "Residences and Studios of Johan Hagemeyer", etc. An exception is the "Early Works" series, which, regardless of subject matter, comprises his photographic output prior to his pursuing a professional career in the medium. Titles and descriptive
captions were taken from various sources, including print versos, envelopes and sleeves originally accompanying the material, and other publications. It has not been verified that all such captions were created or intended by the photographer. Items with no accompanying identification were assigned captions by the processing archivist. These supplied captions appear in brackets in the container listing.

At the time of acquisition, items from the Johan Hagemeyer Portrait Collection were merged into the Portrait File of The Bancroft Library. This is an alphabetic file in which images are arranged by sitter's name. In cases where an individual is represented by more than one image, portrait numbers are assigned consecutively (e.g. Tina Modotti - 1, Tina Modotti - 2, Tina Modotti - 3, etc.). At the time The Bancroft Library acquired the Hagemeyer Collection, The Library had already acquired and numbered portraits of many individuals who are represented in it. There are therefore some individuals in the Hagemeyer collection whose portrait number range does not begin with no. 1, but rather with whichever number continued the consecutive order already established for the previously-owned portraits. The Hagemeyer collection's series of George Sterling portraits, for example, begins with portrait no. 7 as there were 6 portrait images of Sterling already owned by The Library. Any gaps in the number range of a given individual in this finding aid are thus likely to be the result of this numbering system and do not reflect any omission of items or errors in describing the collection.

Researchers should note that dates for portrait sittings are available in the Johan Hagemeyer Business Records collection (BANC MSS C-G 272).

Biography

Johan Hagemeyer was born into a working class family in Amsterdam, Holland on Whitsunday, June 1, 1884. Sickly from childhood, and self-described as the "black sheep" among his 4 siblings, the introspective Johan was very well-read and excelled at writing and drawing at a young age. Under pressure from his parents to aspire toward a higher social status, Johan left school in his mid-teens to join an insurance brokerage. Meanwhile, his intellectual curiosity - which ranged from literature and the arts to science and politics - led him to explore such topics as philosophical anarchism, vegetarianism, and religious mysticism. He also had a keen interest in botany, and soon abandoned his career in insurance to study horticulture. After compulsory service in the Dutch army - where he served as a marching flutist - and a brief return to brokerage, he enrolled in a horticultural college. It was during his studies here that he and his brothers Hendrik and Herman, also aspiring horticulturalists, decided to emigrate to the United States to pursue their ambitions in California.

In 1911, after graduating with a degree in pomology, Hagemeyer left Holland for New York and eventually settled in California's Santa Clara Valley, where he found employment on the Edenvale ranch of Senator E.A. Hayes. During his first few years in California, he also worked in the botanical garden of the University of California, Berkeley, and contributed to the early culturing of avocados and dates on the Southern California farms of F.O. Popeneo.

In the summer of 1916, after proving himself an able botanist, Hagemeyer was sent to Washington, D.C. to conduct botanical research for the U.S. Department of Horticulture. Although he arrived in the capitol with ambitions of enjoying a lifetime of world exploration, a bout of pneumonia soon convinced him that his frail, sickly constitution would probably not withstand the strenuous physical demands of his first chosen profession. While recuperating, Hagemeyer immersed himself in the many art and photography publications available at the Library of Congress. One periodical which especially impressed him was Camera Work, edited by Alfred Stieglitz. Very much drawn to music and the arts since his youth, Hagemeyer was primed to take up a new direction in life.

In late 1916, just prior to his return to California - and despite having had little photographic experience - Hagemeyer visited Stieglitz's 291 salon in New York City. The two developed an immediate rapport, and the meeting proved to be decisive for Hagemeyer. "We talked," Hagemeyer later recalled, "and he practically, by way of speaking, made me follow photography. I had already gone overboard for it" (OHT 22).

Back in California, Hagemeyer first apprenticed with a Berkeley-based commercial portrait photographer named McCullagh. Soon afterwards he moved south to Pasadena and in early 1918 met Edward Weston, already by then an accomplished photographer based in Tropico (now Glendale). The two took an immediate liking to each other and formed a friendship and working partnership that was of mutual benefit: Weston opened his home and studio to the upstart Hagemeyer, and Hagemeyer introduced the relatively unschooled Weston to new worlds of intellectual and aesthetic learning. The two would have a profound influence on each others' artistic development for years to come. (Arch. [see essays by Lorenz and Schaefer]).

Hagemeyer's talent developed rapidly and by the early 1920s he was exhibiting his work in many important photographic salons and garnering much popular and critical acclaim. After moving to San Francisco at the end of World War One, Hagemeyer soon discovered the intellectual and artistic colony of Carmel-by-the-Sea. In 1923 he established his first studio in Carmel and would remain anchored there for over 20 years. In 1924 he established the town's first art gallery - based out of his studio - where he exhibited the works of local painters, sculptors and photographers and hosted very popular musical performances. Shortly thereafter Hagemeyer opened a second studio in San Francisco, whose clientele could be rivaled by that of Carmel only during the smaller town's summer vacation season. In 1927, he was appointed staff photographer of...
the artistic/literary magazine *The San Franciscan*. In 1929, Hagemeyer attempted to establish himself in Pasadena and Hollywood, but the onset of the Great Depression proved too great a financial obstacle. Nevertheless, he managed to enjoy a relatively successful and comfortable career during the lean years of the 1930s. During World War Two, Hagemeyer offered half-price discounts on portraits for soldiers stationed northeast of Carmel at Fort Ord. By war's end Hagemeyer had become disillusioned with the increasing commercialization of Carmel and in 1947 relocated to San Francisco. In 1950 he then moved to Burlingame and by 1952 he had settled in Berkeley, where he would spend his remaining years. Johan Hagemeyer died on May 20, 1962.

Hagemeyer had no children and was never married. From the mid-1920s to the early 1930s he lived with the Carmel dancer Elsa Naess. From the mid-1930s he lived with writer Jane Bouse until her death in 1953. It was his relationship with Bouse that he considered "the most important, the most beautiful" of his life. (OHT 69)

**Notes on Aesthetic Development and Technical Practice**

Johan Hagemeyer's earliest surviving photographs date from ca. 1910 and feature carefully composed images of subjects and scenes in his immediate environs: family, friends, horticulture, the Dutch countryside. Little is known of his training in photography prior to his formative meeting with Stieglitz in 1916. After his visit to 291, his earliest training was in a Berkeley portrait studio. Also during this time he made the acquaintance of many of the West Coast photographers - most of them pictorialists, such as Anne Brigman - recommended to him by Stieglitz. In short time, Hagemeyer's desire to study photography, coupled with his acquaintances in intellectual and political circles, led him to the door of Edward Weston. Hagemeyer's professional partnership and intense personal friendship with Edward Weston were invaluable to his artistic development in countless ways, not the least of which was the argumentative aspect of their relationship as fellow photographers. (His now-legendary debates with Weston on the representative nature of photography are highly indicative of both their mutual respect as well as their increasingly conflicting approaches to their craft.) (Arch. [see essays by Lorenz and Schaefer])

While Hagemeyer's photographic output throughout his career included a wide range of subject matter, Hagemeyer chiefly specialized in portraiture. And while his work displays an aesthetic maturation in step with many contemporary modernist trends in photography, Hagemeyer maintained some of the peculiar tendencies of the pictorialists - such as their painterly textures and moody tones - long after that aesthetic mode had gone out of vogue.

Staunchly individualistic, Hagemeyer preferred to follow his own lead on aesthetic matters rather than join groups - such as f.64 - or be persuaded by the authority of more renowned figures - such as Stieglitz or Weston. In a 1922 *Camera Craft* article entitled *Pictorial Interpretation*, Hagemeyer expressed a range of sentiments regarding the artistic practice of photography that he would continue to re-echo throughout his career:

> After all, it is that “seeing” in picture making, plus that indefinable something that is in every individual and which must be brought out that makes the result worthwhile. The individual touch, the idea or intent must be in everything we create...A picture in order to deserve that name must be a product of art, a product of an impulse to create, and creating is giving out something of yourself, so that product must of necessity show the essence of the producer, his or her individuality, imagination, etc...So, let us find ourselves, let us make the camera the medium of our own ideas, of imagination, of vision, of feeling, of inner relation upon things in the outer world. Let us give expression to the impulse within...Set your own personal standard. Do not follow, try and lead. (JHC 7)

Hagemeyer had relatively little enthusiasm for the optical, chemical or other scientific aspects of photographic practice. Instead, he preferred to rely on less quantifiable, more intuitive means to achieve his ends (OHT 99-101). This is especially evident in Hagemeyer's portraiture, which demonstrates the photographer's keen pictorial sense and his ability to elicit and capture certain of his sitters' expressions which seem to reveal subtle and distinct qualities of their inner characters. Drawing on his affability and the breadth of his education, Hagemeyer sought during his sittings to establish a fertile rapport between photographer and subject:

> And that is why it is easy for me to photograph a person. I find out what they are interested in and then I identify myself with it and I can talk about it. I enjoy that, and that is when I have really done it. They begin to feel that they are not being photographed, that it is just a visit and I happen to have quite unobtrusively a little camera there. It is not even in front of you, only a little while - and it goes so rapidly, just a moment. I never have to think of light because that is instinctive and composition is also instinctive with me. (OHT 89-90)

His successful portraits of figures from such diverse fields as the arts, the sciences, and academia, as well as those of less distinguished persons, attest to his ability to establish and capture on film this moment of identification. *San Francisco Chronicle* art critic Alfred Frankenstein concisely summarized the salient qualities of Hagemeyer's work in a review of the photographer's one-man exhibit at San Francisco's deYoung Museum in 1938, when Hagemeyer's work was approaching its aesthetic maturity:
His textures and colors run, rather, to dark-toned richness, but never, and rather miraculously, to the loss of clarity in the representation. In short, the man behind the camera has a painter's sense of the picture surface and a modern photographer's sense of the living, characteristic, unposed moment in the subject's life. (Arch. 19)

Hagemeyer began his professional career using a 3 ¼ x 4 ½" Graflex camera. In 1930 he began experimenting with a 4 x 5" view camera, and from 1932 used the larger format almost exclusively. Hagemeyer always used orthochromatic film. He never experimented in color photography, considering it to be "too imperfect, too corny, too cheap, too hard" (OHT 99). With the exception of some early work in platinum and palladium, most of his prints are gelatin silver.

Note

OHT:
Hagemeyer, Johan, Johan Hagemeyer, Photographer: Oral History Transcript, tape-recorded interviews with Corinne Gilb; Berkeley: Regional Cultural History Project, University of California, 1956. (Collection no.: BANC MSS C-D 4013)
Arch:
Center for Creative Photography, Johan Hagemeyer, monograph issue of Research Series of The Archive (No. 16); Tucson: The Center, Regional Cultural History Project, University of California, June, 1982.

JHC:
Myers, Roger, and Judith Leckrone (comp.) Johan Hagemeyer Collection, Tucson: Center for Creative Photography, University of Arizona, 1985.

Scope and Content of Collection
The Johan Hagemeyer Photograph Collection comprises the bulk of what was the photographer's personal archive at the time of his death in 1962. The collection contains approximately 6,785 photographic prints and negatives, and spans from his earliest known amateur work of ca. 1908 to his later works of the mid-1950s. The collection has been divided into two sub-collections, one containing his portraiture (which forms the bulk of the collection), the other containing such types of work as landscapes, urban views and architectural studies. The overall collection represents a rich selection of Hagemeyer's work and displays significant insights into the photographer's working methods, aesthetic development, and social milieu.

The Johan Hagemeyer Portrait Collection (BANC PIC 1964.063 - PIC) contains roughly 755 prints and 5,195 film negatives picturing approximately 480 different individuals. Many of the subjects pictured in the collection were well-known in the arts communities of Carmel and San Francisco. Others were prominent figures in such fields as the sciences or journalism. Among the more notable persons pictured in the collection are sculptor Beniamino Bufano, actor John Carradine, painter Salvador Dali, actress (and later politician) Helen Gahagan Douglas, physicist Albert Einstein, philanthropist Elise Stern Haas, singer Roland Hayes, dancer Michio Ito, poet Robinson Jeffers, philanthropist Ernest O. Lawrence, writer Henry Miller, photographer Tina Modotti, actor Vincent Price, educator Robert Gordon Sproul, journalist Lincoln Steffens, photographer - and close friend to Hagemeyer - Edward Weston, and tennis star Helen Wills. Also pictured are the two primary love interests of Hagemeyer's life - Jane Bouse and Elsa Naess. The collection contains a large number of portraits of Hagemeyer, most of which were taken by other photographers.

The Miscellaneous Photographs by Johan Hagemeyer collection (BANC PIC 1964.064 - PIC) contains approximately 170 prints, 595 film negatives, and 70 glass plate negatives. The collection features a wide range of subject matter, including urban views, architecture, landscapes, works of art, still lifes, industrial views, ships, waterscapes, rural views, various residences and studios of Hagemeyer, and scenes from such locations as Death Valley, Virginia City, San Francisco, Carmel, and Berkeley. The glass plate negatives represent the earliest known photographic work of Hagemeyer. Among these early works - nearly all of which were made in Holland - are views of the Dutch countryside, family portraits, and scenes of horticultural practice.

Physical Description Note
Many of the prints in the collection bear such physical characteristics as the photographer's stamp and/or signature; inscribed captions and image dates; notations referring to print date, exposure, paper type, etc.; image re-touching; and the initials of various print technicians. Many prints also show traces - usually along the top edge of the verso - of the original black mounting paper often used by Hagemeyer. Many of the negatives have retained Hagemeyer's pencil re-touching and, like the prints, display notations, dates, and identification of subject matter. Such physical characteristics of the prints and negatives have been noted in the item-level descriptions herein.

The attempt has also been made to generally describe the physical condition of the negatives and prints, especially those which display obvious signs of deterioration or damage. For film negatives, the term "minor deterioration" has been used to describe items which display relatively early stages of deterioration, while "major deterioration" refers to relatively advanced stages.
At some point after acquiring the collection, the Bancroft Library duplicated a large number of the deteriorating original nitrate negatives for preservation purposes. (Such duplicates are referred to as "negative (copy)" in the finding aid.) Some of these original negatives were then disposed of, while others were retained. Thus many images in the collection are represented by both original and duplicate negatives.

In 1982, approximately 70 prints from the collection were mounted and exhibited by the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art for the exhibit Johan Hagemeyer: Photographs 1918-1953. These prints have not been removed from their exhibition mounts and are shelved among the oversized pictorial material designated as "Size B". Copies exist for a small number of prints in each collection. These copies are not included in any of the item totals.

Johan Hagemeyer Portrait Collection BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC

Physical Description: circa 5,950 items (circa 5,195 film negatives and circa 755 photographic prints representing circa 4,540 unique images)

Content/Description

The Johan Hagemeyer Portrait Collection pictures approximately 480 different individuals, many of them well-known figures in the arts communities of Carmel and San Francisco. The collection also pictures prominent figures in such fields as the sciences or journalism, and contains a large number of portraits of Hagemeyer, most of which were taken by other photographers.

Ackerman, J.S.

Ackerman, J.S. -- 001
J.S. Ackerman September 18, 1937 September 18, 1937
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ackerman, J.S. -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ackerman, J.S. -- 002
J.S. Ackerman September 18, 1937 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ackerman, J.S. -- 002
ark:/13030/ft90001036
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ackerman, Lloyd

Ackerman, Lloyd -- 001
Lloyd Ackerman September 17, 1937
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ackerman, Lloyd -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Ackerman, Lloyd -- 002
Lloyd Ackerman September 17, 1937
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ackerman, Lloyd -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ackerman, Lloyd -- 003
Lloyd Ackerman September 17, 1937
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ackerman, Lloyd -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ackerman, Lloyd -- 004
Lloyd Ackerman September 17, 1937
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ackerman, Lloyd -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ackerman, Lloyd -- 005
Lloyd Ackerman May 8, 1942
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ackerman, Lloyd -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ackerman, Lloyd -- 006
Lloyd Ackerman May 8, 1942
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ackerman, Lloyd -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ackerman, Lloyd -- 007
Lloyd Ackerman May 8, 1942
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ackerman, Lloyd -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ackerman, Lloyd -- 008
Lloyd Ackerman May 8, 1942
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ackerman, Lloyd -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Ackerman, Lloyd -- 009
Lloyd Ackerman May 8, 1942 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ackerman, Lloyd -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ackerman, Lloyd -- 010
Lloyd Ackerman May 8, 1942 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ackerman, Lloyd -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ackerman, Lloyd -- 011
Lloyd Ackerman September 17, 1937 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ackerman, Lloyd -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ackerman, Lloyd -- 012
Lloyd Ackerman September 17, 1937 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ackerman, Lloyd -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ackerman, Lloyd -- 013
Lloyd Ackerman September 17, 1937 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ackerman, Lloyd -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ackerman, Lloyd -- 014
Lloyd Ackerman September 17, 1937 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ackerman, Lloyd -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Adams

Adams Adams -- 001
Adams

Adams June 9, 1936 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Adams -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print: gelatin silver; 9 x 7 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Adams June 9, 1936 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Adams -- 001
Photographer: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Adler, Alfred

Adler, Alfred -- 001
Alfred Adler February 9, 1929 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Adler, Alfred -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print: gelatin silver; 9.25 x 7 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Dr. Alfred Adler -- psychologist, 1929."
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Alfred Adler February 9, 1929 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Adler, Alfred -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy): safety film; 5 x 4 in.

Adler, Alfred -- 002
Alfred Adler February 9, 1929 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Adler, Alfred -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy): safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Adler, Alfred -- 003
Alfred Adler February 9, 1929 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Adler, Alfred -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy): safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Adler, Alfred -- 004
Alfred Adler February 9, 1929 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Adler, Alfred -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy): safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Adler, Alfred -- 005
Alfred Adler February 9, 1929 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Adler, Alfred -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Alberto, David

Alberto, David -- 001
David Alberto BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Alberto, David -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Alberto, David -- 002
David Alberto BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Alberto, David -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Alberto, David -- 003
David Alberto BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Alberto, David -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Alberto, David -- 004
David Alberto BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Alberto, David -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 6.75 x 5 in.

David Alberto BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Alberto, David -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Alberto, David -- 005
David Alberto BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Alberto, David -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.25 x 7 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

David Alberto BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Alberto, David -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Alberto, Iris
Alberto, Iris -- 001

Alberto, Iris May 20, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Alberto, Iris -- 001

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.5 x 7.25 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Iris Alberto May 20, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Alberto, Iris -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Alberto, Iris -- 002

Iris Alberto 1941 (?) BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Alberto, Iris -- 002

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.5 x 7 in.

Iris Alberto 1941 (?) BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Alberto, Iris -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Alden, Dr.

Alden, Dr. -- 001

Dr. Alden June 7, 1931 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Alden, Dr. -- 001

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Alder

Alder Alder -- 001

Alder BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Alder -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Alfonte, Col.

Alfonte, Col. -- 001
Col. Alfonte December 13, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Alfonte, Col. -- 001
ark:/13030/ft696nb40x
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Alfonte, Col. -- 002
Col. Alfonte December 13, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Alfonte, Col. -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ames, Mrs.

Ames, Mrs. -- 001
Mrs. Ames November 30, 1942 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ames, Mrs. -- 001
ark:/13030/ft6c600717
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ames, Mrs. -- 002
Mrs. Ames November 30, 1942 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ames, Mrs. -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ancourt, George B.

Ancourt, George B. -- 001
George B. Ancourt August 4, 1946 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ancourt, George B. -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ancourt, George B. -- 002
George B. Ancourt August 4, 1946

BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC
Ancourt, George B. -- 002

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.75 x 3.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ancourt, Mrs. George

Ancourt, Mrs. George -- 001

Mrs. George Ancourt January 24, 1947
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG
Ancourt, Mrs. George -- 001

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ancourt, Mrs. George -- 002

Mrs. George Ancourt January 24, 1947
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG
Ancourt, Mrs. George -- 002

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ancourt, Mrs. George -- 003

Mrs. George Ancourt January 24, 1947
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG
Ancourt, Mrs. George -- 003

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ancourt, Mrs. George -- 004

Mrs. George Ancourt January 24, 1947
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG
Ancourt, Mrs. George -- 004

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ancourt, Mrs. George -- 005
Ancourt, Mrs. George

**Mrs. George Ancourt January 24, 1947**
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ancourt, Mrs. George -- 005

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

**Ancourt, Mrs. George -- 006**

Mrs. George Ancourt January 24, 1947
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ancourt, Mrs. George -- 006

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

**Ancourt, Mrs. George -- 007**

Mrs. George Ancourt January 24, 1947
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ancourt, Mrs. George -- 007

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

**Ancourt, Mrs. George -- 008**

Mrs. George Ancourt January 24, 1947
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ancourt, Mrs. George -- 008

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

**Ancourt, Mrs. George -- 009**

Mrs. George Ancourt January 24, 1947
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ancourt, Mrs. George -- 009

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

**Ancourt, Mrs. George -- 010**

Mrs. George Ancourt January 24, 1947
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ancourt, Mrs. George -- 010

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.
Ancourt, Mrs. George -- 011
Mrs. George Ancourt January 24, 1947
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ancourt, Mrs. George -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Anderson, Douglas

Anderson, Douglas -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9 x 7 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Anderson, Douglas -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9 x 7 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Anderson, Gwen

Anderson, Gwen -- 001
Gwen Anderson May 29, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Anderson, Gwen -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Gwen Anderson May 29, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Anderson, Gwen -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Anderson, Gwen -- 003
Gwen Anderson May 29, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Anderson, Gwen -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.75 x 7.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Gwen Anderson May 29, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Anderson, Gwen -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Anderson, Gwen -- 004
Gwen Anderson May 29, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Anderson, Gwen -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.75 x 7.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Gwen Anderson May 29, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Anderson, Gwen -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Anderson, Judith
Content/Description
Gaps in the following portrait number range probably indicate that The Bancroft Library Portrait File contains other portraits of this individual which were not taken by Johan Hagemeyer. For further explanation, see notes on "Arrangement, Subject Description and Portrait Numbering" in the present finding aid.

Anderson, Judith -- 005
Judith Anderson June 25, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Anderson, Judith -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Anderson, Judith -- 006
Anderson, Judith

Judith Anderson June 25, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Anderson, Judith -- 006

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Anderson, Judith -- 007

Judith Anderson June 25, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Anderson, Judith -- 007

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Anderson, Judith -- 008

Judith Anderson June 25, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--B Anderson, Judith -- 008

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.75 x 7.25 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped, mounted.
Additional Note
General Note: 2 copies (this copy 2; copy 1: 4.75 x 3.75 in., also mounted, size B)

Judith Anderson June 25, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Anderson, Judith -- 008

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Anderson, Judith -- 009

Judith Anderson June 25, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Anderson, Judith -- 009

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Judith Anderson June 25, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Anderson, Judith -- 009

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Anderson, Judith -- 010

Judith Anderson June 25, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Anderson, Judith -- 010

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.75 x 3.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.
Anderson, Judith

Judith Anderson June 25, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Anderson, Judith -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Anderson, Judith -- 011
ark:/13030/ft5x0nb46n
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.75 x 7.25 in.
Physical Description: Print: signed, stamped.

Judith Anderson June 25, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Anderson, Judith -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Anderson, Judith -- 012
Judith Anderson June 25, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Anderson, Judith -- 012
ark:/13030/ft3r29n94b
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.25 x 7 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Judith Anderson June 25, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Anderson, Judith -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Anderson, Judith -- 013
Judith Anderson June 25, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Anderson, Judith -- 013
ark:/13030/ft4f59n9c9
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.75 x 3.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.
Additional Note
General Note: 2 copies (copy 2: 9.25 x 7 in., stamped)

Judith Anderson June 25, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Anderson, Judith -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Angell, Blanche

Angell, Blanche -- 001
Blanche Angell July 21, 1937 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Angell, Blanche -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: "1934" in hand of Johan Hagemeyer on verso
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Anikeyev, Vasia

Anikeyev, Vasia -- 001
Vasia Anikeyev July 30, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Anikeyev, Vasia -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Anikeyev, Vasia -- 002
Vasia Anikeyev July 30, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Anikeyev, Vasia -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Anikeyev, Vasia -- 003
Vasia Anikeyev July 30, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Anikeyev, Vasia -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Anikeyev, Vasia -- 004
Vasia Anikeyev July 30, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Anikeyev, Vasia -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Anikeyev, Vasia

Vasia Anikeyev July 30, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Anikeyev, Vasia -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Anikeyev, Vasia -- 006
Vasia Anikeyev July 30, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Anikeyev, Vasia -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Anikeyev, Vasia -- 007
Vasia Anikeyev July 30, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Anikeyev, Vasia -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Anikeyev, Vasia -- 008
Vasia Anikeyev July 30, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Anikeyev, Vasia -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Anikeyev, Vasia -- 009
Vasia Anikeyev July 30, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Anikeyev, Vasia -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Anikeyev, Vasia -- 010
Vasia Anikeyev July 30, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Anikeyev, Vasia -- 010
ark:/13030/ft487006hg
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.75 x 3.75 in.
Print: stamped.

Vasia Anikeyev July 30, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Anikeyev, Vasia -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Anikeyev, Vasia -- 011
Vasia Anikeyev July 30, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Anikeyev, Vasia -- 011
ark:/13030/ft8s2009m7
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.75 x 3.75 in.
Print: stamped.
Anikeyev, Vasia

Vasia Anikeyev BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Anikeyev, Vasia -- 011

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Ankrum, Morris

Ankrum, Morris -- 001
Morris Ankrum August 16, 1924 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Ankrum, Morris -- 001 ark:/13030/ft6v19p1c4
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.75 x 7.75 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Morris Ankrum , actor."

Armanino, Eddy

Armanino, Eddy -- 001
Eddy Armanino August 26, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Armanino, Eddy -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Armanino, Eddy -- 003
Eddy Armanino August 26, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Armanino, Eddy -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Armanino, Eddy -- 004
Eddy Armanino August 26, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Armanino, Eddy -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Armanino, Eddy -- 005
Eddy Armanino August 26, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Armanino, Eddy -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Armanino, Eddy -- 006
Armanino, Eddy

**Eddy Armanino August 26, 1948** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Armanino, Eddy -- 006  
[ark:13030/ft5c600771](ark:13030/ft5c600771)  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

---

### Babcock, Jadwiga

**Babcock, Jadwiga -- 001**  
**Jadwiga Babcock July 22, 1941** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Babcock, Jadwiga -- 001  
.Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

**Babcock, Jadwiga -- 002**  
**Jadwiga Babcock July 22, 1941** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Babcock, Jadwiga -- 002  
[ark:13030/ft55800698](ark:13030/ft55800698)  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

**Babcock, Jadwiga -- 003**  
**Jadwiga Babcock July 22, 1941** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Babcock, Jadwiga -- 003  
[ark:13030/ft667nb49x](ark:13030/ft667nb49x)  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

**Babcock, Jadwiga -- 004**  
**Jadwiga Babcock July 22, 1941** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Babcock, Jadwiga -- 004  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

**Babcock, Jadwiga -- 005**  
**Jadwiga Babcock July 22, 1941** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Babcock, Jadwiga -- 005  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

---

Finding Aid to the Johan Hagemeyer Photograph Collection, circa 1908-circa 1955
Bacon, Ernst

Content/Description
Gaps in the following portrait number range probably indicate that The Bancroft Library Portrait File contains other portraits of this individual which were not taken by Johan Hagemeyer. For further explanation, see notes on "Arrangement, Subject Description and Portrait Numbering" in the present finding aid.

Bacon, Ernst -- 002
Ernst Bacon September 6, 1951 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bacon, Ernst -- 002
    Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
    Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
    Additional Note
    General Note: No print available.

Bacon, Ernst -- 003
Ernst Bacon September 6, 1951 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bacon, Ernst -- 003
    Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
    Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
    Additional Note
    General Note: No print available.

Bacon, Ernst -- 004
Ernst Bacon September 6, 1951 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bacon, Ernst -- 004
    Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
    Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
    Additional Note
    General Note: No print available.

Bacon, Ernst -- 005
Ernst Bacon September 6, 1951 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bacon, Ernst -- 005
    Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
    Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
    Additional Note
    General Note: No print available.

Bacon, Ernst -- 006
Ernst Bacon September 6, 1951 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bacon, Ernst -- 006
    Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
    Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
    Additional Note
    General Note: No print available.

Bacon, Ernst -- 007
Ernst Bacon September 6, 1951 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bacon, Ernst -- 007
    Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
    Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
    Additional Note
    General Note: No print available.

Bacon, Ernst -- 008
Bacon, Ernst

**Ernst Bacon September 6, 1951** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bacon, Ernst -- 008

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Bacon, Ernst -- 009**

**Ernst Bacon September 6, 1951** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bacon, Ernst -- 009

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Bacon, Ernst -- 010**

**Ernst Bacon September 6, 1951** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bacon, Ernst -- 010

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Bacon, Ernst -- 011**

**Ernst Bacon September 6, 1951** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bacon, Ernst -- 011

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Bacon, Ernst -- 012**

**Ernst Bacon September 6, 1951** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bacon, Ernst -- 012

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Bacon, Ernst -- 013**

**Ernst Bacon September 6, 1951** BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Bacon, Ernst -- 013

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.5 x 6.5 in.

**Ernst Bacon September 6, 1951** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bacon, Ernst -- 013

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

**Bacon, Ernst -- 014**

**Ernst Bacon September 6, 1951** BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Bacon, Ernst -- 014

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.5 x 6 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Ernst Bacon -- pianist -- composer. 1951, Berkeley."
Physical Description: Print: stamped.
Ernst Bacon September 6, 1951 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bacon, Ernst -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Bacon, Ernst -- 015
Ernst Bacon (?) BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bacon, Ernst -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: [TBL incorrectly identified and labelled this neg as "Brown, Gilmore -- 5"].
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ernst Bacon (?) BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bacon, Ernst -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: [TBL incorrectly identified and labelled original nitrate neg as "Brown, Gilmore -- 5"].

Bacon, Leonard
Content/Description
Gaps in the following portrait number range probably indicate that The Bancroft Library Portrait File contains other portraits of this individual which were not taken by Johan Hagemeyer. For further explanation, see notes on "Arrangement, Subject Description and Portrait Numbering" in the present finding aid.

Bacon, Leonard -- 002
Leonard Bacon March 10, 1924 BANC PIC 1964.063--B Bacon, Leonard -- 002 ark:/13030/ft3000057c
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.75 x 7.75 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Dr. Leonard Bacon -- poet. U.C. Eng. 1919-25".
Physical Description: Print: mounted.
Additional Note
General Note: 2 copies (copy 2, size PIC, verso: "Leonard Bacon -- 1924 -- Carmel -- To put in his book." Printed July 13, 1946)

Leonard Bacon March 10, 1924 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bacon, Leonard -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Baer, Martin
Content/Description
Gaps in the following portrait number range probably indicate that The Bancroft Library Portrait File contains other portraits of this individual which were not taken by Johan Hagemeyer. For further explanation, see notes on "Arrangement, Subject Description and Portrait Numbering" in the present finding aid.

Baer, Martin -- 003

Finding Aid to the Johan Hagemeyer Photograph Collection, circa 1908-circa 1955
Baer, Martin

**Martin Baer May 7, 1942** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Baer, Martin -- 003

- Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
- Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
- Additional Note
- General Note: No print available.

**Baer, Martin -- 004**

**Martin Baer July 9, 1948** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Baer, Martin -- 004

- Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
- Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
- Additional Note
- General Note: No print available.

**Baer, Martin -- 005**

**Martin Baer July 9, 1948** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Baer, Martin -- 005

- Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
- Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
- Additional Note
- General Note: No print available.

**Baer, Martin -- 006**

**Martin Baer 1942?** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Baer, Martin -- 006

- Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
- Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
- Additional Note
- General Note: No print available.

**Martin Baer 1942?** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Baer, Martin -- 006

- Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
- Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
- Additional Note
- General Note: No print available.

**Baer, Martin -- 007**

**Martin Baer July 9, 1948** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Baer, Martin -- 007

- Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
- Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
- Additional Note
- General Note: No print available.

**Baer, Martin -- 008**

**Martin Baer July 9, 1948** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Baer, Martin -- 008

- Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
- Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
- Additional Note
- General Note: No print available.

**Baer, Martin -- 009**
Finding Aid to the Johan Hagemeyer Photograph Collection, circa 1908-circa 1955

Martin Baer July 9, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Baer, Martin -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Baer, Martin -- 010
Martin Baer July 9, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Baer, Martin -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Baer, Martin -- 011
Martin Baer July 9, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Baer, Martin -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Baer, Martin -- 012
Martin Baer July 9, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Baer, Martin -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Baer, Martin -- 013
Martin Baer June 24, 1950 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Baer, Martin -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Baer, Martin -- 014
Martin Baer June 24, 1950 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Baer, Martin -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Martin Baer June 24, 1950 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Baer, Martin -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Baer, Martin -- 015
Martin Baer May 7, 1942  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Baer, Martin -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Baer, Martin -- 016
Martin Baer May 7, 1942  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Baer, Martin -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Baer, Martin -- 017
Martin Baer May 7, 1942  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Baer, Martin -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Martin Baer May 7, 1942  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Baer, Martin -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Baer, Martin -- 018
Martin Baer May 7, 1942  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Baer, Martin -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Martin Baer May 7, 1942  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Baer, Martin -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Baer, Martin -- 019
Martin Baer May 7, 1942  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Baer, Martin -- 019
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.

Martin Baer May 7, 1942  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Baer, Martin -- 019
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Baer, Martin -- 020
Baer, Martin

**Martin Baer June 24, 1950** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Baer, Martin -- 020
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Baer, Martin -- 021**
**Martin Baer June 24, 1950** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Baer, Martin -- 021
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "6/1950".
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Baer, Martin -- 022**
**Martin Baer June 24, 1950** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Baer, Martin -- 022
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Baer, Martin -- 023**
**Martin Baer June 24, 1950** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Baer, Martin -- 023
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Baer, Martin -- 024**
**Martin Baer July 9, 1948** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Baer, Martin -- 024
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Baer, Martin -- 025**
**Martin Baer July 9, 1948** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Baer, Martin -- 025
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Baer, Martin -- 026
Martin Baer July 9, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Baer, Martin -- 026
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Baer, Martin -- 027
Martin Baer July 9, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Baer, Martin -- 027
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Baer, Martin -- 028
Martin Baer June 24, 1950 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Baer, Martin -- 028
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Baer, Martin -- 029
Martin Baer May 7, 1942 BANC PIC 1964.063--B Baer, Martin -- 029
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.75 x 3.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: mounted.
Additional Note
General Note: 2 copies; copy 2 is copy print, size PIC.

Martin Baer May 7, 1942 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Baer, Martin -- 029
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Baer, Martin -- 030
Martin Baer June 24, 1950 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Baer, Martin -- 030
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.75 x 6.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Martin Baer June 24, 1950 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Baer, Martin -- 030
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor), retouched.

Baer, Martin -- 031
Baer, Martin May 7, 1942 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Baer, Martin -- 031
ark:/13030/ft167nb15y
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.75 x 7.5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Martin Baer, painter."
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Martin Baer May 7, 1942 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Baer, Martin -- 031
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Baer, Martin -- 032
Martin Baer July 9, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Baer, Martin -- 032
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 6 x 4 in.

Martin Baer July 9, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Baer, Martin -- 032
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Baer, Martin -- 033
Martin Baer July 9, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Baer, Martin -- 033
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.

Martin Baer July 9, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Baer, Martin -- 033
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Baer, Martin -- 034
Martin Baer July 9, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Baer, Martin -- 034
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.75 x 6 in.

Martin Baer July 9, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Baer, Martin -- 034
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Baer, Martin -- 035
Martin Baer July 9, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Baer, Martin -- 035
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5.75 x 4.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Martin Baer July 9, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Baer, Martin -- 035
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Baer, Martin -- 036
Martin Baer July 9, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Baer, Martin -- 036
ark:/13030/ft60007kf
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.5 x 5.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Baer, Martin -- 037
Martin Baer July 9, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Baer, Martin -- 036
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Baer, Martin -- 038
Martin Baer June 24, 1950 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Baer, Martin -- 038
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 6.5 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.

Baer, Martin -- 039
Martin Baer 1948? BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Baer, Martin -- 039
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5.75 x 4.5 in.

Baer, Martin -- 040
Martin Baer 1942? BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Baer, Martin -- 040
ark:/13030/ft7p3008j
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.5 x 7.25 in.
Baer, Martin

**Martin Baer 1942?** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Baer, Martin -- 040
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

**Baer, Martin -- 041**
**Martin Baer May 7, 1942** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Baer, Martin -- 041
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Neg marked as duplicate of no. 17 ("17 neg. dup."), but this is different image.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Balieff, Nikita

**Balieff, Nikita -- 001**
**Nikita Balieff January 11, 1928** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Balieff, Nikita -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Nikita Balieff January 11, 1928** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Balieff, Nikita -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Balieff, Nikita -- 002**
**Nikita Balieff January 11, 1928** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Balieff, Nikita -- 002
[ark:/13030/ft0p3003p7]
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Balieff, Nikita -- 003**
**Nikita Balieff January 11, 1928** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Balieff, Nikita -- 003
[ark:/13030/ft567nb3tw]
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Balieff, Nikita -- 004**
**Nikita Balieff January 11, 1928** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Balieff, Nikita -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Balieff, Nikita -- 005
Nikita Balieff January 11, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Balieff, Nikita -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Nikita Balieff January 11, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Balieff, Nikita -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Balieff, Nikita -- 006
Nikita Balieff January 11, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Balieff, Nikita -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Nikita Balieff January 11, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Balieff, Nikita -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Balieff, Nikita -- 007
Nikita Balieff January 11, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Balieff, Nikita -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Balieff, Nikita -- 008
Nikita Balieff January 11, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Balieff, Nikita -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Balieff, Nikita -- 009
Nikita Balieff January 11, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Balieff, Nikita -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Balieff, Nikita -- 010
Balieff, Nikita January 11, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Balieff, Nikita -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Balieff, Nikita -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Balieff, Nikita -- 012
Balieff, Nikita January 11, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Balieff, Nikita -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Balieff, Nikita -- 013
Balieff, Nikita January 11, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Balieff, Nikita -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Balieff, Nikita -- 014
Balieff, Nikita January 11, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Balieff, Nikita -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Balieff, Nikita -- 015
Balieff, Nikita January 11, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Balieff, Nikita -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Balieff, Nikita -- 016
Balieff, Nikita January 11, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Balieff, Nikita -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Balieff, Nikita -- 017
Nikita Balieff January 11, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Balieff, Nikita -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Nikita Balieff January 11, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Balieff, Nikita -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Balieff, Nikita -- 018
Nikita Balieff January 11, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Balieff, Nikita -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Balieff, Nikita -- 019
Nikita Balieff January 11, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Balieff, Nikita -- 019
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Balieff, Nikita -- 020
Nikita Balieff January 11, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Balieff, Nikita -- 020
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Balieff, Nikita -- 021
Nikita Balieff January 11, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Balieff, Nikita -- 021
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Balieff, Nikita -- 022
Nikita Balieff January 11, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Balieff, Nikita -- 022
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Balieff, Nikita -- 023
Nikita Balieff January 11, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Balieff, Nikita -- 023
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Balieff, Nikita -- 024
Nikita Balieff January 11, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Balieff, Nikita -- 024
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Balieff, Nikita -- 025
Nikita Balieff January 11, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Balieff, Nikita -- 025
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Balieff, Nikita -- 026
Nikita Balieff January 11, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Balieff, Nikita -- 026
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Balieff, Nikita -- 027
Nikita Balieff January 11, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Balieff, Nikita -- 027
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Balieff, Nikita -- 028
Nikita Balieff January 11, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Balieff, Nikita -- 028
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Balieff, Nikita -- 029
Nikita Balieff January 11, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Balieff, Nikita -- 029
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Balieff, Nikita -- 030
Nikita Balieff January 11, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Balieff, Nikita -- 030
ark:/13030/ft509nb3dc
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Balieff, Nikita -- 031
Nikita Balieff January 11, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Balieff, Nikita -- 031
ark:/13030/ft3r29n95v
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Balieff, Nikita -- 032
Nikita Balieff January 11, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Balieff, Nikita -- 032
ark:/13030/ft5r29p01h
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4 x 3 in.

Nikita Balieff January 11, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Balieff, Nikita -- 032
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Balieff, Nikita -- 033
Nikita Balieff January 11, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Balieff, Nikita -- 033
ark:/13030/ft1s2004jm
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 6.5 x 4.75 in.

Nikita Balieff January 11, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Balieff, Nikita -- 033
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Balieff, Nikita -- 034
Nikita Balieff January 11, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Balieff, Nikita -- 034
ark:/13030/ft796nb4x6
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4 x 3 in.

Nikita Balieff January 11, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Balieff, Nikita -- 034
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Nikita Balieff January 11, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Balieff, Nikita -- 034
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Balieff, Nikita -- 035
Nikita Balieff January 11, 1928
BANC PIC 1964.063-PIC Balieff, Nikita -- 035
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.75 x 6.5 in.

Nikita Balieff January 11, 1928
BANC PIC 1964.063-NEG Balieff, Nikita -- 035
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Barick, Miss

Barick, Miss -- 001
Miss Barick September 21, 1944
BANC PIC 1964.063-NEG Barick, Miss -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Barick, Miss -- 002
Miss Barick September 21, 1944
BANC PIC 1964.063-NEG Barick, Miss -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Barick, Miss -- 003
Miss Barick September 21, 1944
BANC PIC 1964.063-NEG Barick, Miss -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Barick, Miss -- 004
Miss Barick September 21, 1944
BANC PIC 1964.063-PIC Barick, Miss -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.25 x 6.5 in.

Miss Barick September 21, 1944
BANC PIC 1964.063-NEG Barick, Miss -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Barnes, Matthew

Barnes, Matthew -- 001
Matthew Barnes November 10, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Barnes, Matthew -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Barnes, Matthew -- 002
Matthew Barnes November 10, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Barnes, Matthew -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Barnes, Matthew -- 003
Matthew Barnes November 10, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Barnes, Matthew -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Barnes, Matthew -- 004
Matthew Barnes November 10, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Barnes, Matthew -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Barnes, Matthew -- 005
Matthew Barnes November 10, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Barnes, Matthew -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Barnes, Matthew -- 006
Matthew Barnes November 10, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Barnes, Matthew -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Barnes, Matthew -- 007
Barnes, Matthew November 10, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Barnes, Matthew -- 007
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Barnes, Matthew -- 008
Matthew Barnes November 10, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Barnes, Matthew -- 008
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Barnes, Matthew -- 009
Matthew Barnes November 10, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Barnes, Matthew -- 009
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Barnes, Matthew -- 010
Matthew Barnes November 10, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Barnes, Matthew -- 010
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Barnes, Matthew -- 011
Matthew Barnes November 10, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Barnes, Matthew -- 011
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Barnes, Matthew -- 012
Matthew Barnes November 10, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Barnes, Matthew -- 012
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Barnes, Matthew -- 013
Matthew Barnes November 10, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Barnes, Matthew -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Barnes, Matthew -- 014
Matthew Barnes November 10, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Barnes, Matthew -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Barnes, Matthew -- 015
Matthew Barnes November 10, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Barnes, Matthew -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 6.25 x 4.75 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Matt Barnes, painter '48."
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Matthew Barnes November 10, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Barnes, Matthew -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Bartalini

Bartalini -- 001
Bartalini 1943
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bartalini -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bartalini -- 002
Bartalini 1943
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bartalini -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bartalini -- 003
Bartalini 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bartalini -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bartalini -- 004
Bartalini 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bartalini -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bartalini -- 005
Bartalini 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bartalini -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bartalini -- 006
Bartalini 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bartalini -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bartalini -- 007
Bartalini 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bartalini -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bartalini -- 008
Bartalini 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bartalini -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bartalini -- 009
Bartalini 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bartalini -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bartalini -- 010
Bartalini 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bartalini -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bartalini -- 011
Bartalini 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bartalini -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bartalini -- 012
Bartalini 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bartalini -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bartalini -- 013
Bartalini 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bartalini -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bartalini -- 014
Bartalini 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bartalini -- 014
creator/collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bartalini -- 015
Bartalini 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bartalini -- 015
creator/collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.75 x 3.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped, mounted.
Bartalini 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bartalini -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Bartalini -- 016
Bartalini 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Bartalini -- 016 ark:/13030/ft4s2005xq
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.25 x 7.25 in.

Bartalini 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bartalini -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Bartalini -- 017
Bartalini 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Bartalini -- 017 ark:/13030/ft7489p1hx
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.5 x 7.25 in.

Bartalini 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bartalini -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Bartlett, Patricia

Bartlett, Patricia -- 001
Patricia Bartlett December 3, 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bartlett, Patricia -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bartlett, Patricia -- 002
Patricia Bartlett December 3, 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bartlett, Patricia -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bartlett, Patricia -- 003
Patricia Bartlett December 3, 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bartlett, Patricia -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Patricia Bartlett December 3, 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bartlett, Patricia -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Patricia Bartlett December 3, 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bartlett, Patricia -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Patricia Bartlett December 3, 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bartlett, Patricia -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Patricia Bartlett December 3, 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bartlett, Patricia -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Patricia Bartlett December 3, 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Bartlett, Patricia -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8 x 6 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Patricia Bartlett December 3, 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bartlett, Patricia -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Patricia Bartlett December 3, 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Bartlett, Patricia -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8 x 6 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Patricia Bartlett December 3, 1954</strong></th>
<th>BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bartlett, Patricia -- 015</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: Negative: retouched.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Bartlett, Patricia -- 016</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Patricia Bartlett December 3, 1954</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1 photographic print: gelatin silver; 10 x 8 in.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Patricia Bartlett December 3, 1954</strong></th>
<th>BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bartlett, Patricia -- 016</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: Negative: retouched.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Bartlett, Patricia -- 017</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Patricia Bartlett December 3, 1954</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1 photographic print: gelatin silver; 6.25 x 8 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: Print: stamped.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Bauer, Bruce</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bauer, Bruce -- 001</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bruce Bauer December 27, 1940</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: Negative: retouched.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Bauer, David</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bauer, David -- 001</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>David Bauer December 27, 1940</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: Negative: retouched.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **Bauer, David -- 002** |
Bauer, David

David Bauer BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bauer, David -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bauer, Herbert

Bauer, Herbert -- 001
Herbert Bauer 1939? BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bauer, Herbert -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bauer, Herbert -- 002
Herbert Bauer 1939? BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bauer, Herbert -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bauer, Herbert -- 003
Herbert Bauer 1939? BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bauer, Herbert -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bauer, Herbert -- 004
Herbert Bauer 1939? BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bauer, Herbert -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bauer, Herbert -- 005
Herbert Bauer 1939? BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bauer, Herbert -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bauer, Mrs. Herbert (Sasha)
Bauer, Mrs. Herbert (Sasha) -- 001

Mrs. Herbert [Sasha] Bauer
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bauer, Mrs. Herbert (Sasha) -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bauer, Mrs. Herbert (Sasha) -- 002

Mrs. Herbert [Sasha] Bauer
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bauer, Mrs. Herbert (Sasha) -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bauer, Mrs. Herbert (Sasha) -- 003

Mrs. Herbert [Sasha] Bauer
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bauer, Mrs. Herbert (Sasha) -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bauer, Mrs. Ruth

Bauer, Mrs. Ruth -- 001

Mrs. Ruth Bauer October 22, 1940 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bauer, Mrs. Ruth -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bauer, Mrs. Ruth -- 002

Mrs. Ruth Bauer October 22, 1940 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bauer, Mrs. Ruth -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. Ruth Bauer October 22, 1940 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bauer, Mrs. Ruth -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bauer, Mrs. Ruth -- 003
Mrs. Ruth Bauer October 22, 1940 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bauer, Mrs. Ruth -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. Ruth Bauer October 22, 1940 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bauer, Mrs. Ruth -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bauer, Mrs. Ruth -- 004

Mrs. Ruth Bauer October 22, 1940 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bauer, Mrs. Ruth -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. Ruth Bauer October 22, 1940 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bauer, Mrs. Ruth -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Baxter, Anne

Baxter, Anne -- 001

Anne Baxter February 17, 1947 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Baxter, Anne -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Baxter, Anne -- 002

Anne Baxter February 17, 1947 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Baxter, Anne -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Baxter, Anne -- 003
Baxter, Anne

Anne Baxter February 17, 1947 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Baxter, Anne -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bechdolt, Frederick Ritchie

Bechdolt, Frederick Ritchie -- 001
Frederick Ritchie Bechdolt 1925?
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Bechdolt, Frederick Ritchie -- 001 ark:/13030/ft8w1009hb
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 7.25 x 8.75 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Frederick Ritchie Bechdolt, writer."

Beeson, Alberta

Beeson, Alberta -- 001
Alberta Beeson November 6, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Beeson, Alberta -- 001 ark:/13030/ft8s2009nr
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Beeson, Alberta -- 002
Alberta Beeson November 6, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Beeson, Alberta -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bender, Albert

Content/Description
Gaps in the following portrait number range probably indicate that The Bancroft Library Portrait File contains other portraits of this individual which were not taken by Johan Hagemeyer. For further explanation, see notes on "Arrangement, Subject Description and Portrait Numbering" in the present finding aid.

Bender, Albert -- 002
Albert Bender March 11, 1926 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Bender, Albert -- 002 ark:/13030/ft9779p2m7
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 6.5 x 4.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.
Albert Bender March 11, 1926
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Benning, A.E.

Benning, A.E. -- 001
A.E. Benning December 27, 1943
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Benning, A.E. -- 002
A.E. Benning December 27, 1943
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Benning, A.E. -- 003
A.E. Benning December 27, 1943
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Benning, A.E. -- 004
A.E. Benning December 27, 1943
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Benton, Genevieve

Benton, Genevieve -- 001
Genevieve Benton December 2, 1938
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
**George B. Ancourt August 4, 1946** BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Ancourt, George B. -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

**Bier, Allan -- 001**
Allan Bier March 9, 1926? BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bier, Allan -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Bier, Allan -- 002**
Allan Bier December 29, 1932? BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bier, Allan -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Allan Bier December 29, 1932?** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bier, Allan -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Bier, Allan -- 003**
Allan Bier March 9, 1926 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bier, Allan -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Allan Bier March 9, 1926** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bier, Allan -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Bier, Allan -- 004**
Allan Bier December 29, 1932? BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bier, Allan -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Allan Bier December 29, 1932? BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bier, Allan -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bier, Allan -- 005
Allan Bier March 9, 1926 BANC PIC 1964.063--B Bier, Allan -- 005
ark:/13030/ft629007m2
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.75 x 7 in.
Physical Description: Print: mounted.

Allan Bier March 9, 1926 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bier, Allan -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Allan Bier March 9, 1926 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bier, Allan -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Bier, Allan -- 006
Allan Bier December 29, 1932? BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Bier, Allan -- 006
ark:/13030/ft3q2nb2hd
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.25 x 6.25 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Allan Bier, pianist."
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Allan Bier December 29, 1932? BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bier, Allan -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Allan Bier December 29, 1932? BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bier, Allan -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Bietry-Salinger, Jehanne
Content/Description
Gaps in the following portrait number range probably indicate that The Bancroft Library Portrait File contains other portraits of this individual which were not taken by Johan Hagemeyer. For further explanation, see notes on "Arrangement, Subject Description and Portrait Numbering" in the present finding aid.

Bietry-Salinger, Jehanne -- 003
Jehanne Bietry-Salinger 1947 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bietry-Salinger, Jehanne -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jehanne Bietry-Salinger -- 004
Jehanne Bietry-Salinger 1947 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bietry-Salinger, Jehanne -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jehanne Bietry-Salinger -- 005
Jehanne Bietry-Salinger 1947 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bietry-Salinger, Jehanne -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jehanne Bietry-Salinger -- 006
Jehanne Bietry-Salinger 1947 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bietry-Salinger, Jehanne -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jehanne Bietry-Salinger -- 007
Jehanne Bietry-Salinger 1947 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bietry-Salinger, Jehanne -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jehanne Bietry-Salinger -- 008
Jehanne Bietry-Salinger 1947 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bietry-Salinger, Jehanne -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jehanne Bietry-Salinger -- 009
Jehanne Bietry-Salinger 1947 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bietry-Salinger, Jehanne -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jehanne Bietry-Salinger -- 010
Jehanne Bietry-Salinger 1947 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bietry-Salinger, Jehanne -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bietry-Salinger, Jehanne -- 011
Jehanne Bietry-Salinger 1947 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bietry-Salinger, Jehanne -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bietry-Salinger, Jehanne -- 012
Jehanne Bietry-Salinger 1947 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bietry-Salinger, Jehanne -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bietry-Salinger, Jehanne -- 013
Jehanne Bietry-Salinger 1947 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bietry-Salinger, Jehanne -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bietry-Salinger, Jehanne -- 014
Jehanne Bietry-Salinger 1947 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bietry-Salinger, Jehanne -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bietry-Salinger, Jehanne -- 015
Jehanne Bietry-Salinger 1947 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Bietry-Salinger, Jehanne -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.75 x 3.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Jehanne Bietry-Salinger 1947 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bietry-Salinger, Jehanne -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Bietry-Salinger, Jehanne -- 016
Jehanne Bietry-Salinger 1947 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bietry-Salinger, Jehanne -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Bietry-Salinger, Jehanne -- 017
Jehanne Bietry-Salinger 1947 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bietry-Salinger, Jehanne -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bietry-Salinger, Jehanne -- 018
Jehanne Bietry-Salinger 1947 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Bietry-Salinger, Jehanne -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.75 x 3.75 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Mrs. Salinger, art peddler, '47."
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Jehanne Bietry-Salinger 1947 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bietry-Salinger, Jehanne -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Bietry-Salinger, Jehanne -- 019
Jehanne Bietry-Salinger 1947 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Bietry-Salinger, Jehanne -- 019
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.75 x 3.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.
Additional Note
General Note: 2 copies [copy 2: 5.5 x 4.5 in.; printed September 24, 1948]

Jehanne Bietry-Salinger 1947 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bietry-Salinger, Jehanne -- 019
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Bietry-Salinger, Jehanne -- 020
Jehanne Bietry-Salinger 1947 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Bietry-Salinger, Jehanne -- 021
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.75 x 3.75 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "waxed".
Physical Description: Print: stamped.
Additional Note
General Note: 2 copies [copy 2: 5 x 4 in.; printed June 13, 1948; contact print]

Jehanne Bietry-Salinger 1947 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bietry-Salinger, Jehanne -- 021
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Birge, Raymond T.
Birge, Raymond T. -- 001
Raymond T. Birge October 16, 1953
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Birge, Raymond T. -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.5 x 6.75 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Dr. Birge, Physicist."
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Raymond T. Birge October 16, 1953
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Birge, Raymond T. -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Birge, Raymond T. -- 002
Raymond T. Birge October 16, 1953
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Birge, Raymond T. -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 10 x 8 in.

Raymond T. Birge October 16, 1953
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Birge, Raymond T. -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Birge, Raymond T. -- 003
Raymond T. Birge October 16, 1953
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Birge, Raymond T. -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Birge, Raymond T. -- 004
Raymond T. Birge October 16, 1953
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Birge, Raymond T. -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Birge, Raymond T. -- 005
Raymond T. Birge October 16, 1953
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Birge, Raymond T. -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Birge, Raymond T. -- 006
Raymond T. Birge October 16, 1953
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Birge, Raymond T. -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Birge, Raymond T. -- 007
Raymond T. Birge October 16, 1953
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Birge, Raymond T. -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Birge, Raymond T. -- 008
Raymond T. Birge October 16, 1953
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Birge, Raymond T. -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Birge, Raymond T. -- 009
Raymond T. Birge October 16, 1953
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Birge, Raymond T. -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Birge, Raymond T. -- 010
Raymond T. Birge October 16, 1953
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Birge, Raymond T. -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Birge, Raymond T. -- 011
Raymond T. Birge October 16, 1953
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Birge, Raymond T. -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Birge, Raymond T. -- 012
Raymond T. Birge October 16, 1953
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Birge, Raymond T. -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Birge, Raymond T. -- 013
Raymond T. Birge October 16, 1953
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Birge, Raymond T. -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Birge, Raymond T. -- 014
Raymond T. Birge October 16, 1953
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Birge, Raymond T. -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Birge, Raymond T. -- 015
Raymond T. Birge October 16, 1953
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Birge, Raymond T. -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bluman, Sigismund

Blumann, Sigismund -- 001
Sigismund Blumann August 6, 1929
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Blumann, Sigismund -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Sigismund Blumann August 6, 1929
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Blumann, Sigismund -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Blumann, Sigismund -- 002
Sigismund Blumann August 6, 1929
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Blumann, Sigismund -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.75 x 7 in.

Sigismund Blummann August 6, 1929
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Blumann, Sigismund -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Sigismund Blummann August 6, 1929
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Blumann, Sigismund -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Boke, Richard
Boke, Richard -- 001
Richard Boke February 27, 1953
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Boke, Richard -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Boke, Richard -- 002
Richard Boke February 27, 1953
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Boke, Richard -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Boke, Richard -- 003
Richard Boke February 27, 1953
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Boke, Richard -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Boke, Richard -- 004
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image ID</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boke, Richard -- 004</td>
<td>February 27, 1953</td>
<td>BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Boke, Richard -- 004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: Negative: retouched.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Note</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Note: No print available.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boke, Richard -- 005</td>
<td>February 27, 1953</td>
<td>BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Boke, Richard -- 005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: Negative: retouched.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Note</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Note: No print available.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boke, Richard -- 006</td>
<td>February 27, 1953</td>
<td>BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Boke, Richard -- 006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: Negative: retouched.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Note</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Note: No print available.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boke, Richard -- 007</td>
<td>February 27, 1953</td>
<td>BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Boke, Richard -- 007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: Negative: retouched.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Note</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Note: No print available.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boke, Richard -- 008</td>
<td>February 27, 1953</td>
<td>BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Boke, Richard -- 008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 7.5 x 6 in.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Richard Boke February 27, 1953</strong></td>
<td>BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Boke, Richard -- 008</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: Negative: retouched.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Note</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Note: No print available.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boke, Richard -- 009</td>
<td>February 27, 1953</td>
<td>BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Boke, Richard -- 009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: Negative: retouched.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Note</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Note: No print available.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boke, Richard -- 010</td>
<td>February 27, 1953</td>
<td>BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Boke, Richard -- 010</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Richard Boke February 27, 1953** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Boke, Richard -- 010

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

**Boke, Richard -- 011**

**Richard Boke February 27, 1953** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Boke, Richard -- 011

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

**Boke, Richard -- 012**

**Richard Boke February 27, 1953** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Boke, Richard -- 012

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

**Boke, Richard -- 013**

**Richard Boke February 27, 1953** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Boke, Richard -- 013

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

**Boke, Richard -- 014**

**Richard Boke February 27, 1953** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Boke, Richard -- 014

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

**Boke, Richard -- 015**

**Richard Boke February 27, 1953** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Boke, Richard -- 015

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

---

**Boke, Sarah**

**Boke, Sarah -- 001**
Sarah Boke September 18, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Boke, Sarah -- 001
    ark:/13030/ft92900978
    Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
    Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.
    Physical Description: Print: contact print?.

Sarah Boke September 18, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Boke, Sarah -- 001
    Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
    Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
    Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Boke, Sarah -- 002
    Sarah Boke September 18, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Boke, Sarah -- 002
    ark:/13030/ft1779n7h5
    Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
    Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.
    Physical Description: Print: contact print?.

Sarah Boke September 18, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Boke, Sarah -- 002
    Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
    Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
    Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Boke, Sarah -- 003
    Sarah Boke September 18, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Boke, Sarah -- 003
    Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
    Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
    Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
    Additional Note
    General Note: No print available.

Boke, Sarah -- 004
    Sarah Boke September 18, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Boke, Sarah -- 004
    Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
    Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
    Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
    Additional Note
    General Note: No print available.

Boke, Sarah -- 005
    Sarah Boke September 18, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Boke, Sarah -- 005
    Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
    Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
    Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
    Additional Note
    General Note: No print available.

Boke, Sarah -- 006
Sarah Boke September 18, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Boke, Sarah -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Boke, Sarah -- 007
Sarah Boke September 18, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Boke, Sarah -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Boke, Sarah -- 008
Sarah Boke September 18, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Boke, Sarah -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Boke, Sarah -- 009
Sarah Boke September 18, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Boke, Sarah -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Boke, Sarah -- 010
Sarah Boke September 18, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Boke, Sarah -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Boke, Sarah -- 011
Sarah Boke September 18, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Boke, Sarah -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bolton, Charles B.

Bolton, Charles B. -- 001
Charles B. Bolton December 29, 1942
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bolton, Charles B. -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bolton, Charles B. -- 002
Charles B. Bolton December 29, 1942
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bolton, Charles B. -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bolton, Charles B. -- 003
Charles B. Bolton December 29, 1942
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bolton, Charles B. -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bolton, Charles B. -- 004
Charles B. Bolton December 29, 1942
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bolton, Charles B. -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bolton, Charles B. -- 005
Charles B. Bolton December 29, 1942
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bolton, Charles B. -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bolton, Charles B. -- 006
Charles B. Bolton December 29, 1942
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bolton, Charles B. -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Content/Description
Gaps in the following portrait number range probably indicate that The Bancroft Library Portrait File contains other portraits of this individual which were not taken by Johan Hagemeyer. For further explanation, see notes on “Arrangement, Subject Description and Portrait Numbering” in the present finding aid.

Bolton, K.C. [Kenyon Castle] -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bolton, K.C. [Kenyon Castle] -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bolton, K.C. [Kenyon Castle] -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Bolton, K.C. [Kenyon Castle] -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bolton, K.C. [Kenyon Castle] -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bolton, K.C. [Kenyon Castle] -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Bolton, K.C. [Kenyon Castle] -- 009
K.C. [Kenyon Castle] Bolton July 12, 1942
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

K.C. [Kenyon Castle] Bolton July 12, 1942
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bolton, K.C. [Kenyon Castle] -- 010
K.C. [Kenyon Castle] Bolton July 12, 1942
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

K.C. [Kenyon Castle] Bolton July 12, 1942
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

K.C. [Kenyon Castle] Bolton July 12, 1942
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

K.C. [Kenyon Castle] Bolton July 12, 1942
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bolton, K.C. [Kenyon Castle] -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bolton, Mrs. O.P. [Adelaide B.]

Bolton, Mrs. O.P. [Adelaide B.] -- 001
Mrs. O.P. Bolton [Adelaide B.] 1942
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bolton, Mrs. O.P. [Adelaide B.] -- 001  ark:/13030/ft9d5nb6dp
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. O.P. Bolton [Adelaide B.] 1942
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bolton, Mrs. O.P. [Adelaide B.] -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bolton, Mrs. O.P. [Adelaide B.] -- 002
Mrs. O.P. Bolton [Adelaide B.] [with infant] 1942
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bolton, Mrs. O.P. [Adelaide B.] -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. O.P. Bolton [Adelaide B.] [with infant] 1942
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bolton, Mrs. O.P. [Adelaide B.] -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bolton, Mrs. O.P. [Adelaide B.] -- 003
Mrs. O.P. Bolton [Adelaide B.] [with infant] 1942
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bolton, Mrs. O.P. [Adelaide B.] -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. O.P. Bolton [Adelaide B.] [with infant] 1942
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bolton, Mrs. O.P. [Adelaide B.] -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bolton, Mrs. O.P. [Adelaide B.] -- 004
Mrs. O.P. Bolton [Adelaide B.] [with infant] 1942
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bolton, Mrs. O.P. [Adelaide B.] -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. O.P. Bolton [Adelaide B.] [with infant] 1942
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bolton, Mrs. O.P. [Adelaide B.] -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bolton, Mrs. O.P. [Adelaide B.] -- 005
Mrs. O.P. Bolton [Adelaide B.] [with infant] 1942
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bolton, Mrs. O.P. [Adelaide B.] -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. O.P. Bolton [Adelaide B.] [with infant] 1942
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bolton, Mrs. O.P. [Adelaide B.] -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bolton, Mrs. O.P. [Adelaide B.] -- 006
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mrs. O.P. Bolton [Adelaide B.] [with infant] 1942</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bolton, Mrs. O.P. [Adelaide B.] -- 006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Note: No print available.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mrs. O.P. Bolton [Adelaide B.] [with infant] 1942</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bolton, Mrs. O.P. [Adelaide B.] -- 006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Note: No print available.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bolton, Mrs. O.P. [Adelaide B.] -- 007</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. O.P. Bolton [Adelaide B.] [child of] 1942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Bolton, Mrs. O.P. [Adelaide B.] -- 007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 6.5 x 8.25 in.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mrs. O.P. Bolton [Adelaide B.] [child of] 1942</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bolton, Mrs. O.P. [Adelaide B.] -- 007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bonaparte, Miss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bonaparte, Miss -- 001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miss Bonaparte BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bonaparte, Miss -- 001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Note: No print available.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bonaparte, Miss -- 002</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Miss Bonaparte BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bonaparte, Miss -- 002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Note: No print available.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Bonaparte, Miss -- 003 |
Miss Bonaparte BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bonaparte, Miss -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bonaparte, Miss -- 004
Miss Bonaparte BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bonaparte, Miss -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bonaparte, Miss -- 005
Miss Bonaparte BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bonaparte, Miss -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bonaparte, Miss -- 006
Miss Bonaparte BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bonaparte, Miss -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bonaparte, Miss -- 007
Miss Bonaparte BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bonaparte, Miss -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bonaparte, Miss -- 008
Miss Bonaparte BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bonaparte, Miss -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Miss Bonaparte  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG  Bonaparte, Miss -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bonaparte, Miss -- 010
Miss Bonaparte  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG  Bonaparte, Miss -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bonaparte, Miss -- 011
Miss Bonaparte  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG  Bonaparte, Miss -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bonney, Jimmie

Bonney, Jimmie -- 001
Jimmie Bonney December 1, 1945  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG  Bonney, Jimmie -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bonney, Jimmie -- 002
Jimmie Bonney December 1, 1945  BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC  Bonney, Jimmie -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 10 x 8 in.

Jimmie Bonney December 1, 1945  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG  Bonney, Jimmie -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Bonney, Linda

Bonney, Linda -- 001
**Linda Bonney December 5, 1945** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG
Bonney, Linda -- 001

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

**Bonney, Linda -- 002**

**Linda Bonney December 5, 1945** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG
Bonney, Linda -- 002

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

**Bonney, Linda -- 003**

**Linda Bonney December 5, 1945** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG
Bonney, Linda -- 003

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

**Bonney, Linda -- 004**

**Linda Bonney December 5, 1945** BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC
Bonney, Linda -- 004

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.25 x 6.75 in.

**Linda Bonney December 5, 1945** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG
Bonney, Linda -- 004

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

**Bonney, Linda -- 005**

**Linda Bonney December 5, 1945** BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC
Bonney, Linda -- 005

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.5 x 6.75 in.

**Linda Bonney December 5, 1945** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG
Bonney, Linda -- 005

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Granville Borden August 13, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Granville Borden August 13, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Borden, Granville -- 002
Granville Borden August 13, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Borden, Granville -- 003
Granville Borden August 13, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Borden, Granville -- 004
Granville Borden August 13, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Granville Borden August 13, 1932

BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Borden, Granville -- 004

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Borden, Mrs. Granville (Kaye)

Borden, Mrs. Granville (Kaye) -- 001
Mrs. Granville [Kaye] Borden August 13, 1932?
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Borden, Mrs. Granville (Kaye) -- 001

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. Granville [Kaye] Borden August 13, 1932?
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Borden, Mrs. Granville (Kaye) -- 001

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Borden, Mrs. Granville (Kaye) -- 002
Mrs. Granville [Kaye] Borden August 13, 1932?
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Borden, Mrs. Granville (Kaye) -- 002

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. Granville [Kaye] Borden August 13, 1932?
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Borden, Mrs. Granville (Kaye) -- 002

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Borden, Mrs. Granville (Kaye) -- 003
Mrs. Granville [Kaye] Borden August 13, 1932?
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Borden, Mrs. Granville (Kaye) -- 003

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Mrs. Granville [Kaye] Borden August 13, 1932
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Borden, Mrs. Granville (Kaye) -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Born, Miss

Born, Miss -- 001
Miss Born May 8, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Born, Miss -- 001
ark:/13030/ft1290042s
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.5 x 6.75 in.

Miss Born May 8, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Born, Miss -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Born, Miss -- 002
Miss Born May 8, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Born, Miss -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Born, Miss -- 003
Miss Born May 8, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Born, Miss -- 003
ark:/13030/ft5x0nb475
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Born, Miss -- 004
Miss Born May 8, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Born, Miss -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bosworth, Eleanora

Bosworth, Eleanora -- 001
Eleanora Bosworth October 11, 1933
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bosworth, Eleanora -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Eleanora Bosworth October 11, 1933
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bosworth, Eleanora -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bosworth, Eleanora -- 002
Eleanora Bosworth October 11, 1933
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bosworth, Eleanora -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Eleanora Bosworth October 11, 1933
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bosworth, Eleanora -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bosworth, Eleanora -- 003
Eleanora Bosworth October 11, 1933
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bosworth, Eleanora -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Eleanora Bosworth October 11, 1933
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bosworth, Eleanora -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bosworth, Eleanora -- 004
Eleanora Bosworth October 11, 1933
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bosworth, Eleanora -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Eleanora Bosworth October 11, 1933
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bosworth, Eleanora -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bosworth, Eleanora -- 007
Eleanora Bosworth October 11, 1933
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bosworth, Eleanora -- 007 ark:/13030/ft4k4005tv
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Eleanora Bosworth October 11, 1933
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bosworth, Eleanora -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bosworth, Eleanora -- 008
[negative (copy)] October 11, 1933
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bosworth, Eleanora -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Anne

Bouse, Anne -- 001
Anne Bouse March 1, 1942 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Anne -- 001 ark:/13030/ft8c6009rp
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Anne Bouse March 1, 1942

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane

Bouse, Jane -- 001

Jane Bouse

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 2.5 x 2.5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 002

Jane Bouse

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 003

Jane Bouse

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 2.5 x 2.5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 004
Bouse, Jane

Jane Bouse BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 2.5 x 2.5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jane Bouse BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) ; safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 005

Jane Bouse BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 2.5 x 2.5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jane Bouse BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) ; safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 006

Jane Bouse BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 2.5 x 2.5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jane Bouse BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) ; safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 007

Jane Bouse BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 2.5 x 2.5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jane Bouse BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) ; safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 008
Jane Bouse  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 2.5 x 2.5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 009
Jane Bouse  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Bouse, Jane -- 010
Jane Bouse [i.e. hands of] 1942  BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Bouse, Jane -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.

Jane Bouse 1942  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Jane Bouse 1942  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Bouse, Jane -- 011
Jane Bouse 1941  BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Bouse, Jane -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 3.75 x 4.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Jane Bouse 1941  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Bouse, Jane -- 012

Finding Aid to the Johan Hagemeyer Photograph Collection, circa 1908-circa 1955
Jane Bouse 1936 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Bouse, Jane -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.5 x 3.5 in.

Jane Bouse 1936 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Bouse, Jane -- 013
Jane Bouse 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Bouse, Jane -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.75 x 3.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Jane Bouse 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Jane Bouse 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Bouse, Jane -- 014
Jane Bouse 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Bouse, Jane -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 3.75 x 4.75 in.

Jane Bouse 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Bouse, Jane -- 015
Jane Bouse 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Bouse, Jane -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.5 x 6.25 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Jane Bouse 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Bouse, Jane -- 016
Jane Bouse 1942 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Bouse, Jane -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.25 x 7 in.

Jane Bouse 1942 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Jane Bouse 1942 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Bouse, Jane -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print: gelatin silver; 9 x 7.25 in.

Jane Bouse 1942 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy): safety film; 5 x 4 in.

Bouse, Jane -- 018
Jane Bouse BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 019
Jane Bouse BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 019
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 020
Jane Bouse 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 020
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 021
Jane Bouse 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 021
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy): safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jane Bouse 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 021
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy): safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 022
Jane Bouse 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 022
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy): safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Bouse, Jane -- 023
  Jane Bouse 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 023
    Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
    Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
    Additional Note
    General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 024
  Jane Bouse 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 024
    Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
    Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
    Additional Note
    General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 025
  Jane Bouse 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 025
    Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
    Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
    Additional Note
    General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 026
  Jane Bouse 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 026
    Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
    Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
    Physical Description: Scratches in hair area of image.
    Additional Note
    General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 027
  Jane Bouse 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 027
    Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
    Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
    Additional Note
    General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 028
  Jane Bouse BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 028
    Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
    Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
    Additional Note
    General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 029
  Jane Bouse 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 029
    Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
    Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
    Additional Note
    General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 030
Jane Bouse 1934
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 031
Jane Bouse 1934
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 032
Jane Bouse
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 033
Jane Bouse 1934
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 034
Jane Bouse 1934
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 035
Jane Bouse
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 036
Jane Bouse 1934
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 037
Jane Bouse BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 037
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 038
Jane Bouse BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 038
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 039
Jane Bouse 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 039
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 040
Jane Bouse 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 040
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 041
Jane Bouse 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 041
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 042
Jane Bouse 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 042
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 043
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available. |
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available. |
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available. |
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available. |
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available. |
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available. |
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available. |
| Bouse, Jane -- 050 | | |

Finding Aid to the Johan Hagemeyer Photograph Collection, circa 1908-circa 1955
Jane Bouse 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 050
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 051
Jane Bouse 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 051
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 052
Jane Bouse 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 052
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 053
Jane Bouse 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 053
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 054
Jane Bouse 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 054
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 055
Jane Bouse 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 055
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 056
Jane Bouse 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 056
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Bouse, Jane -- 057
Jane Bouse 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063-NEG Bouse, Jane -- 057
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 058
Jane Bouse 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063-NEG Bouse, Jane -- 058
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 059
Jane Bouse 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063-NEG Bouse, Jane -- 059
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 060
Jane Bouse 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063-NEG Bouse, Jane -- 060
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 061
Jane Bouse 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063-NEG Bouse, Jane -- 061
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 062
Jane Bouse 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063-NEG Bouse, Jane -- 062
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Jane Bouse 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 063
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 064
Jane Bouse 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 064
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 065
Jane Bouse 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 065
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 066
Jane Bouse 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 066
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 067
Jane Bouse 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 067
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Lower margin: "11/2-48 Election day--.".
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 068
Jane Bouse 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 068
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 069
Jane Bouse 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 069
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 070
Jane Bouse 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 070
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 071
Jane Bouse 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 071
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 072
Jane Bouse 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 072
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 073
Jane Bouse 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 073
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 074
Jane Bouse 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 074
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 075
Jane Bouse 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 075
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 076
Jane Bouse BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 076
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 077
Jane Bouse BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 077
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 078
Jane Bouse BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 078
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 079
Jane Bouse BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 079
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 080
Jane Bouse 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 080
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 081
Jane Bouse 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 081
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Jane Bouse 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 081
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 082
Jane Bouse ca.1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 082
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 083
Jane Bouse ca.1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 083
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Scratches and marks near and on the face and in the upper right hand corner.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 085
Jane Bouse 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 085
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 088
Jane Bouse 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 088
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 089
Jane Bouse 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 089
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 090
Jane Bouse 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 090
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Bouse, Jane -- 091
Jane Bouse 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 091
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 092
Jane Bouse 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 092
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 093
Jane Bouse 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 093
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 094
Jane Bouse 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 094
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 095
Jane Bouse 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 095
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 096
Jane Bouse 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 096
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 097
Jane Bouse 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 097
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Bouse, Jane -- 098
Jane Bouse 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 098
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 099
Jane Bouse 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 099
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 100
Jane Bouse 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 100
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 101
Jane Bouse 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 101
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 102
Jane Bouse 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 102
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 103
Jane Bouse BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 103
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 104
Jane Bouse BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 104
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Bouse, Jane -- 105

Jane Bouse 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 105
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 106

Jane Bouse 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 106
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy): safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 107

Jane Bouse 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 107
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 108

Jane Bouse 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 108
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 109

Jane Bouse 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 109
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jane Bouse 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 109
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy): safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 110

Jane Bouse 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 110
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Jane Bouse 1938  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 110
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 111
Jane Bouse 1938  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 111
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 112
Jane Bouse 1938  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 112
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jane Bouse 1938  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 112
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 113
Jane Bouse 1938  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 113
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 114
Jane Bouse 1942  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 114
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 115
Jane Bouse 1942  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 115  ark:/13030/ft1779n7jp
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 116
Jane Bouse

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 117

Jane Bouse 1942

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 118

Jane Bouse 1945

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 119

Jane Bouse 1942

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 120

Jane Bouse 1945

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 121

Jane Bouse 1945

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Bouse, Jane -- 122
Jane Bouse BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 122
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 123
Jane Bouse BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 123
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 124
Jane Bouse BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 124
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 125
Jane Bouse BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 125
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 126
Jane Bouse BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 126
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 127
Jane Bouse BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 127
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Jane Bouse BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 128
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 129
Jane Bouse BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 129
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 130
Jane Bouse BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 130
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 131
Jane Bouse BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 131
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jane Bouse 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 131
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bouse, Jane -- 084
Jane Bouse BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bouse, Jane -- 084
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Brauns, Robert
Brauns, Robert -- 001
Robert Brauns July 10, 1950 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Brauns, Robert -- 001
ark:/13030/ft2c6004zh
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 10 x 8 in.

Robert Brauns July 10, 1950 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Brauns, Robert -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Brauns, Robert -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Brauns, Robert -- 003
Robert Brauns July 19, 1950 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Brauns, Robert -- 003
ark:/13030/ft2489n854
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Brauns, Robert -- 004
Robert Brauns July 19, 1950 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Brauns, Robert -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Large scrape in upper left hand corner.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Brauns, Robert -- 005
Robert Brauns July 19, 1950 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Brauns, Robert -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Brauns, Robert -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Brauns, Robert -- 007
Robert Brauns July 19, 1950 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Brauns, Robert -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Brauns, Robert -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Brauns, Robert -- 009
Robert Brauns July 19, 1950 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Brauns, Robert -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Brauns, Robert -- 010
Robert Brauns July 19, 1950 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Brauns, Robert -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Brauns, Robert -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Brauns, Robert -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Brauns, Robert -- 014
Robert Brauns July 19, 1950 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Brauns, Robert -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Brauns, Robert -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Brauns, Robert -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Brauns, Robert -- 017
Robert Brauns July 10, 1950 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Brauns, Robert -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Brauns, Robert -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Brauns, Robert -- 019
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Brauns, Robert -- 020
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Brauns, Robert -- 021
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Brauns, Robert -- 022
**Brauns, Robert**

**Robert Brauns July 10, 1950** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Brauns, Robert -- 022

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Robert Brauns July 10, 1950** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Brauns, Robert -- 022

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy): safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Brauns, Robert -- 023**

**Robert Brauns July 10, 1950** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Brauns, Robert -- 023

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Robert Brauns July 10, 1950** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Brauns, Robert -- 023

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy): safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Brauns, Robert -- 024**

**Robert Brauns July 19, 1950** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Brauns, Robert -- 024

ark:/13030/ft3000058w

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Brean, Henry**

**Brean, Henry -- 001**

**Henry Brean October 21, 1953** BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Brean, Henry -- 001

ark:/13030/ft6g50078h

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print: gelatin silver; 8.25 x 7 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Dr. Brean. 1953."
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

**Henry Brean October 21, 1953** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Brean, Henry -- 001

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

**Brean, Henry -- 002**
Brean, Henry October 21, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Brean, Henry -- 002
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Brean, Henry -- 003
  Henry Brean October 21, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Brean, Henry -- 003
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Brean, Henry -- 004
  Henry Brean October 21, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Brean, Henry -- 004
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Brean, Henry -- 005
  Henry Brean October 21, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Brean, Henry -- 005
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Brean, Henry -- 006
  Henry Brean October 21, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Brean, Henry -- 006
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Brean, Henry -- 007
  Henry Brean October 21, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Brean, Henry -- 007
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Brean, Henry -- 008
  Henry Brean October 21, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Brean, Henry -- 008
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Brean, Henry -- 009
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Record</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Brean, Henry -- 009 | October 21, 1953 | BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Brean, Henry -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available. |
| Brean, Henry -- 010 | October 21, 1953 | BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Brean, Henry -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available. |
| Brean, Henry -- 011 | October 21, 1953 | BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Brean, Henry -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available. |
| Brean, Henry -- 012 | October 21, 1953 | BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Brean, Henry -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available. |
| Brean, Henry -- 013 | October 21, 1953 | BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Brean, Henry -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available. |
| Brean, Henry -- 014 | October 21, 1953 | BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Brean, Henry -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available. |
| Brean, Henry -- 015 | October 21, 1953 | BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Brean, Henry -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available. |
Mrs. Henry Brean October 18, 1955
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Brean, Mrs. Henry -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. Henry Brean October 18, 1955
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Brean, Mrs. Henry -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. Henry Brean October 18, 1955
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Brean, Mrs. Henry -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. Henry Brean October 18, 1955
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Brean, Mrs. Henry -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Mrs. Henry Brean October 18, 1955
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Brean, Mrs. Henry -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. Henry Brean October 18, 1955
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Brean, Mrs. Henry -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. Henry Brean October 18, 1955
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Brean, Mrs. Henry -- 007
Mrs. Henry Brean October 18, 1955
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Brean, Mrs. Henry -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. Henry Brean October 18, 1955
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Brean, Mrs. Henry -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. Henry Brean October 18, 1955
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Brean, Mrs. Henry -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. Henry Brean October 18, 1955
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Brean, Mrs. Henry -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. Henry Brean October 18, 1955
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Brean, Mrs. Henry -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. Henry Brean October 18, 1955
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Brean, Mrs. Henry -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Brean, Mrs. Henry -- 013

Mrs. Henry Brean October 18, 1955
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Brean, Mrs. Henry -- 013

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Brean, Mrs. Henry -- 014

Mrs. Henry Brean October 18, 1955
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Brean, Mrs. Henry -- 014

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Brean, Mrs. Henry -- 015

Mrs. Henry Brean October 18, 1955
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Brean, Mrs. Henry -- 015
 ark:/13030/ft7199p14k

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 7 x 5.5 in.

Mrs. Henry Brean October 18, 1955
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Brean, Mrs. Henry -- 015

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Brean, Mrs. Henry -- 016

Mrs. Henry Brean October 18, 1955
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Brean, Mrs. Henry -- 016
 ark:/13030/ft5q2nb45t

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8 x 6.25 in.

Mrs. Henry Brean October 18, 1955
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Brean, Mrs. Henry -- 016

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Brean, Mrs. Henry -- 017

Mrs. Henry Brean October 18, 1955
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Brean, Mrs. Henry -- 017
 ark:/13030/ft858008vf

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 6.25 x 8 in.

Mrs. Henry Brean October 18, 1955
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Brean, Mrs. Henry -- 017

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Finding Aid to the Johan Hagemeyer Photograph Collection, circa 1908-circa 1955
Brown, Gilmore

Brown, Gilmore -- 001
Gilmore Brown November 14, 1929 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Brown, Gilmore -- 001
    Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
    Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.25 x 6.75 in.

Gilmore Brown November 14, 1929 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Brown, Gilmore -- 001
    Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
    Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
    Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Gilmore Brown November 14, 1929 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Brown, Gilmore -- 001
    Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
    Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Brown, Gilmore -- 002
Gilmore Brown November 14, 1929 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Brown, Gilmore -- 002
    Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
    Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
    Additional Note
    General Note: No print available.

Gilmore Brown November 14, 1929 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Brown, Gilmore -- 002
    Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
    Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
    Additional Note
    General Note: No print available.

Brown, Gilmore -- 003
Gilmore Brown November 14, 1929 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Brown, Gilmore -- 003
    Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
    Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
    Additional Note
    General Note: No print available.

Gilmore Brown November 14, 1929 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Brown, Gilmore -- 003
    Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
    Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
    Additional Note
    General Note: No print available.

Brown, Gilmore -- 004
Gilmore Brown November 14, 1929 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Brown, Gilmore -- 004
    Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
    Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
    Additional Note
    General Note: No print available.
Gilmore Brown November 14, 1929

BANC PIC 1964.063-NEG Brown, Gilmore -- 004

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bufano, Beniamino

Bufano, Beniamino -- 001

Beniamino Bufano 1938

BANC PIC 1964.063-NEG Bufano, Beniamino -- 001

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Beniamino Bufano 1938

BANC PIC 1964.063-NEG Bufano, Beniamino -- 001

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bufano, Beniamino -- 002

Beniamino Bufano 1938

BANC PIC 1964.063-NEG Bufano, Beniamino -- 002

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Beniamino Bufano 1938

BANC PIC 1964.063-NEG Bufano, Beniamino -- 002

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bufano, Beniamino -- 003

Beniamino Bufano 1938

BANC PIC 1964.063-NEG Bufano, Beniamino -- 003

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Beniamino Bufano 1938

BANC PIC 1964.063-NEG Bufano, Beniamino -- 003

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bufano, Beniamino -- 004
Beniamino Bufano 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bufano, Beniamino -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Beniamino Bufano 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bufano, Beniamino -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bufano, Beniamino -- 005
Beniamino Bufano 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bufano, Beniamino -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Beniamino Bufano 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bufano, Beniamino -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bufano, Beniamino -- 006
Beniamino Bufano 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bufano, Beniamino -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Beniamino Bufano 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bufano, Beniamino -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bufano, Beniamino -- 007
Beniamino Bufano 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bufano, Beniamino -- 007
ark:/13030/ft1r29n7sk
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Beniamino Bufano 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bufano, Beniamino -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Bufano, Beniamino -- 008

**Beniamino Bufano 1938** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bufano, Beniamino -- 008  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

**Beniamino Bufano 1938** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bufano, Beniamino -- 008  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

**Bufano, Beniamino -- 009**

**Beniamino Bufano 1938** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bufano, Beniamino -- 009

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

**Beniamino Bufano 1938** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bufano, Beniamino -- 009

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

**Bufano, Beniamino -- 010**

**Beniamino Bufano 1938** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bufano, Beniamino -- 010

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

**Beniamino Bufano 1938** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bufano, Beniamino -- 010

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

**Bufano, Beniamino -- 011**

**Beniamino Bufano 1938** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bufano, Beniamino -- 011

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Image Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Note</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Note: No print available.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Bufano, Beniamino -- 012 |
| Beniamino Bufano 1938 | BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bufano, Beniamino -- 012 |
| Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan |
| Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in. |
| Additional Note |
| General Note: No print available. |

| Beniamino Bufano 1938 | BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bufano, Beniamino -- 012 |
| Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan |
| Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in. |
| Additional Note |
| General Note: No print available. |

| Bufano, Beniamino -- 013 |
| Beniamino Bufano 1938 | BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bufano, Beniamino -- 013 |
| Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan |
| Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in. |
| Additional Note |
| General Note: No print available. |

| Beniamino Bufano 1938 | BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bufano, Beniamino -- 013 |
| Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan |
| Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in. |
| Additional Note |
| General Note: No print available. |

| Bufano, Beniamino -- 014 |
| Beniamino Bufano 1938 | BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Bufano, Beniamino -- 014 |
| ark:/13030/ft7k4007x9 |
| Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan |
| Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.5 x 7.25 in. |
| Physical Description: Print: signed, stamped. |

| Beniamino Bufano 1938 | BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bufano, Beniamino -- 014 |
| Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan |
| Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in. |
| Physical Description: Negative: retouched. |

| Beniamino Bufano 1938 | BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bufano, Beniamino -- 014 |
| Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan |
| Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in. |
Beniamino Bufano 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Bufano, Beniamino -- 015
ark:/13030/ft987009qt
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.5 x 7.5 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Beniamino Bufano 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bufano, Beniamino -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Beniamino Bufano 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bufano, Beniamino -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Bufano, Beniamino -- 016
Beniamino Bufano 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Bufano, Beniamino -- 016
ark:/13030/ft2h4nb1qd
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.5 x 7 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Bufano -- sculptor, 1938."
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Beniamino Bufano 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bufano, Beniamino -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Beniamino Bufano 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bufano, Beniamino -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Bufano, Beniamino -- 017
Beniamino Bufano 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Bufano, Beniamino -- 017
ark:/13030/ft1c60047b
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 6.5 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Beniamino Bufano 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bufano, Beniamino -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Beniamino Bufano 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bufano, Beniamino -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Bufano, Beniamino -- 018
Bufano, Beniamino


Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print: gelatin silver; 3.75 x 4.75 in.
Additional Note
General Note: 2 copies (copy 2 size PIC; copy print)

Beniamino Bufano 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bufano, Beniamino -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 4 x 5 in.

Beniamino Bufano 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bufano, Beniamino -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy): safety film; 4 x 5 in.

Bufano, Beniamino -- 019

Beniamino Bufano 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Bufano, Beniamino -- 019

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print: gelatin silver; 9.25 x 7 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Beniamino Bufano 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bufano, Beniamino -- 019
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Beniamino Bufano 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Bufano, Beniamino -- 019
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy): safety film; 5 x 4 in.

Buhlig, Richard

Content/Description
Gaps in the following portrait number range probably indicate that The Bancroft Library Portrait File contains other portraits of this individual which were not taken by Johan Hagemeyer. For further explanation, see notes on "Arrangement, Subject Description and Portrait Numbering" in the present finding aid.

Buhlig, Richard -- 002

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Buhlig, Richard -- 003
Richard Buhlig February 11, 1930 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Buhlig, Richard -- 003
  ark:/13030/ft500006t8
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Buhlig, Richard -- 004
Richard Buhlig February 11, 1930 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Buhlig, Richard -- 004
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Buhlig, Richard -- 005
Richard Buhlig February 11, 1930 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Buhlig, Richard -- 005
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Buhlig, Richard -- 006
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (major).
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Buhlig, Richard -- 007
Richard Buhlig February 11, 1930 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Buhlig, Richard -- 007
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Buhlig, Richard -- 008
Richard Buhlig February 11, 1930 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Buhlig, Richard -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Buhlig, Richard -- 009
Richard Buhlig February 11, 1930 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Buhlig, Richard -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Buhlig, Richard -- 010
Richard Buhlig February 11, 1930 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Buhlig, Richard -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Richard Buhlig February 11, 1930 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Buhlig, Richard -- 010 ark:/13030/ft2870056z
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Buhlig, Richard -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Buhlig, Richard -- 012
Richard Buhlig February 11, 1930 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Buhlig, Richard -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Richard Buhlig February 11, 1930 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Buhlig, Richard -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Buhlig, Richard -- 013
Richard Buhlig February 11, 1930 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Buhlig, Richard -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Richard Buhlig February 11, 1930 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Buhlig, Richard -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Buhlig, Richard -- 014
Richard Buhlig February 11, 1930 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Buhlig, Richard -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Richard Buhlig February 11, 1930 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Buhlig, Richard -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Buhlig, Richard -- 015
Richard Buhlig February 11, 1930 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Buhlig, Richard -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Richard Buhlig February 11, 1930 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Buhlig, Richard -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Buhlig, Richard -- 016
ark:/13030/ft5g2nb46b
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Buhlig, Richard -- 017
Richard Buhlig October 28, 1946 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Buhlig, Richard -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Buhlig, Richard -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Buhlig, Richard -- 019
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Buhlig, Richard -- 020
ark:/13030/ft3q2nb2jx
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Buhlig, Richard -- 021
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Buhlig, Richard -- 022
Richard Buhlig October 28, 1946 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Buhlig, Richard -- 022
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Buhlig, Richard -- 023
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Buhlig, Richard -- 024
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Buhlig, Richard -- 025
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Buhlig, Richard -- 026
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Buhlig, Richard -- 027
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Buhlig, Richard -- 028

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

**Buhlig, Richard -- 029**


Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

**Buhlig, Richard -- 030**


Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 3.25 x 4.25 in.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

**Buhlig, Richard -- 031**


Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative (copy): safety film; 4 x 5 in.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

**Buhlig, Richard -- 032**

**Richard Buhlig [hands of]** February 11, 1930

BANC PIC 1964.063–PIC Buhlig, Richard -- 032 [ark:/13030/ft9t1nb6cs]

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 photographic print: gelatin silver; 4.75 x 6.75 in.


Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 3.25 x 4.25 in.


Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative (copy): safety film; 4 x 5 in.

**Buhlig, Richard -- 033**


Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 photographic print: gelatin silver; 6.25 x 4.75 in.
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Buhlig, Richard -- 034
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.5 x 7.25 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Richard Buhlig, Pianist, 1930.".
Physical Description: Print: stamped, mounted.

Richard Buhlig February 11, 1930 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Buhlig, Richard -- 034
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Buhlig, Richard -- 035
Richard Buhlig February 11, 1930 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Buhlig, Richard -- 035
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9 x 6.75 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Richard Buhlig at the piano, 1930."

Richard Buhlig February 11, 1930 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Buhlig, Richard -- 035
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Richard Buhlig February 11, 1930 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Buhlig, Richard -- 035
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Bunnell, Mrs.

Bunnell, Mrs. -- 001
Mrs. Bunnell BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Bunnell, Mrs. -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.75 x 3.25 in.

Burnell, George Edwin

Burnell, George Edwin -- 001
George Edwin Burnell 1934 (?) BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnell, George Edwin -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Finding Aid to the Johan Hagemeyer Photograph Collection, circa 1908-circa 1955

George Edwin Burnell 1934 (?) BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnell, George Edwin -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Burnell, George Edwin -- 002 1934 (?)
George Edwin Burnell 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnell, George Edwin -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

George Edwin Burnell 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnell, George Edwin -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Burnell, George Edwin -- 003
George Edwin Burnell 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnell, George Edwin -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

George Edwin Burnell 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnell, George Edwin -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Burnell, George Edwin -- 004
George Edwin Burnell 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnell, George Edwin -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

George Edwin Burnell 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnell, George Edwin -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Burnell, George Edwin -- 005
George Edwin Burnell 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnell, George Edwin -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
George Edwin Burnell 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnell, George Edwin -- 005
   Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
   Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
   Additional Note
   General Note: No print available.

Burnell, George Edwin -- 006
George Edwin Burnell 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnell, George Edwin -- 006
   Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
   Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
   Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
   Additional Note
   General Note: No print available.

George Edwin Burnell 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnell, George Edwin -- 006
   Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
   Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
   Additional Note
   General Note: No print available.

Burnell, George Edwin -- 007
George Edwin Burnell 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnell, George Edwin -- 007
   Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
   Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
   Additional Note
   General Note: No print available.

George Edwin Burnell 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnell, George Edwin -- 007
   Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
   Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
   Additional Note
   General Note: No print available.

Burnell, George Edwin -- 008
George Edwin Burnell 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnell, George Edwin -- 008
   Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
   Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
   Additional Note
   General Note: No print available.

George Edwin Burnell 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnell, George Edwin -- 008
   Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
   Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
   Additional Note
   General Note: No print available.

Burnell, George Edwin -- 009
George Edwin Burnell 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnell, George Edwin -- 009
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

George Edwin Burnell 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnell, George Edwin -- 009
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Burnell, George Edwin -- 010
  George Edwin Burnell 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Burnell, George Edwin -- 010 ark:/13030/ft2z09n8g1
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9 x 7 in.
  Physical Description: Print: stamped.

George Edwin Burnell 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnell, George Edwin -- 010
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.

George Edwin Burnell 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnell, George Edwin -- 010
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Burnell, George Edwin -- 011
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.25 x 7.25 in.
  Physical Description: Print: stamped.

  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Burnell, George Edwin -- 012
  George Edwin Burnell 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Burnell, George Edwin -- 012
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.25 x 7.25 in.
  Physical Description: Print: stamped.

George Edwin Burnell 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnell, George Edwin -- 012
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
George Edwin Burnell 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnell, George Edwin -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Burnell, George Edwin -- 013
George Edwin Burnell 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Burnell, George Edwin -- 013
ark:/13030/ft8h4nb5gk
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.5 x 7.25 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

George Edwin Burnell 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnell, George Edwin -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

George Edwin Burnell 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnell, George Edwin -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Burnell, George Edwin -- 014
George Edwin Burnell 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Burnell, George Edwin -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9 x 7 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

George Edwin Burnell 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnell, George Edwin -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

George Edwin Burnell 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnell, George Edwin -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Burnell, George Edwin -- 015
George Edwin Burnell 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Burnell, George Edwin -- 015
ark:/13030/ft5z09p0q5
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.5 x 7.25 in.

George Edwin Burnell 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnell, George Edwin -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.

George Edwin Burnell 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnell, George Edwin -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Burnell, George Edwin -- 016
George Edwin Burnell 1934  
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC  
Burnell, George Edwin -- 016  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.25 x 7 in.

George Edwin Burnell 1934  
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG  
Burnell, George Edwin -- 016  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

George Edwin Burnell 1934  
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG  
Burnell, George Edwin -- 017  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.5 x 6.25 in.

George Edwin Burnell 1934  
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG  
Burnell, George Edwin -- 017  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

George Edwin Burnell 1934  
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG  
Burnell, George Edwin -- 018  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

George Edwin Burnell 1934  
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG  
Burnell, George Edwin -- 018  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

George Edwin Burnell 1934  
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG  
Burnell, George Edwin -- 019  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

Burnell, George Edwin -- 020
George Edwin Burnell 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnell, George Edwin -- 020
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

George Edwin Burnell 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnell, George Edwin -- 020
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Burnell, George Edwin -- 021
George Edwin Burnell 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnell, George Edwin -- 021
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

George Edwin Burnell 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnell, George Edwin -- 021
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Burnell, George Edwin -- 022
George Edwin Burnell 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnell, George Edwin -- 022
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

George Edwin Burnell 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnell, George Edwin -- 022
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Burnell, Mrs. George Edwin

Burnell, Mrs. George Edwin -- 001
Mrs. George Edwin Burnell BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnell, Mrs. George Edwin -- 001
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.
Mrs. George Edwin Burnell  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnell, Mrs. George Edwin -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Burnell, Mrs. George Edwin -- 002
Mrs. George Edwin Burnell  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnell, Mrs. George Edwin -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. George Edwin Burnell  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnell, Mrs. George Edwin -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Burnell, Mrs. George Edwin -- 003
Mrs. George Edwin Burnell  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnell, Mrs. George Edwin -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. George Edwin Burnell  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnell, Mrs. George Edwin -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Burnell, Mrs. George Edwin -- 004
Mrs. George Edwin Burnell  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnell, Mrs. George Edwin -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. George Edwin Burnell  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnell, Mrs. George Edwin -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Burnell, Mrs. George Edwin -- 005
Mrs. George Edwin Burnell  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnell, Mrs. George Edwin -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. George Edwin Burnell  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnell, Mrs. George Edwin -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Burnell, Mrs. George Edwin -- 006
Mrs. George Edwin Burnell  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnell, Mrs. George Edwin -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. George Edwin Burnell  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnell, Mrs. George Edwin -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Burnell, Mrs. George Edwin -- 007
Mrs. George Edwin Burnell  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnell, Mrs. George Edwin -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. George Edwin Burnell  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnell, Mrs. George Edwin -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Burnell, Mrs. George Edwin -- 008
Mrs. George Edwin Burnell  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnell, Mrs. George Edwin -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Mrs. George Edwin Burnell  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnell, Mrs. George Edwin -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. George Edwin Burnell  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnell, Mrs. George Edwin -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. George Edwin Burnell  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnell, Mrs. George Edwin -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. George Edwin Burnell  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnell, Mrs. George Edwin -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. George Edwin Burnell  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnell, Mrs. George Edwin -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Mrs. George Edwin Burnell  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnell, Mrs. George Edwin -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. George Edwin Burnell  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnell, Mrs. George Edwin -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Burnell, Mrs. George Edwin -- 013
Mrs. George Edwin Burnell  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnell, Mrs. George Edwin -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. George Edwin Burnell  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnell, Mrs. George Edwin -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Burnell, Mrs. George Edwin -- 014
Mrs. George Edwin Burnell  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnell, Mrs. George Edwin -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. George Edwin Burnell  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnell, Mrs. George Edwin -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Burnell, Mrs. George Edwin -- 015
Mrs. George Edwin Burnell  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnell, Mrs. George Edwin -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Mrs. George Edwin Burnell  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnell, Mrs. George Edwin -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Burnell, Mrs. George Edwin -- 016
Mrs. George Edwin Burnell  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnell, Mrs. George Edwin -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. George Edwin Burnell  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnell, Mrs. George Edwin -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Burnell, Mrs. George Edwin -- 017
Mrs. George Edwin Burnell  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnell, Mrs. George Edwin -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. George Edwin Burnell  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnell, Mrs. George Edwin -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Burnell, Mrs. George Edwin -- 018
Mrs. George Edwin Burnell  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnell, Mrs. George Edwin -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. George Edwin Burnell  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnell, Mrs. George Edwin -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Burnell, Mrs. George Edwin -- 019
Mrs. George Edwin Burnell
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnell, Mrs. George Edwin -- 019
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. George Edwin Burnell
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnell, Mrs. George Edwin -- 019
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Burnell, Mrs. George Edwin -- 020
Mrs. George Edwin Burnell
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnell, Mrs. George Edwin -- 020
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. George Edwin Burnell
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnell, Mrs. George Edwin -- 020
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Burnell, Mrs. George Edwin -- 021
Mrs. George Edwin Burnell
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Burnell, Mrs. George Edwin -- 021
ark:/13030/ft5f59p043
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.75 x 3.5 in.

Burnell, Mrs. George Edwin -- 022

Burnette, Julian

Burnette, Julian -- 001
Julian Burnette May 4, 1943
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Burnette, Julian -- 001
ark:/13030/t0d5n99r2
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.

Burnette, Julian -- 002
Julian Burnette May 4, 1943
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Burnette, Julian -- 002
ark:/13030/t0d5n99r2
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.

Burnette, Julian -- 003
Burnette, Julian

**Julian Burnette May 4, 1943** BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Burnette, Julian -- 003

- Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
- Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 10 x 8 in.

---

**Burnside, Dr.**

**Burnside, Dr. -- 001**

**Dr. Burnside June 5, 1931** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnside, Dr. -- 001

- Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
- Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
- Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
- Additional Note
- General Note: No print available.

**Dr. Burnside June 5, 1931** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnside, Dr. -- 001

- Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
- Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
- Additional Note
- General Note: No print available.

**Burnside, Dr. -- 002**

**Dr. Burnside June 5, 1931** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnside, Dr. -- 002

- Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
- Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
- Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
- Additional Note
- General Note: No print available.

**Dr. Burnside June 5, 1931** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnside, Dr. -- 002

- Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
- Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
- Additional Note
- General Note: No print available.

**Burnside, Dr. -- 003**

**Dr. Burnside June 5, 1931** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnside, Dr. -- 003

- Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
- Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
- Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
- Additional Note
- General Note: No print available.

**Dr. Burnside June 5, 1931** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnside, Dr. -- 003

- Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
- Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
- Additional Note
- General Note: No print available.

**Burnside, Dr. -- 004**
Dr. Burnside June 5, 1931  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnside, Dr. -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Dr. Burnside June 5, 1931  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnside, Dr. -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Burnside, Dr. -- 005
Dr. Burnside June 5, 1931  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnside, Dr. -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Dr. Burnside June 5, 1931  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnside, Dr. -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Burnside, Dr. -- 006
Dr. Burnside June 5, 1931  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnside, Dr. -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Dr. Burnside June 5, 1931  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnside, Dr. -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Burnside, Mrs.

Burnside, Mrs. -- 001
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Mrs. Burnside December 31, 1937</strong></th>
<th>BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnside, Mrs. -- 001</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Note</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Note: No print available.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Mrs. Burnside December 31, 1937</strong></th>
<th>BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnside, Mrs. -- 001</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Note</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Note: No print available.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Burnside, Mrs. -- 002</strong></th>
<th><strong>Burnside, Mrs. -- 003</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mrs. Burnside December 31, 1937</strong></td>
<td><strong>Mrs. Burnside December 31, 1937</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnside, Mrs. -- 002</td>
<td>BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnside, Mrs. -- 002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
<td>Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.</td>
<td>Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Note</td>
<td>Additional Note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Note: No print available.</td>
<td>General Note: No print available.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Burnside, John -- 001</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>John Burnside June 6, 1931</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnside, John -- 001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Note: No print available.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
John **Burnside June 6, 1931** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnside, John -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Burnside, John -- 002
John **Burnside June 6, 1931** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnside, John -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Burnside, John -- 003
John **Burnside June 6, 1931** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnside, John -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Burnside, John -- 004
John **Burnside June 6, 1931** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnside, John -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Burnside, John -- 005
John **Burnside June 6, 1931** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnside, John -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
John Burnside June 6, 1931
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnside, John -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

John Burnside June 6, 1931
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnside, John -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

John Burnside June 6, 1931
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnside, John -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Burnside, John -- 007
John Burnside June 6, 1931
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Burnside, John -- 007
ark:/13030/ft6r29p1hj
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9 x 6.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

John Burnside June 6, 1931
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnside, John -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

John Burnside June 6, 1931
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnside, John -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Burnside, Mildred

Burnside, Mildred -- 001
Mildred Burnside December 31, 1937
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnside, Mildred -- 001
ark:/13030/ft9r29p358
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Burnside, Mildred December 31, 1937
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnside, Mildred -- 001
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Burnside, Mildred -- 002
Mildred Burnside December 31, 1937
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnside, Mildred -- 002
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Mildred Burnside December 31, 1937
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Burnside, Mildred -- 002
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Burr, Mary

Burr, Mary -- 001
Mary Burr April 9, 1942 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Burr, Mary -- 001
  ark:/13030/ft0g5003f9
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.75 x 7.5 in.
  Physical Description: Print: stamped.
  Additional Note
  General Note: 2 copies: copy a -- contact print (5x4)

Burr, Mary -- 002
Mary Burr April 9, 1942 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Burr, Mary -- 002
  ark:/13030/ft2g50055r
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9 x 6.75 in.
  Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Buttle, Elmo

Buttle, Elmo -- 001
Elmo Buttle June 17, 1936 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Buttle, Elmo -- 001  
ark:/13030/ft4w10069j
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Carmel Guild of Craftsmen
Carmel Guild of Craftsmen BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Carmel Guild of Craftsmen -- 001  
ark:/13030/ft338nb27b
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Carmel Guild of Craftsmen BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Carmel Guild of Craftsmen -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Carmel Guild of Craftsmen BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Carmel Guild of Craftsmen -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Carmel Guild of Craftsmen BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Carmel Guild of Craftsmen -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Carmel Guild of Craftsmen BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Carmel Guild of Craftsmen -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Carr, Betty

Carr, Betty -- 001
Betty Carr June 24, 1938
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Carr, Betty -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Betty Carr June 24, 1938
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Carr, Betty -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Carr, Betty -- 002
Betty Carr June 24, 1938
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Carr, Betty -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Betty Carr June 24, 1938
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Carr, Betty -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Carr, Betty -- 003
Betty Carr June 24, 1938
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Carr, Betty -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Carr, Betty

Betty Carr June 24, 1938
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Carr, Betty -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy)
: safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Betty Carr June 24, 1938
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Carr, Betty -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative :
nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Carradine, John

Carradine, John -- 001
John Carradine May 31, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Carradine, John -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.75 x 3.75 in.

John Carradine May 31, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Carradine, John -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Carradine, John -- 002
John Carradine May 31, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Carradine, John -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.5 x 3.75 in.

John Carradine May 31, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Carradine, John -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Carradine, John -- 003
John Carradine May 31, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Carradine, John -- 003

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.75 x 3.75 in.

John Carradine May 31, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Carradine, John -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Carradine, John -- 004
John Carradine May 31, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Carradine, John -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.5 x 3.75 in.

John Carradine May 31, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Carradine, John -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Carradine, John -- 005
John Carradine May 31, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Carradine, John -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.75 x 3.75 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "John Caradine [sic], actor. 1944."
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

John Carradine May 31, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Carradine, John -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Carradine, John -- 006
John Carradine May 31, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Carradine, John -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.75 x 3.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

John Carradine May 31, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Carradine, John -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Carradine, John -- 007
John Carradine May 31, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Carradine, John -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.
John Carradine May 31, 1944  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Carradine, John -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Carradine, John -- 008
John Carradine May 31, 1944  BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Carradine, John -- 008
ark:/13030/ft587006z
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.5 x 6.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

John Carradine May 31, 1944  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Carradine, John -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Carradine, John -- 009
John Carradine May 31, 1944  BANC PIC 1964.063--B Carradine, John -- 009
ark:/13030/ft2p3005ms
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.25 x 7.5 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped, mounted.
Additional Note
General Note: 2 copies (copy 2 size PIC, contact print)

John Carradine May 31, 1944  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Carradine, John -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Carradine, John -- 010
John Carradine May 31, 1944  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Carradine, John -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Carradine, John -- 011
John Carradine May 31, 1944  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Carradine, John -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Carradine, John -- 012
John Carradine May 31, 1944  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Carradine, John -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Carradine, John -- 013
John Carradine May 31, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Carradine, John -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Carradine, John -- 014
John Carradine May 31, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Carradine, John -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Carradine, John -- 015
John Carradine May 31, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Carradine, John -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Carradine, John -- 016
John Carradine May 31, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Carradine, John -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Carradine, John -- 017
John Carradine May 31, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Carradine, John -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Carradine, John -- 018
John Carradine May 31, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Carradine, John -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Carradine, John -- 019
John Carradine May 31, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Carradine, John -- 019
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Carradine, John -- 020
John Carradine May 31, 1944  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Carradine, John -- 020
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Carradine, John -- 021
John Carradine May 31, 1944  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Carradine, John -- 021
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Cass, Elizabeth

Cass, Elizabeth -- 001
Elizabeth Cass October 9, 1942  BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Cass, Elizabeth -- 001
ark:/13030/ft9j49p3f3
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.75 x 7.5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Elizabeth Cass of Carmel Art Gallery -- 1942.".
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Chapman, Mrs.

Chapman, Mrs. -- 001
Mrs. Chapman August 31, 1944  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Chapman, Mrs. -- 001
ark:/13030/ft3w1005rg
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Physical Description: Scratches on shoulder and bottom chest area.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Chapman, Mrs. -- 002
Mrs. Chapman August 31, 1944  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Chapman, Mrs. -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Chevalier, Haakon

Chevalier, Haakon -- 001
Chevalier, Haakon

Haakon Chevalier May 26, 1935 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Chevalier, Haakon -- 001
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Haakon Chevalier May 26, 1935 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Chevalier, Haakon -- 001
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Chevalier, Haakon -- 002
Haakon Chevalier May 26, 1935 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Chevalier, Haakon -- 002
  ark:/13030/ft538nb35d
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Haakon Chevalier May 26, 1935 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Chevalier, Haakon -- 002
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Chevalier, Haakon -- 003
Haakon Chevalier May 26, 1935 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Chevalier, Haakon -- 003
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Haakon Chevalier May 26, 1935 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Chevalier, Haakon -- 003
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Chevalier, Haakon -- 004
Haakon Chevalier May 26, 1935 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Chevalier, Haakon -- 004
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Chevalier, Roger

Chevalier, Roger -- 001

Finding Aid to the Johan Hagemeyer Photograph Collection, circa 1908-circa 1955
BANC PIC 1964.063-064 - PIC 154
Roger Chevalier November 25, 1943
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Chevalier, Roger -- 001
   Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
   Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
   Additional Note
   General Note: No print available.

Roger Chevalier November 25, 1943
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Chevalier, Roger -- 001
   Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
   Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
   Additional Note
   General Note: No print available.

Chevalier, Roger -- 002
Roger Chevalier November 25, 1943
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Chevalier, Roger -- 002
   Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
   Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
   Additional Note
   General Note: No print available.

Roger Chevalier November 25, 1943
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Chevalier, Roger -- 002
   Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
   Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
   Additional Note
   General Note: No print available.

Chevalier, Roger -- 003
Roger Chevalier November 25, 1943
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Chevalier, Roger -- 003
   Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
   Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
   Additional Note
   General Note: No print available.

Roger Chevalier November 25, 1943
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Chevalier, Roger -- 003
   Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
   Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
   Additional Note
   General Note: No print available.

Chevalier, Roger -- 004
Roger Chevalier November 25, 1943
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Chevalier, Roger -- 004
   Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
   Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
   Additional Note
   General Note: No print available.
Chevalier, Roger

Roger Chevalier November 25, 1943
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Chevalier, Roger -- 004

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Chitarin, Angelo

Chitarin, Angelo -- 001
Angelo Chitarin August 3, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Chitarin, Angelo -- 001

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Chitarin, Angelo -- 002
Angelo Chitarin August 3, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Chitarin, Angelo -- 002

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Chitarin, Angelo -- 003
Angelo Chitarin August 3, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Chitarin, Angelo -- 003

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Chitarin, Angelo -- 004
Angelo Chitarin August 3, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Chitarin, Angelo -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Chitarin, Angelo -- 005
Angelo Chitarin August 3, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Chitarin, Angelo -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Chitarin, Angelo -- 006
Angelo Chitarin August 3, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Chitarin, Angelo -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Chitarin, Angelo -- 007
Angelo Chitarin August 3, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Chitarin, Angelo -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Chitarin, Angelo -- 008
Angelo Chitarin August 3, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Chitarin, Angelo -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Chitarin, Angelo -- 009
Angelo Chitarin August 3, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Chitarin, Angelo -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Chitarin, Angelo -- 010
Angelo Chitarin August 3, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Chitarin, Angelo -- 010
ark:/13030/ft9z09p3d6
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.5 x 6.5 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Angelo Chitarin August 3, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Chitarin, Angelo -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Chitarin, Angelo -- 011
Angelo Chitarin August 3, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Chitarin, Angelo -- 011
ark:/13030/ft7f59p1mf
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.5 x 6.5 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Angelo Chitarin August 3, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Chitarin, Angelo -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Chitarin, Mrs. Angelo [Maxine Jackson]

Chitarin, Mrs. Angelo [Maxine Jackson] -- 001
Mrs. Angelo Chitarin [Maxine Jackson] March 27, 1946
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Chitarin, Mrs. Angelo [Maxine Jackson] -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Chitarin, Mrs. Angelo [Maxine Jackson] -- 002
Mrs. Angelo Chitarin [Maxine Jackson] March 27, 1946
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Chitarin, Mrs. Angelo [Maxine Jackson] -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Chitarin, Mrs. Angelo [Maxine Jackson] -- 003
Mrs. Angelo Chitarin [Maxine Jackson] March 27, 1946
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Chitarin, Mrs. Angelo [Maxine Jackson] -- 003

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. Angelo Chitarin [Maxine Jackson] March 27, 1946
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Chitarin, Mrs. Angelo [Maxine Jackson] -- 004

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. Angelo Chitarin [Maxine Jackson] March 27, 1946
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Chitarin, Mrs. Angelo [Maxine Jackson] -- 005

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Long scratch accompanied by smaller ones in the center chest area.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. Angelo Chitarin [Maxine Jackson] March 27, 1946
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Chitarin, Mrs. Angelo [Maxine Jackson] -- 006

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. Angelo Chitarin [Maxine Jackson] March 27, 1946
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Chitarin, Mrs. Angelo [Maxine Jackson] -- 007

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Mrs. Angelo Chitarin [Maxine Jackson] March 27, 1946
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Chitarin, Mrs. Angelo [Maxine Jackson] -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Physical Description: Small scratches in the center chest area.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Chitarin, Mrs. Angelo [Maxine Jackson] -- 008
Mrs. Angelo Chitarin [Maxine Jackson] March 27, 1946
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Chitarin, Mrs. Angelo [Maxine Jackson] -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Physical Description: Small scratches in the center chest area.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Chitarin, Mrs. Angelo [Maxine Jackson] -- 009
Mrs. Angelo Chitarin [Maxine Jackson] March 27, 1946
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Chitarin, Mrs. Angelo [Maxine Jackson] -- 009
ark:/13030/ft2g500568
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.75 x 3.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Mrs. Angelo Chitarin [Maxine Jackson] March 27, 1946
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Chitarin, Mrs. Angelo [Maxine Jackson] -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Physical Description: Long scratch down chin.

Chitarin, Mrs. Angelo [Maxine Jackson] -- 010
Mrs. Angelo Chitarin [Maxine Jackson] March 27, 1946
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Chitarin, Mrs. Angelo [Maxine Jackson] -- 010
ark:/13030/ft5r29p021
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.5 x 6.5 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Mrs. Angelo Chitarin [Maxine Jackson] March 27, 1946
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Chitarin, Mrs. Angelo [Maxine Jackson] -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Chitarin, Mrs. Angelo [Maxine Jackson] -- 011
Mrs. Angelo Chitarin [Maxine Jackson] March 27, 1946
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Chitarin, Mrs. Angelo [Maxine Jackson] -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Physical Description: Diagonal scratches across face.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Churchill, Marguerite

Churchill, Marguerite -- 001
Marguerite Churchill November 21, 1930
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Churchill, Marguerite -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Marguerite Churchill November 21, 1930
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Churchill, Marguerite -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Churchill, Marguerite -- 002
Marguerite Churchill November 21, 1930
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Churchill, Marguerite -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Marguerite Churchill November 21, 1930
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Churchill, Marguerite -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Clapp, Frederick Mortimer

Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 001
Finding Aid to the Johan Hagemeyer Photograph Collection, circa 1908-circa 1955

Frederick Mortimer Clapp June 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 002
Frederick Mortimer Clapp June 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Frederick Mortimer Clapp June 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Dirt drops on lapel area.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 003
Frederick Mortimer Clapp June 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 004
Frederick Mortimer Clapp June 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Frederick Mortimer Clapp June 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 005
Frederick Mortimer Clapp June 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063-NEG Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Frederick Mortimer Clapp June 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063-NEG Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 006
Frederick Mortimer Clapp June 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063-NEG Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 007
Frederick Mortimer Clapp June 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063-NEG Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Frederick Mortimer Clapp June 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063-NEG Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 008
Frederick Mortimer Clapp June 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063-NEG Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 009
Clapp, Frederick Mortimer

Frederick Mortimer Clapp June 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Frederick Mortimer Clapp June 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 010
Frederick Mortimer Clapp June 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Frederick Mortimer Clapp June 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 011
Frederick Mortimer Clapp June 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Frederick Mortimer Clapp June 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 012
Frederick Mortimer Clapp June 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Frederick Mortimer Clapp June 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 013
Frederick Mortimer Clapp June 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Frederick Mortimer Clapp June 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 014
Frederick Mortimer Clapp June 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Frederick Mortimer Clapp June 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 015
Frederick Mortimer Clapp June 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Frederick Mortimer Clapp June 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 016
Frederick Mortimer Clapp June 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Frederick Mortimer Clapp June 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 017
Frederick Mortimer Clapp June 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Frederick Mortimer Clapp June 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 018
Frederick Mortimer Clapp June 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 019
Frederick Mortimer Clapp June 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 019
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 020
Frederick Mortimer Clapp June 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 020
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 021
Frederick Mortimer Clapp June 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 021
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Frederick Mortimer Clapp June 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 021
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 022
Frederick Mortimer Clapp June 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 022
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Clapp, Frederick Mortimer

**Frederick Mortimer Clapp June 1939**
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 022

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

**Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 023**

Frederick Mortimer Clapp June 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 023

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

**Frederick Mortimer Clapp June 1939**
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 023

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

**Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 024**

Frederick Mortimer Clapp June 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 024

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

**Frederick Mortimer Clapp June 1939**
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 024

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

**Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 025**

Frederick Mortimer Clapp June 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 025

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.
Clapp, Frederick Mortimer

Frederick Mortimer Clapp June 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 025
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 026
Frederick Mortimer Clapp June 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 026
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Frederick Mortimer Clapp June 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 026
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 027
Frederick Mortimer Clapp June 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 027
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Frederick Mortimer Clapp June 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 027
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 028
Frederick Mortimer Clapp June 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 028
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note

Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 029
Frederick Mortimer Clapp June 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 029
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Frederick Mortimer Clapp June 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 029
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 030
Frederick Mortimer Clapp June 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 030
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 031
Frederick Mortimer Clapp June 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Clapp, Frederick Mortimer -- 031
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Clark, Mrs. J.H.

Clark, Mrs. J.H. -- 001
Mrs. J.H. Clark BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Clark, Mrs. J.H. -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. J.H. Clark BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Clark, Mrs. J.H. -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Clark, Mrs. J.H. -- 002
Mrs. J.H. Clark  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Clark, Mrs. J.H. -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. J.H. Clark  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Clark, Mrs. J.H. -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Clasby, Mr.

Clasby, Mr. -- 001
Mr. Clasby 1953?  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Clasby, Mr. -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Clasby, Mr. -- 002
Mr. Clasby 1953?  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Clasby, Mr. -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Clasby, Mr. -- 003
Mr. Clasby 1953?  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Clasby, Mr. -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Clasby, Mr. -- 004
Mr. Clasby 1953?  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Clasby, Mr. -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Clasby, Mr. -- 005
Mr. Clasby 1953?  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Clasby, Mr. -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Clasby, Mr. -- 006
Mr. Clasby 1953? BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Clasby, Mr. -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Cockrell, Loren

Cockrell, Loren -- 001
Loren Cockrell July 29, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Cockrell, Loren -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Cockrell, Loren -- 002
Loren Cockrell July 29, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Cockrell, Loren -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Cockrell, Loren -- 003
Loren Cockrell July 29, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Cockrell, Loren -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Cockrell, Loren -- 004
Loren Cockrell July 29, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Cockrell, Loren -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Cockrell, Loren -- 005
Loren Cockrell July 29, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Cockrell, Loren -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Cockrell, Loren -- 006
Loren Cockrell July 29, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Cockrell, Loren -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Cockrell, Loren -- 007
Loren Cockrell July 29, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Cockrell, Loren -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Cockrell, Loren -- 008
Loren Cockrell July 29, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Cockrell, Loren -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Cockrell, Loren -- 009
Loren Cockrell July 29, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Cockrell, Loren -- 009 ark:/13030/ft767nb4kc
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Cockrell, Loren -- 010
Loren Cockrell July 29, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Cockrell, Loren -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Connell, Polly

Connell, Polly -- 001
Polly Connell May 10, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Connell, Polly -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Connell, Polly -- 002
Polly Connell May 10, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Connell, Polly -- 002 ark:/13030/ft7b69p1bn
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.75 x 7.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.
Connell, Polly

**Polly Connell May 10, 1941** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Connell, Polly -- 002

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Pink tint in the hair area.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

---

Coote, Ralph A.

Content/Description

Gaps in the following portrait number range probably indicate that The Bancroft Library Portrait File contains other portraits of this individual which were not taken by Johan Hagemeyer. For further explanation, see notes on "Arrangement, Subject Description and Portrait Numbering" in the present finding aid.

---

**Coote, Ralph A. -- 002**

**Ralph A. Coote September 14, 1938** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Coote, Ralph A. -- 002

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

---

**Coote, Ralph A. -- 003**

**Ralph A. Coote September 14, 1938** BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Coote, Ralph A. -- 003

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.75 x 6.75 in.

Physical Description: Print: stamped.

---

**Coote, Ralph A. -- 004**

---

---

---

---

---
Coote, Ralph A.

Ralph A. Coote September 14, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Coote, Ralph A. -- 004

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 7 x 5 in.

Coote, Emilie

Emilie Coote November 28, 1936 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Coote, Emilie -- 001

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 7.25 x 5 in.

Coray, Jerome

Coray, Jerome -- 001

Coray, Jerome May 27, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Coray, Jerome -- 001

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Coray, Jerome -- 002

Coray, Jerome May 27, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Coray, Jerome -- 002

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor), retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Cortot, Alfred

Cortot, Alfred -- 001

Alfred Cortot November 9, 1929 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Cortot, Alfred -- 001

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Alfred Cortot November 9, 1929 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Cortot, Alfred -- 001

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Cortot, Alfred -- 002
Alfred Cortot November 9, 1929 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Cortot, Alfred -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Alfred Cortot November 9, 1929 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Cortot, Alfred -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Cortot, Alfred -- 003
Alfred Cortot November 9, 1929 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Cortot, Alfred -- 003
ark:/13030/ft4g5006f0
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.

Alfred Cortot November 9, 1929 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Cortot, Alfred -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Alfred Cortot November 9, 1929 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Cortot, Alfred -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Cortot, Alfred -- 004
Alfred Cortot November 9, 1929 BANC PIC 1964.063--B Cortot, Alfred -- 004
ark:/13030/ft2q2nb1cj
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4 x 3 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Alfred Cortot, pianist."
Physical Description: Print: stamped, mounted.

Alfred Cortot November 9, 1929 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Cortot, Alfred -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Alfred Cortot November 9, 1929 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Cortot, Alfred -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Cortot, Alfred -- 005
Alfred Cortot November 9, 1929 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Cortot, Alfred -- 005
ark:/13030/ft5d5nb3kk
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4 x 3 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.
Alfred Cortot November 9, 1929 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Cortot, Alfred -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Alfred Cortot November 9, 1929 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Cortot, Alfred -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Cosky, Leonard

Cosky, Leonard -- 001
Leonard Cosky June 20, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Cosky, Leonard -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Cosky, Leonard -- 002
Leonard Cosky June 20, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Cosky, Leonard -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Cosky, Leonard -- 003
Leonard Cosky June 20, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Cosky, Leonard -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Cosky, Leonard -- 004
Leonard Cosky June 20, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Cosky, Leonard -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Cottam, Elizabeth

Cottam, Elizabeth -- 001
Elizabeth Cottam March 30, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Cottam, Elizabeth -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Cottam, Elizabeth -- 002
Elizabeth Cottam March 30, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Cottam, Elizabeth -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Cottam, Elizabeth -- 003
Elizabeth Cottam March 30, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Cottam, Elizabeth -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Cottam, Elizabeth -- 004
Elizabeth Cottam March 30, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Cottam, Elizabeth -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Cottam, Elizabeth -- 005
Elizabeth Cottam March 30, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Cottam, Elizabeth -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Cottam, Elizabeth -- 006
Elizabeth Cottam March 30, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Cottam, Elizabeth -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Cottam, Elizabeth -- 007
Elizabeth Cottam March 30, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Cottam, Elizabeth -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Elizabeth Cottam March 30, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Cottam, Elizabeth -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Elizabeth Cottam March 30, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Cottam, Elizabeth -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Elizabeth Cottam March 30, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Cottam, Elizabeth -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Elizabeth Cottam March 30, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Cottam, Elizabeth -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 7 x 5.5 in.

Elizabeth Cottam March 30, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Cottam, Elizabeth -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Crocker

Crocker -- 001
Crocker December 8, 1939 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Crocker -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Crocker -- 002
Crocker December 8, 1939 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Crocker -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Crocker -- 003 December 8, 1939
Crocker BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Crocker -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Crosley

Crosley -- 001
Crosley September 27, 1933 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Crosley -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Crosley September 27, 1933 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Crosley -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Crosley -- 002
Crosley September 27, 1933 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Crosley -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Crosley September 27, 1933 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Crosley -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Crosley -- 003

Crosley September 27, 1933 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Crosley -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Crosley -- 004

Crosley September 27, 1933 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Crosley -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Crosley -- 005

Crosley September 27, 1933 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Crosley -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Crosley -- 006

Crosley September 27, 1933 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Crosley -- 006 ark:/13030/ft8d5nb558
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Crosley September 27, 1933 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Crosley -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Crosley, Betty

Crosley, Betty -- 001
Betty Crosley BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Crosley, Betty -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Betty Crosley BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Crosley, Betty -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Crosley, Betty -- 002
Betty Crosley BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Crosley, Betty -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Betty Crosley BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Crosley, Betty -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Crosley, Betty -- 003
Betty Crosley BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Crosley, Betty -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Betty Crosley BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Crosley, Betty -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Crosley, Betty -- 004

**Betty Crosley** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Crosley, Betty -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Crosley, Betty -- 005

**Betty Crosley** BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Crosley, Betty -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9 x 7 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Cunningham, Patricia

**Cunningham, Patricia -- 001**

**Patricia Cunningham 1940 or 1941**
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Cunningham, Patricia -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Cunningham, Patricia -- 002

**Patricia Cunningham 1940 or 1941**
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Cunningham, Patricia -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
**Patricia Cunningham 1940 or 1941**
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Cunningham, Patricia -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print: gelatin silver; 9.5 x 7 in.
Physical Description: Print: signed.

**Patricia Cunningham 1940 or 1941**
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Cunningham, Patricia -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor), retouched.

**Curtis, Mrs.**

**Mrs. Curtis September 28, 1928**
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Curtis, Mrs. -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print: gelatin silver; 4 x 3 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

**Mrs. Curtis September 28, 1928**
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Curtis, Mrs. -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor), retouched.

**Mrs. Curtis September 28, 1928**
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Curtis, Mrs. -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy): safety film; 5 x 4 in.

**Dahlberg, Edward**

**Dahlberg, Edward -- 001**

**Edward Dahlberg July 13, 1932**
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Dahlberg, Edward -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print: gelatin silver; 4 x 3 in.

**Edward Dahlberg July 13, 1932**
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Dahlberg, Edward -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy): safety film; 5 x 4 in.

**Dahlberg, Edward -- 002**

**Edward Dahlberg July 13, 1932**
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Dahlberg, Edward -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Edward Dahlberg

**Edward Dahlberg July 13, 1932** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Dahlberg, Edward -- 002

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

Dahlberg, Edward -- 003

**Edward Dahlberg July 13, 1932** BANC PIC 1964.063--B Dahlberg, Edward -- 003

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.75 x 7.5 in.

Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Edward Dahlberg, novelist, '36. 1932 negative."

Physical Description: Print: stamped, mounted.

Edward Dahlberg July 13, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Dahlberg, Edward -- 003

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Edward Dahlberg July 13, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Dahlberg, Edward -- 003

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Dahlberg, Edward -- 004

**Edward Dahlberg July 13, 1932** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Dahlberg, Edward -- 004

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

**Edward Dahlberg July 13, 1932** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Dahlberg, Edward -- 004

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

Salvador Dali

**Salvador Dali May 27, 1944** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Dali, Salvador -- 001

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

**Dali, Salvador -- 002**
Salvador Dali May 27, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Dali, Salvador -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Dali, Salvador -- 003
Salvador Dali May 27, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Dali, Salvador -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Dali, Salvador -- 004
Salvador Dali May 27, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Dali, Salvador -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Dali, Salvador -- 005
Salvador Dali May 27, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Dali, Salvador -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Dali, Salvador -- 006
Salvador Dali May 27, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Dali, Salvador -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Dali, Salvador -- 007
Salvador Dali May 27, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Dali, Salvador -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Dali, Salvador -- 008
Salvador Dali May 27, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Dali, Salvador -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Dali, Salvador -- 009
Salvador Dali May 27, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Dali, Salvador -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Dali, Salvador -- 010
Salvador Dali May 27, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Dali, Salvador -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.

Dali, Salvador -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.75 x 3.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Dali, Salvador -- 012
Salvador Dali May 27, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--B Dali, Salvador -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 3.75 x 4.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped, mounted.

Dali, Salvador -- 013
De Keyser, Sharon

De Keyser, Sharon -- 001
Sharon De Keyser August 21, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC De Keyser, Sharon -- 001

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.75 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Sharon De Keyser August 21, 1938
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG De Keyser, Sharon -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Sharon De Keyser August 21, 1938
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG De Keyser, Sharon -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

De Keyser, Sharon -- 002
Sharon De Keyser August 21, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC De Keyser, Sharon -- 002

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 10 x 8 in.
Physical Description: Print: mounted.

Sharon De Keyser August 21, 1938
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG De Keyser, Sharon -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Sharon De Keyser August 21, 1938
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG De Keyser, Sharon -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

De Keyser, Sharon -- 003
Sharon De Keyser August 21, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC De Keyser, Sharon -- 003

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.25 x 7.5 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Sharon De Keyser August 21, 1938
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG De Keyser, Sharon -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Sharon De Keyser August 21, 1938
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG De Keyser, Sharon -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

De Keyser, Sharon -- 004
Sharon De Keyser August 21, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC De Keyser, Sharon -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.75 x 7.5 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Sharon De Keyser August 21, 1938
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG De Keyser, Sharon -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

De Keyser, Sharon -- 005
Sharon De Keyser August 21, 1938
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG De Keyser, Sharon -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Sharon De Keyser August 21, 1938
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG De Keyser, Sharon -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

De Keyser, Sharon -- 006
Sharon De Keyser August 21, 1938
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG De Keyser, Sharon -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

De Keyser, Sharon -- 007
Sharon De Keyser August 21, 1938
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG De Keyser, Sharon -- 007 ark:/13030/ft067nb0bn
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
De Keyser, Sharon

Sharon De Keyser August 21, 1938
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG De Keyser, Sharon -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

De Leeuw, Kitty

De Leeuw, Kitty -- 001
Kitty De Leeuw February 3, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC De Leeuw, Kitty -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.75 x 8 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Kitty De Leeuw February 3, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG De Leeuw, Kitty -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Kitty De Leeuw February 3, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG De Leeuw, Kitty -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

De Leeuw, Kitty -- 002
Kitty De Leeuw February 3, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG De Leeuw, Kitty -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

De Leeuw, Kitty -- 003
Kitty De Leeuw February 3, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG De Leeuw, Kitty -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Kitty De Leeuw February 3, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG De Leeuw, Kitty -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

De Lemos, Pedro

De Lemos, Pedro -- 001

Finding Aid to the Johan Hagemeyer Photograph Collection, circa 1908-circa 1955
Pedro De Lemos

BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG De Lemos, Pedro -- 001

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

De Lemos, Pedro -- 002

Pedro De Lemos

BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG De Lemos, Pedro -- 002

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pedro De Lemos

BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG De Lemos, Pedro -- 003

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

De Purucker, Dr.

De Purucker, Dr. -- 001

Dr. De Purucker

BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG De Purucker, Dr. -- 001

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
De Purucker, Dr. -- 002
Dr. De Purucker BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG De Purucker, Dr. -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Dr. De Purucker BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG De Purucker, Dr. -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

De Purucker, Dr. -- 003
Dr. De Purucker BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG De Purucker, Dr. -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Dr. De Purucker BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG De Purucker, Dr. -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

De Purucker, Dr. -- 004
Dr. De Purucker BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG De Purucker, Dr. -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Dr. De Purucker BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG De Purucker, Dr. -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

De Purucker, Dr. -- 005
Dr. De Purucker BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG De Purucker, Dr. -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Dr. De Purucker BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG De Purucker, Dr. -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
De Purucker, Dr. -- 006

Dr. De Purucker BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG De Purucker, Dr. -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

De Purucker, Dr. -- 007

Dr. De Purucker BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG De Purucker, Dr. -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

De Purucker, Dr. -- 008

Dr. De Purucker BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG De Purucker, Dr. -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

De Purucker, Dr. -- 009

Dr. De Purucker BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG De Purucker, Dr. -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
De Purucker, Dr.

Dr. De Purucker  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG De Purucker, Dr. -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

De Purucker, Dr. -- 010
Dr. De Purucker  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG De Purucker, Dr. -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Dr. De Purucker  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG De Purucker, Dr. -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Deering, Henri
Content/Description
Gaps in the following portrait number range probably indicate that The Bancroft Library Portrait File contains other portraits of this individual which were not taken by Johan Hagemeyer. For further explanation, see notes on "Arrangement, Subject Description and Portrait Numbering" in the present finding aid.

Deering, Henri -- 013
Henri Deering  February 16, 1927  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Deering, Henri -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Henri Deering  February 16, 1927  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Deering, Henri -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Deering, Henri -- 014
Henri Deering  February 18, 1927  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Deering, Henri -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Deering, Henri

**Henri Deering February 18, 1927** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Deering, Henri -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Deering, Henri -- 015**
Henri Deering February 18, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Deering, Henri -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Deering, Henri -- 017**
Henri Deering February 16, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Deering, Henri -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 6.75 x 8.75 in.

Henri Deering February 16, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Deering, Henri -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Henri Deering February 16, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Deering, Henri -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.

**Deering, Henri -- 018**
Henri Deering May 23, 1937 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Deering, Henri -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9 x 7.25 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Henri Deering May 23, 1937 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Deering, Henri -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor), retouched.

Henri Deering May 23, 1937 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Deering, Henri -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

**Deering, Henri -- 019**
Henri Deering February 18, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Deering, Henri -- 019
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor), retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Deering, Henri

**Henri Deering February 18, 1927** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Deering, Henri -- 019
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Deering, Henri -- 020

**Henri Deering February 16, 1927** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Deering, Henri -- 020
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Deering, Henri -- 021

**Henri Deering February 16, 1927** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Deering, Henri -- 021
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Deering, Henri -- 022

**Henri Deering February 18, 1927** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Deering, Henri -- 022
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Deering, Henri -- 023
Henri Deering February 18, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Deering, Henri -- 023

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Henri Deering February 18, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Deering, Henri -- 023

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Deering, Henri -- 024

Henri Deering February 18, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Deering, Henri -- 024

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor), retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Henri Deering February 18, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Deering, Henri -- 024

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Deering, Henri -- 025

Henri Deering February 16, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Deering, Henri -- 025

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor), retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Henri Deering February 16, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Deering, Henri -- 025

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Deering, Henri -- 026

Henri Deering February 16, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Deering, Henri -- 026

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Henri Deering February 16, 1927  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Deering, Henri -- 026
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Deering, Henri -- 027
Henri Deering February 16, 1927  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Deering, Henri -- 027
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Henri Deering February 16, 1927  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Deering, Henri -- 027
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Deering, Henri -- 028
Henri Deering February 16, 1927  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Deering, Henri -- 028
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor), retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Henri Deering February 16, 1927  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Deering, Henri -- 028
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Deering, Henri -- 029
Henri Deering February 16, 1927  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Deering, Henri -- 029
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Henri Deering February 16, 1927  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Deering, Henri -- 029
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Deering, Henri -- 030
Deering, Henri

Henri Deering February 16, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Deering, Henri -- 030
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor), retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Henri Deering February 16, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Deering, Henri -- 030
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Deering, Henri -- 031

Henri Deering February 16, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Deering, Henri -- 031
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Deering, Henri -- 032

Henri Deering February 16, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Deering, Henri -- 032
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Henri Deering February 16, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Deering, Henri -- 032
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Deering, Henri -- 033

Henri Deering February 16, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Deering, Henri -- 033
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Henri Deering February 16, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Deering, Henri -- 033
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Deering, Henri -- 034
Henri Deering February 18, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Deering, Henri -- 034
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor), retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Deering, Henri -- 035
Henri Deering February 18, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Deering, Henri -- 035
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Deering, Henri -- 036
Henri Deering February 18, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Deering, Henri -- 036
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor), retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Deering, Henri -- 037
Deering, Henri

Henri Deering February 16, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Deering, Henri -- 037
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Henri Deering February 16, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Deering, Henri -- 037
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Deering, Henri -- 038
  Henri Deering February 16, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Deering, Henri -- 038
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Henri Deering February 16, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Deering, Henri -- 038
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Deering, Henri -- 039
  Henri Deering February 16, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Deering, Henri -- 039
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Deering, Henri -- 040
  Henri Deering February 16, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Deering, Henri -- 040
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Henri Deering February 16, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Deering, Henri -- 040
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Deering, Henri -- 041
Henri Deering February 16, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Deering, Henri -- 041  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

Henri Deering February 16, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Deering, Henri -- 041  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

Henri Deering February 16, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Deering, Henri -- 042  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor).  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

Deering, Henri -- 042  
Henri Deering February 16, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Deering, Henri -- 042  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

Henri Deering February 16, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Deering, Henri -- 043  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

Deering, Henri -- 043  
Henri Deering February 16, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Deering, Henri -- 043  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

Henri Deering February 16, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Deering, Henri -- 043  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor), retouched.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

Deering, Henri -- 044  
Henri Deering May 23, 1937 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Deering, Henri -- 044  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor), retouched.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.
Henri Deering May 23, 1937 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Deering, Henri -- 044
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Deering, Henri -- 045
Henri Deering May 23, 1937 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Deering, Henri -- 045
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Deering, Henri -- 046
Henri Deering May 23, 1937 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Deering, Henri -- 046
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Deering, Henri -- 047
Henri Deering May 23, 1937 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Deering, Henri -- 047
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Deering, Henri -- 048
Henri Deering May 23, 1937 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Deering, Henri -- 048
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Deering, Henri

**Henri Deering May 23, 1937** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Deering, Henri -- 048
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Deering, Henri -- 049**

**Henri Deering May 23, 1937** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Deering, Henri -- 049
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Henri Deering May 23, 1937** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Deering, Henri -- 049
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Deering, Henri -- 050**

**Henri Deering May 23, 1937** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Deering, Henri -- 050
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Henri Deering May 23, 1937** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Deering, Henri -- 050
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Deering, Henri -- 051**

**Henri Deering May 23, 1937** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Deering, Henri -- 051
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Henri Deering May 23, 1937** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Deering, Henri -- 051
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Deering, Henri -- 052**
Henri Deering May 23, 1937 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Deering, Henri -- 052
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Henri Deering May 23, 1937 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Deering, Henri -- 052
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Deering, Henri -- 053
Henri Deering February 16, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Deering, Henri -- 053
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Henri Deering February 16, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Deering, Henri -- 053
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Deering, Henri -- 054
Henri Deering February 16, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Deering, Henri -- 054
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Henri Deering February 16, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Deering, Henri -- 054
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Deering, Henri -- 055
Henri Deering February 16, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Deering, Henri -- 055
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Henri Deering February 16, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Deering, Henri -- 055
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Deering, Henri -- 056
Henri Deering May 23, 1937 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Deering, Henri -- 056
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Henri Deering May 23, 1937 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Deering, Henri -- 056
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Denny, Rene

Denny, Rene -- 001
Rene Denny 1940? BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Denny, Rene -- 001
ark:/13030/ft7j49p23t
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 7.5 x 9.75 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Rene Denny at left, Watrous at right. 1940[?].".

Rene Denny 1940? BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Denny, Rene -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Denny, Rene -- 002
Rene Denny 1940? BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Denny, Rene -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.75 x 7.5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Rene Denny at right, Watrous at left. 1940[?].".

Rene Denny 1940? BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Denny, Rene -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Denny, Rene -- 003
Rene Denny 1940?  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Denny, Rene -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Denny, Rene -- 004  Rene Denny 1940?  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Denny, Rene -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Denny, Rene -- 005  Rene Denny 1940?  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Denny, Rene -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Detcheva, Antoinette

Antoinette Detcheva July 24, 1938  BANC PIC 1964.063--B Detcheva, Antoinette -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 3.75 x 4.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped, mounted.
Additional Note
General Note: 2 copies (copy 2 size PIC, 4x5; contact print)

Antoinette Detcheva July 24, 1938  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Detcheva, Antoinette -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 7.25 x 9.5 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Antoinette Detcheva July 24, 1938  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Detcheva, Antoinette -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor), retouched.
Antoinette Detcheva July 24, 1938
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Detcheva, Antoinette -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.

Detcheva, Antoinette -- 003
Antoinette Detcheva July 24, 1938
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Detcheva, Antoinette -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Antoinette Detcheva July 24, 1938
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Detcheva, Antoinette -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Antoinette Detcheva July 24, 1938
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Detcheva, Antoinette -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Antoinette Detcheva July 24, 1938
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Detcheva, Antoinette -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Detcheva, Antoinette -- 006
Detcheva, Antoinette

Antoinette Detcheva July 24, 1938
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Detcheva, Antoinette -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Antoinette Detcheva July 24, 1938
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Detcheva, Antoinette -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Antoinette Detcheva July 24, 1938
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Detcheva, Antoinette -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Antoinette Detcheva July 24, 1938
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Detcheva, Antoinette -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Antoinette Detcheva July 24, 1938
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Detcheva, Antoinette -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Antoinette Detcheva July 24, 1938
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Detcheva, Antoinette -- 011
Antoinette Detcheva July 24, 1938
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Detcheva, Antoinette -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Detcheva, Antoinette -- 012
Antoinette Detcheva July 24, 1938
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Detcheva, Antoinette -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Detcheva, Antoinette -- 013
Antoinette Detcheva July 24, 1938
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Detcheva, Antoinette -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Detcheva, Antoinette -- 014
Antoinette Detcheva July 24, 1938
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Detcheva, Antoinette -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Detcheva, Antoinette -- 015
Antoinette Detcheva July 24, 1938
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Detcheva, Antoinette -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Detcheva, Antoinette -- 016
Antoinette Detcheva July 24, 1938
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Detcheva, Antoinette -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Detcheva, Antoinette -- 017
Antoinette Detcheva July 24, 1938
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Detcheva, Antoinette -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Detcheva, Antoinette -- 018
Antoinette Detcheva July 24, 1938
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Detcheva, Antoinette -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Detcheva, Antoinette -- 019
Antoinette Detcheva July 24, 1938
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Detcheva, Antoinette -- 019
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Detcheva, Antoinette -- 020
Antoinette Detcheva July 24, 1938
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Detcheva, Antoinette -- 020
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Detcheva, Antoinette -- 021
Antoinette Detcheva July 24, 1938
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Detcheva, Antoinette -- 021
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Antoianne Detcheva July 24, 1938
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Detcheva, Antoinette -- 021
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Detcheva, Antoinette -- 022
Antoinette Detcheva July 24, 1938
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Detcheva, Antoinette -- 022
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Dewey, Mrs.

Mrs. Dewey February 15, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Dewey, Mrs. -- 001

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 10 x 8 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Mrs. Dewey, High School."

Mrs. Dewey February 15, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Dewey, Mrs. -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Dewey, Mrs. -- 002

Mrs. Dewey February 15, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Dewey, Mrs. -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Mrs. Dewey February 15, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Dewey, Mrs. -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Diamant, Herbert

Diamant, Herbert -- 001
Herbert Diamant January 1, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Diamant, Herbert -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.75 x 3.75 in.

Herbert Diamant January 1, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Diamant, Herbert -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Herbert Diamant January 1, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Diamant, Herbert -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Diamant, Herbert -- 002
Herbert Diamant January 1, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Diamant, Herbert -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.5 x 6.5 in.

Herbert Diamant January 1, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Diamant, Herbert -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Diamant, Herbert -- 003
Herbert Diamant January 1, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Diamant, Herbert -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.75 x 6.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Herbert Diamant January 1, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Diamant, Herbert -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major), retouched.

Herbert Diamant January 1, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Diamant, Herbert -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Diamant, Herbert -- 004
Diamant, Herbert

Herbert Diamant January 1, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Diamant, Herbert -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.25 x 6.5 in.

Herbert Diamant January 1, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Diamant, Herbert -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Condition
Base side: stained with unidentified substance.

Herbert Diamant January 1, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Diamant, Herbert -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Diamant, Herbert -- 005
Herbert Diamant January 1, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Diamant, Herbert -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Herbert Diamant January 1, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Diamant, Herbert -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Diamant, Herbert -- 006
Herbert Diamant January 1, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Diamant, Herbert -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Herbert Diamant January 1, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Diamant, Herbert -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Diamant, Herbert -- 007
Herbert Diamant January 1, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Diamant, Herbert -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Herbert Diamant January 1, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Diamant, Herbert -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Herbert Diamant January 1, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Diamant, Herbert -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major), retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Herbert Diamant January 1, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Diamant, Herbert -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Herbert Diamant January 1, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Diamant, Herbert -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major), retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Herbert Diamant January 1, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Diamant, Herbert -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Herbert Diamant January 1, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Diamant, Herbert -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Herbert Diamant January 1, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Diamant, Herbert -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Herbert Diamant January 1, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Diamant, Herbert -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Herbert Diamant January 1, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Diamant, Herbert -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Herbert Diamant January 1, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Diamant, Herbert -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Herbert Diamant January 1, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Diamant, Herbert -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Herbert Diamant January 1, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Diamant, Herbert -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Dickson, Douglas

Dickson, Douglas -- 001
Douglas Dickson July 8, 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Dickson, Douglas -- 001
ark:/13030/ft2j49n805
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 10 x 8 in.

Douglas Dickson July 8, 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Dickson, Douglas -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Dickson, Douglas -- 002
Douglas Dickson July 8, 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Dickson, Douglas -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Finding Aid to the Johan Hagemeyer Photograph Collection, circa 1908-circa 1955

Dickson, Douglas -- 003

Douglas Dickson July 8, 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Dickson, Douglas -- 003

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Dickson, Douglas -- 004

Douglas Dickson July 8, 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Dickson, Douglas -- 004

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Dickson, Douglas -- 005

Douglas Dickson July 8, 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Dickson, Douglas -- 005

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Dickson, Douglas -- 006

Douglas Dickson July 8, 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Dickson, Douglas -- 006

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Dickson, Douglas -- 007

Douglas Dickson July 8, 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Dickson, Douglas -- 007

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Dickson, Douglas. -- 008

Douglas Dickson July 8, 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Dickson, Douglas -- 008

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Dickson, Douglas -- 009
Dickson, Douglas -- 009

Dickson, Douglas July 8, 1954

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Dickson, Douglas -- 010

Dickson, Douglas July 8, 1954

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Dickson, Douglas -- 011

Dickson, Douglas July 8, 1954

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Dickson, Douglas -- 012

Dickson, Douglas July 8, 1954

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Dickson, Douglas -- 013

Dickson, Douglas July 8, 1954

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Dickson, Douglas -- 014

Dickson, Douglas July 8, 1954

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Dickson, Douglas -- 015
Dickson, Douglas

**Douglas Dickson July 8, 1954** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Dickson, Douglas -- 015
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

**Dickson, Douglas -- 016**
**Douglas Dickson July 8, 1954** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Dickson, Douglas -- 016
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

**Dickson, Douglas -- 017**
**Douglas Dickson July 8, 1954** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Dickson, Douglas -- 017
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Dodson, Barbara

**Dodson, Barbara -- 001**
**Barbara Dodson August 29, 1956** BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Dodson, Barbara -- 001
  ark:/13030/ft9n39p46m
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 7 x 5.5 in.

**Barbara Dodson August 29, 1956** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Dodson, Barbara -- 001
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

**Dodson, Barbara -- 002**
**Barbara Dodson August 29, 1956** BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Dodson, Barbara -- 002
  ark:/13030/ft400005kv
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8 x 6 in.

**Barbara Dodson August 29, 1956** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Dodson, Barbara -- 002
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

**Dodson, Barbara -- 003**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Documentation Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Barbara Dodson Augs 29, 1956</td>
<td>BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Dodson, Barbara -- 003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: Negative: retouched.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Note</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Note: No print available.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dodson, Barbara -- 004</td>
<td>Barbara Dodson Augs 29, 1956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: Negative: retouched.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Note</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Note: No print available.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dodson, Barbara -- 005</td>
<td>Barbara Dodson Augs 29, 1956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: Negative: retouched.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Note</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Note: No print available.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dodson, Barbara -- 006</td>
<td>Barbara Dodson Augs 29, 1956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: Negative: retouched.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Note</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Note: No print available.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dodson, Barbara -- 007</td>
<td>Barbara Dodson Augs 29, 1956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: Negative: retouched.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Note</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Note: No print available.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dodson, Barbara -- 008</td>
<td>Barbara Dodson Augs 29, 1956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: Negative: retouched.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Note</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Note: No print available.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dodson, Barbara -- 009</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Barbara Dodson Augst 29, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Dodson, Barbara -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Dodson, Barbara -- 010
Barbara Dodson Augst 29, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Dodson, Barbara -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Dodson, Barbara -- 011
Barbara Dodson Augst 29, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Dodson, Barbara -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Dodson, Barbara -- 012
Barbara Dodson Augst 29, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Dodson, Barbara -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Dodson, Barbara -- 013
Barbara Dodson Augst 29, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Dodson, Barbara -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Dodson, Barbara -- 014
Barbara Dodson Augst 29, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Dodson, Barbara -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Dodson, Barbara -- 015
Barbara Dodson Augst 29, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Dodson, Barbara -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Doe, General

Doe, General -- 001
General Doe May 21, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Doe, General -- 001
ark:/13030/fk5779p0p2
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 10 x 8 in.

General Doe May 21, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Doe, General -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Doe, General -- 002
General Doe May 21, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Doe, General -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Doe, General -- 003
General Doe May 21, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Doe, General -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Physical Description: Retouched nick near forehead.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Doe, General -- 004
General Doe May 21, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Doe, General -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Doe, General -- 005
General Doe May 21, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Doe, General -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Doe, General -- 006
General Doe May 21, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Doe, General -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Doolittle, William

Doolittle, William -- 001
William Doolittle 1942 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Doolittle, William -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Doolittle, William -- 002
William Doolittle 1942 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Doolittle, William -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Doolittle, William -- 003
William Doolittle 1942 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Doolittle, William -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4 x 3 in.

William Doolittle 1942 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Doolittle, William -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Doolittle, William -- 004
William Doolittle 1942 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Doolittle, William -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 7.5 x 6.5 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.
William Doolittle 1942 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Doolittle, William -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Douglas, Helen Gahagan

Douglas, Helen Gahagan -- 001
Helen Gahagan Douglas BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Douglas, Helen Gahagan -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Douglas, Helen Gahagan -- 002
Helen Gahagan Douglas BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Douglas, Helen Gahagan -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Douglas, Helen Gahagan -- 003
Helen Gahagan Douglas BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Douglas, Helen Gahagan -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Douglas, Helen Gahagan -- 004
Helen Gahagan Douglas BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Douglas, Helen Gahagan -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Douglas, Helen Gahagan -- 005
Helen Gahagan Douglas BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Douglas, Helen Gahagan -- 005 ark:/13030/ft9d9p3qm
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Douglas, Helen Gahagan -- 006
Helen Gahagan Douglas

**Helen Gahagan Douglas** BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Douglas, Helen Gahagan -- 006

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.

**Helen Gahagan Douglas** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Douglas, Helen Gahagan -- 006

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Douglas, Helen Gahagan -- 007

**Helen Gahagan Douglas** BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Douglas, Helen Gahagan -- 007

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.5 x 7.5 in.

Physical Description: Print: stamped.

**Helen Gahagan Douglas** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Douglas, Helen Gahagan -- 007

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Douglas, Helen Gahagan -- 008

**Helen Gahagan Douglas** BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Douglas, Helen Gahagan -- 008

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.75 x 7.25 in.

Physical Description: Print: stamped.

**Helen Gahagan Douglas** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Douglas, Helen Gahagan -- 008

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Doyle, Alice

**Doyle, Alice -- 001**

Alice Doyle June 25, 1940 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Doyle, Alice -- 001

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor), retouched.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

**Doyle, Alice -- 002**

Alice Doyle June 25, 1940 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Doyle, Alice -- 002

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.
Doyle, Alice -- 003
Alice Doyle June 25, 1940 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Doyle, Alice -- 003
ark:/13030/ft1g5004n6
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Physical Description: Scratches in the waist area.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Doyle, Alice -- 004
Alice Doyle June 25, 1940 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Doyle, Alice -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Dunnigan, Ann

Dunnigan, Ann -- 001
Ann Dunnigan August 5, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Dunnigan, Ann -- 001
ark:/13030/ft229004fs
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ann Dunnigan August 5, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Dunnigan, Ann -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Durham, Willard Higley

Durham, Willard Higley -- 001
ark:/13030/ft7g5008fw
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8 x 6 in.

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor), retouched.
Willard Higley Durham September 9, 1928
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Durham, Willard Higley -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Durham, Willard Higley -- 002
Willard Higley Durham September 9, 1928
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Durham, Willard Higley -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8 x 6 in.

Willard Higley Durham September 9, 1928
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Durham, Willard Higley -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Willard Higley Durham September 9, 1928
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Durham, Willard Higley -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Durham, Willard Higley -- 003
Willard Higley Durham September 9, 1928
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Durham, Willard Higley -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 10 x 8 in.

Willard Higley Durham September 9, 1928
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Durham, Willard Higley -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Willard Higley Durham September 9, 1928
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Durham, Willard Higley -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Eddy

Eddy Eddy -- 001
Eddy 1939 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Eddy -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 6.5 x 8 in.

Eddy 1939 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Eddy -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.

Eddy, Jane
Eddy, Jane -- 001
Jane Eddy November 11, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Eddy, Jane -- 001 ark:/13030/ft7k4007zt
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.5 x 6.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Eddy, Jane -- 002
Jane Eddy November 11, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Eddy, Jane -- 002 ark:/13030/ft400005mc
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Eddy, Jane -- 003
Jane Eddy November 11, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Eddy, Jane -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Eddy, Jane -- 004
Jane Eddy November 11, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Eddy, Jane -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Eddy, Jane -- 005
Jane Eddy November 11, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Eddy, Jane -- 005 ark:/13030/ft4j49p0f3
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor), retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Egerod, Soren

Egerod, Soren -- 001
Egerod, Soren

Soren Egerod BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Egerod, Soren -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Egerod, Soren -- 002
Soren Egerod BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Egerod, Soren -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ehrenfest, Dr. Paul

Ehrenfest, Dr. Paul -- 001
Dr. Paul Ehrenfest December 15, 1930
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Ehrenfest, Dr. Paul -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.5 x 7.25 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Paul Ehrenfest, physicist, 1930."
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Dr. Paul Ehrenfest December 15, 1930
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ehrenfest, Dr. Paul -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Ehrenfest, Dr. Paul -- 002
Dr. Paul Ehrenfest December 15, 1930
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Ehrenfest, Dr. Paul -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.25 x 6.75 in.

Einstein, Albert

Einstein, Albert -- 001
Albert Einstein February 23, 1931 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Einstein, Albert -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.75 x 7.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: signed.

Albert Einstein February 23, 1931 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Einstein, Albert -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Einstein, Albert -- 002
Albert Einstein February 23, 1931 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Einstein, Albert -- 002 ark:/13030/ft667nb4bf
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.5 x 7 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Einstein, Albert -- 003
Albert Einstein February 23, 1931 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Einstein, Albert -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Einstein, Albert -- 004
Albert Einstein February 23, 1931 BANC PIC 1964.063--B Einstein, Albert -- 004 ark:/13030/ft687007fs
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.75 x 6.5 in.
Physical Description: Print: signed, stamped, mounted.

Einstein, Albert -- 005
Albert Einstein February 23, 1931 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Einstein, Albert -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor), retouched.

Einstein, Albert -- 006
Albert Einstein February 23, 1931 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Einstein, Albert -- 006

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print: gelatin silver; 9.75 x 7.5 in.
Physical Description: Print: signed.

Albert Einstein February 23, 1931 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Einstein, Albert -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Physical Condition
Circular stain in the hair area.

Einstein, Albert -- 007
Albert Einstein February 23, 1931 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Einstein, Albert -- 007

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print: gelatin silver; 9.75 x 7.5 in.
Physical Description: Print: signed.

Albert Einstein February 23, 1931 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Einstein, Albert -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Einstein, Albert -- 008
Albert Einstein February 23, 1931 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Einstein, Albert -- 008

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print: gelatin silver; 9.5 x 7.25 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "1931" pencilled, lower right corner.

Albert Einstein February 23, 1931 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Einstein, Albert -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Einstein, Albert -- 009
Albert Einstein February 23, 1931 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Einstein, Albert -- 009

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print: gelatin silver; 9.5 x 7.25 in.
Physical Description: Print: signed, stamped.

Albert Einstein February 23, 1931 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Einstein, Albert -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Einstein, Albert -- 010
Albert Einstein February 23, 1931 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC
Einstein, Albert -- 010
ark:/13030/ft067nb0c5
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.75 x 7.5 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Albert Einstein February 23, 1931 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG
Einstein, Albert -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Einstein, Albert -- 011
Albert Einstein February 23, 1931 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC
Einstein, Albert -- 011
ark:/13030/ft7x0nb58s
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.75 x 7.25 in.
Physical Description: Print: signed, stamped.

Albert Einstein February 23, 1931 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG
Einstein, Albert -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Einstein, Albert -- 012
Albert Einstein February 23, 1931 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC
Einstein, Albert -- 012
ark:/13030/ft5w1007gx
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.5 x 7.5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Einstein with Dr. Meyer, 1931."
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Albert Einstein February 23, 1931 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG
Einstein, Albert -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Einstein, Albert -- 013
Albert Einstein February 23, 1931 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC
Einstein, Albert -- 013
ark:/13030/ft8t1nb63b
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.5 x 7.25 in.
Physical Description: Print: signed, stamped.

Albert Einstein February 23, 1931 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG
Einstein, Albert -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.

Einstein, Albert -- 014 February 23, 1931
Physical Description: 9 photographic prints : gelatin silver ; 9 x 6.75 in.
Scope and Content Note
Album contains 9 portraits of A.E., each ca. 3.75 x 3 in. (duplicate prints of portrait nos. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13).

Einstein, Albert -- 015
Albert Einstein February 23, 1931 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Einstein, Albert -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.
  Physical Description: Print: contact print. Negative: retouched.

Albert Einstein February 23, 1931 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Einstein, Albert -- 015
  ark:/13030/ft4j2d9p0gm
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Einstein, Albert -- 016
Albert Einstein February 23, 1931 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Einstein, Albert -- 016
  ark:/13030/ft596nb44p
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Einstein, Albert -- 017
Albert Einstein February 23, 1931 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Einstein, Albert -- 017
  ark:/13030/ft9r29p379
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor), retouched.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Einstein, Albert -- 018
Albert Einstein February 23, 1931 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Einstein, Albert -- 018
  ark:/13030/ft538nb36x
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Einstein, Albert -- 019
Albert Einstein February 23, 1931 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Einstein, Albert -- 019
  ark:/13030/ft5b69p08h
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Einstein, Albert -- 020
Einstein, Albert

Albert Einstein February 23, 1931 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Einstein, Albert -- 020

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Einstein, Albert -- 021

Albert Einstein February 23, 1931 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Einstein, Albert -- 021

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Einstein, Albert -- 022

Albert Einstein February 23, 1931 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Einstein, Albert -- 022

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Einstein, Albert -- 023

Albert Einstein February 23, 1931 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Einstein, Albert -- 023

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Einstein, Albert -- 024

Albert Einstein February 23, 1931 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Einstein, Albert -- 024

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Einstein, Albert -- 025

Albert Einstein February 23, 1931 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Einstein, Albert -- 025

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor), retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Engelhart

Engelhart -- 001
Engelhart July 28, 1930 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Engelhart -- 001
ark:/13030/ft4h4nb299
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Engelhart July 28, 1930 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Engelhart -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ericourt, Daniel

Ericourt, Daniel -- 001
Daniel Ericourt 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Ericourt, Daniel -- 001
ark:/13030/ft1c60048v
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.25 x 7.25 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Daniel Ericourt 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ericourt, Daniel -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Ericourt, Daniel -- 002
Daniel Ericourt 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Ericourt, Daniel -- 002
ark:/13030/ft3x0nb2vw
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.75 x 7.25 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Daniel Ericourt 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ericourt, Daniel -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Daniel Ericourt 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ericourt, Daniel -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Ericourt, Daniel -- 003
Daniel Ericourt 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ericourt, Daniel -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Daniel Ericourt 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ericourt, Daniel -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ericourt, Daniel -- 004
Daniel Ericourt 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ericourt, Daniel -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Daniel Ericourt 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ericourt, Daniel -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ericourt, Daniel -- 005
Daniel Ericourt 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ericourt, Daniel -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ericourt, Daniel -- 006
Daniel Ericourt 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ericourt, Daniel -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Daniel Ericourt 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ericourt, Daniel -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ericourt, Daniel -- 007
Daniel Ericourt 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ericourt, Daniel -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Daniel Ericourt 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ericourt, Daniel -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ericourt, Daniel -- 008
Daniel Ericourt 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ericourt, Daniel -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Daniel Ericourt 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ericourt, Daniel -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ericourt, Daniel -- 009
Daniel Ericourt 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ericourt, Daniel -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Daniel Ericourt 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ericourt, Daniel -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ericourt, Daniel -- 010
Daniel Ericourt 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ericourt, Daniel -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Daniel Ericourt 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ericourt, Daniel -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ericourt, Daniel -- 011
Daniel Ericourt 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ericourt, Daniel -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Daniel Ericourt 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ericourt, Daniel -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ericourt, Daniel -- 013
Daniel Ericourt 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ericourt, Daniel -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Daniel Ericourt 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ericourt, Daniel -- 014
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Catalog Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Ericourt, Daniel          | 1938       | BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG | Ericourt, Daniel -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available. |
| Daniel Ericourt           | 1938       | BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG | Ericourt, Daniel -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available. |
| Ericourt, Daniel          | 015        | BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG | Ericourt, Daniel -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Physical Description: Two horizontal scratches through the face.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available. |
| Ericourt, Daniel          | 016        | BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG | Ericourt, Daniel -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available. |
| Ericourt, Daniel          | 017        | BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG | Ericourt, Daniel -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available. |
Ericourt, Daniel

Daniel Ericourt 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ericourt, Daniel -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ericourt, Daniel -- 018
Daniel Ericourt 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ericourt, Daniel -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ericourt, Daniel -- 019
Daniel Ericourt 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ericourt, Daniel -- 019
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ferguson, James

Ferguson, James -- 001
James Ferguson 1933 (?) BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ferguson, James -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ferguson, James -- 003
James Ferguson January 24, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ferguson, James -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Ferguson, James -- 004
James Ferguson January 24, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ferguson, James -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ferguson, James -- 005
James Ferguson January 24, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ferguson, James -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ferguson, James -- 006
James Ferguson January 24, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ferguson, James -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ferguson, James -- 007
James Ferguson January 24, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ferguson, James -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ferguson, James -- 008
James Ferguson January 24, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ferguson, James -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ferguson, James -- 009
James Ferguson January 24, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ferguson, James -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (minor).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
James Ferguson January 24, 1943

BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ferguson, James -- 009

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ferguson, James -- 010

James Ferguson January 24, 1943

BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ferguson, James -- 010

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor), retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ferguson, James -- 011

James Ferguson January 24, 1943

BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ferguson, James -- 011

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (minor).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ferguson, James -- 012

James Ferguson January 24, 1943

BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ferguson, James -- 012

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (minor).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ferguson, James -- 013

James Ferguson January 24, 1943

BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ferguson, James -- 013

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (minor).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
James Ferguson January 24, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ferguson, James -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ferguson, James -- 014
James Ferguson December 27, 1940 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ferguson, James -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ferguson, James -- 015
James Ferguson April 30, 1933 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ferguson, James -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ferguson, James -- 016
James Ferguson January 24, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Ferguson, James -- 016 ark:/13030/ft1q2nb16n
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.5 x 3.5 in.

James Ferguson January 24, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ferguson, James -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

James Ferguson January 24, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ferguson, James -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Ferguson, James -- 017
James Ferguson January 24, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Ferguson, James -- 017 ark:/13030/ft8x0nb6bm
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.5 x 3.75 in.

James Ferguson January 24, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ferguson, James -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Ferguson, James -- 018
James Ferguson January 24, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Ferguson, James -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.75 x 7 in.
Ferguson, James

James Ferguson January 24, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ferguson, James -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

James Ferguson January 24, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ferguson, James -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Ferguson, James -- 019
James Ferguson December 27, 1940 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Ferguson, James -- 019
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ferguson, James -- 019
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.25 x 6.5 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

James Ferguson December 27, 1940 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ferguson, James -- 019
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Ficke, Mr.

Ficke, Mr. -- 001
Mr. Ficke BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Ficke, Mr. -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4 x 3 in.

Mr. Ficke BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ficke, Mr. -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Fickert, Babette

Fickert, Babette -- 001
Babette Fickert August 9, 1939 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Fickert, Babette -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (minor).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Babette Fickert August 9, 1939 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Fickert, Babette -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Fickert, Babette -- 002
Babette Fickert, August 9, 1939  
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Fickert, Babette -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Babette Fickert, August 9, 1939  
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Fickert, Babette -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Fickert, Babette -- 003
Babette Fickert, August 9, 1939  
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Fickert, Babette -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Fickert, Babette -- 004
Babette Fickert, August 9, 1939  
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Fickert, Babette -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Field, Sara Bard

Field, Sara Bard -- 001
Field, Sara Bard

**Sara Bard Field October 28, 1927** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Field, Sara Bard -- 001

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Field, Sara Bard -- 002

**Sara Bard Field October 28, 1927** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Field, Sara Bard -- 002

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Field, Sara Bard -- 003

**Sara Bard Field October 28, 1927** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Field, Sara Bard -- 003

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Field, Sara Bard -- 004

**Sara Bard Field October 28, 1927** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Field, Sara Bard -- 004

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.

Firestone, Nathan

**Firestone, Nathan -- 001**

**Nathan Firestone August 28, 1926** BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Firestone, Nathan -- 001

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor).
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Nathan Firestone, violist.".
Firestone, Nathan -- 002
Nathan Firestone August 28, 1926
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate

Fisher, Marjorie

Fisher, Marjorie -- 001
Marjorie Fisher BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Flavin, Flavia

Flavin, Flavia -- 001
Flavia Flavin November 20, 1944
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Flavin, Flavia -- 002
Flavia Flavin November 20, 1944
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Flavin, Flavia -- 003
Flavia Flavin November 20, 1944
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Flavin, Flavia -- 004
Flavin, Flavia

Flavia Flavin November 20, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Flavin, Flavia -- 004
ark:/13030/ft9779p2nr
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Flavin, Flavia -- 005
Flavia Flavin November 20, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Flavin, Flavia -- 005
ark:/13030/ft7b69p1f6
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.25 x 6.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Flavia Flavin November 20, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Flavin, Flavia -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Flavin, Flavia -- 006
Flavia Flavin November 20, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Flavin, Flavia -- 006
ark:/13030/ft2w10055c
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.25 x 7.25 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Flavia Flavin November 20, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Flavin, Flavia -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Flavin, Flavia -- 007
Flavia Flavin November 20, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Flavin, Flavia -- 007
ark:/13030/ft329005d2
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.75 x 6.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Flavia Flavin November 20, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Flavin, Flavia -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Flavin, Flavia -- 008
Flavia Flavin November 20, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Flavin, Flavia -- 008
ark:/13030/ft7x0nb599
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.5 x 6.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.
Flavin, Flavia November 20, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Flavin, Flavia -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Flavin, Flavia -- 009
Flavin, Flavia November 20, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Flavin, Flavia -- 009 ark:/13030/ft5779p0qk
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.5 x 7.5 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Flavin, Flavia November 20, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Flavin, Flavia -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Fleishhacker, Mortimer III

Fleishhacker, Mortimer III -- 001
Mortimer Fleishhacker III November 16, 1954
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Fleishhacker, Mortimer III -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Fleishhacker, Mortimer III -- 002
Mortimer Fleishhacker III May 7, 1955
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Fleishhacker, Mortimer III -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Fleishhacker, Mortimer III -- 003
Mortimer Fleishhacker III November 16, 1954
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Fleishhacker, Mortimer III -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Fleishhacker, Mortimer III -- 004
Fleishhacker, Mortimer III

Mortimer Fleishhacker III November 16, 1954
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Fleishhacker, Mortimer III -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Fleishhacker, Mortimer III -- 005
Mortimer Fleishhacker III November 16, 1954
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Fleishhacker, Mortimer III -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Fleishhacker, Mortimer III -- 006
Mortimer Fleishhacker III November 16, 1954
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Fleishhacker, Mortimer III -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Fleishhacker, Mortimer III -- 007
Mortimer Fleishhacker III May 7, 1955
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Fleishhacker, Mortimer III -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Fleishhacker, Mortimer III -- 008
Mortimer Fleishhacker III November 16, 1954
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Fleishhacker, Mortimer III -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Fleishhacker, Mortimer III -- 009
Mortimer Fleishhacker III November 16, 1954
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Fleishhacker, Mortimer III -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Fleishhacker, Mortimer III -- 010
Mortimer Fleishhacker III November 16, 1954
BANC PIC 1964.063-NEG Fleishhacker, Mortimer III -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Fleishhacker, Mortimer III -- 011
Mortimer Fleishhacker III November 16, 1954
BANC PIC 1964.063-NEG Fleishhacker, Mortimer III -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Fleishhacker, Mortimer III -- 012
Mortimer Fleishhacker III May 7, 1955
BANC PIC 1964.063-NEG Fleishhacker, Mortimer III -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Fleishhacker, Mortimer III -- 013
Mortimer Fleishhacker III May 7, 1955
BANC PIC 1964.063-NEG Fleishhacker, Mortimer III -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Fleishhacker, Mortimer III -- 014
Mortimer Fleishhacker III May 7, 1955
BANC PIC 1964.063-NEG Fleishhacker, Mortimer III -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Fleishhacker, Mortimer III -- 015
Mortimer Fleishhacker III May 7, 1955
BANC PIC 1964.063-NEG Fleishhacker, Mortimer III -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Fleishhacker, Mortimer III -- 016
Mortimer Fleishhacker III May 7, 1955
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Fleishhacker, Mortimer III -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Fleishhacker, Mortimer III -- 017
Mortimer Fleishhacker III May 7, 1955
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Fleishhacker, Mortimer III -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Fleishhacker, Mortimer III -- 018
Mortimer Fleishhacker III May 7, 1955
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Fleishhacker, Mortimer III -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Fleishhacker, Mortimer III -- 019
Mortimer Fleishhacker III May 7, 1955
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Fleishhacker, Mortimer III -- 019
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Fleishhacker, Mortimer III -- 020
Mortimer Fleishhacker III May 7, 1955
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Fleishhacker, Mortimer III -- 020
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Fleishhacker, Mortimer III -- 021
Mortimer Fleishhacker III May 7, 1955
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Fleishhacker, Mortimer III -- 021
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Fleishhacker, Mortimer III -- 022
Mortimer Fleishhacker III May 7, 1955
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Fleishhacker, Mortimer III -- 022
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Fleishhacker, Mortimer III -- 023
Mortimer Fleishhacker III May 7, 1955
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Fleishhacker, Mortimer III -- 023
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Fleishhacker, Mortimer III -- 024
Mortimer Fleishhacker III May 7, 1955
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Fleishhacker, Mortimer III -- 024
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Fleishhacker, Mortimer III -- 025
Mortimer Fleishhacker III May 7, 1955
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Fleishhacker, Mortimer III -- 025  ark:/13030/ft400005nw
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.25 x 6.5 in.

Fleishhacker, Mortimer III -- 026
Mortimer Fleishhacker III May 7, 1955
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Fleishhacker, Mortimer III -- 026  ark:/13030/ft1r29n7t3
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8 x 6.5 in.
Fleishhacker, Mortimer III

Mortimer Fleishhacker III May 7, 1955
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Fleishhacker, Mortimer III -- 026
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Fleishhacker, Mortimer III -- 027
Mortimer Fleishhacker III May 7, 1955
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Fleishhacker, Mortimer III -- 027
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 7.75 x 6.25 in.

Mortimer Fleishhacker III May 7, 1955
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Fleishhacker, Mortimer III -- 027
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Fleishhacker, Mortimer III -- 028
Mortimer Fleishhacker III November 16, 1954
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Fleishhacker, Mortimer III -- 028
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Fleishhacker, Mortimer III -- 029
Mortimer Fleishhacker III 1955
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Fleishhacker, Mortimer III -- 029
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Fleishhacker, Mortimer III -- 030
Mortimer Fleishhacker III 1955
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Fleishhacker, Mortimer III -- 030
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Fleishhacker, Mortimer III -- 031
Fleishhacker, Mortimer III

**Fleishhacker, Mortimer III November 16, 1954**
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Fleishhacker, Mortimer III -- 031
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Fleishhacker, Mortimer III -- 032**
Mortimer Fleishhacker III November 16, 1954
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Fleishhacker, Mortimer III -- 032
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Fleishhacker, Mortimer III -- 033**
Mortimer Fleishhacker III November 16, 1954
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Fleishhacker, Mortimer III -- 033
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Fleishhacker, Bella (Florence Isabella)**

**Fleishhacker, Bella (Florence Isabella)-- 001**
Bella (Florence Isabella) Fleishhacker March 31, 1954
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Fleishhacker, Bella (Florence Isabella) -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Fleishhacker, Bella (Florence Isabella)-- 002**
Bella (Florence Isabella) Fleishhacker March 31, 1954
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Fleishhacker, Bella (Florence Isabella) -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Fleishhacker, Bella (Florence Isabella)-- 003**
Fleishhacker, Bella (Florence Isabella)

Bella (Florence Isabella) Fleishhacker March 31, 1954
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Fleishhacker, Bella (Florence Isabella) -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Fleishhacker, Bella (Florence Isabella) -- 004
Bella (Florence Isabella) Fleishhacker March 31, 1954
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Fleishhacker, Bella (Florence Isabella) -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Fleishhacker, Bella (Florence Isabella) -- 005
Bella (Florence Isabella) Fleishhacker March 31, 1954
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Fleishhacker, Bella (Florence Isabella) -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Fleishhacker, Bella (Florence Isabella) -- 006
Bella (Florence Isabella) Fleishhacker March 31, 1954
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Fleishhacker, Bella (Florence Isabella) -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Fleishhacker, Bella (Florence Isabella) -- 007
Bella (Florence Isabella) Fleishhacker March 31, 1954
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Fleishhacker, Bella (Florence Isabella) -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Fleishhacker, Bella (Florence Isabella) -- 008
Bella (Florence Isabella) Fleishhacker March 31, 1954
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Fleishhacker, Bella (Florence Isabella) -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Fleishhacker, Bella (Florence Isabella) -- 009
Bella (Florence Isabella) Fleishhacker March 31, 1954
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Fleishhacker, Bella (Florence Isabella) -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bella (Florence Isabella) Fleishhacker March 31, 1954
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Fleishhacker, Bella (Florence Isabella) -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bella (Florence Isabella) Fleishhacker March 31, 1954
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Fleishhacker, Bella (Florence Isabella) -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bella (Florence Isabella) Fleishhacker March 31, 1954
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Fleishhacker, Bella (Florence Isabella) -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bella (Florence Isabella) Fleishhacker March 31, 1954
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Fleishhacker, Bella (Florence Isabella) -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bella (Florence Isabella) Fleishhacker March 31, 1954
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Fleishhacker, Bella (Florence Isabella) -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bella (Florence Isabella) Fleishhacker March 31, 1954
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Fleishhacker, Bella (Florence Isabella) -- 015
Fleishhacker, Bella (Florence Isabella)

Bella (Florence Isabella) Fleishhacker March 31, 1954
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Fleishhacker, Bella (Florence Isabella) -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Fleishhacker, Bella (Florence Isabella)-- 016
Bella (Florence Isabella) Fleishhacker March 31, 1954
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Fleishhacker, Bella (Florence Isabella) -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Fleishhacker, Bella (Florence Isabella)-- 017
Bella (Florence Isabella) Fleishhacker March 31, 1954
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Fleishhacker, Bella (Florence Isabella) -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Fleishhacker, Bella (Florence Isabella)-- 018
Bella (Florence Isabella) Fleishhacker March 31, 1954
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Fleishhacker, Bella (Florence Isabella) -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Fleishhacker, Bella (Florence Isabella)-- 019
Bella (Florence Isabella) Fleishhacker March 31, 1954
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Fleishhacker, Bella -- 019 ark:/13030/ft4f59n9gv
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.25 x 6.5 in.

Bella (Florence Isabella) Fleishhacker March 31, 1954
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Fleishhacker, Bella (Florence Isabella) -- 019
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Fleishhacker, Bella (Florence Isabella)-- 020
Bella (Florence Isabella) Fleishhacker March 31, 1954
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Fleishhacker, Bella -- 020 ark:/13030/ft9v19p2zb
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8 x 10 in.

Forgey, Frank
Forgey, Frank -- 001
Frank Forgey BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Forgey, Frank -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Frank Forgey BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Forgey, Frank -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Forgey, Frank -- 002
Frank Forgey BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Forgey, Frank -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Frank Forgey BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Forgey, Frank -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Forgey, Frank -- 003
Frank Forgey BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Forgey, Frank -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Frank Forgey BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Forgey, Frank -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Forgey, Frank -- 004
Frank Forgey BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Forgey, Frank -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Frank Forgey BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Forgey, Frank -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. Frank Forgey BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Forgey, Mrs. Frank -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. Frank Forgey BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Forgey, Mrs. Frank -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. Frank Forgey BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Forgey, Mrs. Frank -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. Frank Forgey BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Forgey, Mrs. Frank -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Mrs. Frank Forgey

Physical Condition
Apparent substance deposit along center of image.

Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Mrs. Frank Forgey BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Forgey, Mrs. Frank -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Forgey, Mrs. Frank -- 009
Mrs. Frank Forgey BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Forgey, Mrs. Frank -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. Frank Forgey BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Forgey, Mrs. Frank -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Forgey, Mrs. Frank -- 011
Mrs. Frank Forgey BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Forgey, Mrs. Frank -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. Frank Forgey BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Forgey, Mrs. Frank -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Forgey, Mrs. Frank -- 012
Mrs. Frank Forgey BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Forgey, Mrs. Frank -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. Frank Forgey BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Forgey, Mrs. Frank -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Forgey, Mrs. Frank -- 013
Mrs. Frank Forgey BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Forgey, Mrs. Frank -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (minor).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. Frank Forgey BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Forgey, Mrs. Frank -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. Frank Forgey BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Forgey, Mrs. Frank -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (minor).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. Frank Forgey BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Forgey, Mrs. Frank -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. Frank Forgey BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Forgey, Mrs. Frank -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (minor).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. Frank Forgey BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Forgey, Mrs. Frank -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. Frank Forgey BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Forgey, Mrs. Frank -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Mrs. Frank Forgey BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Forgey, Mrs. Frank -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Forgey, Mrs. Frank -- 017
Mrs. Frank Forgey BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Forgey, Mrs. Frank -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. Frank Forgey BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Forgey, Mrs. Frank -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Forgey, Mrs. Frank -- 018
Mrs. Frank Forgey BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Forgey, Mrs. Frank -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Forgey, Mrs. Frank -- 019
Mrs. Frank Forgey BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Forgey, Mrs. Frank -- 019
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Forgey, Mrs. Frank -- 020
Mrs. Frank Forgey BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Forgey, Mrs. Frank -- 020
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Forgey, Mrs. Frank -- 021
Mrs. Frank Forgey BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Forgey, Mrs. Frank -- 021
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Forgey, Mrs. Frank -- 022
Mrs. Frank Forgey BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Forgey, Mrs. Frank -- 022 ark:/13030/ft4x0nb2v6
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Forgey, Mrs. Frank -- 023
Mrs. Frank Forgey BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Forgey, Mrs. Frank -- 023
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Forgey, Mrs. Frank -- 024
Mrs. Frank Forgey BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Forgey, Mrs. Frank -- 024
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Forgey, Mrs. Frank -- 003
Mrs. Frank Forgey BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Forgey, Mrs. Frank -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Forgey, Mrs. Frank -- 010
Mrs. Frank Forgey BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Forgey, Mrs. Frank -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Franck, James

Franck, James -- 001
James Franck March 21, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Franck, James -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Franck, James -- 002
James Franck March 21, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Franck, James -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Franck, James -- 003
James Franck March 21, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Franck, James -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor), retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Franck, James -- 004
James Franck March 21, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Franck, James -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.25 x 7.25 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "James Franck, physicist, Nobel laureate."
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

James Franck March 21, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Franck, James -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Frankenstein, Alfred

Frankenstein, Alfred -- 001
Alfred Frankenstein July 21,1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Frankenstein, Alfred -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Frankenstein, Alfred -- 002
Alfred Frankenstein July 21,1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Frankenstein, Alfred -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Frankenstein, Alfred -- 003
Alfred Frankenstein July 21,1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Frankenstein, Alfred -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Frankenstein, Alfred -- 004
Frankenstein, Alfred -- 005
Frankenstein, Alfred -- 006
Frankenstein, Alfred -- 007
Frankenstein, Alfred -- 008
Frankenstein, Alfred -- 009
Frankenstein, Alfred -- 010
Frankenstein, Alfred -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Frankenstein, Alfred -- 012
Alfred Frankenstein July 21, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Frankenstein, Alfred -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Frankenstein, Alfred -- 013
Alfred Frankenstein July 21, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Frankenstein, Alfred -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Frankenstein, Alfred -- 014
Alfred Frankenstein July 21, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Frankenstein, Alfred -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Frankenstein, Alfred -- 015
Alfred Frankenstein July 21, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Frankenstein, Alfred -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Frankenstein, Alfred -- 016
Alfred Frankenstein July 21, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Frankenstein, Alfred -- 016
ark:/13030/ft6q2nb46n
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.75 x 3.75 in.

Alfred Frankenstein July 21, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Frankenstein, Alfred -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.75 x 3.75 in.

Frankenstein, Alfred -- 017
Alfred Frankenstein July 21, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--B Frankenstein, Alfred -- 017
ark:/13030/ft9p3009px
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.75 x 3.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped, mounted.
Additional Note
General Note: 2 copies (copy 2 size PIC, 5x4; contact print)
## Alfred Frankenstein

**July 21, 1938**

**BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Frankenstein, Alfred -- 017**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Creator/Collector:</th>
<th>Hagemeyer, Johan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description:</td>
<td>1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Frankenstein, Alfred -- 018**

**July 21, 1938**

**BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Frankenstein, Alfred -- 018**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Creator/Collector:</th>
<th>Hagemeyer, Johan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description:</td>
<td>1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.75 x 6 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description:</td>
<td>Print: stamped.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Frankenstein, Alfred -- 019**

**July 21, 1938**

**BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Frankenstein, Alfred -- 019**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Creator/Collector:</th>
<th>Hagemeyer, Johan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description:</td>
<td>1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.25 x 7.25 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description:</td>
<td>Print: stamped.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Frankenstein, Alfred -- 020**

**July 21, 1938**

**BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Frankenstein, Alfred -- 020**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Creator/Collector:</th>
<th>Hagemeyer, Johan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description:</td>
<td>1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9 x 7.25 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description:</td>
<td>Print: stamped.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Frankenstein, Alfred -- 020**

**July 21, 1938**

**BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Frankenstein, Alfred -- 020**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Creator/Collector:</th>
<th>Hagemeyer, Johan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description:</td>
<td>1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Frost, Dr. Kendal

**Kendal Frost September 19, 1943**

**BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Frost, Kendal -- 001**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Creator/Collector:</th>
<th>Hagemeyer, Johan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description:</td>
<td>1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description:</td>
<td>Negative: retouched.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Frost, Kendal -- 002**
Kendal Frost September 19, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Frost, Kendal -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Frost, Kendal -- 003
Kendal Frost September 19, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Frost, Kendal -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Frost, Kendal -- 004
Kendal Frost September 19, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Frost, Kendal -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Frost, Dr. Kendal -- 005
Kendal Frost September 19, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Frost, Kendal -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Frost, Dr. Kendal -- 006
Dr. Kendal Frost September 19, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Frost, Dr. Kendal -- 006 ⚙ ark:/13030/ft9g50099x
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Frost, Dr. Kendal -- 007
Dr. Kendal Frost September 19, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Frost, Dr. Kendal-- 007 ⚙ ark:/13030/ft0v19n7qw
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 10 x 8 in.

Dr. Kendal Frost September 19, 1943
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Frost, Dr. Kendal -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Frost, Dorothy

Frost, Dorothy -- 001
Dorothy Frost August 17, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Frost, Dorothy -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Frost, Dorothy -- 002
Dorothy Frost August 17, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Frost, Dorothy -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Frost, Dorothy -- 003
Dorothy Frost August 17, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Frost, Dorothy -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Frost, Dorothy -- 004
Dorothy Frost August 17, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Frost, Dorothy -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Frost, Dorothy -- 005
Dorothy Frost August 17, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Frost, Dorothy -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Fuller, Mrs. Fenner (Esther)

Fuller, Mrs. Fenner (Esther) -- 001
Mrs. Fenner (Esther) Fuller June 26, 1946
BANC PIC 1964.063--B Fuller, Mrs. Fenner (Esther) -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Print: mounted.
Additional Note
General Note: 2 copies (copy 2 size PIC, 5x4; contact print)
Mrs. Fenner (Esther) Fuller June 26, 1946
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Fuller, Mrs. Fenner (Esther) -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Fuller, Mrs. Fenner (Esther) -- 002
Mrs. Fenner (Esther) Fuller June 26, 1946
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Fuller, Mrs. Fenner (Esther) -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.75 x 3.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Mrs. Fenner (Esther) Fuller June 26, 1946
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Fuller, Mrs. Fenner (Esther) -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Fuller, Mrs. Fenner (Esther) -- 003
Mrs. Fenner (Esther) Fuller June 26, 1946
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Fuller, Mrs. Fenner (Esther) -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.75 x 6.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Mrs. Fenner (Esther) Fuller June 26, 1946
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Fuller, Mrs. Fenner (Esther) -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Fussell, Joseph Hall

Fussell, Joseph Hall -- 001
Joseph Hall Fussell November 12, 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Fussell, Joseph Hall -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Fussell, Joseph Hall -- 002
Joseph Hall Fussell November 12, 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Fussell, Joseph Hall -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Fussell, Joseph Hall -- 003
Joseph Hall Fussell November 12, 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Fussell, Joseph Hall -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Fussell, Joseph Hall -- 004
Joseph Hall Fussell November 12, 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Fussell, Joseph Hall -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Fussell, Joseph Hall -- 005
Joseph Hall Fussell November 12, 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Fussell, Joseph Hall -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9 x 6.75 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Mr. Fussell of the Theosophical Soc'y, Point Loma."
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Gale, Petrel

Gale, Petrel -- 001
Petrel Gale January 31, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Gale, Petrel -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Gale, Petrel -- 002
Petrel Gale January 31, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Gale, Petrel -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Gale, Petrel -- 003
Petrel Gale January 31, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Gale, Petrel -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Gale, Petrel -- 004

Petrel Gale January 31, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Gale, Petrel -- 004

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print: gelatin silver; 8.5 x 6.25 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Petrel Gale January 31, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Gale, Petrel -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy): safety film; 5 x 4 in.

Gale, Petrel -- 005

Petrel Gale January 31, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Gale, Petrel -- 005

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print: gelatin silver; 9 x 7 in.

Petrel Gale BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Gale, Petrel -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy): safety film; 5 x 4 in.

Gale, Petrel -- 006

Petrel Gale January 31, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Gale, Petrel -- 006

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print: gelatin silver; 9.25 x 7.25 in.

Petrel Gale January 31, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Gale, Petrel -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy): safety film; 5 x 4 in.

Gale, Petrel -- 007

Petrel Gale October 23, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Gale, Petrel -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Gale, Petrel -- 008

Petrel Gale October 23, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Gale, Petrel -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Gale, Petrel -- 009
Petrel Gale October 23, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Gale, Petrel -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Gale, Petrel -- 010
Petrel Gale October 23, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Gale, Petrel -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Physical Description: Long, deep scratch through face and left eye.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Gale, Petrel -- 011
Petrel Gale October 23, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Gale, Petrel -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Gale, Petrel -- 012
Petrel Gale October 23, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Gale, Petrel -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Gale, Petrel -- 013
Petrel Gale October 23, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Gale, Petrel -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Gale, Petrel -- 014
Petrel Gale October 23, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Gale, Petrel -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Gale, Petrel -- 015
Petrel Gale October 23, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Gale, Petrel -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Gale, Petrel -- 016
Petrel Gale October 23, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Gale, Petrel -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Gale, Petrel -- 017
Petrel Gale October 23, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Gale, Petrel -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Gale, Petrel -- 018
Petrel Gale October 23, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Gale, Petrel -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Gale, Petrel -- 019
Petrel Gale October 23, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Gale, Petrel -- 019
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Gale, Petrel -- 020
Petrel Gale October 23, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Gale, Petrel -- 020
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Gale, Petrel -- 021
Gale, Petrel October 23, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Gale, Petrel -- 021
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Gale, Petrel -- 022
Gale, Petrel October 23, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Gale, Petrel -- 022
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Gale, Petrel -- 023
Gale, Petrel October 23, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Gale, Petrel -- 023
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Gale, Petrel -- 024
Gale, Petrel October 23, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Gale, Petrel -- 024
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Gale, Petrel -- 025
Gale, Petrel October 23, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Gale, Petrel -- 025
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Gale, Petrel -- 026
Gale, Petrel October 23, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Gale, Petrel -- 026
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Petrel Gale October 23, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Gale, Petrel -- 027
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Gale, Petrel -- 028
Petrel Gale October 23, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Gale, Petrel -- 028
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Gale, Petrel -- 029
Petrel Gale October 23, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Gale, Petrel -- 029
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 7.25 x 5 in.
Petrel Gale October 23, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Gale, Petrel -- 029
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Garrett, Oliver

Garrett, Oliver -- 001
Oliver Garrett May 29, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Garrett, Oliver -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Garrett, Oliver -- 002
Oliver Garrett May 29, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Garrett, Oliver -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Gaskin, William

Gaskin, William -- 001
William Gaskin May 29, 1933 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Gaskin, William -- 001 ark:/13030/ft7v19p249
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.25 x 6.75 in.

William Gaskin June 19, 1933 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Gaskin, William -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Gaskin, William -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4 x 4 in.

Gelber, Leon

Gelber, Leon -- 001
Leon Gelber BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Gelber, Leon -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Gelber, Leon -- 002
Leon Gelber BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Gelber, Leon -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Gelber, Leon -- 003
Leon Gelber BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Gelber, Leon -- 003 ark:/13030/ft658007mq
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9 x 7 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Leon Gelber BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Gelber, Leon -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Gilb, Corinne

Gilb, Corinne -- 001
Corinne Gilb BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Gilb, Corinne -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Finding Aid to the Johan Hagemeyer Photograph Collection, circa 1908-circa 1955
BANC PIC 1964.063-064 - PIC 283
Gilb, Corinne -- 002

Corinne Gilb BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Gilb, Corinne -- 002  ark:/13030/ft0199n6bg
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Gilb, Corinne -- 003

Corinne Gilb BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Gilb, Corinne -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Gilb, Corinne -- 004

Corinne Gilb BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Gilb, Corinne -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Gilb, Corinne -- 005

Corinne Gilb BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Gilb, Corinne -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Gilb, Corinne -- 006

Corinne Gilb BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Gilb, Corinne -- 006  ark:/13030/ft6489p0zv
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Gilb, Corinne -- 007

Corinne Gilb BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Gilb, Corinne -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Gilb, Corinne -- 008
Corinne Gilb BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Gilb, Corinne -- 008
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Gilb, Corinne -- 009
Corinne Gilb BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Gilb, Corinne -- 009
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Gilb, Corinne -- 010
Corinne Gilb BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Gilb, Corinne -- 010
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Gilb, Corinne -- 011
Corinne Gilb BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Gilb, Corinne -- 011
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Gilb, Corinne -- 012
Corinne Gilb BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Gilb, Corinne -- 012
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Gilb, Corinne -- 013
Corinne Gilb BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Gilb, Corinne -- 013
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Gilb, Corinne -- 014
Corinne Gilb BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Gilb, Corinne -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Gilb, Corinne -- 015
Corinne Gilb BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Gilb, Corinne -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Gilb, Corinne -- 016
Corinne Gilb BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Gilb, Corinne -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8 x 10 in.

Corinne Gilb BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Gilb, Corinne -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Gilbert, Cynthia

Gilbert, Cynthia -- 001
Cynthia Gilbert September 14, 1942 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Gilbert, Cynthia -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Gilbert, Cynthia -- 002
Cynthia Gilbert September 14, 1942 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Gilbert, Cynthia -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Gilbert, Cynthia -- 003
Cynthia Gilbert September 14, 1942 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Gilbert, Cynthia -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Gilbert, Cynthia -- 004

Cynthia Gilbert September 14, 1942 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Gilbert, Cynthia -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Gilbert, Elizabeth

Gilbert, Elizabeth -- 001

Elizabeth Gilbert November 21, 1942 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Gilbert, Elizabeth -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Gilbert, Elizabeth -- 002

Elizabeth Gilbert April 2, 1952 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Gilbert, Elizabeth -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Gilbert, Elizabeth -- 003

Elizabeth Gilbert April 2, 1952 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Gilbert, Elizabeth -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Gilbert, Elizabeth -- 004

Elizabeth Gilbert April 2, 1952 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Gilbert, Elizabeth -- 004
ark:/13030/ft709nb4h1
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Gilbert, Elizabeth -- 005

Elizabeth Gilbert April 2, 1952 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Gilbert, Elizabeth -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Glickman, Anne

Glickman, Anne -- 001
Anne Glickman March 5, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Glickman, Anne -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Glickman, Anne -- 002
Anne Glickman March 5, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Glickman, Anne -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Glickman, Anne -- 003
Anne Glickman March 5, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Glickman, Anne -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Glickman, Anne -- 004
Anne Glickman March 5, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Glickman, Anne -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Glickman, Anne -- 005
Anne Glickman March 5, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Glickman, Anne -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Glickman, Anne -- 006
Anne Glickman March 5, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Glickman, Anne -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Glickman, Anne -- 007
Anne Glickman March 5, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Glickman, Anne -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Glickman, Anne -- 008
Anne Glickman March 5, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Glickman, Anne -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Glickman, Anne -- 009
Anne Glickman March 5, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Glickman, Anne -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Glickman, Anne -- 010
Anne Glickman March 5, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Glickman, Anne -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Glickman, Anne -- 011
Anne Glickman March 5, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Glickman, Anne -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Glickman, Anne -- 012
Anne Glickman March 5, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Glickman, Anne -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Glickman, Anne -- 013
Anne Glickman March 5, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Glickman, Anne -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Glickman, Anne -- 014

Finding Aid to the Johan Hagemeyer Photograph Collection, circa 1908-circa 1955
Anne Glickman March 5, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Glickman, Anne -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Glickman, Anne -- 015
Anne Glickman March 5, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Glickman, Anne -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Glickman, Anne -- 016
Anne Glickman March 5, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Glickman, Anne -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Glickman, Anne -- 017
Anne Glickman March 5, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Glickman, Anne -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Glickman, Anne -- 018
Anne Glickman March 5, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Glickman, Anne -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Glickman, Anne -- 019
Anne Glickman March 5, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Glickman, Anne -- 019
ark:/13030/ft096nb025
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5.25 x 3.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.

Anne Glickman March 5, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Glickman, Anne -- 019
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Glickman, Anne -- 020
Anne Glickman March 5, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Glickman, Anne -- 020  
[link]
akr:/13030/ft5x0nb4c7
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 7.25 x 5.75 in.

Anne Glickman March 5, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Glickman, Anne -- 020
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Gold, Charlotte

Gold, Charlotte -- 001
Charlotte Gold 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Gold, Charlotte -- 001  
[link]
akr:/13030/ft8r29p2xy
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.5 x 6.5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Charlotte Gold (Bonapart)".

Gold, Robert

Gold, Robert -- 001
Robert Gold May 28, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Gold, Robert -- 001  
[link]
akr:/13030/ft4n39n9m7
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Gold, Robert -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Gold, Robert -- 003
[negative] May 28, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Gold, Robert -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Gold, Robert -- 004
Gold, Robert

[negative] May 28, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Gold, Robert -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Gold, Robert -- 005
[negative] May 28, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Gold, Robert -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Goldin, Leon

Goldin, Leon -- 001
Leon Goldin August 5, 1955 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Goldin, Leon -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Goldin, Leon -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Goldin, Leon -- 003
Leon Goldin August 5, 1955 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Goldin, Leon -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Goldin, Leon -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Goldin, Leon -- 005
Leon Goldin August 5, 1955 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Goldin, Leon -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Goldin, Leon -- 006
   Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
   Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
   Additional Note
   General Note: No print available.

Goldin, Leon -- 007
   Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
   Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
   Additional Note
   General Note: No print available.

Goldin, Leon -- 008
   Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
   Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
   Additional Note
   General Note: No print available.

Goldin, Leon -- 009
   Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
   Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
   Additional Note
   General Note: No print available.

Goldin, Leon -- 010
   Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
   Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
   Additional Note
   General Note: No print available.

Goldin, Leon -- 011
   Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
   Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
   Additional Note
   General Note: No print available.

Goldin, Leon -- 012
   Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
   Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
   Additional Note
   General Note: No print available.

Goldin, Leon -- 013
Goldin, Leon

**Goldin, Leon -- 013**

**Leon Goldin August 5, 1955** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Goldin, Leon -- 013

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

---

Goldin, Leon -- 014

**Leon Goldin August 5, 1955** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Goldin, Leon -- 014

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

---

Goldin, Leon -- 015

**Leon Goldin August 5, 1955** BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Goldin, Leon -- 015

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

---

Goldin, Leon -- 016


Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

---

Goldin, Meta

**Goldin, Meta -- 001**

**Meta Goldín March 24, 1954** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Goldin, Meta -- 001

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

---

**Goldin, Meta -- 002**

**Meta Goldín March 24, 1954** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Goldin, Meta -- 002

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.
Goldin, Meta -- 003

**Meta Goldin March 24, 1954** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Goldin, Meta -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Goldin, Meta -- 004

**Meta Goldin March 24, 1954** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Goldin, Meta -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Goldin, Meta -- 005

**Meta Goldin March 24, 1954** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Goldin, Meta -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Goldin, Meta -- 006

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Goldin, Meta -- 007

**Meta Goldin March 24, 1954** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Goldin, Meta -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Goldin, Meta -- 008

**Meta Goldin March 24, 1954** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Goldin, Meta -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Goldin, Meta -- 009

**Meta Goldin March 24, 1954** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Goldin, Meta -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Goldin, Meta -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Goldin, Meta -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Goldin, Meta -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Goldin, Meta -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Goldin, Meta -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Goldin, Meta -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Goldin, Meta -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Goldin, Meta -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Goldin, Meta -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Goldin, Meta -- 019
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 7.25 x 5.75 in.
Additional Note
General Note: 2 copies (copy 2 size PIC; 4.75 x 3.75 in.; mounted)

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Goodrich, Buzzy

Goodrich, Buzzy -- 001
Buzzy Goodrich June 9, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Goodrich, Buzzy -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Goodrich, Buzzy -- 002
Buzzy Goodrich June 9, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Goodrich, Buzzy -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Goodrich, Buzzy -- 003
Buzzy Goodrich June 9, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Goodrich, Buzzy -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Goodrich, Buzzy -- 004
Buzzy Goodrich June 9, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Goodrich, Buzzy -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Physical Description: Retouched scratch beneath right eye.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Goodrich, Buzzy -- 005
Buzzy Goodrich June 9, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Goodrich, Buzzy -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Goodrich, Buzzy -- 006
Buzzy Goodrich June 9, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Goodrich, Buzzy -- 006
ark://13030/ft9n39p474
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.5 x 6.75 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Goodrich Girl, Carmel".
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Buzzy Goodrich June 9, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Goodrich, Buzzy -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Goodrich, Chauncy Jr.

Goodrich, Chauncy Jr. -- 001
Chauncy Goodrich Jr. July 24, 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Goodrich, Chauncy Jr. -- 001 ark:/13030/ft7779p1q2
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Goodrich, Chauncy Jr. -- 002
Chauncy Goodrich Jr. July 24, 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Goodrich, Chauncy Jr. -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Goodrich, Chauncy Jr. -- 003
Chauncy Goodrich Jr. July 24, 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Goodrich, Chauncy Jr. -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Goodrich, Chauncy Jr. -- 004
Chauncy Goodrich Jr. July 24, 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Goodrich, Chauncy Jr. -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Goodrich, Elizabeth

Goodrich, Elizabeth -- 001
Elizabeth Goodrich August 29, 1933
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Goodrich, Elizabeth -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Goodrich, Elizabeth -- 002
Elizabeth Goodrich August 29, 1933
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Goodrich, Elizabeth -- 002 ark:/13030/ft3r29n96c
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Goodrich, Elizabeth -- 003
Goodrich, Elizabeth

**Elizabeth Goodrich August 29, 1933**
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Goodrich, Elizabeth -- 003
- Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
- Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
- Additional Note
- General Note: No print available.

**Goodrich, Elizabeth -- 004**
Elizabeth Goodrich August 29, 1933
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Goodrich, Elizabeth -- 004
- Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
- Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
- Additional Note
- General Note: No print available.

Goodrich, Margaret

**Goodrich, Margaret -- 001**
Margaret Goodrich September 2, 1933
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Goodrich, Margaret -- 001
- Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
- Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
- Additional Note
- General Note: No print available.

**Goodrich, Margaret -- 002**
Margaret Goodrich September 2, 1933
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Goodrich, Margaret -- 002
- Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
- Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
- Additional Note
- General Note: No print available.

**Goodrich, Margaret -- 003**
Margaret Goodrich September 2, 1933
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Goodrich, Margaret -- 003
- Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
- Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
- Additional Note
- General Note: No print available.

Goodrich, Mrs.

**Goodrich, Mrs. -- 001**
Mrs. Goodrich June 21, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Goodrich, Mrs. -- 001
- Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
- Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8 x 6.25 in.
- Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Carmel".

---

Finding Aid to the Johan Hagemeyer Photograph Collection, circa 1908-circa 1955
Mrs. Goodrich June 21, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Goodrich, Mrs. -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Goodrich, Mrs. -- 002
Mrs. Goodrich June 21, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Goodrich, Mrs. -- 002
ark:/13030/ft4q2nb3q9
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 7.5 x 5.75 in.

Mrs. Goodrich June 21, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Goodrich, Mrs. -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Gossler, Rose

Gossler, Rose -- 001
Rose Gossler September 28, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Gossler, Rose -- 001
ark:/13030/ft5k4006x6
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Gossler, Rose -- 002
Rose Gossler September 28, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Gossler, Rose -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Gow, William (Sambo)

Gow, William (Sambo) -- 001
William (Sambo) Gow August 24, 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Gow, William (Sambo) -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Gow, William (Sambo) -- 002
William (Sambo) Gow August 24, 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Gow, William (Sambo) -- 002
ark:/13030/ft5r29p042
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.75 x 6.75 in.
**William (Sambo) Gow**

**August 24, 1939**

BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Gow, William (Sambo) -- 002

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

---

**Gow, William (Sambo) -- 003**

**William (Sambo) Gow**

**August 24, 1939**

BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Gow, William (Sambo) -- 003

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.75 x 6.75 in.

---

**Graham, Hooley**

---

**Graham, Hooley -- 001**

**Hooley Graham**

**September 10, 1943**

BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Graham, Hooley -- 001

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

---

**Graham, Hooley -- 002**

**Hooley Graham**

**September 10, 1943**

BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Graham, Hooley -- 002

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

---

**Graham, Hooley -- 003**

**Hooley Graham**

**September 10, 1943**

BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Graham, Hooley -- 003

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

---

**Graham, Hooley -- 004**
Graham, Hooley

**Hooley Graham September 10, 1943** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Graham, Hooley -- 005

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Graham, Hooley -- 005**

**Hooley Graham September 10, 1943** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Graham, Hooley -- 005

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Graham, Hooley -- 006**

**Hooley Graham September 10, 1943** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Graham, Hooley -- 006

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Graham, Hooley -- 007**

**Hooley Graham September 10, 1943** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Graham, Hooley -- 007

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Graham, Hooley -- 008**

**Hooley Graham September 10, 1943** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Graham, Hooley -- 008

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Graham, Hooley -- 009**

**Hooley Graham September 10, 1943** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Graham, Hooley -- 009

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Graham, Hooley -- 010**
Hooley Graham September 10, 1943
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Graham, Julian "Spike"

Graham, Julian P. "Spike" -- 001
Julian P. "Spike" Graham February 6, 1942
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Graham, Julian P. "Spike" -- 002
Julian P. "Spike" Graham February 6, 1942
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Physical Description: Retouched scratch to the left of the left eye.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Graham, Julian P. "Spike" -- 003
Julian P. "Spike" Graham February 6, 1942
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Graham, Julian P. "Spike" -- 004
Julian P. "Spike" Graham February 6, 1942
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Graham, Julian P. "Spike" -- 005
Julian P. "Spike" Graham February 6, 1942
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Graham, Julian P. "Spike" -- 006
Julian P. "Spike" Graham February 6, 1942
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Graham, Julian P. "Spike" -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Graham, Julian P. "Spike" -- 007
Julian P. "Spike" Graham February 6, 1942
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Graham, Julian P. "Spike" -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.75 x 7.5 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Julian P. "Spike" Graham February 6, 1942
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Graham, Julian P. "Spike" -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Physical Description: Retouched scratches on the right border.

Graham, Julian P. "Spike" -- 008
Julian P. "Spike" Graham February 6, 1942
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Graham, Julian P. "Spike" -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.75 x 7.5 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Julian P. "Spike" Graham February 6, 1942
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Graham, Julian P. "Spike" -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Graham, Julian P. "Spike" -- 009
Julian P. "Spike" Graham [posing with mask] February 6, 1942
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Graham, Julian P. "Spike" -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.5 x 7.5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "'Mask'.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Julian P. "Spike" Graham [posing with mask] February 6, 1942
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Graham, Julian P. "Spike" -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor), retouched.

Green, Leon

Green, Leon -- 001

Finding Aid to the Johan Hagemeyer Photograph Collection, circa 1908-circa 1955
Leon Green July 12, 1942 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Green, Leon -- 001

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print: gelatin silver; 9.25 x 7 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Leon Green July 12, 1942 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Green, Leon -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy): safety film; 5 x 4 in.

Gregory, Frank

Gregory, Frank -- 001
Frank Gregory March 17, 1924 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Gregory, Frank -- 001

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print: gelatin silver; 4.75 x 3.75 in.
Physical Condition
Crease marks along top center edge.

Frank Gregory March 17, 1924 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Gregory, Frank -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy): safety film; 5 x 4 in.

Gregory, Frank -- 002
Frank Gregory March 17, 1924 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Gregory, Frank -- 002

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy): safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Gregory, Frank -- 003
Frank Gregory March 17, 1924 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Gregory, Frank -- 003

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy): safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Gregory, Frank -- 004
Frank Gregory March 17, 1924 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Gregory, Frank -- 004

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy): safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Gresham, Susan

Gresham, Susan Gresham -- 001
Susan Gresham September 5, 1929 (?)
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Gresham, Susan -- 001  ark:/13030/ft2d5nb1wb
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Haas, Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern]

Haas, Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] -- 001
Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] Haas April 5, 1939 April 5, 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Haas, Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Haas, Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] -- 002
Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] Haas April 5, 1939 April 5, 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Haas, Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Haas, Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] -- 003
Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] Haas April 5, 1939 April 5, 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Haas, Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Haas, Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] -- 004
Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] Haas April 5, 1939 April 5, 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Haas, Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Haas, Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] -- 005
Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] Haas December 6, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Haas, Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] -- 005  ark:/13030/ft5j49p0fd
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped, contact print.
Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] Haas December 6, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Haas, Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Haas, Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] -- 006
Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] Haas December 6, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Haas, Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped, contact print.

Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] Haas December 6, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Haas, Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Haas, Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] -- 007
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Haas, Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped, contact print.

BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Haas, Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.

Haas, Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] -- 008
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Haas, Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped, contact print.

BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Haas, Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Haas, Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] -- 009
Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] Haas April 5, 1939 April 5, 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Haas, Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Haas, Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] -- 010
Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] Haas April 5, 1939 April 5, 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Haas, Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Haas, Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] -- 011
Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] Haas December 6, 1948
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Haas, Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] -- 012
Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] Haas December 6, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Haas, Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Haas, Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] -- 013
Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] Haas December 6, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Haas, Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Haas, Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] -- 014
Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] Haas December 6, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Haas, Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Haas, Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] -- 015
Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] Haas April 5, 1939 April 5, 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Haas, Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Haas, Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] -- 016
Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] Haas April 5, 1939-April 5, 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Haas, Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Haas, Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] -- 017
Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] Haas April 5, 1939-April 5, 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Haas, Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Haas, Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] -- 018
Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] Haas April 5, 1939-April 5, 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Haas, Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Haas, Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] -- 019
Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] Haas December 6, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Haas, Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] -- 019
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Haas, Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] -- 020
Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] Haas December 6, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Haas, Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] -- 020
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Haas, Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] -- 021
Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] Haas December 6, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Haas, Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] -- 021
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Haas, Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] -- 022
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Additional Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
|       |            | Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.  
|       |            | Additional Note                                      |
|       |            | General Note: No print available.                    |
|       |            | Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.  
|       |            | Additional Note                                      |
|       |            | General Note: No print available.                    |
|       |            | Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.  
|       |            | Additional Note                                      |
|       |            | General Note: No print available.                    |
|       |            | Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
|       |            | Additional Note                                      |
|       |            | General Note: No print available.                    |
|       |            | Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.  
|       |            | Additional Note                                      |
|       |            | General Note: No print available.                    |
|       |            | Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.  
<p>|       |            | Additional Note                                      |
|       |            | General Note: No print available.                    |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] Haas December 6, 1948</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: Negative: retouched.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Note: No print available.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] -- 029</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] Haas December 6, 1948</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Haas, Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] -- 029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: Negative: retouched.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Note: No print available.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] -- 030</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] Haas December 6, 1948</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Haas, Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] -- 030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: Negative: retouched.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Note: No print available.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] -- 031</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] Haas December 6, 1948</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Haas, Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] -- 031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: Negative: retouched.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Note: No print available.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] -- 032</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] Haas December 6, 1948</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Haas, Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] -- 032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: Negative: retouched.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Note: No print available.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] -- 033</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] Haas December 6, 1948</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Haas, Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] -- 033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: Negative: retouched.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Note: No print available.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Haas, Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] -- 034
Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] Haas December 6, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Haas, Mrs. Walter [Elise Stern] -- 034
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hacking, Fred L.
Hacking, Fred L. -- 001
Fred L. Hacking April 22, 1939 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hacking, Fred L. -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hacking, Fred L. -- 002
Fred L. Hacking April 22, 1939 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hacking, Fred L. -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor), retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan
Hagemeyer, Johan -- 001
Johan Hagemeyer BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Hagemeyer, Johan -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 3.75 x 3 in.

Johan Hagemeyer BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 001
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 002
Johan Hagemeyer BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Hagemeyer, Johan -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hollingsworth
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 3.75 x 3.25 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Hollingsworth's".

Johan Hagemeyer BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hollingsworth
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (minor).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Johan Hagemeyer BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 002 | Creator/Collector: Hollingsworth  
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in. |
| Hagemeyer, Johan -- 003 | Johan Hagemeyer BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Hagemeyer, Johan -- 003  
[ark:/13030/ft2v19n87r](ark:/13030/ft2v19n87r)  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4 x 3 in. |
| Johan Hagemeyer BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 003 | Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in. |
| Hagemeyer, Johan -- 004 | Johan Hagemeyer 1947 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Hagemeyer, Johan -- 004  
Creator/Collector: Smith, George  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5.25 x 5.25 in.  
Marks and Inscriptions: Copy 1 recto: "by George"; verso: "by George -- 4/12-47 -- Carmel"; copy 2 verso: "Taken 4/12-47 by George Smith".  
Additional Note  
General Note: 2 copies (both same dimensions) |
| Johan Hagemeyer 1947 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 004 | Creator/Collector: "George"  
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 2.5 x 2.5 in. |
| Hagemeyer, Johan -- 005 | Johan Hagemeyer 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Hagemeyer, Johan -- 005  
[ark:/13030/ft5k4006zq](ark:/13030/ft5k4006zq)  
Creator/Collector: Chevalier, Roger  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 3.5 x 2.75 in. |
| Johan Hagemeyer 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 005 | Creator/Collector: Chevalier, Roger  
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched. |
| Johan Hagemeyer 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 005 | Creator/Collector: Chevalier, Roger  
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in. |
| Hagemeyer, Johan -- 006 | Johan Hagemeyer 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Hagemeyer, Johan -- 006  
[ark:/13030/ft0v19n7rd](ark:/13030/ft0v19n7rd)  
Creator/Collector: Chevalier, Roger  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4 x 3 in. |
| Johan Hagemeyer 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 006 | Creator/Collector: Chevalier, Roger  
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched. |
Johan Hagemeyer 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 006
Creator/Collector: Chevalier, Roger
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 007
Johan Hagemeyer 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Hagemeyer, Johan -- 007
Creator/Collector: Chevalier, Roger
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 3.75 x 3 in.

Johan Hagemeyer 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 007
Creator/Collector: Chevalier, Roger
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Johan Hagemeyer 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 007
Creator/Collector: Chevalier, Roger
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 008
Johan Hagemeyer 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Hagemeyer, Johan -- 008
Creator/Collector: Chevalier, Roger
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 3.75 x 3 in.

Johan Hagemeyer 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 008
Creator/Collector: Chevalier, Roger
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Johan Hagemeyer 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 008
Creator/Collector: Chevalier, Roger
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 009
Johan Hagemeyer 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Hagemeyer, Johan -- 009
Creator/Collector: Chevalier, Roger
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 3.75 x 2.75 in.

Johan Hagemeyer 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 009
Creator/Collector: Chevalier, Roger
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Johan Hagemeyer 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 009
Creator/Collector: Chevalier, Roger
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 010
Johan Hagemeyer 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Hagemeyer, Johan -- 010
Creator/Collector: Houston, Tom
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 3.75 x 2.5 in.
Johan Hagemeyer 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 010
Creator/Collector: Houston, Tom
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Tom Houston, Sept. 1932".
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Johan Hagemeyer 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 010
Creator/Collector: Houston, Tom
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 011
Johan Hagemeyer 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Hagemeyer, Johan -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hollinger, Miss
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4 x 3.25 in.

Johan Hagemeyer 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hollinger, Miss
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Miss Hollinger. 1/9-'38".
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Johan Hagemeyer 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hollinger, Miss
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 012
Johan Hagemeyer 1929? BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Hagemeyer, Johan -- 012
ark:/13030/ft1t1nb1q2
Creator/Collector: Shawler
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4 x 2.75 in.

Johan Hagemeyer 1929? BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 012
Creator/Collector: Shawler
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Shawler".
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Johan Hagemeyer 1929? BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 012
Creator/Collector: Shawler
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 013
Johan Hagemeyer 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Hagemeyer, Johan -- 013
Creator/Collector: Huish, Mrs.
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.

Johan Hagemeyer 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 013
Creator/Collector: Huish, Mrs.
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Mrs. Huish".
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Johan Hagemeyer 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 013
Creator/Collector: Huish, Mrs.
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 014
Additional Note
General Note: 2 copies (copy 2 size PIC; contact print; 5 x 4 in.)

Johan Hagemeyer 1942 BANC PIC 1964.063--B Hagemeyer, Johan -- 014
ark:/13030/ft2h4nb1sf
Creator/Collector: Smith, George
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 10 x 8 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "by George Smith, April 1942".
Physical Description: Print: mounted.

Johan Hagemeyer 1942 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 014
Creator/Collector: Smith, George
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 015
Johan Hagemeyer 1946 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Hagemeyer, Johan -- 015
ark:/13030/ft4r29p105
Creator/Collector: Graham, Julian P.
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4 x 3 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "by Spike [i.e. Julian Graham] -- 1946".

Johan Hagemeyer 1946 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 015
Creator/Collector: Graham, Julian P.
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "by Spike Graham. '46".
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 016
Johan Hagemeyer 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Hagemeyer, Johan -- 016
Creator/Collector: Trumbull, Marjorie
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.5 x 3.5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "3/2 -- 1954, by Marjorie Trumbull".

Johan Hagemeyer 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 016
Creator/Collector: Trumbull, Marjorie
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "by Marj. Trumbull. 3/2-'54.".
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 017
Johan Hagemeyer 1955 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Hagemeyer, Johan -- 017
Creator/Collector: Goldin, Leon
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5.25 x 3.75 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "by: Leon Goldin".
Johan Hagemeyer 1955 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 017
Creator/Collector: Goldin, Leon
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Leon Goldin. 8/5-1955."
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 018
Johan Hagemeyer 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 018
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 019
Johan Hagemeyer BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 019
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 020
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Johan Hagemeyer BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 020
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Johan Hagemeyer BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 020
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 021
Johan Hagemeyer BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 021
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Johan Hagemeyer BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 021
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 022
Johan Hagemeyer 1937 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 022
Creator/Collector: Dorman, John
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "John Dorman. 5/15-37".
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (minor).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Hagemeyer, Johan

Johan Hagemeyer 1937 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 022
Creator/Collector: Dorman, John
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 023
Johan Hagemeyer 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 023
Creator/Collector: Lombardi, Mrs. Oliver
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Mrs. Lombardi".
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (minor).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 024
Johan Hagemeyer 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 024
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 025
Johan Hagemeyer 1942 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 025
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 026
Johan Hagemeyer 1942 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 026
Creator/Collector: Smith, George
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Johan Hagemeyer 1942 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 026
Creator/Collector: Smith, George
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 027
Johan Hagemeyer 1942 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 027
Creator/Collector: Smith, George
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Johan Hagemeyer 1942 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 027
Creator/Collector: Smith, George
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 028
Johan Hagemeyer 1942 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 028
Creator/Collector: Smith, George
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Johan Hagemeyer 1942 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 028
Creator/Collector: Smith, George
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 029
Johan Hagemeyer 1942 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 029
Creator/Collector: Smith, George
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Johan Hagemeyer 1942 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 029
Creator/Collector: Smith, George
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 030
Johan Hagemeyer 1942 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 030
Creator/Collector: Smith, George
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Johan Hagemeyer 1942 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 030
Creator/Collector: Smith, George
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 031
Johan Hagemeyer 1942 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 031
Creator/Collector: Smith, George
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Hagemeyer, Johan

**Johan Hagemeyer 1942** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 031
Creator/Collector: Smith, George
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Hagemeyer, Johan -- 032**

**Johan Hagemeyer 1942** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 032
Creator/Collector: Smith, George
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Hagemeyer, Johan -- 033**

**Johan Hagemeyer 1942** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 033
Creator/Collector: Smith, George
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Hagemeyer, Johan -- 034**

**Johan Hagemeyer 1942** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 034
Creator/Collector: Gilbert, Cynthia
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Cynthia Gilbert".
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Hagemeyer, Johan -- 035**
Johan Hagemeyer BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 035
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 036
Johan Hagemeyer 1937 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 036
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "by Koke" [i.e. Rudolph Alfred Kocher?].
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 037
Johan Hagemeyer BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 037
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 038
Johan Hagemeyer BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 038
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 039
Johan Hagemeyer BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 039
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 040
Johan Hagemeyer BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 040
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 041
Johan Hagemeyer 1929? BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 041
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Johan Hagemeyer 1929? BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 041
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 042
Johan Hagemeyer 1929? BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 042
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Johan Hagemeyer 1929? BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 042
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 043
Johan Hagemeyer 1929? BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 043
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Johan Hagemeyer 1929? BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 043
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 044
Johan Hagemeyer BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 044
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Johan Hagemeyer BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 044
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 045
Johan Hagemeyer BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 045
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Johan Hagemeyer BANC PIC 1964.063-NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 045
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 046
Johan Hagemeyer BANC PIC 1964.063-NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 046
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Johan Hagemeyer BANC PIC 1964.063-NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 047
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 048
Johan Hagemeyer BANC PIC 1964.063-NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 048
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 049
Johan Hagemeyer BANC PIC 1964.063-NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 049
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 050
Johan Hagemeyer BANC PIC 1964.063-NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 050
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 051
Johan Hagemeyer 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 051
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 052
Johan Hagemeyer BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 052
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Johan Hagemeyer BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 052
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 053
Johan Hagemeyer BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 053
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Johan Hagemeyer BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 053
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 054
Johan Hagemeyer BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 054
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: “Zellerbach boy” [i.e. the photographer].
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Johan Hagemeyer 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 054
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 055
Johan Hagemeyer BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 055
Creator/Collector: McLaine, Bill
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Johan Hagemeyer BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 055
Creator/Collector: McLaine, Bill
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 056
Johan Hagemeyer BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 056
ark:/13030/ft7f59p1nz
Creator/Collector: Pulitzer, Muriel
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Muriel Pulitzer".
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 057
Johan Hagemeyer BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 057
Creator/Collector: McLaine, Bill
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "by Bill McLaine".
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 058 [Skipped]
Hagemeyer, Johan -- 059
Johan Hagemeyer 1937? BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 059
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 060
Johan Hagemeyer 1937 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 060
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 061
Johan Hagemeyer 1933 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 061
Creator/Collector: Shaw, Sophronia
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Sophronia Shaw".
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Johan Hagemeyer 1933 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 061
Creator/Collector: Shaw, Sophronia
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 096
Johan Hagemeyer BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Hagemeyer, Johan -- 096
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4 x 3.25 in.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 097
Johan Hagemeyer BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Hagemeyer, Johan -- 097
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Hollywood, 1930".

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 098
Johan Hagemeyer 1942 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Hagemeyer, Johan -- 098
Creator/Collector: Labby, Daniel H.
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 099
Johan Hagemeyer 1940 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 099
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 2.5 x 2.5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 100
Johan Hagemeyer BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 100
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 101
Johan Hagemeyer BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 101
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Cahen".
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Johan Hagemeyer BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 101
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Johan Hagemeyer BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 102
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Johan Hagemeyer 1925
Physical Description:
1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Johan Hagemeyer 1925
Physical Description:
1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Johan Hagemeyer BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 104
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Johan Hagemeyer BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 105
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Johan Hagemeyer BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 106
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor).
Physical Condition
Base side: substance deposit.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Johan Hagemeyer BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 106
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 107
Johan Hagemeyer BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 107
[ark:/13030/ft867nb5wt]
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Johan Hagemeyer BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 107
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 108
Johan Hagemeyer BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 108
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 109
Johan Hagemeyer BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 109
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 110
Johan Hagemeyer BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 110
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 111
Johan Hagemeyer BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 111
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 112
Johan Hagemeyer 1927? BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 112
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 113
Finding Aid to the Johan Hagemeyer Photograph Collection, circa 1908-circa 1955

Johan Hagemeyer BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 113
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 114
Johan Hagemeyer BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 114
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 115
Johan Hagemeyer BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 115
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 116
Johan Hagemeyer BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 116
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 117
Johan Hagemeyer BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 117
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 118
Johan Hagemeyer BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 118
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 119
Johan Hagemeyer BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 119
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Hagemeyer, Johan -- 120
Johan Hagemeyer BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 120
Creator/Collector: Carter, Jean Roy
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "by Jean Roy Carter".
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Johan Hagemeyer BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 120
Creator/Collector: Carter, Jean Roy
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 121
Johan Hagemeyer 1933 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 121
Creator/Collector: Goodrich, Miss
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Miss Goodrich. 9/2-1933".
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Johan Hagemeyer 1933 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 121
Creator/Collector: Goodrich, Miss
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 122
Johan Hagemeyer 1936 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 122
Creator/Collector: Downey, Miss
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Miss Downey. Aug. 1936".
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Johan Hagemeyer 1936 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 122
Creator/Collector: Downey, Miss
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 123
Johan Hagemeyer 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 123
Creator/Collector: Nowlin, Miss
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Miss Nowlin. April 1934".
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
physical condition
Base side: surface deposit on face of image.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Johan Hagemeyer 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 123
Creator/Collector: Nowlin, Miss
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 124
Johan Hagemeyer 1933 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 124
Creator/Collector: Bosworth, Eleanora
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Miss Bosworth. 10/11/33.".
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Johan Hagemeyer 1933 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 124
Creator/Collector: Bosworth, Eleanora
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 125
Johan Hagemeyer 1924 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 125
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (minor).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Johan Hagemeyer 1924 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 125
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 126
Johan Hagemeyer 1923 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 126
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 127
Johan Hagemeyer 1923 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 127

**Ark:/13030/ft2x0nb1ph**

- Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
- Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (minor).

**Additional Note**

- General Note: No print available.

---

Johan Hagemeyer 1923 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 127

- Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
- Additional Note

**Additional Note**

- General Note: No print available.

---

Johan Hagemeyer -- 128

**Johan Hagemeyer 1937 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 128**

- Creator/Collector: Lombardi, Mr.
- Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
- Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Mr. Lombardi".
- Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

**Additional Note**

- General Note: No print available.

---

Johan Hagemeyer 1937 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 128

- Creator/Collector: Lombardi, Mr.
- Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

**Additional Note**

- General Note: No print available.

---

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 129

**Johan Hagemeyer 1936 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 129**

- Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Max
- Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
- Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Max".
- Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

**Additional Note**

- General Note: No print available.

---

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 130

**Johan Hagemeyer 1933 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 130**

- Creator/Collector: Bosworth, Eleanora
- Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
- Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Miss Bosworth".
- Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (minor).

**Additional Note**

- General Note: No print available.
Hagemeyer, Johan 1933 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 130
Creator/Collector: Bosworth, Eleanora
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 131
Johan Hagemeyer 1937 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 131
Creator/Collector: Lombardi, Mr.
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Mr. Lombardi".
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 132
Johan Hagemeyer 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 132
ark:/13030/ft8b69p229
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Jim".
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Johan Hagemeyer 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 132
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 133
Johan Hagemeyer 1939 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 133
Creator/Collector: Naess, Elsa
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "by Elsa".
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Johan Hagemeyer 1939 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 133
Creator/Collector: Naess, Elsa
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 134
Johan Hagemeyer BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 134
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 135
Johan Hagemeyer BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 135
Creator/Collector: Bragg, Mrs.
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Mrs. Bragg".
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Johan Hagemeyer BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 135
Creator/Collector: Bragg, Mrs.
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 136
Johan Hagemeyer BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 136
Creator/Collector: Bragg, Mrs.
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Mrs. Bragg".
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Johan Hagemeyer BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 136
Creator/Collector: Bragg, Mrs.
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 137
Johan Hagemeyer 1933 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 137
Creator/Collector: Bosworth, Eleanora
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Eleanora Bosworth. 10/11/33.".
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Johan Hagemeyer 1933 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 137
Creator/Collector: Bosworth, Eleanora
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 138
Johan Hagemeyer BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 138
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Gretchen".
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Johan Hagemeyer BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 138
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 139
Johan Hagemeyer BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 139
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Gretchen".
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Johan Hagemeyer BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 139
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 140
Johan Hagemeyer BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 140
Creator/Collector: Naess, Elsa
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "by Elsa. 1939".
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Johan Hagemeyer BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 140
Creator/Collector: Naess, Elsa
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 141
Johan Hagemeyer BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 141
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 142
Johan Hagemeyer BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 142
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 143
Johan Hagemeyer 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 143
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Sybil".
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Johan Hagemeyer 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 143
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 144
Johan Hagemeyer 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 144
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 145
Johan Hagemeyer 1955 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 145
Creator/Collector: Siegrist, Louis Bassi
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Lou's" [i.e. Louis Bassi Siegrist?].
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 146
Johan Hagemeyer 1955 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 146
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 147
Johan Hagemeyer 1955 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 147
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 148
Johan Hagemeyer 1955 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 148
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 149
Johan Hagemeyer 1955 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 149
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 150
Johan Hagemeyer 1955
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 150
[ark:/13030/ft1t1nb1rk]
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 151
Johan Hagemeyer BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 151
[ark:/13030/ft7d5nb4zc]
Creator/Collector: Bouse, Jane
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "by Jane" [i.e. Jane Bouse].
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Johan Hagemeyer BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 151
Creator/Collector: Bouse, Jane
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 152
Johan Hagemeyer BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 152
[ark:/13030/ft7290086n]
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Johan Hagemeyer BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 152
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 153
Johan Hagemeyer [with Margrethe Mather and Otto Mattheisen] 1921
BANC PIC 1964.063--B Hagemeyer, Johan -- 153
[ark:/13030/ft3p3005cq]
Creator/Collector: Weston, Edward
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.5 x 7.25 in.
Physical Description: Print: mounted.

Hagemeyer, Johan -- 158
Johan Hagemeyer 1949
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Johan -- 158
[ark:/13030/ft9p3009qf]
Creator/Collector: Weld, Bill
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Hagemeyer, Max

Content/Description
Gaps in the following portrait number range probably indicate that The Bancroft Library Portrait File contains other portraits of this individual which were not taken by Johan Hagemeyer. For further explanation, see notes on “Arrangement, Subject Description and Portrait Numbering” in the present finding aid.

Hagemeyer, Max -- 002
Max Hagemeyer September 7, 1940
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Max -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Max -- 003
Max Hagemeyer August 11, 1936
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Max -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Max -- 004
Max Hagemeyer August 11, 1936
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Max -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Max -- 005
Max Hagemeyer August 11, 1936
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Max -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Max -- 006
Max Hagemeyer August 11, 1936
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Max -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Max Hagemeyer August 11, 1936 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Max -- 006
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Max -- 007
Max Hagemeyer August 11, 1936 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Max -- 007
  ark:/13030/ft7h4nb522
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Max Hagemeyer August 11, 1936 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Max -- 007
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Max -- 008
Max Hagemeyer August 11, 1936 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Max -- 008
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Max -- 009
Max Hagemeyer July 4, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Max -- 009
  ark:/13030/ft2g50057s
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor), retouched.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Max -- 010
Max Hagemeyer August 11, 1936 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Max -- 010
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Max -- 011
Max Hagemeyer September 7, 1940
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Max -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Max -- 012
Max Hagemeyer September 7, 1940
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Max -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Max -- 013
Max Hagemeyer September 7, 1940
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Max -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Max -- 014
Max Hagemeyer September 7, 1940
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Max -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Max -- 015
Max Hagemeyer September 7, 1940
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Max -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor), retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Max -- 016
Max Hagemeyer September 7, 1940
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Max -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Hagemeyer, Max -- 017
Max Hagemeyer September 7, 1940
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Max -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Max -- 018
Max Hagemeyer July 4, 1941
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Max -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Max -- 019
Max Hagemeyer August 11, 1936
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Max -- 019
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Max -- 020
Max Hagemeyer August 11, 1936
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Max -- 020
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Max -- 021
Max Hagemeyer August 11, 1936
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Max -- 021
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Max Hagemeyer August 11, 1936
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hagemeyer, Max -- 021
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Max -- 022
Hardy, Mrs. M.

**Hardy, Mrs. M. -- 001**

**Mrs. M. Hardy** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hardy, Mrs. M. -- 001  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

**Hardy, Mrs. M. -- 002**

**Mrs. M. Hardy** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hardy, Mrs. M. -- 002  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

**Hardy, Mrs. M. -- 003**

**Mrs. M. Hardy** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hardy, Mrs. M. -- 003  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

**Hardy, Mrs. M. -- 004**

**Mrs. M. Hardy** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hardy, Mrs. M. -- 004  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

**Hardy, Mrs. M. -- 005**

**Mrs. M. Hardy** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hardy, Mrs. M. -- 005  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

**Hardy, Mrs. M. -- 006**

**Mrs. M. Hardy** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hardy, Mrs. M. -- 006  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

**Hardy, Mrs. M. -- 007**
Hardy, Mrs. M.

**Mrs. M. Hardy** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hardy, Mrs. M. -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Hardy, Mrs. M. -- 008**
**Mrs. M. Hardy** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hardy, Mrs. M. -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Hardy, Mrs. M. -- 009**
**Mrs. M. Hardy** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hardy, Mrs. M. -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Hardy, Mrs. M. -- 010**
**Mrs. M. Hardy** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hardy, Mrs. M. -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Hartman, Mrs. P. F.**

**Hartman, Mrs. P. F. -- 001**
Mrs. P. F. Hartman November 14, 1944
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hartman, Mrs. P. F. -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hartman, Mrs. P. F. -- 002
Mrs. P. F. Hartman November 14, 1944
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hartman, Mrs. P. F. -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hartman, Mrs. P. F. -- 003
Mrs. P. F. Hartman November 14, 1944
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hartman, Mrs. P. F. -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hassbaum, Mr.

Hassbaum, Mr. -- 001
Mr. Hassbaum March 9, 1945
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hassbaum, Mr. -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hassbaum, Mr. -- 002
Mr. Hassbaum March 9, 1945
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hassbaum, Mr. -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hassbaum, Mr. -- 003
Mr. Hassbaum March 9, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hassbaum, Mr. -- 003

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hassbaum, Mr. -- 004

Mr. Hassbaum March 9, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hassbaum, Mr. -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hassbaum, Mr. -- 005

Mr. Hassbaum March 9, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hassbaum, Mr. -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hayes, Roland

Hayes, Roland -- 001

Roland Hayes April 13, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hayes, Roland -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hayes, Roland -- 002

Roland Hayes April 13, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hayes, Roland -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hayes, Roland -- 003

Roland Hayes April 13, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hayes, Roland -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hayes, Roland -- 009
Roland Hayes April 13, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Hayes, Roland -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 3.75 x 3 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.

Hayes, Roland -- 010
Roland Hayes April 13, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Hayes, Roland -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4 x 3 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.

Hayes, Roland -- 011
Roland Hayes April 13, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Hayes, Roland -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4 x 3 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.

Hayes, Roland -- 012
Roland Hayes April 13, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Hayes, Roland -- 012
ark:/13030/ft9k4009zd
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4 x 3 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.

Hayes, Roland -- 013
Roland Hayes April 13, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Hayes, Roland -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4 x 3 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.

Hayes, Roland -- 014
Roland Hayes April 13, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Hayes, Roland -- 014
ark:/13030/ft6p30081p
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4 x 2.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.

Hayes, Roland -- 015
Roland Hayes April 13, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Hayes, Roland -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4 x 3 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.

Hayes, Roland -- 016
Roland Hayes April 13, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Hayes, Roland -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4 x 2.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.

Hayes, Roland -- 017
Roland Hayes April 13, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Hayes, Roland -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4 x 3 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print?.

Roland Hayes April 13, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Hayes, Roland -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4 x 3 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print?.

Roland Hayes April 13, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Hayes, Roland -- 019
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4 x 3 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print?.

Roland Hayes [hands of] April 13, 1927
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Hayes, Roland -- 020
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.25 x 6.5 in.

Roland Hayes [hands of] April 13, 1927
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hayes, Roland -- 020
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Roland Hayes April 13, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--B Hayes, Roland -- 021
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9 x 6.25 in.
Physical Description: Print: mounted.
Additional Note
General Note: 2 copies (copy 2: PIC, 5 x 4 in., contact print)

Roland Hayes April 13, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hayes, Roland -- 021
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Roland Hayes April 13, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Hayes, Roland -- 022
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4 x 3 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print?.

Roland Hayes April 13, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hayes, Roland -- 022
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Roland Hayes April 13, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Hayes, Roland -- 023
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4 x 3 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print?.
Roland Hayes April 13, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Hayes, Roland -- 023
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4 x 3 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print?.

Roland Hayes April 13, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hayes, Roland -- 023
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Hayes, Roland -- 024
Roland Hayes April 13, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Hayes, Roland -- 024
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4 x 3.5 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.

Roland Hayes April 13, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hayes, Roland -- 024
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Hayes, Roland -- 025
Roland Hayes April 13, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Hayes, Roland -- 025
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4 x 3 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print?.

Roland Hayes April 13, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hayes, Roland -- 025
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Hayes, Roland -- 026
Roland Hayes April 13, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Hayes, Roland -- 026
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4 x 3 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print?.

Roland Hayes April 13, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hayes, Roland -- 026
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Hayes, Roland -- 027
Roland Hayes April 13, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Hayes, Roland -- 027
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 3.75 x 2.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print?.

Roland Hayes April 13, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hayes, Roland -- 027
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Hayes, Roland -- 028
Roland Hayes April 13, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Hayes, Roland -- 028  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.  
Physical Description: Print: contact print.

Roland Hayes April 13, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Hayes, Roland -- 028  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Hayes, Roland -- 029  
Roland Hayes April 13, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Hayes, Roland -- 029  
ark:/13030/ft2j49n81p  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.25 x 7 in.  
Physical Description: Print: signed, stamped.

Roland Hayes April 13, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hayes, Roland -- 029  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Hayes, Roland -- 030  
Roland Hayes April 13, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Hayes, Roland -- 030  
ark:/13030/ft009nb0ph  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9 x 6.75 in.

Roland Hayes April 13, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hayes, Roland -- 030  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Hayes, Roland -- 031  
Roland Hayes April 13, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Hayes, Roland -- 031  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9 x 6.75 in.

Roland Hayes April 13, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hayes, Roland -- 031  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Hayes, Roland -- 032  
Roland Hayes April 13, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Hayes, Roland -- 032  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4 x 3 in.

Roland Hayes April 13, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hayes, Roland -- 032  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Heil, Dr. Walter

Heil, Dr. Walter -- 001
Ethel Henderson October 11, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Henderson, Ethel -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (minor).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ethel Henderson October 11, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Henderson, Ethel -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Henderson, Ethel -- 002
Ethel Henderson October 11, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Henderson, Ethel -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Henderson, Ethel -- 003
Ethel Henderson October 11, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Henderson, Ethel -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Henderson, Ethel -- 004
Ethel Henderson October 11, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Henderson, Ethel -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.75 x 6.5 in.

Ethel Henderson October 11, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Henderson, Ethel -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (minor).

Ethel Henderson October 11, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Henderson, Ethel -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

---

Henry, Mrs. A. P.

Content/Description
Gaps in the following portrait number range probably indicate that The Bancroft Library Portrait File contains other portraits of this individual which were not taken by Johan Hagemeyer. For further explanation, see notes on "Arrangement, Subject Description and Portrait Numbering" in the present finding aid.
Henry, Mrs. A. P. -- 002
Mrs. A. P. Henry September 30, 1944
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Henry, Mrs. A. P. -- 002

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Henry, Mrs. A. P. -- 003
Mrs. A. P. Henry September 30, 1944
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Henry, Mrs. A. P. -- 003

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Henry, Mrs. A. P. -- 004
Mrs. A. P. Henry September 30, 1944
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Henry, Mrs. A. P. -- 004

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hildebrand, Joel Henry

Hildebrand, Joel Henry -- 001
Joel Henry Hildebrand March 12, 1941
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hildebrand, Joel Henry -- 001

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor), retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hildebrand, Joel Henry -- 002
Joel Henry Hildebrand March 12, 1941
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hildebrand, Joel Henry -- 002

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hildebrand, Joel Henry -- 003
Hildebrand, Joel Henry

**Joel Henry Hildebrand March 12, 1941**
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hildebrand, Joel Henry -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Hildebrand, Joel Henry -- 004**
Joel Henry Hildebrand March 12, 1941
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Hildebrand, Joel Henry -- 004 [ark:/13030/ft2c60050h]
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.75 x 6.75 in.

**Joel Henry Hildebrand March 12, 1941**
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hildebrand, Joel Henry -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

**Hildebrand, Joel Henry -- 005**
Joel Henry Hildebrand March 12, 1941
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Hildebrand, Joel Henry -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.75 x 7 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Joel Hildebrand -- Chemist, '41".
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

**Joel Henry Hildebrand March 12, 1941**
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hildebrand, Joel Henry -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

**Hildebrand, Joel Henry -- 006**
Joel Henry Hildebrand March 12, 1941
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Hildebrand, Joel Henry -- 006 [ark:/13030/ft0d5n99sk]
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.5 x 7.5 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

**Joel Henry Hildebrand March 12, 1941**
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hildebrand, Joel Henry -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hildebrand, Mrs. Joel Henry

**Hildebrand, Mrs. Joel Henry -- 001**
Mrs. Joel Henry Hildebrand July 22, 1941
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hildebrand, Mrs. Joel Henry -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hildebrand, Mrs. Joel Henry -- 002
Mrs. Joel Henry Hildebrand July 22, 1941
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hildebrand, Mrs. Joel Henry -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hill, Albert Henry

Hill, Albert Henry -- 001
Albert Henry Hill February 7, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hill, Albert Henry -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hill, Albert Henry -- 002
Albert Henry Hill February 7, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hill, Albert Henry -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hill, Albert Henry -- 003
Albert Henry Hill February 7, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hill, Albert Henry -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hill, Albert Henry -- 004
Albert Henry Hill February 7, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hill, Albert Henry -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Hill, Albert Henry -- 005
Albert Henry Hill February 7, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hill, Albert Henry -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hill, Albert Henry -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hill, Albert Henry -- 007
Albert Henry Hill February 7, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hill, Albert Henry -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hill, Albert Henry -- 008
Albert Henry Hill February 7, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hill, Albert Henry -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hill, Albert Henry -- 009
Albert Henry Hill February 7, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hill, Albert Henry -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hill, Albert Henry -- 010
Albert Henry Hill February 7, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hill, Albert Henry -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hill, Albert Henry -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hill, Albert Henry -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hill, Albert Henry -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hill, Albert Henry -- 014
Albert Henry Hill February 7, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hill, Albert Henry -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hill, Albert Henry -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hill, Albert Henry -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hill, Albert Henry -- 017
Albert Henry Hill February 7, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hill, Albert Henry -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hill, Albert Henry -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hill, Albert Henry -- 019
Albert Henry Hill February 7, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hill, Albert Henry -- 019
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hill, Albert Henry -- 020
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print: gelatin silver; 6 x 4.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Hill, Albert Henry -- 021
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print: gelatin silver; 6.5 x 5 in.

Hill, Albert Henry -- 022
Albert Henry Hill February 7, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Hill, Albert Henry -- 022
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print: gelatin silver; 6.5 x 5 in.
Hill, Albert Henry

Albert Henry Hill February 7, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hill, Albert Henry -- 022
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Hill, Albert Henry -- 023
Albert Henry Hill February 7, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Hill, Albert Henry -- 023
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 6.5 x 5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Henry Hill, architect".
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Albert Henry Hill February 7, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hill, Albert Henry -- 023
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Hind, Mrs.

Hind, Mrs. -- 001
Mrs. Hind BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hind, Mrs. -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hind, Mrs. -- 002
Mrs. Hind BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hind, Mrs. -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hind, Mrs. -- 003
Mrs. Hind BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hind, Mrs. -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hind, Mrs. -- 004
Mrs. Hind BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hind, Mrs. -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Hind, Mrs. -- 005
Mrs. Hind  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hind, Mrs. -- 005  [ark:/13030/ft7q2nb5k4
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hind, Morgan

Hind, Morgan -- 001
Morgan Hind  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hind, Morgan -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hind, Morgan -- 002
Morgan Hind  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hind, Morgan -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hind, Morgan -- 003
Morgan Hind  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hind, Morgan -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hind, Morgan -- 004
Morgan Hind  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hind, Morgan -- 004  [ark:/13030/ft0870039x
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Morgan Hind  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hind, Morgan -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hind, Morgan -- 005
Morgan Hind BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hind, Morgan -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Morgan Hind BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hind, Morgan -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hitchcock, Vernon

Hitchcock, Vernon -- 001
Vernon Hitchcock March 29, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hitchcock, Vernon -- 001
ark:/13030/ft6p300826
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Vernon Hitchcock March 29, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hitchcock, Vernon -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hjul, Mrs.

Hjul, Mrs. -- 001
Mrs. Hjul March 27, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hjul, Mrs. -- 001
ark:/13030/ft567nb3vd
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hjul, Mrs. -- 002
Mrs. Hjul March 27, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hjul, Mrs. -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hjul, Mrs. -- 003
Hjul, Mrs.

Mrs. Hjul March 27, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hjul, Mrs. -- 003

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Holland, Virginia

Holland, Virginia -- 001
Virginia Holland 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Holland, Virginia -- 001

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.75 x 7.25 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Holland, Virginia -- 002
Virginia Holland August 14, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Holland, Virginia -- 002

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Virginia Holland August 14, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Holland, Virginia -- 002

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Holland, Virginia -- 003
Virginia Holland August 14, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Holland, Virginia -- 003

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Virginia Holland August 14, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Holland, Virginia -- 003

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Holland, Virginia -- 004
Virginia Holland August 14, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Holland, Virginia -- 004

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.75 x 7.5 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.
Virginia Holland August 14, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063-NEG Holland, Virginia -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Holland, Virginia -- 005
Virginia Holland August 14, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Holland, Virginia -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.5 x 7.25 in.
Print: stamped.

Virginia Holland August 14, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Holland, Virginia -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Negative: retouched.

Virginia Holland August 14, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Holland, Virginia -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Holland, Virginia -- 006
Virginia Holland August 14, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Holland, Virginia -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Virginia Holland August 14, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Holland, Virginia -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Hollingsworth, Robert
Hollingsworth, Robert -- 001
Robert Hollingsworth August 12,1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hollingsworth, Robert -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Hollingsworth, Robert -- 002
Hollingsworth, Robert

**Robert Hollingsworth August 12, 1948**
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hollingsworth, Robert -- 002 ark:/13030/ft1x0nb0rr
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Large rectangular scratch on right collar.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hollingsworth, Robert -- 003
Robert Hollingsworth August 12, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hollingsworth, Robert -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hollingsworth, Robert -- 004
Robert Hollingsworth August 12, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Hollingsworth, Robert -- 004 ark:/13030/ft4v19p00b
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.25 x 3.75 in.

Robert Hollingsworth August 12, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hollingsworth, Robert -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Hollingsworth, Robert -- 005
Robert Hollingsworth August 12, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Hollingsworth, Robert -- 005 ark:/13030/ft809nb5mc
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.75 x 3.75 in.

Robert Hollingsworth August 12, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hollingsworth, Robert -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Holmes, Ernest

Holmes, Ernest -- 001
Ernest Holmes 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Holmes, Ernest -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Ernest Holmes 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Holmes, Ernest -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Holmes, Ernest -- 002
Ernest Holmes 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Holmes, Ernest -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ernest Holmes 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Holmes, Ernest -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Holmes, Ernest -- 003
Ernest Holmes 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Holmes, Ernest -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ernest Holmes 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Holmes, Ernest -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Holmes, Ernest -- 004
Ernest Holmes 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Holmes, Ernest -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Condition
Base side: substance deposits.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ernest Holmes 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Holmes, Ernest -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Holmes, Ernest -- 005
Ernest Holmes 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Holmes, Ernest -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ernest Holmes 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Holmes, Ernest -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Holmes, Ernest -- 006
Ernest Holmes 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Holmes, Ernest -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Holmes, Ernest -- 007
Ernest Holmes 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Holmes, Ernest -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ernest Holmes 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Holmes, Ernest -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Holmes, Ernest -- 008
Ernest Holmes 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Holmes, Ernest -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ernest Holmes 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Holmes, Ernest -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Holmes, Ernest -- 009
Ernest Holmes 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063-NEG Holmes, Ernest -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ernest Holmes 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063-NEG Holmes, Ernest -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Holmes, Ernest -- 010
Ernest Holmes 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063-NEG Holmes, Ernest -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ernest Holmes 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063-NEG Holmes, Ernest -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Holmes, Ernest -- 011
Ernest Holmes 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063-NEG Holmes, Ernest -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ernest Holmes 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063-NEG Holmes, Ernest -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Holmes, Ernest -- 012
Ernest Holmes 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063-NEG Holmes, Ernest -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ernest Holmes 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063-NEG Holmes, Ernest -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Holmes, Ernest -- 013
Ernest Holmes, 1934
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Holmes, Ernest -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ernest Holmes, 1934
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Holmes, Ernest -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Holmes, Ernest -- 014
Ernest Holmes, 1934
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Holmes, Ernest -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ernest Holmes, 1934
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Holmes, Ernest -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Holmes, Ernest -- 015
Ernest Holmes, 1934
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Holmes, Ernest -- 015
ark:/13030/ft829008t8
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ernest Holmes, 1934
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Holmes, Ernest -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Holmes, Ernest -- 016
Ernest Holmes, 1934
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Holmes, Ernest -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Ernest Holmes 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Holmes, Ernest -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Holmes, Ernest -- 017
Ernest Holmes 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Holmes, Ernest -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ernest Holmes 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Holmes, Ernest -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Holmes, Ernest -- 018
Ernest Holmes 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Holmes, Ernest -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ernest Holmes 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Holmes, Ernest -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Holmes, Ernest -- 019
Ernest Holmes 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Holmes, Ernest -- 019
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ernest Holmes 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Holmes, Ernest -- 019
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hopper, Elayne

Hopper, Elayne -- 001
Elayne Hopper
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Hopper, Elayne -- 001
ark:/13030/kt90002484
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.5 x 7 in.

Howard, Langley

Howard, Langley -- 001

Langley Howard May 28, 1925
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Howard, Langley -- 001
ark:/13030/ft2j49n826
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9 x 6.75 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Langley Howard, 1924 or 5?"

Hubble, Edwin Powell

Content/Description
Gaps in the following portrait number range probably indicate that The Bancroft Library Portrait File contains other portraits of this individual which were not taken by Johan Hagemeyer. For further explanation, see notes on "Arrangement, Subject Description and Portrait Numbering" in the present finding aid.

Hubble, Edwin Powell -- 002

Edwin Powell Hubble May 9, 1931
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Hubble, Edwin Powell -- 002
ark:/13030/ft8j49p1v1
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 6 x 8 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Edwin Powell Hubble May 9, 1931
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hubble, Edwin Powell -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Edwin Powell Hubble May 9, 1931
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hubble, Edwin Powell -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.

Hubble, Edwin Powell -- 003

Edwin Powell Hubble May 9, 1931
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Hubble, Edwin Powell -- 003
ark:/13030/ft4r29p11p
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.5 x 7.5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Edwin P. Hubble, astronomer".
Physical Description: Print: stamped.
Edwin Powell Hubble May 9, 1931
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hubble, Edwin Powell -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Edwin Powell Hubble May 9, 1931
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hubble, Edwin Powell -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Hubble, Edwin Powell -- 004
Edwin Powell Hubble May 9, 1931
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Hubble, Edwin Powell -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.75 x 6.25 in.

Edwin Powell Hubble May 9, 1931
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hubble, Edwin Powell -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Edwin Powell Hubble May 9, 1931
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hubble, Edwin Powell -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Hubble, Edwin Powell -- 005
Edwin Powell Hubble May 9, 1931
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hubble, Edwin Powell -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Edwin Powell Hubble May 9, 1931
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hubble, Edwin Powell -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hubble, Edwin Powell -- 006
Edwin Powell Hubble May 9, 1931
BANC PIC 1964.063-NEG Hubble, Edwin Powell -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Edwin Powell Hubble May 9, 1931
BANC PIC 1964.063-NEG Hubble, Edwin Powell -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hubble, Mrs. Edwin Powell

Hubble, Mrs. Edwin Powell -- 001
Mrs. Edwin Powell Hubble May 12, 1931
BANC PIC 1964.063-NEG Hubble, Mrs. Edwin Powell -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. Edwin Powell Hubble May 12, 1931
BANC PIC 1964.063-NEG Hubble, Mrs. Edwin Powell -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hubble, Mrs. Edwin Powell -- 002
Mrs. Edwin Powell Hubble May 12, 1931
BANC PIC 1964.063-NEG Hubble, Mrs. Edwin Powell -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. Edwin Powell Hubble May 12, 1931
BANC PIC 1964.063-NEG Hubble, Mrs. Edwin Powell -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hubble, Mrs. Edwin Powell -- 003
Finding Aid to the Johan Hagemeyer Photograph Collection, circa 1908-circa 1955

Allan Hudson

Allan Hudson May 11, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hudson, Allan -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hudson, Anna Teresa

Hudson, Anna Teresa -- 001
Anna Teresa Hudson 1935? BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hudson, Anna Teresa -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Anna Teresa Hudson 1935? BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hudson, Anna Teresa -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hudson, Anna Teresa -- 002
Anna Teresa Hudson 1935? BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hudson, Anna Teresa -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Anna Teresa Hudson 1935? BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hudson, Anna Teresa -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hudson, Anna Teresa -- 003
Anna Teresa Hudson 1935? BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Hudson, Anna Teresa -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 7 x 5 in.

Anna Teresa Hudson 1935 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hudson, Anna Teresa -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Anna Teresa Hudson 1935 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hudson, Anna Teresa -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Hudson, John

Hudson, John -- 001
John Hudson September 10, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hudson, John -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

John Hudson September 10, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hudson, John -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hudson, John -- 002

Hudson, John -- 003
John Hudson September 10, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hudson, John -- 003
ark:/13030/ft6r29p1j2
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.5 x 7 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped, mounted.

John Hudson September 10, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hudson, John -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hudson, Lester

Hudson, Lester -- 001
Lester Hudson March 1, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hudson, Lester -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hudson, Lester -- 002
Lester Hudson March 1, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hudson, Lester -- 002
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Hudson, Lester -- 003
Lester Hudson March 1, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hudson, Lester -- 003
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Hudson, Lester -- 004
Lester Hudson March 1, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hudson, Lester -- 004
  ark:/13030/ft987009rb
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Hudson, Lester -- 005
Lester Hudson March 1, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hudson, Lester -- 005
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Hudson, Lester -- 006
Lester Hudson March 1, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hudson, Lester -- 006
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Hudson, Thomas

Hudson, Thomas -- 001
Thomas Hudson December 23, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hudson, Thomas -- 001
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Hudson, Thomas -- 002
Hudson, Thomas

Thomas Hudson December 23, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Hudson, Thomas -- 002

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.25 x 6.75 in.

Thomas Hudson December 23, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hudson, Thomas -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Hudson, Thomas -- 003

Thomas Hudson December 23, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Hudson, Thomas -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.5 x 6.75 in.

Thomas Hudson December 23, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hudson, Thomas -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hughes, Arthur

Hughes, Arthur -- 001

Arthur Hughes February 24, 1946 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hughes, Arthur -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hughes, Arthur -- 002

Arthur Hughes February 24, 1946 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hughes, Arthur -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hughes, Arthur -- 003

Arthur Hughes February 24, 1946 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Hughes, Arthur -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5.75 x 7.25 in.

Arthur Hughes February 24, 1946 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hughes, Arthur -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Hughes, Arthur -- 004
Arthur Hughes February 24, 1946 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hughes, Arthur -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hughes, Arthur -- 005
Arthur Hughes February 24, 1946 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hughes, Arthur -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hughes, Arthur -- 006
Arthur Hughes February 24, 1946 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hughes, Arthur -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hughes, Mrs. Walter S.

Hughes, Mrs. Walter S. -- 001
Mrs. Walter S. Hughes November 25, 1993 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hughes, Mrs. Walter S. -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hughes, Mrs. Walter S. -- 002
Mrs. Walter S. Hughes November 25, 1993 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hughes, Mrs. Walter S. -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hughes, Mrs. Walter S. -- 003
Mrs. Walter S. Hughes November 25, 1993 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Hughes, Mrs. Walter S. -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.75 x 3.75 in.
Hughes, Mrs. Walter S.

Mrs. Walter S. Hughes November 25, 1993
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hughes, Mrs. Walter S. -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Hughes, Mrs. Walter S. -- 004

Mrs. Walter S. Hughes November 25, 1993
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Hughes, Mrs. Walter S. -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.

Mrs. Walter S. Hughes November 25, 1993
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hughes, Mrs. Walter S. -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Hughes, Mrs. Walter S. -- 005

Mrs. Walter S. Hughes November 25, 1993
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Hughes, Mrs. Walter S. -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.

Mrs. Walter S. Hughes November 25, 1993
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hughes, Mrs. Walter S. -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Hughes, Mrs. Walter S. -- 006

Mrs. Walter S. Hughes November 25, 1993
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Hughes, Mrs. Walter S. -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.75 x 3.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.

Mrs. Walter S. Hughes November 25, 1993
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hughes, Mrs. Walter S. -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Mrs. Walter S. Hughes November 25, 1993
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hughes, Mrs. Walter S. -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Hughes, Mrs. Walter S. -- 007

Mrs. Walter S. Hughes November 25, 1993
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Hughes, Mrs. Walter S. -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.
Hughes, Mrs. Walter S. November 25, 1993
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hughes, Mrs. Walter S. -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Hughes, Mrs. Walter S. -- 008
Mrs. Walter S. Hughes November 25, 1993
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Hughes, Mrs. Walter S. -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.

Mrs. Walter S. Hughes November 25, 1993
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hughes, Mrs. Walter S. -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Hughes, Mrs. Walter S. -- 009
Mrs. Walter S. Hughes November 25, 1993
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Hughes, Mrs. Walter S. -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.

Mrs. Walter S. Hughes November 25, 1993
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hughes, Mrs. Walter S. -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hughes, Walter S.

Hughes, Walter S. -- 001
Walter S. Hughes November 5, 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hughes, Walter S. -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hughes, Walter S. -- 002
Walter S. Hughes November 5, 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hughes, Walter S. -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Hughes, Walter S. November 5, 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hughes, Walter S. -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hughes, Walter S. -- 003
Walter S. Hughes November 5, 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hughes, Walter S. -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hughes, Walter S. -- 004
Walter S. Hughes November 5, 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hughes, Walter S. -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hughes, Walter S. -- 005
Walter S. Hughes November 5, 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hughes, Walter S. -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Walter S. Hughes November 5, 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hughes, Walter S. -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Hughes, Walter S. -- 006
Walter S. Hughes November 5, 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hughes, Walter S. -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Hughes, Walter S. -- 007
Walter S. Hughes November 5, 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hughes, Walter S. -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hughes, Walter S. -- 008
Hughes, Walter S.

Walter S. Hughes November 5, 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hughes, Walter S. -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Hughes, Walter S. -- 009
Walter S. Hughes November 5, 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hughes, Walter S. -- 009 ark:/13030/ft709nb4k2
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Hume, Portia Bell

Hume, Portia Bell -- 046
Portia Bell Hume 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Hume, Portia Bell -- 046
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.

Portia Bell Hume 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hume, Portia Bell -- 046
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Hume, Portia Bell -- 047
Portia Bell Hume 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Hume, Portia Bell -- 047 ark:/13030/ft187004fs
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.5 x 6.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Portia Bell Hume 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hume, Portia Bell -- 047
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hume, Portia Bell -- 048
Portia Bell Hume 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Hume, Portia Bell -- 048 ark:/13030/ft8199p28f
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 6.75 x 8.5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Dr. Portia Bell Hume".

Portia Bell Hume 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hume, Portia Bell -- 048
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Hume, Portia Bell -- 049
Portia Bell Hume 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hume, Portia Bell -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hume, Portia Bell -- 007
Portia Bell Hume 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hume, Portia Bell -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hume, Portia Bell -- 008
Portia Bell Hume 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hume, Portia Bell -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hume, Portia Bell -- 009
Portia Bell Hume 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hume, Portia Bell -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hume, Portia Bell -- 010
Portia Bell Hume 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hume, Portia Bell -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hume, Portia Bell -- 011
Portia Bell Hume 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hume, Portia Bell -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hume, Portia Bell -- 012
Portia Bell Hume 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hume, Portia Bell -- 012 ark:/13030/ft7q2nb5mn
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hume, Portia Bell -- 013
Portia Bell Hume 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hume, Portia Bell -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hume, Portia Bell -- 014
Portia Bell Hume 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hume, Portia Bell -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hume, Portia Bell -- 015
Portia Bell Hume 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hume, Portia Bell -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hume, Portia Bell -- 016
Portia Bell Hume 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hume, Portia Bell -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hume, Portia Bell -- 017
Portia Bell Hume 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hume, Portia Bell -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hume, Portia Bell -- 018
Portia Bell Hume 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hume, Portia Bell -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hume, Portia Bell -- 019
Portia Bell Hume 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hume, Portia Bell -- 019
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hume, Portia Bell -- 020
Portia Bell Hume 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hume, Portia Bell -- 020
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hume, Portia Bell -- 021
Portia Bell Hume 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hume, Portia Bell -- 021
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hume, Portia Bell -- 022
Portia Bell Hume 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hume, Portia Bell -- 022
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hume, Portia Bell -- 023
Portia Bell Hume 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hume, Portia Bell -- 023
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hume, Portia Bell -- 024
Portia Bell Hume 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hume, Portia Bell -- 024
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hume, Portia Bell -- 025
Portia Bell Hume 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hume, Portia Bell -- 025
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hume, Portia Bell -- 026
Portia Bell Hume 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hume, Portia Bell -- 026
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hume, Portia Bell -- 027
Portia Bell Hume 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hume, Portia Bell -- 027
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hume, Portia Bell -- 028
Portia Bell Hume 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hume, Portia Bell -- 028
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hume, Portia Bell -- 029
Portia Bell Hume 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hume, Portia Bell -- 029
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hume, Portia Bell -- 030
Portia Bell Hume 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hume, Portia Bell -- 030
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hume, Portia Bell -- 031
Portia Bell Hume 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hume, Portia Bell -- 031
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hume, Portia Bell -- 032
Portia Bell Hume 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hume, Portia Bell -- 032
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hume, Portia Bell -- 033
Portia Bell Hume 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hume, Portia Bell -- 033
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hume, Portia Bell -- 034
Portia Bell Hume 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hume, Portia Bell -- 034
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hume, Portia Bell -- 035
Portia Bell Hume 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hume, Portia Bell -- 035
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hume, Portia Bell -- 036
Portia Bell Hume 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hume, Portia Bell -- 036
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hume, Portia Bell -- 037
Portia Bell Hume 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hume, Portia Bell -- 037
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hume, Portia Bell -- 038
Portia Bell Hume 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hume, Portia Bell -- 038
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hume, Portia Bell -- 039
Portia Bell Hume 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hume, Portia Bell -- 039
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hume, Portia Bell -- 040
Portia Bell Hume 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hume, Portia Bell -- 040
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hume, Portia Bell -- 041
Portia Bell Hume 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hume, Portia Bell -- 041
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hume, Portia Bell -- 042
Portia Bell Hume 1953  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hume, Portia Bell -- 042
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hume, Portia Bell -- 043
Portia Bell Hume 1953  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hume, Portia Bell -- 043
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hume, Portia Bell -- 044
Portia Bell Hume 1953  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hume, Portia Bell -- 044
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hume, Portia Bell -- 045
Portia Bell Hume 1953  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hume, Portia Bell -- 045
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hume, Samuel J.

Hume, Samuel J. -- 001
Samuel J. Hume April 21, 1953  BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Hume, Samuel J. -- 001
ark:/13030/ft696nb41f
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.5 x 6.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Samuel J. Hume April 21, 1953  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hume, Samuel J. -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Base side: “for Exhibit.”.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Hume, Samuel J. -- 002
Samuel J. Hume April 21, 1953  BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Hume, Samuel J. -- 002
ark:/13030/ft1s2004k4
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.75 x 3.75 in.
Samuel J. Hume April 21, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hume, Samuel J. -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Hume, Samuel J. -- 003
Samuel J. Hume April 21, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Hume, Samuel J. -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.75 x 7 in.

Samuel J. Hume April 21, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hume, Samuel J. -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hume, Samuel J. -- 004
Samuel J. Hume April 21, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hume, Samuel J. -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hume, Samuel J. -- 005
Samuel J. Hume April 21, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hume, Samuel J. -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hume, Samuel J. -- 006
Samuel J. Hume April 21, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hume, Samuel J. -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hume, Samuel J. -- 007
Samuel J. Hume April 21, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hume, Samuel J. -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hume, Samuel J. -- 008
Hume, Samuel J.

Samuel J. Hume April 21, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hume, Samuel J. -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hume, Samuel J. -- 009
Samuel J. Hume April 21, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hume, Samuel J. -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hume, Samuel J. -- 010
Samuel J. Hume April 21, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hume, Samuel J. -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hume, Samuel J. -- 011
Samuel J. Hume April 21, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hume, Samuel J. -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hume, Samuel J. -- 012
Samuel J. Hume April 21, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hume, Samuel J. -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hume, Samuel J. -- 013
Samuel J. Hume April 21, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hume, Samuel J. -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hume, Samuel J. -- 014
Samuel J. Hume April 21, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hume, Samuel J. -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Pen marking on right side of the head.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hume, Samuel J. -- 015
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hume, Samuel J.</td>
<td>April 21, 1953</td>
<td>1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Physical Description: Negative: retouched.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>General Note: No print available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hunt, Harry</td>
<td>December 29, 1944</td>
<td>1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Physical Description: Negative: retouched.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>General Note: No print available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hunt, Harry</td>
<td>December 29, 1944</td>
<td>1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Physical Description: Negative: retouched.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>General Note: No print available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hunt, Harry</td>
<td>December 29, 1944</td>
<td>1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Physical Description: Negative: retouched.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>General Note: No print available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hunt, Harry</td>
<td>December 29, 1944</td>
<td>1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor), retouched.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>General Note: No print available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hunt, Harry</td>
<td>December 29, 1944</td>
<td>1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor), retouched.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>General Note: No print available.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Hunt, Harry

Harry Hunt December 29, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hunt, Harry -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hutson, Mrs. [and son Gary]

Hutson, Mrs. [and son Gary] -- 001
Mrs. Hutson [and son Gary] July 13, 1943
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hutson, Mrs. [and son Gary] -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hutson, Mrs. [and son Gary] -- 002
Mrs. Hutson [and son Gary] July 13, 1943
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hutson, Mrs. [and son Gary] -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hutson, Mrs. [and son Gary] -- 003
Mrs. Hutson [and son Gary] July 13, 1943
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hutson, Mrs. [and son Gary] -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hutson, Mrs. [and son Gary] -- 004
Mrs. Hutson [and son Gary] July 13, 1943
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Hutson, Mrs. [and son Gary] -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ito, Michio

Ito, Michio -- 001
Michio Ito October 28, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ito, Michio -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Michio Ito October 28, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ito, Michio -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ito, Michio -- 002
Michio Ito October 28, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ito, Michio -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Michio Ito October 28, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ito, Michio -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ito, Michio -- 003
Michio Ito October 28, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Ito, Michio -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.75 x 3.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Michio Ito October 28, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ito, Michio -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Michio Ito October 28, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ito, Michio -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Ito, Michio -- 004
Michio Ito October 28, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Ito, Michio -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9 x 6.25 in.

Michio Ito October 28, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ito, Michio -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Finding Aid to the Johan Hagemeyer Photograph Collection, circa 1908-circa 1955

Michio Ito October 28, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ito, Michio -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Ito, Michio -- 005
Michio Ito October 28, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Ito, Michio -- 005
ark:/13030/ft1489n72s
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.25 x 7.25 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Michio Ito -- dancer -- 1938".

Michio Ito October 28, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ito, Michio -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Michio Ito October 28, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ito, Michio -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Ito, Michio -- 006
Michio Ito October 28, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--B Ito, Michio -- 006
ark:/13030/ft05800398
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9 x 6.5 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped, mounted.
Additional Note
General Note: 2 copies (copy 2 size PIC, 5 x 4 in., contact print)

Michio Ito October 28, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ito, Michio -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Ito, Michio -- 007
Michio Ito October 28, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Ito, Michio -- 007
ark:/13030/ft109nb0dp
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.25 x 7.25 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Michio Ito -- Japanese dancer, 1938".
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Michio Ito October 28, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ito, Michio -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Ito, Michio -- 008
Michio Ito October 28, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ito, Michio -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Michio Ito October 28, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ito, Michio -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ito, Michio -- 009
Michio Ito October 28, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ito, Michio -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Michio Ito October 28, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ito, Michio -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ito, Michio -- 010
Michio Ito October 28, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ito, Michio -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Michio Ito October 28, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ito, Michio -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ito, Michio -- 011
Michio Ito October 28, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ito, Michio -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Michio Ito October 28, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ito, Michio -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ito, Michio -- 012
Michio Ito October 28, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ito, Michio -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Ito, Michio -- 013
Michio Ito October 28, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ito, Michio -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Michio Ito October 28, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ito, Michio -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ito, Michio -- 014
Michio Ito October 28, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ito, Michio -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Michio Ito October 28, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ito, Michio -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ito, Michio -- 015
Michio Ito October 28, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ito, Michio -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Michio Ito October 28, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ito, Michio -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ito, Michio -- 016
Michio Ito October 28, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ito, Michio -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Michio Ito October 28, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ito, Michio -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Ito, Michio -- 017
Michio Ito October 28, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ito, Michio -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Michio Ito October 28, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ito, Michio -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ito, Michio -- 018
Michio Ito October 28, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ito, Michio -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Michio Ito October 28, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ito, Michio -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ito, Michio -- 019
Michio Ito October 28, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ito, Michio -- 019
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ives, Mrs. M.A.

Ives, Mrs. M.A. -- 001
Mrs. M.A. Ives July 21, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ives, Mrs. M.A. -- 001
ark:/13030/ft3199n85s
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. M.A. Ives July 21, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ives, Mrs. M.A. -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Jackson, Howard

Jackson, Howard -- 001
  Howard Jackson BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jackson, Howard -- 001
  ark:/13030/ft7q2nb5pp
    Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
    Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
    Additional Note
    General Note: No print available.

Jackson, Howard -- 002
  Howard Jackson BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jackson, Howard -- 002
    Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
    Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
    Additional Note
    General Note: No print available.

Jackson, Joan

Jackson, Joan -- 001
  Joan Jackson April 4, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Jackson, Joan -- 001
  ark:/13030/ft6z09p1ft
    Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
    Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.
    Print: contact print.

  Joan Jackson April 4, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jackson, Joan -- 001
    Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
    Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
    Negative: retouched.

Jackson, Joan -- 002
  Joan Jackson April 4, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Jackson, Joan -- 002
  ark:/13030/ft2v19n888
    Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
    Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.

  Joan Jackson April 4, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jackson, Joan -- 002
    Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
    Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
    Negative: retouched.

Jackson, Joan -- 003
  Joan Jackson April 4, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Jackson, Joan -- 003
  ark:/13030/ft3w1005s0
    Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
    Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.
    Print: contact print.
Joan Jackson April 4, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jackson, Joan -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Jackson, Joan -- 004
Joan Jackson April 4, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Jackson, Joan -- 004
ark:/13030/ft1k40043k
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print: gelatin silver; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.

Joan Jackson April 4, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jackson, Joan -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Jackson, Joan -- 005
Joan Jackson April 4, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jackson, Joan -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jackson, Joan -- 006
Joan Jackson April 4, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jackson, Joan -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jackson, Joan -- 007
Joan Jackson April 4, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jackson, Joan -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jackson, Joan -- 008
Joan Jackson April 4, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jackson, Joan -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jackson, Joan -- 009
Joan Jackson April 4, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jackson, Joan -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jackson, Joan -- 016
Joan Jackson April 4, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jackson, Joan -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jackson, Joan -- 017
Joan Jackson April 4, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jackson, Joan -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jackson, Joan -- 018
Joan Jackson April 4, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jackson, Joan -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jackson, Joan -- 019
Joan Jackson April 4, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Jackson, Joan -- 019
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8 x 5.75 in.

Joan Jackson April 4, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jackson, Joan -- 019
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Jackson, Joan -- 020
Joan Jackson April 4, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jackson, Joan -- 020
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jackson, Joan -- 021
Jackson, Joan

Joan Jackson April 4, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jackson, Joan -- 021

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Negative: retouched.
General Note: No print available.

Jackson, Michael

Content/Description
Gaps in the following portrait number range probably indicate that The Bancroft Library Portrait File contains other portraits of this individual which were not taken by Johan Hagemeyer. For further explanation, see notes on "Arrangement, Subject Description and Portrait Numbering" in the present finding aid.

Jackson, Michael -- 002
Michael Jackson November 24, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jackson, Michael -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Negative: retouched.
General Note: No print available.

Jackson, Michael -- 003
Michael Jackson April 23, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jackson, Michael -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
General Note: No print available.

Jackson, Michael -- 004
Michael Jackson April 23, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jackson, Michael -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
General Note: No print available.

Jackson, Michael -- 005
Michael Jackson April 23, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jackson, Michael -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
General Note: No print available.

Jackson, Michael -- 006
Michael Jackson April 23, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jackson, Michael -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
General Note: No print available.

Jackson, Michael -- 007
Jackson, Michael April 23, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jackson, Michael -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jackson, Michael -- 008
Michael Jackson April 23, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jackson, Michael -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jackson, Michael -- 009
Michael Jackson April 23, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jackson, Michael -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jackson, Michael -- 010
Michael Jackson April 23, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jackson, Michael -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jackson, Michael -- 011
Michael Jackson April 23, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jackson, Michael -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jackson, Michael -- 012
Michael Jackson April 23, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jackson, Michael -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jackson, Michael -- 013
Michael Jackson April 23, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jackson, Michael -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jackson, Michael -- 014
Michael Jackson January 6, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jackson, Michael -- 014

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

Jackson, Michael -- 015

Michael Jackson January 6, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jackson, Michael -- 015

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

Jackson, Michael -- 016

Michael Jackson January 6, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jackson, Michael -- 016

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

Jackson, Michael -- 017

Michael Jackson January 6, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jackson, Michael -- 018

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

Jackson, Michael -- 018

Michael Jackson January 6, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jackson, Michael -- 018

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

Jackson, Michael -- 019

Michael Jackson November 24, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Jackson, Michael -- 019

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 7.25 x 5 in.

Michael Jackson November 24, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jackson, Michael -- 019

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Jackson, Michael -- 020
Jackson, Michael

**Michael Jackson November 24, 1948** BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC

- **Creator/Collector:** Hagemeyer, Johan
- **Physical Description:** 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 7.25 x 5 in.

**Michael Jackson November 24, 1948** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG

- **Creator/Collector:** Hagemeyer, Johan
- **Physical Description:** 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
- **Physical Description:** Negative: retouched.

**Jackson, Michael -- 021**

**Michael Jackson November 24, 1948** BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC

- **Creator/Collector:** Hagemeyer, Johan
- **Physical Description:** 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 7.25 x 5 in.

**Michael Jackson November 24, 1948** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG

- **Creator/Collector:** Hagemeyer, Johan
- **Physical Description:** 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
- **Physical Description:** Negative: retouched.

**Jackson, Michael -- 022**

**Michael Jackson April 23, 1956** BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC

- **Creator/Collector:** Hagemeyer, Johan
- **Physical Description:** 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.
- **Physical Description:** Print: contact print.

**Michael Jackson April 23, 1956** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG

- **Creator/Collector:** Hagemeyer, Johan
- **Physical Description:** 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
- **Physical Description:** Negative: retouched.

**Jackson, Michael -- 023**

**Michael Jackson April 23, 1956** BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC

- **Creator/Collector:** Hagemeyer, Johan
- **Physical Description:** 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.
- **Physical Description:** Print: contact print.

**Michael Jackson April 23, 1956** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG

- **Creator/Collector:** Hagemeyer, Johan
- **Physical Description:** 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
- **Physical Description:** Negative: retouched.

**Jackson, Michael -- 024**

**Michael Jackson April 23, 1956** BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC

- **Creator/Collector:** Hagemeyer, Johan
- **Physical Description:** 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.75 x 6.5 in.
Jackson, Michael

**Michael Jackson April 23, 1956** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jackson, Michael -- 024
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.

**Jackson, Michael -- 025**

**Michael Jackson April 23, 1956** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jackson, Michael -- 025
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Jackson, Michael -- 026**

**Michael Jackson April 23, 1956** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jackson, Michael -- 026
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jacobs, Jean

**Jacobs, Jean -- 001**

**Jean Jacobs April 24, 1936** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jacobs, Jean -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Condition
Base and emulsion sides: severe scratches.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Jean Jacobs April 24, 1936** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jacobs, Jean -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy): safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jeffers, Donnan

**Jeffers, Donnan -- 001**

**Donnan Jeffers** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Donnan -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy): safety film; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Donnan Jeffers BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Donnan -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 transparency : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jeffers, Donnan -- 002
Donnan Jeffers BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Donnan -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 transparency : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jeffers, Donnan -- 003
Donnan Jeffers BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Donnan -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 transparency : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jeffers, Donnan -- 004
Donnan Jeffers BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Donnan -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 transparency : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jeffers, Donnan -- 005
Donnan Jeffers BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Donnan -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Donnan Jeffers BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Donnan -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 transparency : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jeffers, Donnan -- 006
Donnan Jeffers BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Donnan -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 transparency : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jeffers, Donnan -- 007
Donnan Jeffers BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Donnan -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Donnan Jeffers BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Donnan -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 transparency : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jeffers, Donnan -- 008
Donnan Jeffers BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Donnan -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 transparency : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jeffers, Donnan -- 009
Donnan Jeffers BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Donnan -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 transparency : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jeffers, Donnan -- 010
Donnan Jeffers BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Donnan -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Donnan Jeffers BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Donnan -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 transparency : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jeffers, Garth

Jeffers, Garth -- 001
Garth Jeffers BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Garth -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Jeffers, Garth -- 002
Garth Jeffers BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Garth -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jeffers, Garth -- 003
Garth Jeffers BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Garth -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jeffers, Garth -- 004
Garth Jeffers BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Garth -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4 x 2.75 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jeffers, Robinson

Jeffers, Robinson -- 001
Robinson Jeffers August 1, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Jeffers, Robinson -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4 x 3 in.

Robinson Jeffers August 1, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Jeffers, Robinson -- 002
Robinson Jeffers August 1, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Jeffers, Robinson -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4 x 2.75 in.

Robinson Jeffers August 1, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Jeffers, Robinson -- 003
Robinson Jeffers August 1, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Jeffers, Robinson -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 3.75 x 2.75 in.

Robinson Jeffers August 1, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Jeffers, Robinson -- 004
Finding Aid to the Johan Hagemeyer Photograph Collection, circa 1908-circa 1955

Robinson Jeffers August 1, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Jeffers, Robinson -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 3.75 x 3 in.

Robinson Jeffers August 1, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Jeffers, Robinson -- 005
Robinson Jeffers August 1, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Jeffers, Robinson -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4 x 3 in.

Robinson Jeffers August 1, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Jeffers, Robinson -- 006
Robinson Jeffers August 1, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Jeffers, Robinson -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4 x 3 in.

Robinson Jeffers August 1, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Jeffers, Robinson -- 007
Robinson Jeffers August 1, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Jeffers, Robinson -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4 x 3 in.

Robinson Jeffers August 1, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Jeffers, Robinson -- 008
Robinson Jeffers August 1, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Jeffers, Robinson -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4 x 3 in.

Robinson Jeffers August 1, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Jeffers, Robinson -- 009
Robinson Jeffers August 1, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Jeffers, Robinson -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 3.75 x 2.75 in.

Robinson Jeffers August 1, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Jeffers, Robinson -- 010
Robinson Jeffers August 1, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Jeffers, Robinson -- 010
   Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 3.75 x 3 in.

Robinson Jeffers August 1, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 010
   Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
   Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Jeffers, Robinson -- 011
Robinson Jeffers August 1, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Jeffers, Robinson -- 011
   Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 3.75 x 2.75 in.

Robinson Jeffers August 1, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 011
   Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
   Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Jeffers, Robinson -- 012
Robinson Jeffers August 1, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Jeffers, Robinson -- 012
   Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4 x 3 in.

Robinson Jeffers August 1, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 012
   Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
   Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Jeffers, Robinson -- 013
Robinson Jeffers August 1, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Jeffers, Robinson -- 013
   Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4 x 3 in.

Robinson Jeffers August 1, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 013
   Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
   Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Jeffers, Robinson -- 014
Robinson Jeffers August 1, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Jeffers, Robinson -- 014
   ark:/13030/ft5b69p091
   Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 3.75 x 2.75 in.

Robinson Jeffers August 1, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 014
   Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
   Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Jeffers, Robinson -- 015
Robinson Jeffers August 1, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Jeffers, Robinson -- 015
   Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4 x 2.75 in.
Robinson Jeffers August 1, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063–NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Jeffers, Robinson -- 016
Robinson Jeffers August 1, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063–PIC Jeffers, Robinson -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4 x 2.75 in.

Robinson Jeffers August 1, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063–NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Jeffers, Robinson -- 017
Robinson Jeffers August 1, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063–PIC Jeffers, Robinson -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 3.75 x 2.75 in.

Robinson Jeffers August 1, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063–NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Jeffers, Robinson -- 018
Robinson Jeffers August 1, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063–PIC Jeffers, Robinson -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4 x 2.75 in.

Robinson Jeffers August 1, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063–NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Jeffers, Robinson -- 019
Robinson Jeffers August 1, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063–PIC Jeffers, Robinson -- 019
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4 x 2.75 in.

Robinson Jeffers August 1, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063–NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 019
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Jeffers, Robinson -- 020
Robinson Jeffers August 1, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063–PIC Jeffers, Robinson -- 020
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 3.75 x 2.75 in.

Robinson Jeffers August 1, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063–NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 020
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).

Robinson Jeffers August 1, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063–NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 020
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Jeffers, Robinson -- 021
  Robinson Jeffers August 1, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Jeffers, Robinson -- 021
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4 x 2.75 in.

Robinson Jeffers August 1, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 021
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).

Robinson Jeffers August 1, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 021
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Jeffers, Robinson -- 022
  Robinson Jeffers August 1, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Jeffers, Robinson -- 022
  ark:/13030/ft5870070
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 6.25 x 4.5 in.
  Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Robinson Jeffers August 1, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 022
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).

Robinson Jeffers August 1, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 022
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Jeffers, Robinson -- 023
  Robinson Jeffers 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Jeffers, Robinson -- 023
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 6.5 x 4.75 in.

Robinson Jeffers 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 023
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).

Robinson Jeffers 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 023
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Jeffers, Robinson -- 024
  Robinson Jeffers 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--B Jeffers, Robinson -- 024
  ark:/13030/ft5b69p0bj
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.25 x 7 in.
  Physical Description: Print: stamped, mounted.
Robinson Jeffers 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 024
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: 2 copies.

Jeffers, Robinson -- 025
Robinson Jeffers August 1, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Jeffers, Robinson -- 025
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4 x 3 in.

Robinson Jeffers August 1, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 025
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major), retouched.

Robinson Jeffers August 1, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 025
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Jeffers, Robinson -- 026
Robinson Jeffers August 1, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Jeffers, Robinson -- 026
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.5 x 7 in.
Physical Description: Print: signed, stamped.

Robinson Jeffers August 1, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 026
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major), retouched.

Robinson Jeffers August 1, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 026
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Jeffers, Robinson -- 027
Robinson Jeffers BANC PIC 1964.063--B Jeffers, Robinson -- 027
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.75 x 6 in.
Physical Description: Print: signed, mounted.
Additional Note
General Note: 2 copies (copy 2 in POR album, 5 x 4 in., contact print)

Robinson Jeffers BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 027
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Jeffers, Robinson -- 028
Robinson Jeffers [i.e. bust of] June 3, 1932
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Jeffers, Robinson -- 028
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.75 x 7.5 in.
  Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Bust by Jo Davidson".
  Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Robinson Jeffers [i.e. bust of] June 3, 1932
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 028
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.

Robinson Jeffers [i.e. bust of] June 3, 1932
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 028
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Jeffers, Robinson -- 029
Robinson Jeffers [i.e. bust of] June 3, 1932
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 029
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Robinson Jeffers [i.e. bust of] June 3, 1932
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 029
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Jeffers, Robinson -- 030
Robinson Jeffers [i.e. bust of] June 3, 1932
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 030
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Robinson Jeffers [i.e. bust of] June 3, 1932
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 030
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Jeffers, Robinson -- 031
Robinson Jeffers [i.e. bust of] June 3, 1932
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG jeffers, Robinson -- 031
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Robinson Jeffers [i.e. bust of] June 3, 1932
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG jeffers, Robinson -- 031
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Robinson Jeffers [i.e. bust of] June 3, 1932
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG jeffers, Robinson -- 032
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Robinson Jeffers [i.e. bust of] June 3, 1932
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG jeffers, Robinson -- 032
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Robinson Jeffers [i.e. bust of] June 3, 1932
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG jeffers, Robinson -- 033
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Print of image in Photographs from Noel Sullivan papers,
BANC PIC 1962.009--POR. Mount verso reads: "Dear Noel Sullivan: Sincere thanks from Una Robin. It was a great surprise to us, and a very lovely kindness in our friends. Yours, Robinson Jeffers."

Robinson Jeffers [i.e. bust of] June 3, 1932
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG jeffers, Robinson -- 033
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Robinson Jeffers [i.e. bust of] June 3, 1932
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG jeffers, Robinson -- 034
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Robinson Jeffers [i.e. bust of] June 3, 1932
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG jeffers, Robinson -- 034
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Jeffers, Robinson -- 035
  Robinson Jeffers [i.e. bust of] June 3, 1932
  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG jeffers, Robinson -- 035
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Robinson Jeffers [i.e. bust of] June 3, 1932
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG jeffers, Robinson -- 035
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Jeffers, Robinson -- 036
  Robinson Jeffers [i.e. bust of] June 3, 1932
  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG jeffers, Robinson -- 036
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Robinson Jeffers [i.e. bust of] June 3, 1932
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG jeffers, Robinson -- 036
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Jeffers, Robinson -- 037
  Robinson Jeffers [i.e. bust of] June 3, 1932
  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG jeffers, Robinson -- 037
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.
Jeffers, Robinson -- 038
Robinson Jeffers [i.e. bust of] June 3, 1932
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG jeffers, Robinson -- 038
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Robinson Jeffers [i.e. bust of] June 3, 1932
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG jeffers, Robinson -- 038
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy): safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jeffers, Robinson -- 039
Robinson Jeffers [i.e. bust of] June 3, 1932
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG jeffers, Robinson -- 039
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Robinson Jeffers [i.e. bust of] June 3, 1932
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG jeffers, Robinson -- 039
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy): safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jeffers, Robinson -- 040
Robinson Jeffers [i.e. bust of] June 3, 1932
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG jeffers, Robinson -- 040
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Robinson Jeffers [i.e. bust of] June 3, 1932
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG jeffers, Robinson -- 040
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy): safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jeffers, Robinson -- 041
Robinson Jeffers [i.e. bust of] June 3, 1932
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG jeffers, Robinson -- 040
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Robinson Jeffers [i.e. bust of] June 3, 1932
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG jeffers, Robinson -- 040
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  General Note: No print available.

Jeffers, Robinson -- 042
Robinson Jeffers [i.e. bust of] June 3, 1932
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG jeffers, Robinson -- 042
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
  Physical Condition
  Base side: piece of fabric or thread stuck to print, upper left corner.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Robinson Jeffers [i.e. bust of] June 3, 1932
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG jeffers, Robinson -- 042
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  General Note: No print available.

Robinson Jeffers [i.e. bust of] June 3, 1932
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG jeffers, Robinson -- 042
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Jeffers, Robinson -- 043
Robinson Jeffers 1928?
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG jeffers, Robinson -- 043
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Robinson Jeffers 1928?
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG jeffers, Robinson -- 043
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Jeffers, Robinson -- 044
Robinson Jeffers 1928?
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG jeffers, Robinson -- 044
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Robinson Jeffers 1928?
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG jeffers, Robinson -- 044
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.
Finding Aid to the Johan Hagemeyer Photograph Collection, circa 1908-circa 1955

Jeffers, Robinson -- 045
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy): safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jeffers, Robinson -- 046
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy): safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jeffers, Robinson -- 047
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy): safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jeffers, Robinson -- 048
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Robinson Jeffers 1928? BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 048
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Jeffers, Robinson -- 049
Robinson Jeffers 1928? BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 049
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Robinson Jeffers 1928? BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 049
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Jeffers, Robinson -- 050
Robinson Jeffers 1928? BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 050
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Robinson Jeffers 1928? BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 050
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Jeffers, Robinson -- 051
Robinson Jeffers 1928? BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 051
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Robinson Jeffers 1928? BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 051
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Jeffers, Robinson -- 052
Robinson Jeffers 1928? BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 052
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Robinson Jeffers 1928? BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 052
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jeffers, Robinson -- 053

Robinson Jeffers 1928? BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 053
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Robinson Jeffers 1928? BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 053
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jeffers, Robinson -- 054

Robinson Jeffers 1928? BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 054
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Robinson Jeffers 1928? BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 054
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jeffers, Robinson -- 055

Robinson Jeffers 1928? BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 055
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image Number</th>
<th>Creator/Collector</th>
<th>Physical Description</th>
<th>Additional Note</th>
<th>General Note</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>055</td>
<td>Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
<td>1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
<td></td>
<td>No print available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>056</td>
<td>Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
<td>1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.</td>
<td>Negative: deterioration (major).</td>
<td>No print available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>057</td>
<td>Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
<td>1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
<td></td>
<td>No print available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>058</td>
<td>Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
<td>1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.</td>
<td>Negative: deterioration (major).</td>
<td>No print available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>059</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Robinson Jeffers 1928? BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 059
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major), retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Robinson Jeffers 1928? BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 059
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jeffers, Robinson -- 060
Robinson Jeffers 1928? BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 060
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Robinson Jeffers 1928? BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 060
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jeffers, Robinson -- 061
Robinson Jeffers 1928? BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 061
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Robinson Jeffers 1928? BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 061
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jeffers, Robinson -- 062
Robinson Jeffers 1928? BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 062
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jeffers, Robinson -- 062</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Robinson Jeffers 1928?</strong> BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Note: No print available.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jeffers, Robinson -- 063</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Robinson Jeffers 1928?</strong> BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: Negative: retouched.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Note: No print available.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jeffers, Robinson -- 064</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Robinson Jeffers 1928?</strong> BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Note: No print available.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jeffers, Robinson -- 065</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Robinson Jeffers 1928?</strong> BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: Negative: retouched.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Note: No print available.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jeffers, Robinson -- 066</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Robinson Jeffers 1928?</strong> BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Note: No print available.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Robinson Jeffers 1928? BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 066
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jeffers, Robinson -- 067
Robinson Jeffers 1928? BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 067
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jeffers, Robinson -- 068
Robinson Jeffers 1928? BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 068
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jeffers, Robinson -- 069
Robinson Jeffers 1928? BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 069
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jeffers, Robinson -- 070
Robinson Jeffers 1928? BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 070
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jeffers, Robinson -- 071
Robinson Jeffers 1928? BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 071
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jeffers, Robinson -- 072
Robinson Jeffers June 3, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 072
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Jeffers, Robinson

**Robinson Jeffers May 20, 1932** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 073
- Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
- Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
- Additional Note
- General Note: No print available.

**Jeffers, Robinson -- 074**
- **Robinson Jeffers 1928** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 074
  - Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  - Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  - Additional Note
  - General Note: No print available.

**Jeffers, Robinson -- 075**
- **Robinson Jeffers 1928** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 075
  - Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  - Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  - Additional Note
  - General Note: No print available.

**Jeffers, Robinson -- 076**
- **Robinson Jeffers 1928** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 076
  - Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  - Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  - Additional Note
  - General Note: No print available.

**Jeffers, Robinson -- 077**
- **Robinson Jeffers May 20, 1932** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 077
  - Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  - Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
  - Additional Note
  - General Note: No print available.

**Jeffers, Robinson -- 078**
- **Robinson Jeffers May 20, 1932** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 078
  - Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  - Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  - Additional Note
  - General Note: No print available.

**Jeffers, Robinson -- 079**
- **Robinson Jeffers May 20, 1932** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 079
  - Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  - Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
  - Additional Note
  - General Note: No print available.

**Jeffers, Robinson -- 080**
Robinson Jeffers May 20, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 080
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jeffers, Robinson -- 081
Robinson Jeffers May 20, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 081
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jeffers, Robinson -- 082
Robinson Jeffers May 20, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Robinson -- 082
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jeffers, Una

Jeffers, Una -- 001
Una Jeffers 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Jeffers, Una -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.

Una Jeffers 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Una -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Jeffers, Una -- 002
Una Jeffers 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Jeffers, Una -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.

Una Jeffers 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Una -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Una Jeffers 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Una -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Jeffers, Una -- 003
Una Jeffers 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Jeffers, Una -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print: gelatin silver; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.

Una Jeffers 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Una -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Una Jeffers 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Una -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy): safety film; 5 x 4 in.

Jeffers, Una -- 004
Una Jeffers 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Jeffers, Una -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print: gelatin silver; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.

Una Jeffers 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Una -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Una Jeffers 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Una -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy): safety film; 5 x 4 in.

Jeffers, Una -- 005
Una Jeffers 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Jeffers, Una -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print: gelatin silver; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.

Una Jeffers 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Una -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Una Jeffers 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Una -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy): safety film; 5 x 4 in.

Jeffers, Una -- 006
Una Jeffers 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Jeffers, Una -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print: gelatin silver; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.
Jeffers, Una -- 007

Una Jeffers 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Jeffers, Una -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.

Una Jeffers 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Una -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Jeffers, Una -- 008

Una Jeffers 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Jeffers, Una -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.

Una Jeffers 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Una -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Una Jeffers 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Una -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Jeffers, Una -- 009

Una Jeffers 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Jeffers, Una -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.

Una Jeffers 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Una -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Jeffers, Una -- 010

Una Jeffers 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Jeffers, Una -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.

Una Jeffers 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Una -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Jeffers, Una -- 011
Una Jeffers 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Jeffers, Una -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.

Una Jeffers 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Una -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Jeffers, Una -- 012
Una Jeffers 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Jeffers, Una -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.

Una Jeffers 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Una -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Jeffers, Una -- 013
Una Jeffers 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Jeffers, Una -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.

Una Jeffers 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Una -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Jeffers, Una -- 014
Una Jeffers 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Jeffers, Una -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.

Una Jeffers 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Una -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Jeffers, Una -- 015
Una Jeffers 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Una -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jeffers, Una -- 016
Una Jeffers 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Una -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Jeffers, Una -- 017

**Una Jeffers 1927** BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Jeffers, Una -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print: gelatin silver; 6.75 x 4.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

**Una Jeffers 1927** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Una -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy): safety film; 5 x 4 in.

Jeffers, Una -- 018

**Una Jeffers 1927** BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Jeffers, Una -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print: gelatin silver; 3.75 x 2.75 in.

**Una Jeffers 1927** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Una -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy): safety film; 5 x 4 in.

Jeffers, Una -- 019

**Una Jeffers 1927** BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Jeffers, Una -- 019
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print: gelatin silver; 9.25 x 7 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

**Una Jeffers 1927** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Una -- 019
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

**Una Jeffers 1927** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jeffers, Una -- 019
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy): safety film; 5 x 4 in.

Joffe, Abraham F.

Joffe, Abraham F. -- 001

**Abraham F. Joffe April 19, 1927** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Joffe, Abraham F. -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major), retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Abraham F. Joffe April 19, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Joffe, Abraham F. -- 002

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9 x 6.75 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Dr. Abraham F. Joffe, Russian physicist at U.C. '27"; "S.F. 1927".
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Abraham F. Joffe April 19, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Joffe, Abraham F. -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Jorgensen, Miss

Jorgensen, Miss -- 001
Miss Jorgensen BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jorgensen, Miss -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jorgensen, Miss -- 002
Miss Jorgensen BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Jorgensen, Miss -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Joyce

Joyce -- 001 Joyce -- 001
Joyce BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Joyce -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Joyce BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Joyce -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Joyce -- 002 Joyce -- 002
Joyce BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Joyce -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Physical Condition
Emulsion side: severe scratch, lower right corner.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Joyce BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Joyce -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Juster, Lt.

Juster, Lt. -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Juster, Mrs.

Juster, Mrs. -- 001
Mrs. Juster June 1, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Juster, Mrs. -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Kaun, Alexander

Kaun, Alexander -- 001
Alexander Kaun April 5, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Kaun, Alexander -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Alexander Kaun April 5, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Kaun, Alexander -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Kaun, Alexander -- 002
Alexander Kaun April 5, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Kaun, Alexander -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Kaun, Alexander -- 003
Alexander Kaun April 5, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Kaun, Alexander -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Kaun, Alexander -- 004
Alexander Kaun April 5, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Kaun, Alexander -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Kaun, Alexander -- 005
Alexander Kaun April 5, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Kaun, Alexander -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Kaun, Alexander -- 006
Alexander Kaun April 5, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Kaun, Alexander -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Kaun, Alexander -- 007
Alexander Kaun April 5, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Kaun, Alexander -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Kaun, Alexander -- 008
Alexander Kaun April 5, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Kaun, Alexander -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Kaun, Alexander -- 009
Alexander Kaun April 5, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Kaun, Alexander -- 009
ark:/13030/fl5d5nb3nm
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Kaun, Alexander -- 010
Alexander Kaun April 5, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Kaun, Alexander -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Kaun, Alexander -- 011
Alexander Kaun April 5, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Kaun, Alexander -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Kaun, Alexander -- 012
Alexander Kaun April 5, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Kaun, Alexander -- 012
ark:/13030/fl6p30083q
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Kaun, Alexander -- 013
Alexander Kaun April 5, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Kaun, Alexander -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Kaun, Alexander -- 014
Alexander Kaun April 5, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Kaun, Alexander -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Alexander Kaun April 5, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Kaun, Alexander -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Kaun, Alexander -- 015
Alexander Kaun April 5, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Kaun, Alexander -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Alexander Kaun April 5, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Kaun, Alexander -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Kaun, Alexander -- 016
Alexander Kaun April 5, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Kaun, Alexander -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Condition
Emulsion side: scratched and chipped in facial area of image.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Alexander Kaun April 5, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Kaun, Alexander -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Kaun, Alexander -- 017
Alexander Kaun April 5, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Kaun, Alexander -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Alexander Kaun April 5, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Kaun, Alexander -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Kaun, Alexander -- 018
Kaun, Alexander

Alexander Kaun April 5, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Kaun, Alexander -- 018

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 6.5 x 4.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Alexander Kaun April 5, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Kaun, Alexander -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.

Alexander Kaun April 5, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Kaun, Alexander -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Kaun, Alexander -- 019
Alexander Kaun April 5, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Kaun, Alexander -- 019

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.75 x 7.25 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Alexander Kaun April 5, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Kaun, Alexander -- 019
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.

Alexander Kaun April 5, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Kaun, Alexander -- 019
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Keppell, Mary Lou

Keppell, Mary Lou -- 001
Mary Lou Keppell March 3, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Keppell, Mary Lou -- 001

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.75 x 3.75 in.

Mary Lou Keppell March 3, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Keppell, Mary Lou -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "3/3-’56".
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Keppell, Mary Lou -- 002
Mary Lou Keppell March 3, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Keppell, Mary Lou -- 002

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 10 x 8 in.
Mary Lou Keppell March 3, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Keppell, Mary Lou -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Keppell, Mary Lou -- 003
Mary Lou Keppell March 3, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Keppell, Mary Lou -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 10 x 8 in.

Mary Lou Keppell March 3, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Keppell, Mary Lou -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Keppell, Mary Lou -- 004
Mary Lou Keppell March 3, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Keppell, Mary Lou -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Keppell, Mary Lou -- 005
Mary Lou Keppell March 3, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Keppell, Mary Lou -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Keppell, Mary Lou -- 006
Mary Lou Keppell March 3, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Keppell, Mary Lou -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Keppell, Mary Lou -- 007
Mary Lou Keppell March 3, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Keppell, Mary Lou -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Keppell, Mary Lou -- 008
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Keppell, Mary Lou -- 008</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mary Lou Keppell</strong> March 3, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Keppell, Mary Lou -- 008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: Negative: retouched.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Note: No print available.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Keppell, Mary Lou -- 009</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mary Lou Keppell</strong> March 3, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Keppell, Mary Lou -- 009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: Negative: retouched.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Note: No print available.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Keppell, Mary Lou -- 010</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mary Lou Keppell</strong> March 3, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Keppell, Mary Lou -- 010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: Negative: retouched.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Note: No print available.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Keppell, Mary Lou -- 011</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mary Lou Keppell</strong> March 3, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Keppell, Mary Lou -- 011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: Negative: retouched.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Note: No print available.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Keppell, Mary Lou -- 012</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mary Lou Keppell</strong> March 3, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Keppell, Mary Lou -- 012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: Negative: retouched.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Note: No print available.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Keppell, Mary Lou -- 013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mary Lou Keppell</strong> March 3, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Keppell, Mary Lou -- 013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: Negative: retouched.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Note: No print available.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Keppell, Mary Lou -- 014 |
Keppell, Mary Lou

Mary Lou Keppell March 3, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Keppell, Mary Lou -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Keppell, Mary Lou -- 015
Mary Lou Keppell March 3, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Keppell, Mary Lou -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

King, Gibner

King, Gibner -- 001
Gibner King March 29, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG King, Gibner -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

King, Gibner -- 002
Gibner King March 29, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG King, Gibner -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

King, Gibner -- 003
Gibner King March 29, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG King, Gibner -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

King, Gibner -- 004
Gibner King March 29, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG King, Gibner -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

King, Gibner -- 005
King, Gibner

Gibner King March 29, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG King, Gibner -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

King, Richard

King, Richard -- 001
Richard King March 22, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG King, Richard -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

King, Richard -- 002
Richard King March 22, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG King, Richard -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

King, Richard -- 003
Richard King March 22, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG King, Richard -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

King, Richard -- 004
Richard King March 22, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG King, Richard -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

King, Richard -- 005
Richard King March 22, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG King, Richard -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

King, Richard -- 006
Finding Aid to the Johan Hagemeyer Photograph Collection, circa 1908-circa 1955

Richard King March 22, 1949  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG King, Richard -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Richard King March 22, 1949  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG King, Richard -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Richard King March 22, 1949  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG King, Richard -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Richard King March 22, 1949  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG King, Richard -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Richard King March 22, 1949  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG King, Richard -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "3/22-'49".
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Richard King March 22, 1949  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG King, Richard -- 012
Richard King March 22, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG King, Richard -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

King, Richard -- 013
Richard King March 22, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG King, Richard -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

King, Richard -- 014
Richard King March 22, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG King, Richard -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

King, Richard -- 015
Richard King March 22, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG King, Richard -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

King, Richard -- 016
Richard King March 22, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG King, Richard -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

King, Richard -- 017
Richard King March 22, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG King, Richard -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

King, Richard -- 018
Richard King March 22, 1949
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

King, Richard -- 019
Richard King March 22, 1949
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

King, Richard -- 020
Richard King March 22, 1949
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

King, Richard -- 021
Richard King March 22, 1949
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

King, Richard -- 022
Richard King March 22, 1949
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

King, Richard -- 023
Richard King March 22, 1949
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

King, Richard -- 024
Richard King March 22, 1949  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG King, Richard -- 024
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

King, Richard -- 025
Richard King March 22, 1949  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG King, Richard -- 025
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

King, Richard -- 026
Richard King March 22, 1949  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG King, Richard -- 026
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

King, Richard -- 027
Richard King March 22, 1949  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG King, Richard -- 027
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Kocher, Betty

Kocher, Betty -- 001
Betty Kocher September 5, 1940  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Kocher, Betty -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Kocher, Betty -- 002
Betty Kocher September 5, 1940  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Kocher, Betty -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Kocher, Betty -- 003
Betty Kocher September 5, 1940

Betty Kocher September 5, 1940

Betty Kocher September 5, 1940

Kocher, Betty -- 004

Kocher, Betty -- 005

Kocher, June

June Kocher June 3, 1944

June Kocher June 3, 1944

Kocher, June -- 002

Kocher, Rudolph Alfred

Rudolph Alfred Kocher September 29, 1946
Rudolph Alfred Kocher September 29, 1946
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Kocher, Rudolph Alfred -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.

Kocher, Rudolph Alfred -- 002
Rudolph Alfred Kocher June 3, 1942
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Kocher, Rudolph Alfred -- 002
 ark:/13030/ft7199p16m
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print: gelatin silver; 8.75 x 7 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Dr. Kocher".
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Rudolph Alfred Kocher June 3, 1942
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Kocher, Rudolph Alfred -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Rudolph Alfred Kocher June 3, 1942
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Kocher, Rudolph Alfred -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy): safety film; 5 x 4 in.

Kocher, Rudolph Alfred -- 003
Rudolph Alfred Kocher June 3, 1942
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Kocher, Rudolph Alfred -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy): safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Kocher, Rudolph Alfred -- 004
Rudolph Alfred Kocher June 3, 1942
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Kocher, Rudolph Alfred -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Rudolph Alfred Kocher June 3, 1942
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Kocher, Rudolph Alfred -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy): safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Kocher, Rudolph Alfred -- 005
Kocher, Rudolph Alfred

**Rudolph Alfred Kocher June 3, 1942**
BANC PIC 1964.063-NEG Kocher, Rudolph Alfred -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Kocher, Rudolph Alfred -- 006**
Rudolph Alfred Kocher June 4, 1942
BANC PIC 1964.063-NEG Kocher, Rudolph Alfred -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Kocher, Rudolph Alfred -- 007**
Rudolph Alfred Kocher June 4, 1942
BANC PIC 1964.063-NEG Kocher, Rudolph Alfred -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Kocher, Rudolph Alfred -- 008**
Rudolph Alfred Kocher June 4, 1942
BANC PIC 1964.063-NEG Kocher, Rudolph Alfred -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Kocher, Rudolph Alfred -- 009**
Rudolph Alfred Kocher June 4, 1942
BANC PIC 1964.063-NEG Kocher, Rudolph Alfred -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Kocher, Rudolph Alfred -- 010 June 4, 1942**
Rudolph Alfred Kocher BANC PIC 1964.063-NEG Kocher, Rudolph Alfred -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Kocher, Rudolph Alfred -- 011**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>011</td>
<td>Rudolph Alfred Kocher</td>
<td>June 3, 1942</td>
<td>Negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>012</td>
<td>Rudolph Alfred Kocher</td>
<td>June 3, 1942</td>
<td>Negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>014</td>
<td>Rudolph Alfred Kocher</td>
<td>September 29, 1946</td>
<td>Photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.75 x 3.75 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>016</td>
<td>Rudolph Alfred Kocher</td>
<td>September 29, 1946</td>
<td>Negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Finding Aid to the Johan Hagemeyer Photograph Collection, circa 1908-circa 1955

Rudolph Alfred Kocher September 29, 1946
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Kocher, Rudolph Alfred -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Kocher, Rudolph Alfred -- 017
Rudolph Alfred Kocher September 29, 1946
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Kocher, Rudolph Alfred -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Kocher, Rudolph Alfred -- 018
Rudolph Alfred Kocher September 29, 1946
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Kocher, Rudolph Alfred -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Kocher, Rudolph Alfred -- 019
Rudolph Alfred Kocher September 29, 1946
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Kocher, Rudolph Alfred -- 019
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Kocher, Rudolph Alfred -- 020
Rudolph Alfred Kocher September 29, 1946
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Kocher, Rudolph Alfred -- 020
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Kocher, Rudolph Alfred -- 021
Rudolph Alfred Kocher September 29, 1946
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Kocher, Rudolph Alfred -- 021
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Kocher, Rudolph Alfred

Rudolph Alfred Kocher September 29, 1946
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Kocher, Rudolph Alfred -- 022
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Kocher, Sybil

Sybil Kocher  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Kocher, Sybil -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Kolander, Katherine

Kathrine Kolander August 21, 1955  BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Kolander, Kathrine -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 7.25 x 5.5 in.

Kathrine Kolander August 21, 1955  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Kolander, Kathrine -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "8/21-’55".

Kathrine Kolander August 21, 1955  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Kolander, Kathrine -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Kathrine Kolander August 21, 1955  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Kolander, Kathrine -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Kolander, Kathrine -- 004
Kathrine Kolander August 21, 1955
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Kolander, Kathrine -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Kolander, Kathrine -- 005
Kathrine Kolander August 21, 1955
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Kolander, Kathrine -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Kolander, Kathrine -- 006
Kathrine Kolander August 21, 1955
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Kolander, Kathrine -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Kolander, Kathrine -- 007
Kathrine Kolander August 21, 1955
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Kolander, Kathrine -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Kolander, Kathrine -- 008
Kathrine Kolander August 21, 1955
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Kolander, Kathrine -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Kolander, Kathrine -- 009
Kosloff, Malania -- 005
Malania Kosloff July 3, 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Kosloff, Malania -- 005  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

Kosloff, Malania -- 006
ark:/13030/ft1m3nb181  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8 x 6.25 in.

Malania Kosloff July 3, 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Kosloff, Malania -- 006  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Kosloff, Malania -- 007
Malania Kosloff July 3, 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Kosloff, Malania -- 007  
ark:/13030/ft596nb456  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8 x 6.25 in.

Krasnov, Peter

Krasnov, Peter -- 001
Peter Krasnov 1930 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Krasnov, Peter -- 001  
ark:/13030/ft5n39p0c1  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.75 x 7.25 in.  
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: name spelled "Peter Krasnow" in hand of J.H.  
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Peter Krasnov 1930 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Krasnov, Peter -- 001  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Krasnov, Peter -- 002
Peter Krasnov 1930 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Krasnov, Peter -- 002  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

Kroph, Lina

Kroph, Lina -- 001
Kroph, Lina


Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9 x 7 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Lina Kroph March 28, 1935 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Kroph, Lina -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Kroph, Lina -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Kroph, Lina -- 003
Lina Kroph March 28, 1935 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Kroph, Lina -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Kroph, Lina -- 004
Lina Kroph March 28, 1935 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Kroph, Lina -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Kroph, Lina -- 005
Lina Kroph March 28, 1935 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Kroph, Lina -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Kroph, Lina -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Kroph, Lina -- 007
Lina Kroph March 28, 1935 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Kroph, Lina -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Kroph, Lina -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Kroph, Lina -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Kroph, Lina -- 010
Lina Kroph March 28, 1935 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Kroph, Lina -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Kroph, Lina -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Kroph, Lina -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: "6/14/68 J.K." on original negative.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Kroph, Lina -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Kroph, Lina -- 014
Lina Kroph March 28, 1935 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Kroph, Lina -- 014
ark:/13030/ft3779n93j
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Kroph, Lina -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy): safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Kroph, Lina -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy): safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lacey, Diane

Lacey, Diane -- 001
Diane Lacey August 2, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lacey, Diane -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lacey, Diane -- 002
Diane Lacey August 2, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lacey, Diane -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lacey, Diane -- 003
Diane Lacey August 2, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lacey, Diane -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lacey, Diane -- 004
Diane Lacey August 2, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lacey, Diane -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lacey, Diane -- 005
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lacey, Diane -- 005</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Diane Lacey August 2, 1944</strong> BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lacey, Diane -- 005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: Negative: retouched.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Note: No print available.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lacey, Diane -- 006</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Diane Lacey August 2, 1944</strong> BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lacey, Diane -- 006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: Negative: retouched.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Note: No print available.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lacey, Diane -- 007</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Diane Lacey August 2, 1944</strong> BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lacey, Diane -- 007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: Negative: retouched.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Note: No print available.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lacey, Diane -- 008</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Diane Lacey August 2, 1944</strong> BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lacey, Diane -- 008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: Negative: retouched.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Note: No print available.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lacey, Diane -- 009</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Diane Lacey August 2, 1944</strong> BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lacey, Diane -- 009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: Negative: retouched.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Note: No print available.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lachman, Dr. -- 001</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dr. Lachman October 21, 1943</strong> BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lachman, Dr. -- 001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: Negative: retouched.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Note: No print available.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Lachman, Mrs.

Lachman, Mrs. -- 001
Mrs. Lachman October 22, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lachman, Mrs. -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lachman, Mrs. -- 002
Mrs. Lachman October 22, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lachman, Mrs. -- 002  ark:/13030/ft967nb69t
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lachman, Mrs. -- 003
Mrs. Lachman October 22, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lachman, Mrs. -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lafkas, Nick

Lafkas, Nick -- 001
Nick Lafkas March 30, 1952 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Lafkas, Nick -- 001  ark:/13030/ft9k40101j
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.75 x 3.75 in.

Nick Lafkas March 30, 1952 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lafkas, Nick -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Lafkas, Nick -- 002
Nick Lafkas March 30, 1952 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Lafkas, Nick -- 002  ark:/13030/ft0n39n6tn
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.5 x 6.5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "1952, Berkeley".
Physical Description: Print: stamped.
Nick Lafkas March 30, 1952 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lafkas, Nick -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Lafkas, Nick -- 003
Nick Lafkas March 30, 1952 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Lafkas, Nick -- 003 ark:/13030/ft5q2nb47v
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 10 x 8 in.

Nick Lafkas March 30, 1952 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lafkas, Nick -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "3/52".
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Lafkas, Nick -- 004
Nick Lafkas March 30, 1952 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lafkas, Nick -- 004 ark:/13030/ft9n39p48n
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lafkas, Nick -- 005
Nick Lafkas March 30, 1952 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lafkas, Nick -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lafkas, Nick -- 006
Nick Lafkas March 30, 1952 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lafkas, Nick -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lafkas, Nick -- 007
Nick Lafkas March 30, 1952 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lafkas, Nick -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lafkas, Nick -- 008
**Nick Lafkas March 30, 1952** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lafkas, Nick -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Lafkas, Nick -- 009**
**Nick Lafkas March 30, 1952** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lafkas, Nick -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Lafkas, Nick -- 010**
**Nick Lafkas March 30, 1952** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lafkas, Nick -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Lafkas, Nick -- 011**
**Nick Lafkas March 30, 1952** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lafkas, Nick -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Lafkas, Nick -- 012**
**Nick Lafkas March 30, 1952** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lafkas, Nick -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Lafkas, Nick -- 013**
**Nick Lafkas March 30, 1952** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lafkas, Nick -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Lafkas, Nick -- 014**
**Nick Lafkas March 30, 1952** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lafkas, Nick -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Lafkas, Nick -- 015**
Niekras, Nick

**Lafkas, Nick -- 015**

**Nick Lafkas March 30, 1952** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lafkas, Nick -- 015

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

**Lafkas, Nick -- 016**

**Nick Lafkas March 30, 1952** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lafkas, Nick -- 016

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

**Lafkas, Nick -- 017**

**Nick Lafkas March 30, 1952** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lafkas, Nick -- 017

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

**Lafkas, Nick -- 018**

**Nick Lafkas March 30, 1952** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lafkas, Nick -- 018

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

**Lafkas, Nick -- 019**

**Nick Lafkas March 30, 1952** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lafkas, Nick -- 019

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

**Lafkas, Nick -- 020**

**Nick Lafkas March 30, 1952** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lafkas, Nick -- 020

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

Lahaderne, Henriette

**Lahaderne, Henriette -- 001**

**Henriette Lahaderne September 22, 1946** BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Lahaderne, Henriette -- 001

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.75 x 3.75 in.

Finding Aid to the Johan Hagemeyer Photograph Collection, circa 1908-circa 1955
Henriette Lahaderne September 22, 1946
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lahaderne, Henriette -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Lahaderne, Henriette -- 002
Henriette Lahaderne September 22, 1946
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Lahaderne, Henriette -- 002 ark:/13030/ft187004g9
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.

Henriette Lahaderne September 22, 1946
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lahaderne, Henriette -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Lahaderne, Henriette -- 003
Henriette Lahaderne September 22, 1946
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lahaderne, Henriette -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lahaderne, Henriette -- 004
Henriette Lahaderne September 22, 1946
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lahaderne, Henriette -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lahaderne, Henriette -- 005
Henriette Lahaderne September 22, 1946
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lahaderne, Henriette -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lahaderne, Henriette -- 006
Henriette Lahaderne September 22, 1946
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lahaderne, Henriette -- 006
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Henriette Lahaderne -- 007
Henriette Lahaderne September 22, 1946
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lahaderne, Henriette -- 007
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Henriette Lahaderne September 22, 1946
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lahaderne, Henriette -- 008
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Mannie [or Maurice?] Lapp
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lapp, Mannie [or Maurice?] -- 001
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Mannie [or Maurice?] -- 002
Mannie [or Maurice?] Lapp
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lapp, Mannie [or Maurice?] -- 002
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Mannie [or Maurice?] -- 003
Mannie [or Maurice?] Lapp
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lapp, Mannie [or Maurice?] -- 003
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.
Mannie [or Maurice?] Lapp
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lapp, Mannie [or Maurice?] -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lapp, Mannie [or Maurice?] -- 004
Mannie [or Maurice?] Lapp
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lapp, Mannie [or Maurice?] -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lapp, Mannie [or Maurice?] -- 005
Mannie [or Maurice?] Lapp
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lapp, Mannie [or Maurice?] -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lapp, Mannie [or Maurice?] -- 006
Mannie [or Maurice?] Lapp
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lapp, Mannie [or Maurice?] -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lapp, Mannie [or Maurice?] -- 007
Mannie [or Maurice?] Lapp
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lapp, Mannie [or Maurice?] -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lapp, Mannie [or Maurice?] -- 008
Mannie [or Maurice?] Lapp
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lapp, Mannie [or Maurice?] -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lavrano, Elaine

Lavrano, Elaine -- 001
Elaine Lavrano BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lavrano, Elaine -- 001

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lawrence, Ernest O.

Gaps in the following portrait number range probably indicate that The Bancroft Library Portrait File contains other portraits of this individual which were not taken by Johan Hagemeyer. For further explanation, see notes on "Arrangement, Subject Description and Portrait Numbering" in the present finding aid.

Lawrence, Ernest O. -- 003
Ernest O. Lawrence April 15, 1941
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lawrence, Ernest O. -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lawrence, Ernest O. -- 004
Ernest O. Lawrence April 15, 1941
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lawrence, Ernest O. -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lawrence, Ernest O. -- 005
Ernest O. Lawrence April 15, 1941
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lawrence, Ernest O. -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lawrence, Ernest O. -- 006
Ernest O. Lawrence April 15, 1941
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lawrence, Ernest O. -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lawrence, Ernest O. -- 007
Ernest O. Lawrence April 15, 1941
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lawrence, Ernest O. -- 007
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Lawrence, Ernest O. -- 008
  Ernest O. Lawrence April 15, 1941
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lawrence, Ernest O. -- 008
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Lawrence, Ernest O. -- 009
  Ernest O. Lawrence April 15, 1941
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lawrence, Ernest O. -- 009
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Lawrence, Ernest O. -- 010
  Ernest O. Lawrence April 15, 1941
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lawrence, Ernest O. -- 010
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Lawrence, Ernest O. -- 011
  Ernest O. Lawrence April 15, 1941
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lawrence, Ernest O. -- 011
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Lawrence, Ernest O. -- 012
  Ernest O. Lawrence April 15, 1941
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lawrence, Ernest O. -- 012
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Lawrence, Ernest O. -- 013
Ernest O. Lawrence April 15, 1941
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lawrence, Ernest O. -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ernest O. Lawrence April 15, 1941
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lawrence, Ernest O. -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ernest O. Lawrence April 15, 1941
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lawrence, Ernest O. -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ernest O. Lawrence April 15, 1941
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lawrence, Ernest O. -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ernest O. Lawrence April 15, 1941
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lawrence, Ernest O. -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ernest O. Lawrence April 15, 1941
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lawrence, Ernest O. -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Lawrence, Ernest O.

Ernest O. Lawrence April 15, 1941
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lawrence, Ernest O. -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Lawrence, James

James Lawrence June 27, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Lawrence, James -- 001
ark:/13030/ft0v19n7tf
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.75 x 7 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Jim Lawrence -- 1945".
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

James Lawrence June 27, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lawrence, James -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Leavell, Peter

Peter Leavell BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Leavell, Peter -- 001
ark:/13030/ft9m3nb6r5
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.5 x 7 in.

Peter Leavell BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Leavell, Peter -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Legge, Rene

Rene Legge August 9, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Legge, Rene -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Rene Legge August 9, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Legge, Rene
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Legge, Rene -- 003

Rene Legge August 9, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Legge, Rene -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Legge, Rene -- 004

Rene Legge August 9, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Legge, Rene -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Legge, Rene -- 005

Rene Legge August 9, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Legge, Rene -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Legge, Rene -- 006

Rene Legge August 9, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Legge, Rene -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Legge, Rene -- 007

Rene Legge August 9, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Legge, Rene -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Legge, Rene -- 008

Rene Legge August 9, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Legge, Rene -- 008
ark:/13030/fl5199p050
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Legge, Rene -- 009
Rene Legge Augsut 9, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Legge, Rene -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Legge, Rene -- 010
Rene Legge Augsut 9, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Legge, Rene -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Legge, Rene -- 011
Rene Legge Augsut 9, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Legge, Rene -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Legge, Rene -- 012
Rene Legge Augsut 9, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Legge, Rene -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Legge, Rene -- 013
Rene Legge Augsut 9, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Legge, Rene -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Legge, Rene -- 014
Rene Legge Augsut 9, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Legge, Rene -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "8/9-'56".
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Legge, Rene -- 015
Rene Legge Augsut 9, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Legge, Rene -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Legge, Rene -- 016
Rene Legge Augsut 9, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Legge, Rene -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Legge, Rene -- 017
Rene Legge Augsut 9, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Legge, Rene -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Legge, Rene -- 018
Rene Legge Augsut 9, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Legge, Rene -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lehman, Benjamin

Lehman, Benjamin -- 001
Benjamin Lehman June 22, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Lehman, Benjamin -- 001 ark:/13030/ft938nb695
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9 x 6.25 in.

Benjamin Lehman June 22, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lehman, Benjamin -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Lehman, Benjamin -- 002
Benjamin Lehman June 22, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Lehman, Benjamin -- 002 ark:/13030/ft8n39p2cx
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.75 x 6.75 in.
Benjamin Lehman June 22, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lehman, Benjamin -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Benjamin Lehman June 22, 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lehman, Benjamin -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Lehman, Benjamin -- 003
Benjamin Lehman May 8, 1937 BANC PIC 1964.063--B Lehman, Benjamin -- 003
ark:/13030/fi5k40070q
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9 x 7 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Benjamin Lehman -- author and prof. of English at U.C."
Physical Description: Print: stamped, mounted.

Benjamin Lehman May 8, 1937 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lehman, Benjamin -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Lehman, Benjamin -- 004
Benjamin Lehman May 8, 1937 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Lehman, Benjamin -- 004
ark:/13030/fi4q2nb3sb
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9 x 7.25 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Benjamin Lehman May 8, 1937 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lehman, Benjamin -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Lehman, Benjamin -- 005
Benjamin Lehman May 8, 1937 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lehman, Benjamin -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lehman, Benjamin -- 006
Benjamin Lehman May 8, 1937 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lehman, Benjamin -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lehman, Benjamin -- 007
Lehman, Benjamin

**Benjamin Lehman May 8, 1937** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lehman, Benjamin -- 007

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

**Lehman, Benjamin -- 008**

**Benjamin Lehman May 8, 1937** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lehman, Benjamin -- 008

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

**Lehman, Benjamin -- 009**

**Benjamin Lehman May 8, 1937** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lehman, Benjamin -- 009

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

**Lehman, Benjamin -- 010**

**Benjamin Lehman May 8, 1937** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lehman, Benjamin -- 010

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

**Lehman, Benjamin -- 011**

**Benjamin Lehman May 8, 1937** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lehman, Benjamin -- 011

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

**Lehman, Benjamin -- 012**

**Benjamin Lehman May 8, 1937** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lehman, Benjamin -- 012

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

**Lehman, Benjamin -- 013**

**Benjamin Lehman May 8, 1937** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lehman, Benjamin -- 013

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

**Lehman, Benjamin -- 014**
Lehman, Benjamin

Benjamin Lehman BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lehman, Benjamin -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lehman, Benjamin -- 015
Benjamin Lehman BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lehman, Benjamin -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lewis

Lewis October 5, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Lewis -- 001 ☞ ark:/13030/ft42900657
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.5 x 6.5 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Lewis October 5, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lewis -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Lewis, Gilbert Newton

Lewis, Gilbert Newton -- 001
Gilbert Newton Lewis March 12, 1941
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Lewis, Gilbert Newton -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.

Gilbert Newton Lewis March 12, 1941
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lewis, Gilbert Newton -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Lewis, Gilbert Newton -- 002
Gilbert Newton Lewis March 12, 1941
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Lewis, Gilbert Newton -- 002 ☞ ark:/13030/ft2870057g
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9 x 7.25 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Gilbert Lewis, chemist".
Physical Description: Print: stamped.
Gilbert Newton Lewis March 12, 1941
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lewis, Gilbert Newton -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Lewis, Gilbert Newton -- 003
Gilbert Newton Lewis April 6, 1926
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Lewis, Gilbert Newton -- 003  ark:/13030/ft5d5nb3p4
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.5 x 7.25 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Gilbert Newton Lewis April 6, 1926
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lewis, Gilbert Newton -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Lewis, Gilbert Newton -- 004
Gilbert Newton Lewis April 6, 1926
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lewis, Gilbert Newton -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lewis, Gilbert Newton -- 005
Gilbert Newton Lewis April 6, 1926
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lewis, Gilbert Newton -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lewis, Gilbert Newton -- 006
Gilbert Newton Lewis April 6, 1926
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lewis, Gilbert Newton -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (minor).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lewis, Gilbert Newton -- 007
Lewis, Gilbert Newton

Gilbert Newton Lewis April 6, 1926
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lewis, Gilbert Newton -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lewis, Gilbert Newton -- 008
Gilbert Newton Lewis April 6, 1926
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lewis, Gilbert Newton -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lewis, Gilbert Newton -- 009
Gilbert Newton Lewis March 12, 1941
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lewis, Gilbert Newton -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lewis, Gilbert Newton -- 010
Gilbert Newton Lewis March 12, 1941
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lewis, Gilbert Newton -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lewis, Gilbert Newton -- 011
Gilbert Newton Lewis March 12, 1941
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lewis, Gilbert Newton -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lewis, Gilbert Newton -- 012
Gilbert Newton Lewis March 12, 1941
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lewis, Gilbert Newton -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Lewis, Gilbert Newton -- 013
Gilbert Newton Lewis March 12, 1941
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lewis, Gilbert Newton -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lewis, Gilbert Newton -- 014
Gilbert Newton Lewis March 12, 1941
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lewis, Gilbert Newton -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lewis, Gilbert Newton -- 015
Gilbert Newton Lewis March 12, 1941
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lewis, Gilbert Newton -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lewis, Gilbert Newton -- 017
Gilbert Newton Lewis April 6, 1926
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lewis, Gilbert Newton -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: 4 copies available. No print available.

Lewis, Gilbert Newton -- 020
Gilbert Newton Lewis April 6, 1926
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lewis, Gilbert Newton -- 020
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lewis, Gilbert Newton -- 021
Lewis, Gilbert Newton

Gilbert Newton Lewis March 12, 1941
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lewis, Gilbert Newton -- 021

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lewis, Gilbert Newton -- 022
Gilbert Newton Lewis April 6, 1926
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lewis, Gilbert Newton -- 022

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lewis, Gladdwyd

Lewis, Gladdwyd -- 001
Gladdwyd Lewis January 16, 1936 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Lewis, Gladdwyd -- 001

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.

Gladdwyd Lewis January 16, 1936 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lewis, Gladdwyd -- 001

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Lewis, Gladdwyd -- 002
Gladdwyd Lewis January 16, 1936 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Lewis, Gladdwyd -- 002

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.25 x 6.25 in.

Gladdwyd Lewis January 16, 1936 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lewis, Gladdwyd -- 002

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Lewis, Gladdwyd -- 003
Gladdwyd Lewis January 16, 1936 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lewis, Gladdwyd -- 003

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lewis, Gladdwyd -- 004
Lewis, Gladdwyd

Gladdwyd Lewis January 16, 1936 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lewis, Gladdwyd -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lewis, Gladdwyd -- 005
Gladdwyd Lewis January 16, 1936 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lewis, Gladdwyd -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lewis, Gladdwyd -- 006
Gladdwyd Lewis January 16, 1936 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lewis, Gladdwyd -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lewis, Gladdwyd -- 007
Gladdwyd Lewis January 16, 1936 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lewis, Gladdwyd -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lewis, Gladdwyd -- 008
Gladdwyd Lewis January 16, 1936 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lewis, Gladdwyd -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lewis, Gladdwyd -- 009
Gladdwyd Lewis January 16, 1936 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lewis, Gladdwyd -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lewis, Gladdwyd -- 010
Lewis, Gladdwyd -- 010

Gladdwyd Lewis January 16, 1936  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lewis, Gladdwyd -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lewis, Gladdwyd -- 011

Gladdwyd Lewis January 16, 1936  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lewis, Gladdwyd -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lewis, Gladdwyd -- 012

Gladdwyd Lewis January 16, 1936  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lewis, Gladdwyd -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lewis, Mrs. Gilbert

Lewis, Mary -- 001

Mary Lewis September 8, 1949  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lewis, Mary -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lewis, Mary -- 002

Mary Lewis September 8, 1949  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lewis, Mary -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lewis, Mary -- 003

Mary Lewis September 8, 1949  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lewis, Mary -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lewis, Mary -- 004
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lewis, Mary -- 004</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mary Lewis September 8, 1949</strong> BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lewis, Mary -- 004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: Negative: retouched.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Note: No print available.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lewis, Mary -- 005</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mary Lewis September 8, 1949</strong> BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lewis, Mary -- 005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: Negative: retouched.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Note: No print available.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lewis, Mary -- 006</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mary Lewis September 8, 1949</strong> BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lewis, Mary -- 006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: Negative: retouched.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Note: No print available.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lewis, Mary -- 007</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mary Lewis September 8, 1949</strong> BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lewis, Mary -- 007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: Negative: retouched.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Note: No print available.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lewis, Mary -- 008</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mary Lewis September 8, 1949</strong> BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lewis, Mary -- 008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: Negative: retouched.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Note: No print available.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lewis, Mary -- 009</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mary Lewis September 8, 1949</strong> BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lewis, Mary -- 009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: Negative: retouched.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Note: No print available.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Lewis, Mary -- 010 |
Mary Lewis September 8, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lewis, Mary -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lewis, Mary -- 011
Mary Lewis September 8, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lewis, Mary -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lewis, Mary -- 012
Mary Lewis September 8, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lewis, Mary -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lewis, Mary -- 013
Mary Lewis September 8, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lewis, Mary -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lewis, Mary -- 014
Mary Lewis September 8, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lewis, Mary -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lewis, Mary -- 015
Mary Lewis September 8, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lewis, Mary -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lewis, Mary -- 016
Mary Lewis September 8, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lewis, Mary -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lewis, Mary -- 017
Mary Lewis September 8, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lewis, Mary -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lewis, Mary -- 018
Mary Lewis September 8, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lewis, Mary -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lewis, Mary -- 019
Mary Lewis September 8, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lewis, Mary -- 019
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lewis, Mary -- 020
Mary Lewis September 8, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lewis, Mary -- 020
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lewis, Mary -- 021
Mary Lewis September 8, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lewis, Mary -- 021
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lewis, Mary -- 022
Mary Lewis September 8, 1949

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Lewis, Mary -- 022

Ark:/13030/ft987009sv
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 7 x 5 in.

Mary Lewis BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lewis, Mary -- 023
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Lewis, Mary -- 023

Ark:/13030/ft0489n6m8
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 7.25 x 6 in.

Mary Lewis BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lewis, Mary -- 024
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Lewis, Mary -- 024

Mary Lewis September 8, 1949
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 7.5 x 6 in.

Mary Lewis BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lewis, Mary -- 025
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Lewis, Mary -- 025

Mary Lewis September 8, 1949
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Mary Lewis BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lewis, Mary -- 026
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 7.5 x 6 in.

Mary Lewis September 8, 1949
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Lewis, Mary -- 026

Mary Lewis September 8, 1949
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lewis, Mary -- 026

Mary Lewis September 8, 1949
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 7 x 5 in.

Mary Lewis BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lewis, Mary -- 027
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lewis, Mary -- 027
Lewis, Peter

**Lewis, Peter -- 001**

Peter Lewis August 30, 1938  
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Lewis, Peter -- 001  
ark:/13030/ft896nb611

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.75 x 6.75 in.

**Peter Lewis August 30, 1938**  
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lewis, Peter -- 001

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Lial, Margaret

**Lial, Margaret -- 001**

Margaret Lial March 3, 1939  
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Lial, Margaret -- 001  
ark:/13030/ft3f59n8xs

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.  
Physical Description: Print: contact print.

**Lial, Margaret -- 002**

Margaret Lial March 3, 1939  
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Lial, Margaret -- 002  
ark:/13030/ft0489n6ns

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.5 x 6.5 in.  
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

**Margaret Lial March 3, 1939**  
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lial, Margaret -- 002

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

**Lial, Margaret -- 003**

Margaret Lial March 3, 1939  
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Lial, Margaret -- 003  
ark:/13030/ft2p3005n9

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.25 x 7 in.

**Margaret Lial March 3, 1939**  
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lial, Margaret -- 003

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

**Lial, Margaret -- 004**
Margaret Lial March 3, 1939 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lial, Margaret -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Margaret Lial March 3, 1939 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lial, Margaret -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Margaret Lial March 3, 1939 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lial, Margaret -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Margaret Lial March 3, 1939 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lial, Margaret -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. Limburg 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Limburg, Mrs. -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. Limburg 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Limburg, Mrs. -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Finding Aid to the Johan Hagemeyer Photograph Collection, circa 1908-circa 1955
Mrs. Limburg 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Limburg, Mrs. -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Limburg, Mrs. -- 004
Mrs. Limburg 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Limburg, Mrs. -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Limburg, Mrs. -- 005
Mrs. Limburg 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Limburg, Mrs. -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Limburg, Mrs. -- 006
Mrs. Limburg 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Limburg, Mrs. -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Limburg, Mrs. -- 007
Mrs. Limburg 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Limburg, Mrs. -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Limburg, Mrs. -- 008
Mrs. Limburg 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Limburg, Mrs. -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Limburg, Mrs. -- 009
Mrs. Limburg 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Limburg, Mrs. -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Limburg, Mrs. -- 010
Mrs. Limburg 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Limburg, Mrs. -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Limburg, Mrs. -- 011
Mrs. Limburg 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Limburg, Mrs. -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Limburg, Mrs. -- 012
Mrs. Limburg 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Limburg, Mrs. -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Limburg, Mrs. -- 013
Mrs. Limburg 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Limburg, Mrs. -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Limburg, Mrs. -- 014
Mrs. Limburg 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Limburg, Mrs. -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Limburg, Mrs. -- 015
Mrs. Limburg 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Limburg, Mrs. -- 015

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "10/13-'53".
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Limburg, Mrs. -- 016
Mrs. Limburg 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Limburg, Mrs. -- 016

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Limburg, Mrs. -- 017
Mrs. Limburg 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Limburg, Mrs. -- 017

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Limburg, Mrs. -- 018
Mrs. Limburg 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Limburg, Mrs. -- 018

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Limburg, Mrs. -- 019
Mrs. Limburg 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Limburg, Mrs. -- 019

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Limburg, Mrs. -- 020
Mrs. Limburg 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Limburg, Mrs. -- 020

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Limburg, Mrs. -- 021
Mrs. Limburg 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Limburg, Mrs. -- 021
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Limburg, Mrs. -- 022
Mrs. Limburg 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Limburg, Mrs. -- 022
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Limburg, Mrs. -- 023
Mrs. Limburg 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Limburg, Mrs. -- 023
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Limburg, Mrs. -- 024
Mrs. Limburg 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Limburg, Mrs. -- 024
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Limburg, Mrs. -- 025
Mrs. Limburg 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Limburg, Mrs. -- 025
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Limburg, Mrs. -- 026
Mrs. Limburg 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Limburg, Mrs. -- 026
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Limburg, Mrs. -- 027
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Limburg, Mrs. -- 027</th>
<th>Mrs. Limburg 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Limburg, Mrs. -- 027</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector:</td>
<td>Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description:</td>
<td>1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Note</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Note:</td>
<td>No print available.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Limburg, Mrs. -- 028</th>
<th>Mrs. Limburg 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Limburg, Mrs. -- 028</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector:</td>
<td>Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description:</td>
<td>1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Note</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Note:</td>
<td>No print available.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Limburg, Mrs. -- 029</th>
<th>Mrs. Limburg 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Limburg, Mrs. -- 029</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector:</td>
<td>Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description:</td>
<td>1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Note</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Note:</td>
<td>No print available.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Limburg, Mrs. -- 030</th>
<th>Mrs. Limburg 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Limburg, Mrs. -- 030</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector:</td>
<td>Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description:</td>
<td>1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Note</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Note:</td>
<td>No print available.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Limburg, Mrs. -- 031</th>
<th>Mrs. Limburg 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Limburg, Mrs. -- 031</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector:</td>
<td>Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description:</td>
<td>1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marks and Inscriptions:</td>
<td>&quot;8/1-54&quot;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description:</td>
<td>Negative: retouched.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Note</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Note:</td>
<td>No print available.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Limburg, Mrs. -- 032</th>
<th>Mrs. Limburg 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Limburg, Mrs. -- 032</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector:</td>
<td>Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description:</td>
<td>1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description:</td>
<td>Negative: retouched.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Note</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Note:</td>
<td>No print available.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Limburg, Mrs. -- 033</th>
<th>Mrs. Limburg 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Limburg, Mrs. -- 033</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Note</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Note:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Mrs. Limburg 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Limburg, Mrs. -- 033
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Limburg, Mrs. -- 034
Mrs. Limburg 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Limburg, Mrs. -- 034
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Limburg, Mrs. -- 035
Mrs. Limburg 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Limburg, Mrs. -- 035
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Limburg, Mrs. -- 036
Mrs. Limburg 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Limburg, Mrs. -- 036
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Limburg, Mrs. -- 037
Mrs. Limburg 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Limburg, Mrs. -- 037
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Limburg, Mrs. -- 038
Mrs. Limburg 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Limburg, Mrs. -- 038
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lion, Mrs.

Lion, Mrs. -- 001
Mrs. Lion November 23, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lion, Mrs. -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lion, Mrs. -- 002
Mrs. Lion November 23, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lion, Mrs. -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lion, Mrs. -- 003
Mrs. Lion November 23, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lion, Mrs. -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lion, Martin

Lion, Martin -- 001
Martin Lion August 17, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lion, Martin -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lion, Martin -- 002
Martin Lion August 17, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lion, Martin -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lion, Martin -- 003
Martin Lion August 17, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lion, Martin -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lion, Martin -- 004
Finding Aid to the Johan Hagemeyer Photograph Collection, circa 1908-circa 1955

Martin Lion

**Martin Lion August 17, 1945** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lion, Martin -- 004

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

Lion, Martin -- 005

**Martin Lion August 17, 1945** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lion, Martin -- 005

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

Lion, Martin -- 006

**Martin Lion August 17, 1945** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lion, Martin -- 006

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

Lion, Paul

Lion, Paul -- 001

**Paul Lion August 18, 1945** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lion, Paul -- 001

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

Lion, Paul -- 002

**Paul Lion August 18, 1945** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lion, Paul -- 002

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

Lion, Paul -- 003

**Paul Lion August 18, 1945** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lion, Paul -- 003

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.
Paul Lion August 18, 1945  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lion, Paul -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lion, Paul -- 005
Paul Lion August 18, 1945  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lion, Paul -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Lion, Paul -- 006
Paul Lion August 18, 1945  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lion, Paul -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lion, Paul -- 007
Paul Lion August 18, 1945  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lion, Paul -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lipman, Charles B.

Lipman, Charles B. -- 001
Charles B. Lipman June 12, 1939  BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Lipman, Charles B. -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.25 x 7.5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Dean Charles Lipman, 1939".
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Charles B. Lipman June 12, 1939  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lipman, Charles B. -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Lipman, Charles B. -- 002
Charles B. Lipman June 12, 1939  BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Lipman, Charles B. -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.5 x 7.75 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Dean Chas. B. Lipman".
Physical Description: Print: stamped.
Charles B. Lipman June 12, 1939  
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lipman, Charles B. -- 002  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Lipman, Charles B. -- 003  
Charles B. Lipman June 12, 1939  
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lipman, Charles B. -- 003  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

Lipman, Charles B. -- 004  
Charles B. Lipman June 12, 1939  
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lipman, Charles B. -- 004  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

Lipman, Charles B. -- 005  
Charles B. Lipman June 12, 1939  
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lipman, Charles B. -- 005  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

Lipman, Charles B. -- 006  
Charles B. Lipman June 12, 1939  
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lipman, Charles B. -- 006  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

Little, Helen Mead

Little, Helen Mead -- 001  
Helen Mead Little July 17, 1940  
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Little, Helen Mead -- 001  
ark://13030/fl5k400717  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

Little, Helen Mead -- 002
Helen Mead Little July 17, 1940 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Little, Helen Mead -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lloyd, Miss A.E. [Alma Estelle]

Lloyd, Miss A.E. [Alma Estelle] -- 001
Lloyd, Miss A.E. [Alma Estelle] May 27, 1943
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lloyd, Miss A.E. [Alma Estelle] -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lloyd, Miss A.E. [Alma Estelle] -- 002
Lloyd, Miss A.E. [Alma Estelle] May 27, 1943
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lloyd, Miss A.E. [Alma Estelle] -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lloyd, Miss A.E. [Alma Estelle] -- 003
Lloyd, Miss A.E. [Alma Estelle] May 27, 1943
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lloyd, Miss A.E. [Alma Estelle] -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lloyd, Miss A.E. [Alma Estelle] -- 004
Lloyd, Miss A.E. [Alma Estelle] May 27, 1943
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lloyd, Miss A.E. [Alma Estelle] -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lobel, Mrs. Maurice [or Mrs. Lyle R. Lobel?]

Lobel, Mrs. M. [or Mrs. Lyle R. Lobel?] -- 001
Mrs. M. Lobel [or Mrs. Lyle R. Lobel?] July 23, 1943
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Lobel, Mrs. M. [or Mrs. Lyle R. Lobel?] -- 001
ark:/13030/ft0c60037j
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.5 x 6.5 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Mrs. M. Lobel [or Mrs. Lyle R. Lobel?] July 23, 1943
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lobel, Mrs. M. [or Mrs. Lyle R. Lobel?] -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Loeb, Charlotte

Loeb, Charlotte -- 001
Charlotte Loeb March 20, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Loeb, Charlotte -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Loeb, Charlotte -- 002
Charlotte Loeb March 20, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Loeb, Charlotte -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Loeb, Charlotte -- 003
Loeb, Charlotte -- 003
Charlotte Loeb March 20, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Loeb, Charlotte -- 003 ark:/13030/ft8779p2dt
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Loeb, Charlotte -- 004
Charlotte Loeb March 20, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Loeb, Charlotte -- 004 ark:/13030/ft1k400443
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Loeb, Charlotte -- 005
Charlotte Loeb March 20, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Loeb, Charlotte -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Loeb, Charlotte -- 006
Charlotte Loeb March 20, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Loeb, Charlotte -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Loeb, Charlotte -- 007
Charlotte Loeb March 20, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Loeb, Charlotte -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Loeb, Charlotte -- 008
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Charlotte Loeb March 20, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Loeb, Charlotte -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Loeb, Charlotte -- 009
Charlotte Loeb March 20, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Loeb, Charlotte -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Loeb, Jaqueline

Loeb, Jaqueline -- 001
Jaqueline Loeb November 6, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Loeb, Jaqueline -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Loeb, Jaqueline -- 002
Jaqueline Loeb November 6, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Loeb, Jaqueline -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Loeb, Jaqueline -- 003
Jaqueline Loeb November 6, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Loeb, Jaqueline -- 003 ark:/13030/ft6r29p1m3
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 7.75 x 6 in.

Jaqueline Loeb November 6, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Loeb, Jaqueline -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (minor).

Loeb, Laura

Loeb, Laura -- 001
Laura Loeb BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Loeb, Laura -- 001 ark:/13030/ft2x0nb1q1
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Loeb, Laura -- 002
Laura Loeb  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG  Loeb, Laura -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Loeb, Leonard

Loeb, Leonard -- 001
Leonard Loeb March 20, 1944  BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC  Loeb, Leonard -- 001
ark:/13030/ft4h4nb2cb
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print: gelatin silver; 4.5 x 3.75 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Leonard Loeb, physicist, U.C. '44".
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Leonard Loeb March 20, 1944  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG  Loeb, Leonard -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Loeb, Leonard -- 002
Leonard Loeb March 20, 1944  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG  Loeb, Leonard -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Loeb, Leonard -- 003
Leonard Loeb March 20, 1944  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG  Loeb, Leonard -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Loeb, Leonard -- 004
Leonard Loeb March 20, 1944  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG  Loeb, Leonard -- 004
ark:/13030/ft6m3nb4kp
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Loeb, Leonard -- 005
Leonard Loeb March 20, 1944  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG  Loeb, Leonard -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Loeb, Leonard -- 006
Leonard Loeb March 20, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Loeb, Leonard -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Loeb, Leonard -- 007
Leonard Loeb March 20, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Loeb, Leonard -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Loeb, Leonard -- 008
Leonard Loeb March 20, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Loeb, Leonard -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Loeb, Leonard -- 009
Leonard Loeb March 20, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Loeb, Leonard -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Loeb, Leonard -- 010
Leonard Loeb BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Loeb, Leonard -- 010 ark:/13030/ft3s2005xd
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Loeb, Leonard -- 011
Leonard Loeb BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Loeb, Leonard -- 011 ark:/13030/ft1z09n7vx
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Loeb, Leonard [infant]

Loeb, Leonard [infant] -- 001
Leonard Loeb [infant] August 4, 1931
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Loeb, Leonard [infant] -- 001
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Loeb, Leonard [infant] -- 002
Leonard Loeb [infant] August 4, 1931
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Loeb, Leonard [infant] -- 003
Leonard Loeb [infant] August 4, 1931
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Loeb, Leonard [infant] -- 003
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor), retouched.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Loeb, Leonard [infant] -- 004
Leonard Loeb [infant] August 4, 1931
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Loeb, Leonard [infant] -- 004
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Loeb, Valerie

Loeb, Valerie -- 001
Valerie Loeb June 12, 1955 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Loeb, Valerie -- 001
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "6/12-'55".
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Loeb, Valerie -- 002
Loeb, Valerie -- 002
Loeb, Valerie June 12, 1955 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Loeb, Valerie -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Loeb, Valerie -- 003
Loeb, Valerie June 12, 1955 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Loeb, Valerie -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Loeb, Valerie -- 004
Loeb, Valerie June 12, 1955 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Loeb, Valerie -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Loeb, Valerie -- 005
Loeb, Valerie June 12, 1955 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Loeb, Valerie -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Loeb, Valerie -- 006
Loeb, Valerie June 12, 1955 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Loeb, Valerie -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Loeb, Valerie -- 007
Loeb, Valerie June 12, 1955 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Loeb, Valerie -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Loeb, Valerie -- 008
Loeb, Valerie June 12, 1955 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Loeb, Valerie -- 008 ark:/13030/ft0x0nb0b7
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Loeb, Valerie -- 009
Valerie Loeb June 12, 1955 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Loeb, Valerie -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Loeb, Valerie -- 010
Valerie Loeb June 12, 1955 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Loeb, Valerie -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Loeb, Valerie -- 011
Valerie Loeb June 12, 1955 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Loeb, Valerie -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Loeb, Valerie -- 012
Valerie Loeb June 12, 1955 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Loeb, Valerie -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Loeb, Valerie -- 013
Valerie Loeb June 12, 1955 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Loeb, Valerie -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Loeb, Valerie -- 014
Valerie Loeb June 12, 1955 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Loeb, Valerie -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Loeb, Valerie -- 015
Valerie Loeb June 12, 1955 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Loeb, Valerie -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Loeb, Valerie -- 016
Loeb, Valerie

**Valerie Loeb June 12, 1955** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Loeb, Valerie -- 016

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lombardi, D.E.

**Lombardi, D.E. -- 001**


Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Lombardi, D.E. -- 002**


Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lombardi, Edith

**Lombardi, Edith -- 001**

**Edith Lombardi August 14, 1932** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lombardi, Edith -- 001

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Lombardi, Edith -- 002**

**Edith Lombardi August 14, 1932** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lombardi, Edith -- 002

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major), retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Lombardi, Edith -- 003**
Edith Lombardi August 14, 1932
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lombardi, Edith -- 004
Edith Lombardi August 14, 1932
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lombardi, Edith -- 005
Edith Lombardi August 14, 1932
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lombardi, Edith -- 006
Edith Lombardi August 14, 1932
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lombardi, Oliver

Lombardi, Oliver -- 001
Oliver Lombardi May 22, 1937
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lombardi, Oliver -- 002
Oliver Lombardi May 22, 1937
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Lombardi, Oliver -- 003
Oliver Lombardi May 22, 1937 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lombardi, Oliver -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Loud, Mr. Oliver

Loud, Mr. Oliver -- 001
Mr. Oliver Loud October 2, 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Loud, Mr. Oliver -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Loud, Mr. Oliver -- 002
Mr. Oliver Loud October 2, 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Loud, Mr. Oliver -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Loud, Mr. Oliver -- 003
Mr. Oliver Loud October 2, 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Loud, Mr. Oliver -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Loud, Mr. Oliver -- 004
Mr. Oliver Loud October 2, 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Loud, Mr. Oliver -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Loud, Mr. Oliver -- 005
Mr. Oliver Loud October 2, 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Loud, Mr. Oliver -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Loud, Mr. Oliver -- 006
Loud, Mr. Oliver

Mr. Oliver Loud October 2, 1954
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Loud, Mr. Oliver -- 007
Mr. Oliver Loud October 2, 1954
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Loud, Mr. Oliver -- 008
Mr. Oliver Loud October 2, 1954
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Loud, Mr. Oliver -- 009
Mr. Oliver Loud October 2, 1954
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Loud, Mr. Oliver -- 010
Mr. Oliver Loud October 2, 1954
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Loud, Mr. Oliver -- 011
Mr. Oliver Loud October 2, 1954
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Loud, Mr. Oliver -- 012
Loud, Mr. Oliver

Mr. Oliver Loud October 2, 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Loud, Mr. Oliver -- 012

ark:/13030/ft3v19n9hp

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Loud, Mr. Oliver -- 013

Mr. Oliver Loud October 2, 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Loud, Mr. Oliver -- 013

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Pen streak in upper right area on base side.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Loud, Mr. Oliver -- 014

Mr. Oliver Loud October 2, 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Loud, Mr. Oliver -- 014

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Loud, Mr. Oliver -- 015

Mr. Oliver Loud October 2, 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Loud, Mr. Oliver -- 015

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "10/2-'54".
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Loud, Mr. Oliver -- 016

Mr. Oliver Loud October 2, 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Loud, Mr. Oliver -- 016

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Loud, Mr. Oliver -- 018

Mr. Oliver Loud October 2, 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Loud, Mr. Oliver -- 018

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Loud, Mr. Oliver -- 019
Loud, Mr. Oliver

Mr. Oliver Loud October 2, 1954
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Loud, Mr. Oliver -- 019

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Loud, Catherine Mac Lean

Loud, Catherine Mac Lean -- 001
Catherine Mac Lean Loud September 15, 1954
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Loud, Catherine Mac Lean -- 001

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Loud, Catherine Mac Lean -- 002
Catherine Mac Lean Loud September 15, 1954
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Loud, Catherine Mac Lean -- 002

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Loud, Catherine Mac Lean -- 003
Catherine Mac Lean Loud September 15, 1954
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Loud, Catherine Mac Lean -- 003

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Loud, Catherine Mac Lean -- 004
Catherine Mac Lean Loud September 15, 1954
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Loud, Catherine Mac Lean -- 004

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Loud, Catherine Mac Lean -- 005
Loud, Catherine Mac Lean

Catherine Mac Lean Loud September 15, 1954
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Loud, Catherine Mac Lean -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Loud, Catherine Mac Lean -- 006
Catherine Mac Lean Loud September 15, 1954
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Loud, Catherine Mac Lean -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Loud, Catherine Mac Lean -- 007
Catherine Mac Lean Loud September 15, 1954
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Loud, Catherine Mac Lean -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "9/15-'54".
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Loud, Catherine Mac Lean -- 008
Catherine Mac Lean Loud September 15, 1954
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Loud, Catherine Mac Lean -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Loud, Catherine Mac Lean -- 009
Catherine Mac Lean Loud September 15, 1954
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Loud, Catherine Mac Lean -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Loud, Catherine Mac Lean -- 010
Loud, Catherine Mac Lean

Catherine Mac Lean Loud September 15, 1954
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Loud, Catherine Mac Lean -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Loud, Catherine Mac Lean -- 011
Catherine Mac Lean Loud September 15, 1954
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Loud, Catherine Mac Lean -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Loud, Catherine Mac Lean -- 012
Catherine Mac Lean Loud September 15, 1954
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Loud, Catherine Mac Lean -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Loud, Catherine Mac Lean -- 013
Catherine Mac Lean Loud September 15, 1954
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Loud, Catherine Mac Lean -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Loud, Catherine Mac Lean -- 014
Catherine Mac Lean Loud September 15, 1954
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Loud, Catherine Mac Lean -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Loud, Catherine Mac Lean -- 015
Catherine Mac Lean Loud September 15, 1954
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Loud, Catherine Mac Lean -- 015 ark:/13030/ft7f59p1pg
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Loud, Catherine Mac Lean -- 016
Catherine Mac Lean Loud September 15, 1954
BANC PIC 1964.063–NEG Loud, Catherine Mac Lean -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Louderback, George D.

Louderback, George D. -- 001
George D. Louderback October 27, 1938
BANC PIC 1964.063–NEG Louderback, George D. -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Louderback, George D. -- 002
George D. Louderback October 27, 1938
BANC PIC 1964.063–NEG Louderback, George D. -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Louderback, George D. -- 003
George D. Louderback October 27, 1938
BANC PIC 1964.063–NEG Louderback, George D. -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Louderback, George D. -- 004
George D. Louderback October 27, 1938
BANC PIC 1964.063–NEG Louderback, George D. -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Louderback, George D. -- 005
George D. Louderback October 27, 1938
BANC PIC 1964.063–NEG Louderback, George D. -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
George D. Louderback October 27, 1938  
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Louderback, George D. -- 012  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.

Louderback, George D. -- 013  
George D. Louderback October 27, 1938  
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Louderback, George D. -- 013  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.25 x 7.25 in.  
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Dean George D. Louderback, '38". 
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

George D. Louderback October 27, 1938  
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Louderback, George D. -- 013  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Louderback, George D. -- 014  
George Louderback October 27, 1938  
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Louderback, George D. -- 014  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.  
Marks and Inscriptions: [TBL incorrectly identified and labelled neg as "Loud, Mr. -- 17"].

Low, Mr. L. R.

Low, Mr. L. R. -- 001  
Mr. L. R. Low August 21, 1945  
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Low, Mr. L. R. -- 001  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

Low, Mr. L.R. -- 002  
Mr. Low August 21, 1945  
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Low, Mr. -- 002  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 10 x 8 in.

Mr. L. R. Low August 21, 1945  
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Low, Mr. L. R. -- 002  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Luhan, Mabel Dodge

Content/Description
Gaps in the following portrait number range probably indicate that The Bancroft Library Portrait File contains other portraits of this individual which were not taken by Johan Hagemeyer. For further explanation, see notes on "Arrangement, Subject Description and Portrait Numbering" in the present finding aid.

Luhan, Mabel Dodge -- 010
Mable Dodge Luhan December 10, 1932
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Luhan, Mabel Dodge -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.5 x 7 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Mable Dodge Luhan December 10, 1932
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Luhan, Mabel Dodge -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Lynn, Elizabeth

Lynn, Elizabeth -- 001
Elizabeth Lynn November 26, 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--B Lynn, Elizabeth -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.75 x 7.5 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped, mounted.

Elizabeth Lynn November 26, 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lynn, Elizabeth -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Lynn, Elizabeth -- 002
Elizabeth Lynn November 26, 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Lynn, Elizabeth -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.5 x 3.5 in.

Elizabeth Lynn November 26, 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lynn, Elizabeth -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Lynn, Elizabeth -- 003
Elizabeth Lynn November 26, 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Lynn, Elizabeth -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.75 x 7 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.
Lynn, Elizabeth

Elizabeth Lynn November 26, 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063-NEG Lynn, Elizabeth -- 003

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Lynn, Elizabeth -- 004
Elizabeth Lynn November 26, 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063-NEG Lynn, Elizabeth -- 004

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lynn, Elizabeth -- 005
Elizabeth Lynn November 26, 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063-NEG Lynn, Elizabeth -- 005

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major), retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lynn, Elizabeth -- 006
Elizabeth Lynn November 26, 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063-NEG Lynn, Elizabeth -- 006

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lynn, Elizabeth -- 007
Elizabeth Lynn November 26, 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063-NEG Lynn, Elizabeth -- 007

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lynn, Elizabeth -- 008
Elizabeth Lynn November 26, 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063-NEG Lynn, Elizabeth -- 008

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lynn, Elizabeth -- 009
Elizabeth Lynn November 26, 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lynn, Elizabeth -- 009
ark:/13030/ft7p30086k
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lynn, Elizabeth -- 010

Elizabeth Lynn November 26, 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lynn, Elizabeth -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lynn, Elizabeth -- 011

Elizabeth Lynn November 26, 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lynn, Elizabeth -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lynn, Elizabeth -- 012

Elizabeth Lynn November 26, 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lynn, Elizabeth -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lynn, Elizabeth -- 013

Elizabeth Lynn November 26, 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lynn, Elizabeth -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lynn, Elizabeth -- 014

Elizabeth Lynn November 26, 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lynn, Elizabeth -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lynn, Elizabeth -- 015
Elizabeth Lynn November 26, 1934  
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lynn, Elizabeth -- 015  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

Lynn, Elizabeth -- 016  
Elizabeth Lynn November 26, 1934  
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lynn, Elizabeth -- 016  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

Lynn, Elizabeth -- 017  
Elizabeth Lynn November 26, 1934  
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Lynn, Elizabeth -- 017  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

McAndrew, Lt. John

McAndrew, Lt. John -- 001  
Lt. John McAndrew February 21, 1944  
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG McAndrew, Lt. John -- 001  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

McAndrew, Lt. John -- 002  
Lt. John McAndrew February 21, 1944  
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG McAndrew, Lt. John -- 002

McCloud, Mrs.

McCloud, Mrs. -- 001
Mrs. McCloud August 11, 1944  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG
McCloud, Mrs. -- 001

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. McCloud August 11, 1944  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG
McCloud, Mrs. -- 002

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. McCloud August 11, 1944  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG
McCloud, Mrs. -- 003

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Paul McCoole August 29, 1939  BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC
McCoole, Paul -- 001

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.5 x 3.75 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Paul McCoole, pianist".
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Paul McCoole August 29, 1939  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG
McCoole, Paul -- 002

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Paul McCoole August 29, 1939  BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC
McCoole, Paul -- 003

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.25 x 7.25 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Paul McCoole, pianist".
Physical Description: Print: stamped.
McCoole, Paul

Paul McCoole August 29, 1939  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG McCoole, Paul -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

McCoole, Paul -- 004
Paul McCoole August 29, 1939  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG McCoole, Paul -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

McCoole, Paul -- 005
Paul McCoole August 29, 1939  BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC McCoole, Paul -- 005
ark:/13030/ft3c6004mn
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9 x 7.25 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Paul McCoole. [negative] August 29, 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG McCoole, Paul -- 005; BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG McCoole, Paul -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

McCoole, Paul -- 006
Paul McCoole August 29, 1939  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG McCoole, Paul -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

McCoole, Paul -- 007
Paul McCoole August 29, 1939  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG McCoole, Paul -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

McKimmey

McKimmey -- 001
McKimmey

**McKimmey 1940**
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG McKimmey -- 001

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: [TBL incorrectly identified and labelled neg as "McKinnon -- 1"].
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**McKimmey -- 002**

**McKimmey 1940**
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG McKimmey -- 002

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: [TBL incorrectly identified and labelled neg as "McKinnon -- 2"].
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**McKimmey -- 003**

**McKimmey 1940**
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG McKimmey -- 003

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: [TBL incorrectly identified and labelled neg as "McKinnon -- 3"].
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Macky, Spencer

**Macky, Spencer -- 001**

**Spencer Macky October 29, 1948**
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Macky, Spencer -- 001

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Macky, Spencer -- 002**

**Spencer Macky October 29, 1948**
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Macky, Spencer -- 002

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Macky, Spencer -- 003**

**Spencer Macky October 29, 1948**
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Macky, Spencer -- 003

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Macky, Spencer -- 004
Spencer Macky October 29, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Macky, Spencer -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Macky, Spencer -- 005
Spencer Macky October 29, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Macky, Spencer -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Macky, Spencer -- 006
Spencer Macky October 29, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Macky, Spencer -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Macky, Spencer -- 007
Spencer Macky October 29, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Macky, Spencer -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Macky, Spencer -- 008
Spencer Macky October 29, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Macky, Spencer -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Macky, Spencer -- 009
Spencer Macky October 29, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Macky, Spencer -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Macky, Spencer -- 010
Spencer Macky October 29, 1948  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG  Macky, Spencer -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Macky, Spencer -- 011
Spencer Macky October 29, 1948  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG  Macky, Spencer -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Macky, Spencer -- 012
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Spencer Macky October 29, 1948  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG  Macky, Spencer -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.

Macky, Spencer -- 013
Spencer Macky October 29, 1948  BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC  Macky, Spencer -- 013
ark:/13030/ft9d5nb6f6
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print: gelatin silver; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.

Spencer Macky October 29, 1948  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG  Macky, Spencer -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Macky, Spencer -- 014
Spencer Macky October 29, 1948  BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC  Macky, Spencer -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print: gelatin silver; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.

Spencer Macky October 29, 1948  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG  Macky, Spencer -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Macky, Spencer -- 015
Spencer Macky October 29, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Macky, Spencer -- 015
ark:/13030/ft6v19p1qp
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.

Spencer Macky October 29, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Macky, Spencer -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "10/29-48".
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Macky, Spencer -- 016
Spencer Macky October 29, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Macky, Spencer -- 016
ark:/13030/ft8q2nb6db
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.

Spencer Macky October 29, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Macky, Spencer -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Macky, Spencer -- 017
Spencer Macky October 29, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Macky, Spencer -- 017
ark:/13030/ft8779p2fb
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.5 x 6.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Spencer Macky October 29, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Macky, Spencer -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Maddux, Gilbert

Maddux, Gilbert -- 001
Gilbert Maddux March 10, 1942 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Maddux, Gilbert -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Maddux, Gilbert -- 002
Gilbert Maddux March 10, 1942 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Maddux, Gilbert -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Maddux, Gilbert -- 003
Gilbert Maddux March 10, 1942 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Maddux, Gilbert -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Maddux, Gilbert -- 004
Gilbert Maddux March 10, 1942 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Maddux, Gilbert -- 004
ark:/13030/ft8m3nb5qv
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.75 x 6.75 in.

Gilbert Maddux March 10, 1942 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Maddux, Gilbert -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Maddux, Gilbert -- 005
Gilbert Maddux March 10, 1942 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Maddux, Gilbert -- 005
ark:/13030/ft1779n7mq
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.5 x 7.5 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Gilbert Maddux March 10, 1942 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Maddux, Gilbert -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Maddux, Gilbert -- 006
Gilbert Maddux March 10, 1942 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Maddux, Gilbert -- 006
ark:/13030/ft529006j7
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.75 x 6.75 in.

Gilbert Maddux March 10, 1942 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Maddux, Gilbert -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Mann, Michael

Mann, Michael -- 001
Michael Mann May 21, 1940 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Mann, Michael -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mann, Michael -- 002
Michael Mann May 21, 1940 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Mann, Michael -- 002
ark:/13030/ft1h4nb0p3
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mann, Michael -- 003
Michael Mann May 21, 1940 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Mann, Michael -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mann, Michael -- 004
Michael Mann May 21, 1940 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Mann, Michael -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mann, Michael -- 005
Michael Mann May 21, 1940 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Mann, Michael -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Manning, Winifred

Manning, Winifred -- 001
Winifred Manning September 7, 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Manning, Winifred -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Manning, Winifred -- 002
Winifred Manning September 7, 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Manning, Winifred -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Manov, Mrs.

Manov, Mrs. -- 001
Mrs. Manov September 26, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Manov, Mrs. -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Manov, Mrs. -- 002
Mrs. Manov September 26, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Manov, Mrs. -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Manov, Mrs. -- 003
Mrs. Manov September 26, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Manov, Mrs. -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Margoliash, Mrs.

Margoliash, Mrs. -- 001
Margoliash, Mrs. August 30, 1943

BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Margoliash, Mrs. -- 001
ark:/13030/ft4199n984

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Margoliash, Mrs. -- 002

Mrs. Margoliash August 30, 1943
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Margoliash, Mrs. -- 002

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Margoliash, Mrs. -- 003

Mrs. Margoliash [son, Edward] May 5, 1943
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Margoliash, Mrs. [son, Edward] -- 003

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Margoliash, Mrs. -- 004

Mrs. Margoliash [son, Edward] May 5, 1943
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Margoliash, Mrs. [son, Edward] -- 004

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Margoliash, Mrs. -- 005

Mrs. Margoliash [son, Edward] May 5, 1943
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Margoliash, Mrs. [son, Edward] -- 005

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Markson, Edith

Markson, Edith -- 001
Edith Markson June 30, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Markson, Edith -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Markson, Edith -- 002
Edith Markson June 30, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Markson, Edith -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Markson, Edith -- 003
Edith Markson June 30, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Markson, Edith -- 003 ark:/13030/ft4489n999
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.25 x 6.5 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Edith Markson June 30, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Markson, Edith -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Markson, Edith -- 004
Edith Markson June 30, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Markson, Edith -- 004 ark:/13030/ft3b69n8jf
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.5 x 6.75 in.

Edith Markson June 30, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Markson, Edith -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Marshall, Scotty

Marshall, Scotty -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Marshall, Scotty -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Marshall, Scotty -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Marshall, Scotty -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "9/8-'54".
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Marshall, Scotty -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Marshall, Scotty -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Marshall, Scotty -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Marshall, Scotty -- 008
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Marshall, Scotty -- 009
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Marshall, Scotty -- 010
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Marshall, Scotty -- 011
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Marshall, Scotty -- 012
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Marshall, Scotty -- 013
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Marshall, Scotty -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Marshall, Scotty -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Marshall, Scotty -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.25 x 6.5 in.

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Marshall, Scotty -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.25 x 6.5 in.

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Marshall, Scotty -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 10 x 8 in.

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Marshall, Scotty -- 019
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 10 x 8 in.
Scotty Marshall September 8, 1954

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Martill

Martill -- 001
Martill 1956

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Martill -- 002
Martill 1956

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Martill -- 003
Martill 1956

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "2/11-'56".
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Martill -- 004

Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Martill 1955

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Martill -- 005
Martill 1956

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Martill -- 006
Martill 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Martill -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Martill -- 007
Martill 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Martill -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Martill -- 008
Martill 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Martill -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Martill -- 009
Martill 1955 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Martill -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Martill -- 010
Martill 1955 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Martill -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.

Martill -- 011
Martill 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Martill -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Martill -- 012
Martill 1955 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Martill -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.25 x 6.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Martill 1955 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Martill -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Martill 1955 | BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC | Martill -- 013 | ark:/13030/ft7r29p234
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.25 x 6.5 in.

Martill 1955 | BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG | Martill -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "10/9-'55".
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Martin, Victor

Martin, Victor -- 001
Victor Martin June 10, 1939 | BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG | Martin, Victor -- 001
ark:/13030/ft6d5nb4br
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.

Martin, Victor -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.

Martin, Victor -- 003
Victor Martin June 10, 1939 | BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG | Martin, Victor -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Martin, Victor -- 004
Victor Martin June 10, 1939 | BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG | Martin, Victor -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Martin, Victor -- 005
Victor Martin June 10, 1939 | BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC | Martin, Victor -- 005
ark:/13030/ft6779p0wq
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.75 x 7.5 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Victor Martin June 10, 1939 | BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG | Martin, Victor -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Mason, J. Redfern

Content/Description
Gaps in the following portrait number range probably indicate that The Bancroft Library Portrait File contains other portraits of this individual which were not taken by Johan Hagemeyer. For further explanation, see notes on "Arrangement, Subject Description and Portrait Numbering" in the present finding aid.
Mason, J. Redfern -- 004
Mason J. Redfern July 28, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Mason, J. Redfern -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.25 x 7.25 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "J. Redfern Mason, music critic. Carmel, 1932.".
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Mason J. Redfern July 28, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Mason, J. Redfern -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Mason, J. Redfern -- 005
Mason J. Redfern July 28, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Mason, J. Redfern -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mason, J. Redfern -- 006
Mason J. Redfern July 28, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Mason, J. Redfern -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mason, J. Redfern -- 007
Mason J. Redfern July 28, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Mason, J. Redfern -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mathews, Glenford

Mathews, Glenford -- 001
Glenford Mathews December 13, 1943
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Mathews, Glenford -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Mathews, Glenford -- 002
Glenford Mathews December 13, 1943
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Mathews, Glenford -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mathews, Glenford -- 003
Glenford Mathews December 13, 1943
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Mathews, Glenford -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mathews, Glenford -- 004
Glenford Mathews December 13, 1943
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Mathews, Glenford -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mathews, Glenford -- 005
Glenford Mathews December 13, 1943
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Mathews, Glenford -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mathews, Glenford -- 006
Glenford Mathews December 13, 1943
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Mathews, Glenford -- 006 ark:/13030/ft0z09n7t3
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 10 x 8 in.

Glenford Mathews December 13, 1943
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Mathews, Glenford -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Mathews, Glenford -- 007
Glenford Mathews December 13, 1943
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Mathews, Glenford -- 007  ark:/13030/ft1v19n7ws
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.5 x 6.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Glenford Mathews December 13, 1943
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Mathews, Glenford -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Mathews, Mary Jean

Mathews, Mary Jean -- 001
Mary Jean Mathews April 8, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Mathews, Mary Jean -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mathews, Mary Jean -- 002
Mary Jean Mathews April 8, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Mathews, Mary Jean -- 002  ark:/13030/ft9j49p3h4
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mathews, Mary Jean -- 003
Mary Jean Mathews April 8, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Mathews, Mary Jean -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mathews, Mary Jean -- 004
Mary Jean Mathews April 8, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Mathews, Mary Jean -- 004  ark:/13030/ft0x0nb0cr
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mathews, Mary Jean -- 005
Mary Jean Mathews April 8, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Mathews, Mary Jean -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mathews, Mary Jean -- 006
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mary Jean Mathews April 8, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Mathews, Mary Jean -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Mathews, Mary Jean -- 007
Mary Jean Mathews April 8, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Mathews, Mary Jean -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mathews, Mary Jean -- 008
Mary Jean Mathews April 8, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Mathews, Mary Jean -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mathews, Mary Jean -- 009
Mary Jean Mathews April 8, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Mathews, Mary Jean -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mathews, Mary Jean -- 010
Mary Jean Mathews April 8, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Mathews, Mary Jean -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.5 x 6.5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Miss Matthews [sic]."

Mary Jean Mathews April 8, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Mathews, Mary Jean -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Mathews, Mary Jean -- 011
Mary Jean Mathews April 8, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Mathews, Mary Jean -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.5 x 6.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Mayne, Christine

Mayne, Christine -- 001
Christine Mayne 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Mayne, Christine -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mayne, Christine -- 002
Christine Mayne 1957 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Mayne, Christine -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mayne, Christine -- 003
Christine Mayne 1957 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Mayne, Christine -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mayne, Christine -- 004
Christine Mayne 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Mayne, Christine -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "12/22-'56".
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mayne, Christine -- 005
Christine Mayne 1957 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Mayne, Christine -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mayne, Christine -- 006
Christine Mayne 1957 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Mayne, Christine -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mayne, Christine -- 007
Christine Mayne 1957 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Mayne, Christine -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mayne, Christine -- 008
Christine Mayne 1957 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Mayne, Christine -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mayne, Christine -- 009
Christine Mayne 1957 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Mayne, Christine -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mayne, Christine -- 010
Christine Mayne 1957 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Mayne, Christine -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mayne, Christine -- 011
Christine Mayne 1957 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Mayne, Christine -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mayne, Christine -- 012
Christine Mayne 1957 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Mayne, Christine -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mayne, Christine -- 013
Christine Mayne 1957 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Mayne, Christine -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mayne, Christine -- 014
Christine Mayne 1957 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Mayne, Christine -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mayne, Christine -- 015
Christine Mayne 1957 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Mayne, Christine -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mayne, Christine -- 016
Christine Mayne 1957 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Mayne, Christine -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mayne, Christine -- 017
Christine Mayne 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Mayne, Christine -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mayne, Christine -- 018
Christine Mayne 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Mayne, Christine -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mayne, Christine -- 019
Christine Mayne 1957 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Mayne, Christine -- 019
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mayne, Christine -- 020
Christine Mayne 1957 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Mayne, Christine -- 020
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mayne, Christine -- 021
Christine Mayne 1957 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Mayne, Christine -- 021
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mayne, Christine -- 022
Christine Mayne 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Mayne, Christine -- 022
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mayne, Christine -- 023
Mayne, Christine

Christine Mayne 1957 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Mayne, Christine -- 023
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
    Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
    Additional Note
    General Note: No print available.

Mayne, Christine -- 024
Christine Mayne 1957 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Mayne, Christine -- 024
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
    Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
    Additional Note
    General Note: No print available.

Mayne, Christine -- 025
Christine Mayne 1957 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Mayne, Christine -- 025
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
    Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
    Additional Note
    General Note: No print available.

Mayne, Helene

Mayne, Helene -- 001
Helene Mayne December 6, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Mayne, Helene -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
    Additional Note
    General Note: No print available.

Mayne, Helene -- 002
Helene Mayne December 6, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Mayne, Helene -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
    Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
    Additional Note
    General Note: No print available.

Mayne, Helene -- 003
Helene Mayne December 6, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Mayne, Helene -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
    Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
    Additional Note
    General Note: No print available.

Mayne, Helene -- 004
Helene Mayne December 6, 1956

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mayne, Helene -- 005
Helene Mayne December 6, 1956

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mayne, Helene -- 006
Helene Mayne December 6, 1956

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mayne, Helene -- 007
Helene Mayne December 6, 1956

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mayne, Helene -- 008
Helene Mayne December 6, 1956

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mayne, Helene -- 009
Helene Mayne December 6, 1956

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mayne, Helene -- 010
Helene Mayne December 6, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Mayne, Helene -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mayne, Helene -- 011
Helene Mayne December 6, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Mayne, Helene -- 011
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mayne, Helene -- 012
Helene Mayne December 6, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Mayne, Helene -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mayne, Helene -- 013
Helene Mayne December 6, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Mayne, Helene -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mayne, Helene -- 014
Helene Mayne December 6, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Mayne, Helene -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mayne, Helene -- 015
Helene Mayne December 6, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Mayne, Helene -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mayne, Helene -- 016
Helene Mayne December 6, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Mayne, Helene -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mayne, Helene -- 017
Helene Mayne December 6, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Mayne, Helene -- 017
ark:/13030/ft2v19n89s
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mayne, Helene -- 018
Helene Mayne December 6, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Mayne, Helene -- 018
ark:/13030/ft3k4005rh
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mayne, Helene -- 019
Helene Mayne December 6, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Mayne, Helene -- 019
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mayne, Helene -- 020
Helene Mayne December 6, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Mayne, Helene -- 020
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mayne, Helene -- 021
Helene Mayne December 6, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Mayne, Helene -- 021
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mayne, Helene -- 022
Helene Mayne December 6, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Mayne, Helene -- 022
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mayne, Helene -- 023
Helene Mayne December 6, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Mayne, Helene -- 023
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mayne, Helene -- 024
Helene Mayne December 6, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Mayne, Helene -- 024
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mayne, Helene -- 025
Helene Mayne December 6, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Mayne, Helene -- 025
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mayne, Helene -- 026
Helene Mayne December 6, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Mayne, Helene -- 026
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mayne, Helene -- 027
Helene Mayne December 6, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Mayne, Helene -- 027
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mayne, Helene -- 028
Helene Mayne December 6, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Mayne, Helene -- 028
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mayne, Helene -- 029
Helene Mayne December 6, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Mayne, Helene -- 029
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mayne, Helene -- 030
Helene Mayne December 6, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Mayne, Helene -- 030
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mayne, Helene -- 031
Helene Mayne December 6, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Mayne, Helene -- 031
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Meherin, Marquita

Meherin, Marquita -- 001
Marquita Meherin 1933 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Meherin, Marquita -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Meherin, Marquita -- 002
Marquita Meherin 1933 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Meherin, Marquita -- 002
ark:/13030/h1f59n7g
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.75 x 7.25 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Marquita Meherin | 1933       | Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched. |
| Meiklejohn, Alexander |          | Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.5 x 6.5 in.  
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Dr. Alexander Meiklejohn -- 1953". |
| Meiklejohn, Alexander | October 9, 1953 | Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.25 x 6.5 in. |
| Melberg, Mrs. | November 22, 1944 | Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
General Note: No print available. |
| Melberg, Mrs. | October 9, 1953 | Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available. |
| Melberg, Mrs. | November 22, 1944 | Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available. |
Mrs. Melberg November 22, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Melberg, Mrs. -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Melberg, Mrs. -- 005
Mrs. Melberg November 22, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Melberg, Mrs. -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.

Mrs. Melberg November 22, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Melberg, Mrs. -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Melberg, Mrs. -- 006
Mrs. Melberg November 22, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Melberg, Mrs. -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.75 x 3.5 in.

Mrs. Melberg November 22, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Melberg, Mrs. -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Melberg, Mrs. -- 007
Mrs. Melberg November 22, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Melberg, Mrs. -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.25 x 6.5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Mrs. Melberg, 1945".

Mrs. Melberg November 22, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Melberg, Mrs. -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Meyer, Ruby

Meyer, Ruby -- 001
Ruby Meyer BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Meyer, Ruby -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Ruby Meyer

Ruby Meyer BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Meyer, Ruby -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ruby Meyer

Ruby Meyer BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Meyer, Ruby -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ruby Meyer

Ruby Meyer BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Meyer, Ruby -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Robert Michela

Robert Michela September 14, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Michela, Robert -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.25 x 6.25 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Robert Michela September 14, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Michela, Robert -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Robert Michela September 14, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Michela, Robert -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.5 x 6.5 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Robert Michela September 14, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Michela, Robert -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Albert Miller
Miller, Albert -- 001
Albert Miller March 18, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Miller, Albert -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Miller, Albert -- 002
Albert Miller March 18, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Miller, Albert -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Miller, Albert -- 003
Albert Miller March 18, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Miller, Albert -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "3/18-'49".
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Miller, Albert -- 004
Albert Miller March 18, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Miller, Albert -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Miller, Albert -- 005
Albert Miller March 18, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Miller, Albert -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Miller, Albert -- 006
Albert Miller March 18, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Miller, Albert -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Miller, Albert -- 007
Miller, Albert March 18, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Miller, Albert -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Miller, Albert -- 008
Albert Miller March 18, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Miller, Albert -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Miller, Albert -- 009
Albert Miller March 18, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Miller, Albert -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Miller, Albert -- 010
Albert Miller March 18, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Miller, Albert -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Miller, Albert -- 011
Albert Miller March 18, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Miller, Albert -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Miller, Albert -- 012
Albert Miller March 18, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Miller, Albert -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Miller, Albert -- 013
Miller, Albert March 18, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Miller, Albert -- 013
   Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
   Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
   Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
   Additional Note
   General Note: No print available.

Miller, Albert -- 014
   Albert Miller March 18, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Miller, Albert -- 014
   Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
   Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
   Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
   Additional Note
   General Note: No print available.

Miller, Albert -- 015
   Albert Miller March 18, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Miller, Albert -- 015
   ark:/13030/ft3f59n8z9
   Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
   Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
   Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
   Additional Note
   General Note: No print available.

Miller, Albert -- 016
   Albert Miller March 18, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Miller, Albert -- 016
   Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
   Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
   Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
   Additional Note
   General Note: No print available.

Miller, Henry

Content/Description
Gaps in the following portrait number range probably indicate that The Bancroft Library Portrait File contains other portraits of this individual which were not taken by Johan Hagemeyer. For further explanation, see notes on "Arrangement, Subject Description and Portrait Numbering" in the present finding aid.

Miller, Henry -- 002
   Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
   Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
   Additional Note
   General Note: No print available.

Miller, Henry -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Miller, Henry -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Miller, Henry -- 005
Henry Miller July 7, 1946 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Miller, Henry -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Miller, Henry -- 006
Henry Miller July 7, 1946 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Miller, Henry -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Miller, Henry -- 007
Henry Miller July 7, 1946 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Miller, Henry -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Miller, Henry -- 008
Henry Miller July 7, 1946 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Miller, Henry -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Miller, Henry -- 009
Henry Miller July 7, 1946 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Miller, Henry -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Miller, Henry -- 010
Henry Miller July 7, 1946 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Miller, Henry -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Miller, Henry -- 011
Henry Miller July 7, 1946 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Miller, Henry -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Miller, Henry -- 012
Henry Miller July 7, 1946 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Miller, Henry -- 012
ark:/13030/ft438nb2nv
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Miller, Henry -- 013
Henry Miller July 7, 1946 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Miller, Henry -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Miller, Henry -- 014
Henry Miller July 7, 1946 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Miller, Henry -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Miller, Henry -- 015
Henry Miller July 7, 1946 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Miller, Henry -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Miller, Henry -- 016
Henry Miller July 7, 1946 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Miller, Henry -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Miller, Henry -- 017
Henry Miller July 7, 1946 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Miller, Henry -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Miller, Henry -- 018
Henry Miller July 7, 1946 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Miller, Henry -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.75 x 3.75 in.

Henry Miller July 7, 1946 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Miller, Henry -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Miller, Henry -- 019
Henry Miller July 7, 1946 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Miller, Henry -- 019
ark:/13030/ft9z09p3fq
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.75 x 3.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Henry Miller July 7, 1946 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Miller, Henry -- 019
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Miller, Henry -- 020
Henry Miller July 7, 1946 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Miller, Henry -- 020
ark:/13030/ft0b69n72s
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.75 x 3.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Henry Miller July 7, 1946 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Miller, Henry -- 020
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Miller, Henry -- 021
Henry Miller July 7, 1946 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Miller, Henry -- 021
ark:/13030/ft0g5003hb
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 6.75 x 5.25 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Henry Miller July 7, 1946 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Miller, Henry -- 021
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Miller, Henry -- 022
Henry Miller July 7, 1946 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Miller, Henry -- 022

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.75 x 7 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Henry Miller July 7, 1946 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Miller, Henry -- 022

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Miller, Henry -- 023

Henry Miller July 7, 1946 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Miller, Henry -- 023

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.75 x 7.25 in.

Henry Miller July 7, 1946 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Miller, Henry -- 023

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Miller, Henry -- 024

Henry Miller July 7, 1946 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Miller, Henry -- 024

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9 x 7 in.

Henry Miller July 7, 1946 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Miller, Henry -- 024

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Miller, Mrs.

Miller, Mrs. -- 001

Mrs. Miller BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Miller, Mrs. -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Miller, Mrs. -- 002

Mrs. Miller BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Miller, Mrs. -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Miller, Mrs. Henry [and child]

Miller, Mrs. Henry [and child] -- 001
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Miller, Mrs. Henry [and child] -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Miller, Mrs. Henry [and child] -- 002
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Miller, Mrs. Henry [and child] -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Miller, Mrs. Henry [i.e. child of] -- 003
Mrs. Henry Miller [i.e. child of] July 7, 1946
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Miller, Mrs. Henry [i.e. child of] -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Miller, Ryan

Miller, Ryan -- 001
Ryan Miller 1939 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Miller, Ryan -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Ryan Miller 12/31-39."
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Miller, Ryan -- 002
Ryan Miller [with unidentified man] 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Miller, Ryan -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Ryan Miller and friend 12/31-39."
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Miller, Ryan -- 003
Ryan Miller 1939 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Miller, Ryan -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Ryan Miller 12/31-39."
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Miller, Ryan -- 004
Ryan Miller 1939 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Miller, Ryan -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Ryan Miller 12/31-39."
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Miller, Arthur

Miller, Arthur -- 001
Arthur Millier February 10, 1930 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Millier, Arthur -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Miller, Arthur -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Miller, Arthur -- 003
Arthur Millier February 10, 1930 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Millier, Arthur -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Millier, Arthur -- 004


Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Millier, Arthur -- 005

Arthur Millier February 10, 1930 BANC PIC 1964.063--Pic Millier, Arthur -- 005

ark:/13030/ft6v19p1jq

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 7 x 5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Arthur Millier, etcher & critic".
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Arthur Millier February 10, 1930 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Millier, Arthur -- 005

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Millikan, Robert Andrews

Millikan, Robert Andrews -- 001

Robert Andrews Millikan BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Millikan, Robert Andrews -- 001

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Millikan, Robert Andrews -- 002

Robert Andrews Millikan BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Millikan, Robert Andrews -- 002

ark:/13030/ft3t1nb30s

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Millikan, Robert Andrews -- 003

Robert Andrews Millikan BANC PIC 1964.063--Pic Millikan, Robert Andrews -- 003

ark:/13030/ft409nb3b1

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.5 x 7.5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Millikan, physicist".

Robert Andrews Millikan BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Millikan, Robert Andrews -- 003

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Modotti, Tina

Modotti, Tina -- 001
Tina Modotti ca. 1922 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Modotti, Tina -- 001
  ark:/13030/fl3t1nb319
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.5 x 6.75 in.

Tina Modotti ca. 1922 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Modotti, Tina -- 001
Createor/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Modotti, Tina -- 002
Tina Modotti ca. 1922 BANC PIC 1964.063--B Modotti, Tina -- 002
  ark:/13030/ft5h4nb3gp
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.5 x 6.75 in.
  Physical Description: Print: mounted.

Tina Modotti ca. 1922 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Modotti, Tina -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Modotti, Tina -- 003
Tina Modotti ca. 1922 BANC PIC 1964.063--B Modotti, Tina -- 003
  ark:/13030/ft4g5006h1
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.25 x 6.75 in.
  Physical Description: Print: mounted.
  Additional Note
  General Note: 2 copies (copy 2 size PIC, 5 x 4 in., contact print)

Tina Modotti ca. 1922 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Modotti, Tina -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Monasch, Ellise

Monasch, Ellise -- 001
Ellise Monasch March 29, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Monasch, Ellise -- 001
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Monasch, Ellise -- 002
Ellise Monasch March 29, 1944  
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Monasch, Ellise -- 002  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

Monasch, Ellise -- 003  
Ellise Monasch March 29, 1944  
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Monasch, Ellise -- 003  
ark:/13030/ft1d5nb0th  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.5 x 6.5 in.

Ellise Monasch March 29, 1944  
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Monasch, Ellise -- 003  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Monasch, Ellise -- 004  
Ellise Monasch March 29, 1944  
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Monasch, Ellise -- 004  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

Monasch, Ellise -- 005  
Ellise Monasch November 24, 1946  
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Monasch, Ellise -- 005  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

Monasch, Ellise -- 006  
Ellise Monasch November 24, 1946  
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Monasch, Ellise -- 006  
ark:/13030/ft2779n87t  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.75 x 3.75 in.

Ellise Monasch November 24, 1946  
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Monasch, Ellise -- 006  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Butch Monasch November 24, 1946  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Monasch, Butch -- 002
Butch Monasch November 24, 1946  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Monasch, Butch -- 003
Butch Monasch November 24, 1946  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Monasch, Butch -- 004
Butch Monasch November 24, 1946  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Monasch, Butch -- 005
Butch Monasch November 24, 1946  BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC
ark:/13030/ft3z09n98q
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.75 x 3.75 in.

Butch Monasch November 24, 1946  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Monasch, Mrs.

Monasch, Mrs. -- 001
Mrs. Monasch December 21, 1936 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Monasch, Mrs. -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. Monasch December 21, 1936 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Monasch, Mrs. -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. Monasch December 21, 1936 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Monasch, Mrs. -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. Monasch December 21, 1936 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Monasch, Mrs. -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. Monasch December 21, 1936 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Monasch, Mrs. -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. Monasch December 21, 1936 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Monasch, Mrs. -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. Monasch December 21, 1936 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Monasch, Mrs. -- 007
### Mrs. Monasch December 21, 1936

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BANC PIC 1964.063–NEG</th>
<th>Monasch, Mrs. -- 007</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector:</td>
<td>Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description:</td>
<td>1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Note</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Note:</td>
<td>No print available.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mrs. Monasch December 21, 1936

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BANC PIC 1964.063–NEG</th>
<th>Monasch, Mrs. -- 008</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector:</td>
<td>Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description:</td>
<td>1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.5 x 6.75 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Note</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Note:</td>
<td>No print available.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mrs. Monasch December 21, 1936

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BANC PIC 1964.063–NEG</th>
<th>Monasch, Mrs. -- 009</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector:</td>
<td>Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description:</td>
<td>1 photographic print : gelatin ; 9 x 7 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description:</td>
<td>Print: stamped.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Note</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Note:</td>
<td>No print available.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mrs. Monasch December 21, 1936

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BANC PIC 1964.063–NEG</th>
<th>Monasch, Mrs. -- 010</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector:</td>
<td>Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description:</td>
<td>1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description:</td>
<td>Negative: retouched.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Note</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Note:</td>
<td>No print available.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Morginson, Capt.

### Morginson, Capt. -- 001

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BANC PIC 1964.063–NEG</th>
<th>Morginson, Capt. -- 001</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector:</td>
<td>Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description:</td>
<td>1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description:</td>
<td>Negative: retouched.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Note</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Note:</td>
<td>No print available.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Morrison, H.I.
Morrison, H.I. -- 001
H.I. Morrison October 30, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Morrison, H.I. -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Morrison, H.I. -- 002
H.I. Morrison October 30, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Morrison, H.I. -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "10/30-'53".
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Morrison, H.I. -- 003
H.I. Morrison October 30, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Morrison, H.I. -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Morrison, H.I. -- 004
H.I. Morrison October 30, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Morrison, H.I. -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Morrison, H.I. -- 005
H.I. Morrison October 30, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Morrison, H.I. -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Morrison, H.I. -- 006
H.I. Morrison October 30, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Morrison, H.I. -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Morrison, H.I. -- 007
Morrison, H.I. -- 007

**H.I. Morrison October 30, 1953** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Morrison, H.I. -- 007

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Morrison, H.I. -- 008

**H.I. Morrison October 30, 1953** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Morrison, H.I. -- 008

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Morrison, H.I. -- 009

**H.I. Morrison October 30, 1953** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Morrison, H.I. -- 009

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Morrison, H.I. -- 010

**H.I. Morrison October 30, 1953** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Morrison, H.I. -- 010

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Morrison, H.I. -- 011

**H.I. Morrison October 30, 1953** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Morrison, H.I. -- 011

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Morrison, H.I. -- 012

**H.I. Morrison October 30, 1953** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Morrison, H.I. -- 012

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Morrison, H.I. -- 013
H.I. Morrison October 30, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Morrison, H.I. -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Morrison, H.I. -- 014
H.I. Morrison October 30, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Morrison, H.I. -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Morrison, H.I. -- 015
H.I. Morrison October 30, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Morrison, H.I. -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Morrison, H.I. -- 016
H.I. Morrison October 30, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Morrison, H.I. -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Morrison, H.I. -- 017
H.I. Morrison October 30, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Morrison, H.I. -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Morrison, H.I. -- 018
H.I. Morrison October 30, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Morrison, H.I. -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 10 x 8 in.

M.I. Morrison October 30, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Morrison, H.I. -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Morse, Mary

Finding Aid to the Johan Hagemeyer Photograph Collection, circa 1908-circa 1955
Morse, Mary -- 001
Mary Morse March 29, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Morse, Mary -- 001 ⏎
ark:/13030/ft4290066r
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Morse, Mary -- 002
Mary Morse March 6, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Morse, Mary -- 002 ⏎
ark:/13030/ft9x0nb6sn
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Morse, Mary -- 003
Mary Morse March 29, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Morse, Mary -- 003 ⏎
ark:/13030/ft1r29n7w4
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Morse, Mary -- 004
Mary Morse March 6, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Morse, Mary -- 004 ⏎
ark:/13030/ft5z09p0tg
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Morse, Mary -- 005
Mary Morse March 29, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Morse, Mary -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Morse, Mary -- 006
Mary Morse March 29, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Morse, Mary -- 006 ⏎
ark:/13030/ft7t1nb5m9
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.25 x 6.5 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.
**Morse, Mary**

Mary Morse March 29, 1943  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Morse, Mary -- 006

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate  ; 5 x 4 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

---

**Morse, Samuel F.B.**

Morse, Samuel F.B. -- 001

Samuel F.B. Morse March 6, 1942  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Morse, Samuel F.B. -- 001

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate  ; 5 x 4 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

Morse, Samuel F.B. -- 002

Samuel F.B. Morse March 6, 1942  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Morse, Samuel F.B. -- 002

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate  ; 5 x 4 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

Morse, Samuel F.B. -- 003

Samuel F.B. Morse March 6, 1942  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Morse, Samuel F.B. -- 003

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate  ; 4 x 5 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

Morse, Samuel F.B. -- 004

Samuel F.B. Morse March 6, 1942  BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Morse, Samuel F.B. -- 004

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver  ; 7.5 x 9.5 in.

Samuel F.B. Morse March 6, 1942  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Morse, Samuel F.B. -- 004

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film  ; 4 x 5 in.

---

**Morton, Rachel**

Content/Description

Gaps in the following portrait number range probably indicate that The Bancroft Library Portrait File contains other portraits of this individual which were not taken by Johan Hagemeyer. For further explanation, see notes on “Arrangement, Subject Description and Portrait Numbering” in the present finding aid.

Morton, Rachel -- 003

---

Finding Aid to the Johan Hagemeyer Photograph Collection, circa 1908-circa 1955  
BANC PIC 1964.063-064 - PIC  
579
Rachel Morton March 9, 1942  BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Morton, Rachel -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.75 x 7.5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Rachel Morton, songstres [sic]".
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Murphy, Fred

Murphy, Fred -- 001
Fred Murphy August 3, 1926  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Murphy, Fred -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Musgrave, Larry

Musgrave, Larry -- 001
Larry Musgrave December 24, 1956  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Musgrave, Larry -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Musgrave, Larry -- 002
Larry Musgrave December 24, 1956  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Musgrave, Larry -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Musgrave, Larry -- 003
Larry Musgrave December 24, 1956  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Musgrave, Larry -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa

Naess, Elsa -- 001
**Elsa Naess** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 001

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Elsa Naess** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 001

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Naess, Elsa -- 002**

**Elsa Naess** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Elsa Naess** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Naess, Elsa -- 003**

**Elsa Naess** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Elsa Naess** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Naess, Elsa -- 004**

**Elsa Naess** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Naess, Elsa

**Elsa Naess** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 004

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Naess, Elsa -- 005**

**Elsa Naess** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 005

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Naess, Elsa -- 006**

**Elsa Naess** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 006

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Naess, Elsa -- 007**

**Elsa Naess** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 007

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Naess, Elsa -- 008**
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major), retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy): safety film; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 009
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy): safety film; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 010
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 011
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 012
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 013
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 014
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 015
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (minor).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 016
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 017
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 018
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 019
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 019
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 020
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 020
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 021
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 021
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 022
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 022
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Naess, Elsa -- 023
Elisa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 023
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 024
Elisa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 024
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 025
Elisa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 025
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 027
Elisa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 027
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (minor).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 027
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 028
  Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 028
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 028
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 029
  Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 029
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (major).
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 029
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 030
  Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 030
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 030
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 031
  Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 031
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (minor).
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 032
**Elsa Naess** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 032
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (minor).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Elsa Naess** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 032
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Naess, Elsa -- 033**
**Elsa Naess** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 033
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Naess, Elsa -- 034**
**Elsa Naess** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 034
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Naess, Elsa -- 035**
**Elsa Naess 1928** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 035
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Naess, Elsa -- 036**
**Elsa Naess 1928** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 036
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Naess, Elsa -- 037**
**Elsa Naess** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 037
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Naess, Elsa -- 037</td>
<td><em>Elsa Naess</em> BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 037&lt;br&gt;Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan&lt;br&gt;Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.&lt;br&gt;Additional Note&lt;br&gt;General Note: No print available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naess, Elsa -- 038</td>
<td><em>Elsa Naess</em> BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 038&lt;br&gt;Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan&lt;br&gt;Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.&lt;br&gt;Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (major).&lt;br&gt;Additional Note&lt;br&gt;General Note: No print available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naess, Elsa -- 039</td>
<td><em>Elsa Naess</em> BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 039&lt;br&gt;Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan&lt;br&gt;Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.&lt;br&gt;Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (major).&lt;br&gt;Additional Note&lt;br&gt;General Note: No print available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naess, Elsa -- 040</td>
<td><em>Elsa Naess</em> BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 040&lt;br&gt;Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan&lt;br&gt;Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.&lt;br&gt;Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (major).&lt;br&gt;Additional Note&lt;br&gt;General Note: No print available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naess, Elsa -- 041</td>
<td><em>Elsa Naess</em> BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 041&lt;br&gt;Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan&lt;br&gt;Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.&lt;br&gt;Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (major).&lt;br&gt;Additional Note&lt;br&gt;General Note: No print available.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 041
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 042
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 042
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 042
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 043
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 043
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 043
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 044
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 044
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 044
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 045
**Elsa Naess** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 045
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Elsa Naess** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 045
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Naess, Elsa -- 046**
**Elsa Naess** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 046
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Elsa Naess** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 046
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Naess, Elsa -- 047**
**Elsa Naess** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 047
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Elsa Naess** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 047
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Naess, Elsa -- 048**
**Elsa Naess** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 048
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 048
    Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
    Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
    Additional Note
    General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 049
    Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 049
    Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
    Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
    Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (minor).
    Additional Note
    General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 050
    Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 050
    Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
    Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
    Additional Note
    General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 051
    Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 051
    Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
    Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
    Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor).
    Additional Note
    General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 052
    Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 052
    Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
    Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
    Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (minor).
    Additional Note
    General Note: No print available.

Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 052
    Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
    Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
    Additional Note
    General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 053
    Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 053
    Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
    Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
    Additional Note
    General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 054
Elsa Naess (with Johan Hagemeyer) 1928
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 054
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (minor).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Elsa Naess (with Johan Hagemeyer) 1928
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 054
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 055
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 055
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 056
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 056
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 057
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 057
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 057
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 058
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 058
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (major).
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 058
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 059
Elsa Naess (?) BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 059
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 060
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 060
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (major).
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Elisa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 060
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 061
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 061
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (major).
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.
Naess, Elsa

**Elsa Naess** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 061
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Naess, Elsa -- 062**

**Elsa Naess** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 062 © ark:/13030/ft658007pr
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Naess, Elsa -- 063**

**Elsa Naess** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 063
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Naess, Elsa -- 064**

**Elsa Naess** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 064
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Naess, Elsa -- 065**

**Elsa Naess** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 065
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Naess, Elsa -- 066**

**Elsa Naess** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 066
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Naess, Elsa -- 067**

**Elsa Naess** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 067
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Naess, Elsa -- 068**
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 068
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 069
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 069
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 070
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 070
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 071
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 071
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 072
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 072
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 073
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 073
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 074
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 074
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (minor).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 075
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 075
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 076
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 076
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 077
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 077
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 078
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 078
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Naess, Elsa -- 086
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063–NEG Naess, Elsa -- 086
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 087
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063–NEG Naess, Elsa -- 087
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 088
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063–NEG Naess, Elsa -- 088
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 089
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063–NEG Naess, Elsa -- 089
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 090
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063–NEG Naess, Elsa -- 090
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 091
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063–NEG Naess, Elsa -- 091
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (minor).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 092
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063–NEG Naess, Elsa -- 092
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Naess, Elsa -- 093
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063-NEG Naess, Elsa -- 093
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 094
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063-NEG Naess, Elsa -- 094
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 095
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063-NEG Naess, Elsa -- 095
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 096
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063-NEG Naess, Elsa -- 096
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (minor).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 097
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063-NEG Naess, Elsa -- 097
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 098
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063-NEG Naess, Elsa -- 098
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Naess, Elsa -- 099
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 099
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 100
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 100
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 101
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 101
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 102
Elsa Naess 1930 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 102
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 103
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 103
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (minor).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 104
Elsa Naess 1930 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 104
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 105
Finding Aid to the Johan Hagemeyer Photograph Collection, circa 1908-circa 1955
El**sa Naess** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 109
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

El**sa Naess** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 109
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 110
El**sa Naess** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 110
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 110
El**sa Naess** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 110
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 111
El**sa Naess 1930** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 111
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 112
El**sa Naess** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 112
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 113
El**sa Naess 1930** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 113
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 114
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 114
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Naess, Elsa -- 115
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 115
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 116
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 116
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 117
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 117
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 118
Elsa Naess 1930 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 118
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 119
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 119
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 120
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 120
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (minor).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 121
**Naess, Elsa**

---

**Elsa Naess** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 121 [ark://13030/ft8489p2m8]

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (minor).

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

---

**Naess, Elsa -- 122**

**Elsa Naess** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 122

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (minor).

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

---

**Naess, Elsa -- 123**

**Elsa Naess** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 123

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (minor).

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

---

**Naess, Elsa -- 124**

**Elsa Naess** BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Naess, Elsa -- 124 [ark://13030/ft1199n766]

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.75 x 6.75 in.

---

**Elsa Naess** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 124

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.

---

**Elsa Naess** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 124

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

---

**Naess, Elsa -- 125**

**Elsa Naess** BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Naess, Elsa -- 125

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 6.5 x 8.5 in.

---

**Elsa Naess** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 125

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.

Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).

---

**Elsa Naess** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 125

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.

---

**Naess, Elsa -- 126**
Elsa Naess 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Naess, Elsa -- 126 <ark:/13030/ft0w1003q2
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.5 x 6.25 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "S.F. [i.e. San Francisco] 1927".
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Elsa Naess 1927 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 126
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (minor).

Naess, Elsa -- 127
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Naess, Elsa -- 127
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9 x 6.75 in.

Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 127
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Naess, Elsa -- 128
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Naess, Elsa -- 128 <ark:/13030/ft3g5005k8
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 7.25 x 5.75 in.

Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 128
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Naess, Elsa -- 129
Elsa Naess 1930 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Naess, Elsa -- 129 <ark:/13030/ft0j49n6px
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.25 x 7 in.

Elsa Naess 1930 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 129
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Naess, Elsa -- 130
Elsa Naess 1930? BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Naess, Elsa -- 130 <ark:/13030/ft1580050w
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9 x 6.5 in.

Elsa Naess 1930? BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 130
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Naess, Elsa -- 131
Elisa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Naess, Elsa -- 131
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.5 x 7 in.

Elisa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 131
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (major).

Naess, Elsa -- 132
Elisa Naess 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Naess, Elsa -- 132 ark:/13030/ft12900439
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.75 x 6.5 in.

Elisa Naess 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 132
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (minor).

Naess, Elsa -- 133
Elisa Naess 1930 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Naess, Elsa -- 133 ark:/13030/ft487006m8
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.25 x 6.5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Hollywood, 1930".

Elisa Naess 1930 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 133
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Naess, Elsa -- 134
Elisa Naess 1931 BANC PIC 1964.063--B Naess, Elsa -- 134 ark:/13030/ft000003fk
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4 x 3 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "1928?".
Physical Description: Print: mounted.

Elisa Naess 1931 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 134
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Naess, Elsa -- 135
Elisa Naess 1931 BANC PIC 1964.063--B Naess, Elsa -- 135 ark:/13030/ft6j49p16k
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.5 x 7 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Dancer and mistress of photographer".
Physical Description: Print: stamped, mounted.
Additional Note
General Note: 2 copies (copy 2 size PIC, 10 x 8 in.)
Elsa Naess 1931 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 135
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Naess, Elsa -- 136
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Naess, Elsa -- 136
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.75 x 7 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 136
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Naess, Elsa -- 137
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 137
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 138
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 138
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 139
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 139
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 140
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 140
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 141
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 141
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 142
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 142
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 143
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 143
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 144
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 144
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 145
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 145
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 146
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 146
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 147
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 146
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 148
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 148
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 149
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 149
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 150
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 150
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 151
Elsa Naess [i.e. legs of] BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 151
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 152
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 152
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 153
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 153
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 154
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 154
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 155
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 155
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 156
**Elsa Naess** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 156
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Naess, Elsa -- 157**

**Elsa Naess** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 157
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Naess, Elsa -- 158**

**Elsa Naess 1938** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 158
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Naess, Elsa -- 159**

**Elsa Naess 1938** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 159
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Naess, Elsa -- 160**

**Elsa Naess 1938** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 160
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Naess, Elsa -- 161**

**Elsa Naess** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 161
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Naess, Elsa -- 162**

**Elsa Naess** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 162
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Naess, Elsa -- 163**
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 163
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 164
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 164
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 165
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 165
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 166
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 166
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 167
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 167
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 168
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 168
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 169
Elsa Naess 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 169
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 170
Elsa Naess 1932  
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 170
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 171
Elsa Naess 1932  
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 171
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 172
Elsa Naess 1932  
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 172
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 173
Elsa Naess 1932  
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 173
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 174
Elsa Naess 1932  
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 174
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 175
Elsa Naess 1932  
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 175
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 176
Elsa Naess 1932  
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 176
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 177
Elsa Naess 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 177
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 178
Elsa Naess 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 178
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 179
Elsa Naess 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 179
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 180
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 180 ark:/13030/ft9g5009cz
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 181
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 181
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 182
Elsa Naess 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 182
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 183
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 183
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 184
Elsa Naess 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 184
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 185
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 185
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 186
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 186
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 187
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 187
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 188
Elsa Naess 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 188
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 189
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 189
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 190
Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 190
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Naess, Elsa -- 191

Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 191
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 192

Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 192
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 193

Elsa Naess 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 193
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 194

Elsa Naess 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 194
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 195

Elsa Naess 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 195
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 196

Elsa Naess 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 196
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 197

Elsa Naess 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 197
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.
Naess, Elsa -- 198
Elsa Naess 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 198
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 199
Elsa Naess 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 199
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 200
Elsa Naess 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 200
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 201
Elsa Naess 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 201
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 202
Elsa Naess 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 202
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 203
Elsa Naess 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 203
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Naess, Elsa -- 204
Elsa Naess 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 204
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (minor).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Naess, Elsa -- 205

Elsa Naess 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Naess, Elsa -- 205

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.5 x 7.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Elsa Naess 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 205

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Naess, Elsa -- 206

Elsa Naess 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Naess, Elsa -- 206

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.5 x 7.25 in.

Elsa Naess 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 206

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Naess, Elsa -- 207

Elsa Naess 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 207

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.75 x 7.75 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Naess, dancer".

Elsa Naess 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 207

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Naess, Elsa -- 208

Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Naess, Elsa -- 208

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.25 x 7.25 in.

Elsa Naess BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 208

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Naess, Elsa -- 209

Elsa Naess 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Naess, Elsa -- 209

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8 x 9.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.
Elsa Naess 1932  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 209
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Naess, Elsa -- 210
Elsa Naess 1929  BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Naess, Elsa -- 210
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9 x 6.5 in.

Elsa Naess 1929  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 210
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (major).

Elsa Naess 1929  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 210
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Naess, Elsa -- 211
Elsa Naess 1929  BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Naess, Elsa -- 211
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.25 x 6.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Elsa Naess 1929  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 211
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Naess, Elsa -- 212
Elsa Naess 1938  BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Naess, Elsa -- 212
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.25 x 7.5 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Elsa Naess 1938  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 212
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Naess, Elsa -- 213
Elsa Naess 1938  BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Naess, Elsa -- 213
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.5 x 7.75 in.

Elsa Naess 1938  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 213
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
**Elsa Naess 1938**

BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Naess, Elsa -- 214

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.5 x 7.5 in.

**Elsa Naess 1938**

BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 214

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

**Naess, Elsa -- 215**

**Elsa Naess 1938**

BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Naess, Elsa -- 215

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 7 x 8.75 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

**Elsa Naess 1938**

BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Naess, Elsa -- 215

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

**Naess, Elsa -- 216**

**Elsa Naess 1930**

BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Naess, Elsa -- 216

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9 x 6.75 in.

---

**Nash, Anne**

**Nash, Anne -- 001**

**Anne Nash**

BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Nash, Anne -- 001

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

**Nash, Anne -- 002**

**Anne Nash**

BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Nash, Anne -- 002

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

**Nash, Anne -- 003**

**Anne Nash**

BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Nash, Anne -- 003

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.5 x 3.5 in.

Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "'Made contact for Xmas 1943' -- on proof which was discarded".
Anne Nash
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Nash, Anne -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Condition
Emulsion side: scratch near nose of image.

Neuhaus, Eugen

Neuhaus, Eugen -- 001
Eugen Neuhaus January 3, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Neuhaus, Eugen -- 001
ark:/13030/ft1n39n88n
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.5 x 7.25 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Eugen Neuhaus January 3, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Neuhaus, Eugen -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Neuhaus, Eugen -- 002
Eugen Neuhaus January 3, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Neuhaus, Eugen -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.25 x 7.25 in.

Eugen Neuhaus January 3, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Neuhaus, Eugen -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Neuhaus, Eugen -- 003
Eugen Neuhaus January 3, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Neuhaus, Eugen -- 003
ark:/13030/ft4c6006jw
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.25 x 7.25 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

[negative] January 3, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Neuhaus, Eugen -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Neuhaus, Eugen -- 004
Eugen Neuhaus January 3, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Neuhaus, Eugen -- 004
ark:/13030/ft9w10105k
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.5 x 7.5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Eugen Neuhaus -- 1941, painter".
Physical Description: Print: stamped.
Eugen Neuhaus January 3, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Neuhaus, Eugen -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Condition
Substance on base side near face.

Neuhaus, Eugen -- 005
Eugen Neuhaus January 3, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Neuhaus, Eugen -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Neuhaus, Eugen -- 006
Eugen Neuhaus January 3, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Neuhaus, Eugen -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Neuhaus, Eugen -- 007
Eugen Neuhaus January 3, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Neuhaus, Eugen -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Neuhaus, Eugen -- 008
Eugen Neuhaus January 3, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Neuhaus, Eugen -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Neuhaus, Eugen -- 009
Eugen Neuhaus January 3, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Neuhaus, Eugen -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Neuhaus, Eugen -- 010
Eugen Neuhaus January 3, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Neuhaus, Eugen -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Neuhaus, Eugen -- 011
Neuhaus, Eugen January 3, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Neuhaus, Eugen -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Neuhaus, Eugen -- 012
Neuhaus, Eugen January 3, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Neuhaus, Eugen -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Neuhaus, Eugen -- 013
Neuhaus, Eugen January 3, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Neuhaus, Eugen -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Neuhaus, Eugen -- 014
Neuhaus, Eugen January 3, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Neuhaus, Eugen -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Neuhaus, Eugen -- 015
Neuhaus, Eugen January 3, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Neuhaus, Eugen -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Neuhaus, Eugen -- 016
Neuhaus, Eugen January 3, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Neuhaus, Eugen -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Neuhaus, Eugen -- 017
Neuhaus, Eugen January 3, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Neuhaus, Eugen -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Neuhaus, Eugen -- 018
Eugen Neuhaus January 3, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Neuhaus, Eugen -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "4/15 on campus".
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Neuhaus, Eugen -- 019
Eugen Neuhaus January 3, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Neuhaus, Eugen -- 019
ark:/13030/ft9q2nb6k7
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.75 x 6.5 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Eugen Neuhaus January 3, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Neuhaus, Eugen -- 019
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Neuhaus, Eugen -- 020
Eugen Neuhaus January 3, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Neuhaus, Eugen -- 020
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Nison, Jean

Nison, Jean -- 001
Jean Nison 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Nison, Jean -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Nison, Jean -- 002
Jean Nison 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Nison, Jean -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Nison, Jean -- 003
Jean Nison 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Nison, Jean -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jean Nison 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Nison, Jean -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jean Nison 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Nison, Jean -- 005 ark:/13030/ft5c600792
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jean Nison 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Nison, Jean -- 006 ark:/13030/ft4489n9bt
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jean Nison 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Nison, Jean -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jean Nison 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Nison, Jean -- 008 ark:/13030/ft2j49n83q
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jean Nison 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Nison, Jean -- 009

Finding Aid to the Johan Hagemeyer Photograph Collection, circa 1908-circa 1955
BANC PIC 1964.063-064 - PIC 625
Jean Nison 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Nison, Jean -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Nison, Jean -- 010
Jean Nison 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Nison, Jean -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Nison, Jean -- 011
Jean Nison 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Nison, Jean -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Nison, Jean -- 012
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jean Nison 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Nison, Jean -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Nison, Jean -- 013
Jean Nison 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Nison, Jean -- 013 ark:/13030/ft2s20051n
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.25 x 6.25 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Jean Nison 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Nison, Jean -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Norris, Georgia

Norris, Georgia -- 001
Georgia Norris 1942 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Norris, Georgia -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouching.
Norris, Georgia -- 002
Georgia Norris 1942 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Norris, Georgia -- 002
ark:/13030/kt4m3nc7q0
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.5 x 3.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped, contact print.

Georgia Norris 1942 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Norris, Georgia -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side : "1942 Norris".
Physical Description: Negative : retouching.

Nourse, Edith Shepley

Nourse, Edith Shepley -- 001
Edith Shepley Nourse August 12, 1941
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Nourse, Edith Shepley -- 001
ark:/13030/ht8v19p2w0
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Nourse, Edith Shepley -- 002
Edith Shepley Nourse August 12, 1941
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Nourse, Edith Shepley -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Nyeland, Paul

Nyeland, Paul -- 001
Paul Nyeland May 25, 1946 (?) BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Nyeland, Paul -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Nyeland, Paul -- 002
Paul Nyeland May 25, 1946 (?) BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Nyeland, Paul -- 002
ark:/13030/ht7290088p
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.5 x 8 in.
Paul Nyeland May 25, 1946 (?) BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Nyeland, Paul -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Nyeland, Mrs. Paul

Nyeland, Mrs. Paul -- 001
Mrs. Paul Nyeland BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Nyeland, Mrs. Paul -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Nyeland, Mrs. Paul -- 002
Mrs. Paul Nyeland BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Nyeland, Mrs. Paul -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Nyeland, Mrs. Paul -- 003
Mrs. Paul Nyeland BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Nyeland, Mrs. Paul -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9 x 6.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Older, Fremont

Older, Fremont -- 015
Fremont Older June 5, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Older, Fremont -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouching.

Older, Fremont -- 016
Fremont Older June 5, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Older, Fremont -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative : retouching, deterioration (minor).
Older, Fremont -- 017

**Fremont Older June 5, 1928** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Older, Fremont -- 017

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.

Physical Description: Negative : retouching, deterioration (major).

---

Older, Fremont -- 018

**Fremont Older June 5, 1928** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Older, Fremont -- 018

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.

Physical Description: Negative : deterioration (major).

---

Older, Fremont -- 019

**Fremont Older June 5, 1928** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Older, Fremont -- 019

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.

Physical Description: Negative : retouching.

---

Older, Fremont -- 020

**Fremont Older June 5, 1928** BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Older, Fremont -- 020

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 6.5 x 4.75 in.

Physical Description: Print: stamp.

---

Older, Fremont -- 021

**Fremont Older June 5, 1928** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Older, Fremont -- 021

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9 x 6.5 in.

---

---

O’Neil, Barbara

---

**O’Neil, Barbara -- 001**

**Barbara O’Neil May 11, 1941** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG O’Neil, Barbara -- 001

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

---

**O’Neil, Barbara -- 002**
Barbara O'Neil May 11, 1941  
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG O'Neil, Barbara -- 002  
[ark:13030/ft500006zb]

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Barbara O'Neil 1941".  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

O'Neil, Charles

O'Neil, Charles -- 001

Charles O'Neil May 8, 1941  
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC O'Neil, Charles -- 001  
[ark:13030/ft267nb1w1]

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.75 x 7.5 in.  
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Charles O'Neil May 8, 1941  
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG O'Neil, Charles -- 001  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Ong, Eugenia

Ong, Eugenia -- 001

Eugenia Ong February 18, 1930  
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ong, Eugenia -- 001  
[ark:13030/ft8c6009s6]

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

Ong, Eugenia -- 002

Eugenia Ong April 18, 1930  
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ong, Eugenia -- 002  
[ark:13030/ft9w101063]

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

Ong, Eugenia -- 003
Eugenia Ong February 18, 1930 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ong, Eugenia -- 003

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Eugenia Ong April 18, 1930 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Ong, Eugenia -- 004

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.25 x 6.5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Pasadena 1930".
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Palache, Mrs. Whitney

Mrs. Whitney Palache December 17, 1936
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Palache, Mrs. Whitney -- 001

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Palangi, Carlo

Carlo Palangi June 7, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Palangi, Carlo -- 001

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Carlo Palangi June 7, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Palangi, Carlo -- 002

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Palangi, Carlo

**Carlo Palangi June 7, 1949** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Palangi, Carlo -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Palangi, Carlo -- 004**

**Carlo Palangi June 7, 1949** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Palangi, Carlo -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Palangi, Carlo -- 005**

**Carlo Palangi June 7, 1949** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Palangi, Carlo -- 005
[Ark link](http://ark:/13030/ft0199n6dh)
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Palangi, Carlo -- 006**

**Carlo Palangi June 7, 1949** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Palangi, Carlo -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Palangi, Carlo -- 007**

**Carlo Palangi June 7, 1949** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Palangi, Carlo -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Palangi, Carlo -- 008**

**Carlo Palangi June 7, 1949** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Palangi, Carlo -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Palangi, Carlo -- 009**

**Carlo Palangi June 7, 1949** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Palangi, Carlo -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Palangi, Carlo -- 010**
Carlo Palangi June 7, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Palangi, Carlo -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Palangi, Carlo -- 011
Carlo Palangi June 7, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Palangi, Carlo -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Palangi, Carlo -- 012
Carlo Palangi June 7, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Palangi, Carlo -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Palangi, Carlo -- 013
Carlo Palangi June 7, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Palangi, Carlo -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Palangi, Carlo -- 014
Carlo Palangi June 7, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Palangi, Carlo -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Palangi, Carlo -- 015
Carlo Palangi June 7, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Palangi, Carlo -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Palangi, Carlo -- 016
Carlo Palangi June 7, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Palangi, Carlo -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Palangi, Carlo -- 017
Palangi, Carlo

Carlo Palangi June 7, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Palangi, Carlo -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Palangi, Carlo -- 018
Carlo Palangi June 7, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Palangi, Carlo -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Palangi, Carlo -- 019
Carlo Palangi June 7, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Palangi, Carlo -- 019
ark:/13030/ft8m3nb5rc
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: 3 copies (copy 2 size PIC, 8.25 x 6.5 in., stamped, inscribed on verso: "reversed for publication -- Carlo Palangi -- opera singer"; copy 3 size PIC, 5 x 4 in., inscribed on verso: "reversed")

Carlo Palangi June 7, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Palangi, Carlo -- 019
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "6/49".
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Palangi, Carlo -- 020
Carlo Palangi June 7, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--B Palangi, Carlo -- 020
ark:/13030/ft1489n739
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 7.5 x 5.25 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Carlo Palangi, operatic singer (bass)."
Physical Description: Print: stamped, mounted.

Carlo Palangi June 7, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Palangi, Carlo -- 020
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Pastorius, Arnold F.

Pastorius, Arnold F. -- 001
Arnold F. Pastorius 1929 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pastorius, Arnold F. -- 001  ark:/13030/ft7s2008ti
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Patrick, Lt. Harry

Patrick, Lt. Harry -- 001
Lt. Harry Patrick November 18, 1944
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Patrick, Lt. Harry -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Patrick, Lt. Harry -- 002
Lt. Harry Patrick November 18, 1944
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Patrick, Lt. Harry -- 002  ark:/13030/ft3j49n8qb
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Patrick, Lt. Harry -- 003
Lt. Harry Patrick November 18, 1944
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Patrick, Lt. Harry -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Patrick, Lt. Harry -- 004
Lt. Harry Patrick November 18, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Patrick, Lt. Harry -- 004  ark:/13030/ft338nb2bw
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.5 x 6.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Lt. Harry Patrick November 18, 1944
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Patrick, Lt. Harry -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Patrick, Molly
Patrick, Molly -- 001
Molly Patrick November 25, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Patrick, Molly -- 001
[ark:/13030/ft9v19p31v]
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Patrick, Molly -- 002
Molly Patrick November 25, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Patrick, Molly -- 002
[ark:/13030/ft0779n6w2]
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Patrick, Molly -- 003
Molly Patrick November 25, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Patrick, Molly -- 003
[ark:/13030/ft42900678]
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Patrick, Molly -- 004
Molly Patrick November 25, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Patrick, Molly -- 004
[ark:/13030/ft2d5nb20c]
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.25 x 6.5 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Patrick, Archie

Patrick, Archie --- 001
Archie Patrick November 22, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Patrick, Archie --- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Patrick, Archie --- 002
**Archie Patrick November 22, 1944** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Patrick, Archie --- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Patrick, Archie --- 003**
**Archie Patrick November 22, 1944** BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Patrick, Archie --- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.75 x 3.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

**Archie Patrick November 22, 1944** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Patrick, Archie --- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

**Pazmore, Radiana**

**Pazmore, Radiana -- 001**
**Radiana Pazmore September 24-26, 1933**
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pazmore, Radiana -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Pazmore, Radiana -- 002**
**Radiana Pazmore September 24-26, 1933**
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pazmore, Radiana -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Pazmore, Radiana -- 003**
**Radiana Pazmore September 24-26, 1933**
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pazmore, Radiana -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Pazmore, Radiana

**Pazmore, Radiana -- 004**

**Radiana Pazmore September 24-26, 1933**
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pazmore, Radiana -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Pazmore, Radiana -- 005**

**Radiana Pazmore September 24-26, 1933**
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pazmore, Radiana -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
General Note: No print available.

**Pazmore, Radiana -- 006**

**Radiana Pazmore September 24-26, 1933**
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pazmore, Radiana -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Pazmore, Radiana -- 007**

**Radiana Pazmore September 24-26, 1933**
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pazmore, Radiana -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Pazmore, Radiana -- 008**

**Radiana Pazmore September 24-26, 1933**
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pazmore, Radiana -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Pazmore, Radiana -- 009**

**Radiana Pazmore September 24-26, 1933**
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pazmore, Radiana -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Pazmore, Radiana -- 010**
Radiana Pazmore September 24-26, 1933
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pazmore, Radiana -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pazmore, Radiana -- 011
Radiana Pazmore September 24-26, 1933
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pazmore, Radiana -- 011 ark:/13030/ft5b69p0c2
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pazmore, Radiana -- 012
Radiana Pazmore September 24-26, 1933
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pazmore, Radiana -- 012 ark:/13030/ft0z09n7vm
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pazmore, Radiana -- 013
Radiana Pazmore September 24-26, 1933
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pazmore, Radiana -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pazmore, Radiana -- 014
Radiana Pazmore September 24-26, 1933
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pazmore, Radiana -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pazmore, Radiana -- 015
Radiana Pazmore September 24-26, 1933
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pazmore, Radiana -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Pazmore, Radiana -- 016
Radiana Pazmore September 24-26, 1933
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pazmore, Radiana -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pazmore, Radiana -- 017
Radiana Pazmore September 24-26, 1933
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pazmore, Radiana -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pazmore, Radiana -- 018
Radiana Pazmore September 24-26, 1933
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pazmore, Radiana -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pazmore, Radiana -- 019
Radiana Pazmore September 24-26, 1933
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pazmore, Radiana -- 019
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pazmore, Radiana -- 020
Radiana Pazmore September 24-26, 1933
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pazmore, Radiana -- 020
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pazmore, Radiana -- 021
Radiana Pazmore September 24-26, 1933
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pazmore, Radiana -- 021
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pazmore, Radiana -- 022
Pazmore, Radiana

**Radiana Pazmore September 24-26, 1933**
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pazmore, Radiana -- 022
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Pazmore, Radiana -- 023**
Radiana Pazmore September 24-26, 1933
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pazmore, Radiana -- 023
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Pazmore, Radiana -- 024**
Radiana Pazmore September 24-26, 1933
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pazmore, Radiana -- 024
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Pazmore, Radiana -- 025**
Radiana Pazmore September 24-26, 1933
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pazmore, Radiana -- 025
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Pazmore, Radiana -- 026**
Radiana Pazmore September 24-26, 1933
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pazmore, Radiana -- 026
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Pazmore, Radiana -- 027**
Radiana Pazmore September 24-26, 1933
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pazmore, Radiana -- 027
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Pazmore, Radiana -- 028**
Radiana Pazmore September 24-26, 1933
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pazmore, Radiana -- 028
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pazmore, Radiana -- 029
Radiana Pazmore September 24-26, 1933
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pazmore, Radiana -- 029
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pazmore, Radiana -- 030
Radiana Pazmore September 24-26, 1933
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pazmore, Radiana -- 030
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pazmore, Radiana -- 031
Radiana Pazmore September 24-26, 1933
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pazmore, Radiana -- 031
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pazmore, Radiana -- 032
Radiana Pazmore September 24-26, 1933
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pazmore, Radiana -- 032
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pazmore, Radiana -- 033
Radiana Pazmore September 24-26, 1933
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pazmore, Radiana -- 033
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pazmore, Radiana -- 034
Radiana Pazmore September 24-26, 1933
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Pazmore, Radiana -- 034
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9 x 7.25 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Radiana Pazmore September 24-26, 1933
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pazmore, Radiana -- 034
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Radiana Pazmore September 24-26, 1933
BANC PIC 1964.063--B Pazmore, Radiana -- 035
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.5 x 7.25 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped, mounted.
Additional Note
General Note: 2 copies (copy 2 size PIC, 5 x 4 in., contact print)

Radiana Pazmore September 24-26, 1933
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pazmore, Radiana -- 035
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Pelton, Jack

Pelton, Jack -- 001
Jack Pelton December 2, 1943
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pelton, Jack -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pelton, Jack -- 002
Jack Pelton December 2, 1943
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pelton, Jack -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pelton, Jack -- 003
Pelton, Jack

Jack Pelton December 2, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pelton, Jack -- 003

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pelton, Jack -- 004

Jack Pelton December 2, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pelton, Jack -- 004

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pelton, Jack -- 005

Jack Pelton December 2, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pelton, Jack -- 005

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pepper, Stephen C.

Pepper, Stephen C. -- 001

Stephen C. Pepper March 12, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pepper, Stephen C. -- 001

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pepper, Stephen C. -- 002

Stephen C. Pepper March 12, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Pepper, Stephen C. -- 002

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.75 x 3.75 in.

Stephen C. Pepper March 12, 1941
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pepper, Stephen C. -- 002

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Pepper, Stephen C. -- 003
Pepper, Stephen C. March 12, 1941
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pepper, Stephen C. -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pepper, Stephen C. -- 004
Stephen C. Pepper March 12, 1941
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pepper, Stephen C. -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pepper, Stephen C. -- 005
Stephen C. Pepper March 12, 1941
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pepper, Stephen C. -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pepper, Stephen C. -- 006
Stephen C. Pepper March 12, 1941
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pepper, Stephen C. -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pepper, Stephen C. -- 007
Stephen C. Pepper March 12, 1941
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pepper, Stephen C. -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pepper, Stephen C. -- 008
Stephen C. Pepper March 12, 1941
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pepper, Stephen C. -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Pepper, Stephen C. -- 009
**Stephen C. Pepper March 12, 1941**
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pepper, Stephen C. -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pepper, Stephen C. -- 010
**Stephen C. Pepper March 12, 1941**
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pepper, Stephen C. -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pepper, Stephen C. -- 011
**Stephen C. Pepper March 12, 1941**
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pepper, Stephen C. -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pera, Joan Hinchman

Pera, Joan Hinchman -- 001
**Joan Hinchman Pera October 16, 1948**
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pera, Joan Hinchman -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pera, Joan Hinchman -- 002
**Joan Hinchman Pera October 16, 1948**
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pera, Joan Hinchman -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pera, Joan Hinchman -- 003
Pera, Joan Hinchman October 16, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pera, Joan Hinchman -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "10/16-'48".
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pera, Joan Hinchman -- 004
Joan Hinchman Pera October 16, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pera, Joan Hinchman -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pera, Joan Hinchman -- 005
Joan Hinchman Pera October 16, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pera, Joan Hinchman -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pera, Joan Hinchman -- 006
Joan Hinchman Pera October 16, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pera, Joan Hinchman -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pera, Joan Hinchman -- 007
Joan Hinchman Pera October 16, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pera, Joan Hinchman -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pera, Joan Hinchman -- 008
Joan Hinchman Pera October 16, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Pera, Joan Hinchman -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.75 x 3.75 in.
Joan Hinchman Pera October 16, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pera, Joan Hinchman -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "10/16-'48".
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Pera, Joan Hinchman -- 009
Joan Hinchman Pera October 16, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Pera, Joan Hinchman -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.

Joan Hinchman Pera October 16, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pera, Joan Hinchman -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Pera, Lino

Pera, Lino -- 001
Lino Pera January 31, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pera, Lino -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pera, Lino -- 002
Lino Pera January 31, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pera, Lino -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pera, Lino -- 003
Lino Pera January 31, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pera, Lino -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pera, Lino -- 004
Lino Pera January 31, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Pera, Lino -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.75 x 3.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.
Pera, Lino

**Lino Pera January 31, 1948** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pera, Lino -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

**Pera, Lino -- 005**
**Lino Pera January 31, 1948** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pera, Lino -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Pera, Lino -- 006**
**Lino Pera January 31, 1948** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pera, Lino -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Pera, Lino -- 007**
**Lino Pera January 31, 1948** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pera, Lino -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Pera, Lino -- 008**
**Lino Pera January 31, 1948** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pera, Lino -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Pera, Lino -- 009**
**Lino Pera January 31, 1948** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pera, Lino -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Pera, Lino -- 010**
**Lino Pera January 31, 1948** BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Pera, Lino -- 010
ark:/13030/ft9m3nb6sp
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 6 x 4.5 in.

**Lino Pera January 31, 1948** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pera, Lino -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "11/27-'48".
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Pera, Lino -- 011

Lino Pera January 31, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Pera, Lino -- 011
ark:/13030/ft0v19n7v7
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.

Lino Pera January 31, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pera, Lino -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Pera, Lino -- 012

Lino Pera January 31, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Pera, Lino -- 012
ark:/13030/ft3t1nb32t
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.75 x 3.75 in.

Lino Pera January 31, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pera, Lino -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Pera, Lino -- 013

Lino Pera January 31, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Pera, Lino -- 013
ark:/13030/ft890nb6t5
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 6 x 4.75 in.

Lino Pera January 31, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pera, Lino -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Perham, Ina

Content/Description
Gaps in the following portrait number range probably indicate that The Bancroft Library Portrait File contains other portraits of this individual which were not taken by Johan Hagemeyer. For further explanation, see notes on “Arrangement, Subject Description and Portrait Numbering” in the present finding aid.

Perham, Ina -- 002

Ina Perham May 25, 1925 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Perham, Ina -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Perham, Ina -- 003
Ina Perham May 25, 1925 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Perham, Ina -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ina Perham May 25, 1925 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Perham, Ina -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ina Perham May 25, 1925 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Perham, Ina -- 132
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Mistakenly labelled by TBL as "Jane Bouse".
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ina Perham May 25, 1925 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Perham, Ina -- 133
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Gottardo Piazzoni April 25, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Piazzoni, Gottardo -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Finding Aid to the Johan Hagemeyer Photograph Collection, circa 1908-circa 1955
Piazzoni, Gottardo -- 002

Gottardo Piazzoni April 25, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Piazzoni, Gottardo -- 002

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Piazzoni, Gottardo -- 003

Gottardo Piazzoni April 25, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Piazzoni, Gottardo -- 003

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Piazzoni, Gottardo -- 004

Gottardo Piazzoni April 25, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Piazzoni, Gottardo -- 004

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.75 x 7 in.

Pinchon, Edgcumb

Pinchon, Edgcumb -- 001

Edgcumb Pinchon May 4, 1930 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pinchon, Edgcumb -- 001

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pinchon, Edgcumb -- 002

Edgcumb Pinchon May 4, 1930 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pinchon, Edgcumb -- 002

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pinchon, Edgcumb -- 003
Edgcumb Pinchon May 4, 1930 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pinchon, Edgcumb -- 003

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pinchon, Edgcumb -- 004
Edgcumb Pinchon May 4, 1930 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pinchon, Edgcumb -- 004

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pinchon, Edgcumb -- 005
Edgcumb Pinchon May 4, 1930 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pinchon, Edgcumb -- 005

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pinchon, Edgcumb -- 006
Edgcumb Pinchon May 4, 1930 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Pinchon, Edgcumb -- 006

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Edgcomb Pinchon -- critic, 1930".
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Edgcumb Pinchon May 4, 1930 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pinchon, Edgcumb -- 006

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Pinchon, Edgcumb -- 007
Edgcumb Pinchon May 4, 1930 BANC PIC 1964.063--B Pinchon, Edgcumb -- 007

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Edgecomb Pinchon, writer, '31."
Physical Description: Print: stamped, mounted.

Edgcumb Pinchon May 4, 1930 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pinchon, Edgcumb -- 007

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Pinza, Ezio -- 001
Ezio Pinza March 27, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pinza, Ezio -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pinza, Ezio -- 002
Ezio Pinza March 27, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pinza, Ezio -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pinza, Ezio -- 003
Ezio Pinza March 27, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pinza, Ezio -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pinza, Ezio -- 004
Ezio Pinza March 27, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pinza, Ezio -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pinza, Ezio -- 005
Ezio Pinza March 27, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pinza, Ezio -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pinza, Ezio -- 006
Ezio Pinza March 27, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pinza, Ezio -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pinza, Ezio -- 007
Ezio Pinza March 27, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pinza, Ezio -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pinza, Ezio -- 008
Ezio Pinza March 27, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pinza, Ezio -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pinza, Ezio -- 009
Ezio Pinza March 27, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pinza, Ezio -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pinza, Ezio -- 010
Ezio Pinza March 27, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pinza, Ezio -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pinza, Ezio -- 011
Ezio Pinza March 27, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pinza, Ezio -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pinza, Ezio -- 012
Ezio Pinza March 27, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pinza, Ezio -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Pinza, Ezio -- 013
Ezio Pinza March 27, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pinza, Ezio -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pinza, Ezio -- 014
Ezio Pinza March 27, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pinza, Ezio -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pinza, Ezio -- 015
Pinza, Ezio

**Ezio Pinza March 27, 1944** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pinza, Ezio -- 015

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Pinza, Ezio -- 016**

**Ezio Pinza March 27, 1944** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pinza, Ezio -- 016

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Pinza, Ezio -- 017**

**Ezio Pinza March 27, 1944** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pinza, Ezio -- 017

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Pinza, Ezio -- 018**

**Ezio Pinza March 27, 1944** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pinza, Ezio -- 018

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Pinza, Ezio -- 019**

**Ezio Pinza March 27, 1944** BANC PIC 1964.063--B Pinza, Ezio -- 019 [ark:/13030/ft5s2007hs](ark:/13030/ft5s2007hs)

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.5 x 7.25 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped, mounted.
Additional Note
General Note: 2 copies (copy 2 size PIC, 5 x 4 in., contact print)

**Ezio Pinza March 27, 1944** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pinza, Ezio -- 019

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

**Pinza, Ezio -- 020**

**Ezio Pinza March 27, 1944** BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Pinza, Ezio -- 020 [ark:/13030/ft4z09n9hn](ark:/13030/ft4z09n9hn)

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.5 x 7.5 in.

**Ezio Pinza March 27, 1944** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pinza, Ezio -- 020

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Pinza, Ezio -- 021
Ezio Pinza March 27, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Pinza, Ezio -- 021 ark:/13030/fl0s2003c7
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.25 x 7.5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: On accompanying caption card: "Ezio Pinza singing: 'Dormi, amore' from 'La Flora' by Da Gigliano [i.e. Da Gagliano]."
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Ezio Pinza March 27, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pinza, Ezio -- 021
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Place, Vivien
Place, Vivien -- 001
Vivien Place December 1934 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Place, Vivien -- 001 ark:/13030/fl7c6008gr
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.75 x 3.5 in.

Plehn, Emily
Plehn, Mrs. Emily -- 001
Mrs. Emily Plehn May 5, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Plehn, Mrs. Emily -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Plehn, Mrs. Emily -- 002
Mrs. Emily Plehn May 5, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Plehn, Mrs. Emily -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Plehn, Mrs. Emily -- 003
Mrs. Emily Plehn May 5, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Plehn, Mrs. Emily -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Plehn, Mrs. Emily -- 004
Mrs. Emily Plehn May 5, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Plehn, Mrs. Emily -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Plehn, Mrs. Emily -- 005
Mrs. Emily Plehn May 5, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Plehn, Mrs. Emily -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Plehn, Mrs. Emily -- 006
Mrs. Emily Plehn May 5, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Plehn, Mrs. Emily -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Plehn, Mrs. Emily -- 007
Mrs. Emily Plehn May 5, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Plehn, Mrs. Emily -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Plehn, Mrs. Emily -- 008
Mrs. Emily Plehn May 5, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Plehn, Mrs. Emily -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Plehn, Mrs. Emily -- 009
Mrs. Emily Plehn May 5, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Plehn, Mrs. Emily -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "5/5-'56".
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Plehn, Mrs. Emily -- 010
Mrs. Emily Plehn May 5, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Plehn, Mrs. Emily -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Plehn, Mrs. Emily -- 011
Mrs. Emily Plehn May 5, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Plehn, Mrs. Emily -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Plehn, Mrs. Emily -- 012
Mrs. Emily Plehn May 5, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Plehn, Mrs. Emily -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print: gelatin silver; 5 x 4 in.

Mrs. Emily Plehn May 5, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Plehn, Mrs. Emily -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Plehn, Mrs. Emily -- 013
Mrs. Emily Plehn May 5, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Plehn, Mrs. Emily -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print: gelatin silver; 10 x 8 in.

Mrs. Plehn May 5, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Plehn, Mrs. -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Pollack, Robert

Pollack, Robert -- 001
Robert Pollack May 25, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Pollack, Robert -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print: gelatin silver; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.

Robert Pollack May 25, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pollack, Robert -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (minor).
Pollack, Robert

**Robert Pollack May 25, 1928** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pollack, Robert -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

**Pollack, Robert -- 002**

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.

**Robert Pollack May 25, 1928** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pollack, Robert -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (minor).

**Robert Pollack May 25, 1928** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pollack, Robert -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

**Pollack, Robert -- 003**

**Robert Pollack May 25, 1928** BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Pollack, Robert -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4.25 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.

**Robert Pollack May 25, 1928** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pollack, Robert -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (minor).

**Robert Pollack May 25, 1928** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pollack, Robert -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

**Pollack, Robert -- 004**

**Robert Pollack May 25, 1928** BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Pollack, Robert -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.

**Robert Pollack May 25, 1928** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pollack, Robert -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (minor).

**Additional Note**
General Note: No print available.

**Pollack, Robert May 25, 1928** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pollack, Robert -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

---

Finding Aid to the Johan Hagemeyer Photograph Collection, circa 1908-circa 1955
Robert Pollack May 25, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Pollack, Robert -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.

Robert Pollack May 25, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pollack, Robert -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (minor).

Robert Pollack May 25, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pollack, Robert -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Pollack, Robert -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate film ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Pollack, Robert -- 007
Robert Pollack May 25, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Pollack, Robert -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.

Robert Pollack May 25, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pollack, Robert -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (minor).

Robert Pollack May 25, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pollack, Robert -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Pollack, Robert -- 008
Robert Pollack May 25, 1928 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Pollack, Robert -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.
Pollack, Robert

**Robert Pollack May 25, 1928** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pollack, Robert -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor).

**Robert Pollack May 25, 1928** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pollack, Robert -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.

**Pollack, Robert -- 009**
**Robert Pollack May 25, 1928** BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Pollack, Robert -- 009
[ark:13030/ft8h4nb5k4]
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.75 x 6.75 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "S.F. [i.e. San Francisco] 1928".
Additional Note
General Note: 2 copies (copy 2 size PIC, 5 x 4 in., contact print)

**Robert Pollack May 25, 1928** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pollack, Robert -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Robert Pollack May 25, 1928** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pollack, Robert -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

**Pollack, Robert -- 010**
**Robert Pollack May 25, 1928** BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Pollack, Robert -- 010
[ark:13030/ft2f59n874]
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 3 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: 2 copies (copy 2 size PIC, 4 x 5 in., contact print)

**Robert Pollack May 25, 1928** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pollack, Robert -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (minor).

**Robert Pollack May 25, 1928** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pollack, Robert -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.

**Pollack, Robert -- 011**
ark:/13030/ft367nb2xb
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 6.75 x 8.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: mounted.
Additional Note
General Note: 3 copies (copies 2 & 3 size PIC, 4 x 5 in., contact prints)

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (minor).

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.

Pratt, Mrs. Howard

Pratt, Mrs. Howard -- 001
Mrs. Howard Pratt 1955? BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pratt, Mrs. Howard -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pratt, Mrs. Howard -- 002
Mrs. Howard Pratt 1955 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pratt, Mrs. Howard -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pratt, Mrs. Howard -- 003
Mrs. Howard Pratt 1955  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pratt, Mrs. Howard -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "10/13-'55".
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pratt, Mrs. Howard -- 004
Mrs. Howard Pratt 1955  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pratt, Mrs. Howard -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pratt, Mrs. Howard -- 005
Mrs. Howard Pratt 1955  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pratt, Mrs. Howard -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pratt, Mrs. Howard -- 006
Mrs. Howard Pratt 1955  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pratt, Mrs. Howard -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pratt, Mrs. Howard -- 007
Mrs. Howard Pratt 1955  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pratt, Mrs. Howard -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pratt, Mrs. Howard -- 008
Mrs. Howard Pratt 1955  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pratt, Mrs. Howard -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pratt, Mrs. Howard -- 009
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pratt, Mrs. Howard 1955?</th>
<th>BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pratt, Mrs. Howard -- 009</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector:</td>
<td>Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description:</td>
<td>1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Note</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Note:</td>
<td>No print available.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pratt, Mrs. Howard -- 010</th>
<th>Mrs. Howard Pratt 1955?</th>
<th>BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pratt, Mrs. Howard -- 010</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector:</td>
<td>Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description:</td>
<td>1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Note</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Note:</td>
<td>No print available.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector:</td>
<td>Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description:</td>
<td>1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Note</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Note:</td>
<td>No print available.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pratt, Mrs. Howard -- 012</th>
<th>Mrs. Howard Pratt 1955?</th>
<th>BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pratt, Mrs. Howard -- 012</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector:</td>
<td>Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description:</td>
<td>1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Note</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Note:</td>
<td>No print available.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pratt, Mrs. Howard -- 013</th>
<th>Mrs. Howard Pratt 1955?</th>
<th>BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pratt, Mrs. Howard -- 013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector:</td>
<td>Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description:</td>
<td>1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Note</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Note:</td>
<td>No print available.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pratt, Mrs. Howard -- 014</th>
<th>Mrs. Howard Pratt 1955?</th>
<th>BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pratt, Mrs. Howard -- 014</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector:</td>
<td>Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description:</td>
<td>1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Note</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Note:</td>
<td>No print available.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pratt, Mrs. Howard -- 015</th>
<th>Mrs. Howard Pratt 1955?</th>
<th>BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pratt, Mrs. Howard -- 015</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector:</td>
<td>Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Note</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Note:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Mrs. Howard Pratt 1955? BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pratt, Mrs. Howard -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pratt, Mrs. Howard -- 016
Mrs. Howard Pratt 1955? BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pratt, Mrs. Howard -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pratt, Mrs. Howard -- 017
Mrs. Howard Pratt 1955 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pratt, Mrs. Howard -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pratt, Mrs. Howard -- 018
Mrs. Howard Pratt 1955 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pratt, Mrs. Howard -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pratt, Mrs. Howard -- 019
Mrs. Howard Pratt 1955 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pratt, Mrs. Howard -- 019
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Price, Vincent

Price, Vincent -- 001
Vincent Price May 15, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Price, Vincent -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Price, Vincent -- 002
Price, Vincent

**Price, Vincent May 15, 1941** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Price, Vincent -- 002

*Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan*

*Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.*

*Physical Description: Negative: retouched.*

*Additional Note*

*General Note: No print available.*

**Price, Vincent -- 003**

**Price, Vincent May 15, 1941** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Price, Vincent -- 003

*Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan*

*Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.*

*Physical Description: Negative: retouched.*

*Additional Note*

*General Note: No print available.*

**Price, Vincent -- 004**

**Price, Vincent May 15, 1941** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Price, Vincent -- 004

*Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan*

*Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.*

*Physical Description: Negative: retouched.*

*Additional Note*

*General Note: No print available.*

**Price, Vincent -- 005**

**Price, Vincent May 15, 1941** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Price, Vincent -- 005

*Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan*

*Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.*

*Physical Description: Negative: retouched.*

*Additional Note*

*General Note: No print available.*

**Price, Vincent -- 006**

**Price, Vincent May 15, 1941** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Price, Vincent -- 006

*Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan*

*Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.*

*Physical Description: Negative: retouched.*

*Additional Note*

*General Note: No print available.*

**Price, Vincent -- 007**

**Price, Vincent May 15, 1941** BANC PIC 1964.063--B Price, Vincent -- 007

*Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan*

*Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.*

*Physical Description: Print: contact print, mounted.*

*Additional Note*

*General Note: 2 copies (copy 2 size PIC, 5 x 4 in., contact print)
Price, Vincent

**Vincent Price May 15, 1941** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Price, Vincent -- 008

**Vincent Price May 15, 1941** BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC

ark:/13030/ft7c6008b8

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.5 x 3.5 in.

Physical Description: Print: stamped.

**Vincent Price May 15, 1941** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

---

Pringsheim, Peter

**Pringsheim, Peter -- 001**

**Peter Pringsheim March 21, 1941** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG

ark:/13030/ft5870072s

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

**Pringsheim, Peter -- 002**

**Peter Pringsheim March 21, 1941** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

**Pringsheim, Peter -- 003**

**Peter Pringsheim March 21, 1941** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

**Pringsheim, Peter -- 004**

**Peter Pringsheim March 21, 1941** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.
Pringsheim, Peter -- 005

Peter Pringsheim March 21, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pringsheim, Peter -- 005

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pringsheim, Peter -- 006

Peter Pringsheim March 21, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Pringsheim, Peter -- 006

ark:/13030/ft4r29p13q
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.5 x 7.5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Peter Pringsheim, physicist, 1941".
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Peter Pringsheim March 21, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pringsheim, Peter -- 006

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Pulitzer, Muriel

Pulitzer, Muriel -- 001

Muriel Pulitzer March 26, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pulitzer, Muriel -- 001

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pulitzer, Muriel -- 002

Muriel Pulitzer March 26, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pulitzer, Muriel -- 002

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pulitzer, Muriel -- 003

Muriel Pulitzer March 26, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pulitzer, Muriel -- 003

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pulitzer, Muriel -- 004
Muriel Pulitzer March 26, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pulitzer, Muriel -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pulitzer, Muriel -- 005
Muriel Pulitzer March 26, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pulitzer, Muriel -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pulitzer, Muriel -- 006
Muriel Pulitzer March 26, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pulitzer, Muriel -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pulitzer, Muriel -- 007
Muriel Pulitzer March 26, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pulitzer, Muriel -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pulitzer, Muriel -- 008
Muriel Pulitzer March 26, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pulitzer, Muriel -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pulitzer, Muriel -- 009
Muriel Pulitzer March 26, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pulitzer, Muriel -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pulitzer, Muriel -- 010
Pulitzer, Muriel March 26, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pulitzer, Muriel -- 010
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Pulitzer, Muriel -- 011
  Muriel Pulitzer March 26, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pulitzer, Muriel -- 011
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Pulitzer, Muriel -- 012
  Muriel Pulitzer March 26, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pulitzer, Muriel -- 012
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Pulitzer, Muriel -- 013
  Muriel Pulitzer March 26, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pulitzer, Muriel -- 013
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Pulitzer, Muriel -- 014
  Muriel Pulitzer March 26, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pulitzer, Muriel -- 014
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Pulitzer, Muriel -- 015
  Muriel Pulitzer March 26, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pulitzer, Muriel -- 015
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Pulitzer, Muriel -- 016
Muriel Pulitzer March 26, 1945  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pulitzer, Muriel -- 022
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Muriel Pulitzer March 26, 1945  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pulitzer, Muriel -- 023
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Muriel Pulitzer March 26, 1945  BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Pulitzer, Muriel -- 024
ark:/13030/ft6x0nb4vs
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.75 x 3.75 in.

Muriel Pulitzer March 26, 1945  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pulitzer, Muriel -- 024
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Muriel Pulitzer March 26, 1945  BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Pulitzer, Muriel -- 025
ark:/13030/ft0779n6z3
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.5 x 6.75 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Originally for Flavia Flavin".
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Muriel Pulitzer March 26, 1945  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pulitzer, Muriel -- 025
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Muriel Pulitzer March 26, 1945  BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Pulitzer, Muriel -- 026
ark:/13030/ft3x0nb2wd
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 10 x 8 in.
Muriel Pulitzer March 26, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Pulitzer, Muriel -- 026
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Quigley, Joan

Quigley, Joan -- 001
Joan Quigley September 21, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Quigley, Joan -- 001
ark:/13030/ft9489p2gh
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Quigley, Joan -- 002
Joan Quigley September 21, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Quigley, Joan -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Quigley, Joan -- 003
Joan Quigley September 21, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Quigley, Joan -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Quigley, Joan -- 004
Joan Quigley September 21, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Quigley, Joan -- 004
ark:/13030/ft709nb4n3
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Quigley, Joan -- 005
Joan Quigley September 21, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Quigley, Joan -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Quigley, Joan -- 006
  Joan Quigley September 21, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Quigley, Joan -- 006
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Quigley, Joan -- 007
  Joan Quigley September 21, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Quigley, Joan -- 007
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Quigley, Joan -- 008
  Joan Quigley September 21, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Quigley, Joan -- 008
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Quigley, Joan -- 009
  Joan Quigley September 21, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Quigley, Joan -- 009
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Quigley, Joan -- 010
  Joan Quigley September 21, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Quigley, Joan -- 010
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Quigley, Joan -- 011
  Joan Quigley September 21, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Quigley, Joan -- 011
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Quigley, Joan -- 012
Joan Quigley September 21, 1948  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Quigley, Joan -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Quigley, Joan -- 013
Joan Quigley September 21, 1948  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Quigley, Joan -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Quigley, Joan -- 014
Joan Quigley September 21, 1948  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Quigley, Joan -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Quigley, Joan -- 015
Joan Quigley September 21, 1948  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Quigley, Joan -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Quigley, Joan -- 016
Joan Quigley September 21, 1948  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Quigley, Joan -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Quigley, Joan -- 017
Joan Quigley September 21, 1948  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Quigley, Joan -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Quigley, Joan -- 018
**Joan Quigley September 21, 1948** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Quigley, Joan -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Quigley, Joan -- 019**
**Joan Quigley September 21, 1948** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Quigley, Joan -- 019
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Quigley, Joan -- 020**
**Joan Quigley September 21, 1948** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Quigley, Joan -- 020
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Quigley, Joan -- 021**
**Joan Quigley September 21, 1948** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Quigley, Joan -- 021
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

---

**Ramirez, Mario**
Content/Description
Gaps in the following portrait number range probably indicate that The Bancroft Library Portrait File contains other portraits of this individual which were not taken by Johan Hagemeyer. For further explanation, see notes on "Arrangement, Subject Description and Portrait Numbering" in the present finding aid.

**Ramirez, Mario -- 006**
**Mario Ramirez November 28, 1928** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ramirez, Mario -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Mario Ramirez November 28, 1928

BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ramirez, Mario -- 007

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Reid, Penny

Reid, Penny -- 001

Penny Reid May 5, 1944

BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Reid, Penny -- 001

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Reid, Penny -- 002

Penny Reid May 5, 1944

BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Reid, Penny -- 002

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Reid, Penny -- 003

Penny Reid May 5, 1944

BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Reid, Penny -- 003

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Reid, Penny -- 004

Penny Reid May 5, 1944

BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Reid, Penny -- 004

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.

Penny Reid May 5, 1944

BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Reid, Penny -- 004

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Reid, Penny -- 005
Reid, Penny

**Penny Reid May 5, 1944** BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Reid, Penny -- 005

- Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
- Physical Description: 1 photographic print: gelatin silver; 4.75 x 3.75 in.
- Additional Note
- General Note: No print available.

**Rice, Marilyn**

- **Marilyn Rice May 16, 1942** BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Rice, Marilyn -- 001
  - Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  - Physical Description: 1 photographic print: gelatin silver; 8.5 x 6.5 in.
  - Additional Note
  - General Note: No print available.

**Riley, Betty**

- **Betty Riley December 9, 1934** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Riley, Betty -- 001
  - Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  - Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 5 x 4 in.
  - Additional Note
  - General Note: No print available.

**Riley, Mrs.**

- **Riley, Mrs. -- 001**
Riley, Mrs. December 10, 1934
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Riley, Mrs. -- 001

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Riley, Mrs. -- 002
Mrs. Riley December 10, 1934
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Riley, Mrs. -- 002

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Roberts, John S.D. II

Roberts, John S.D. II -- 001
John S.D. Roberts II December 22, 1936
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Roberts, John S.D. II -- 001

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Roberts, John S.D. II -- 002
John S.D. Roberts II December 22, 1936
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Roberts, John S.D. II -- 002

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Roberts, Mrs. Elmira

Roberts, Mrs. Elmira -- 001
Mrs. Elmira Roberts April 12, 1938
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Roberts, Mrs. Elmira -- 001

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Roberts, Mrs. Elmira -- 002
Mrs. Elmira Roberts April 12, 1938
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Roberts, Mrs. Elmira -- 002 [ark:/13030/ft5f59p064]
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Robinson, Edgar E.

Robinson, Edgar E. -- 001
Edgar E. Robinson November 14, 1931
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Robinson, Edgar E. -- 001 [ark:/13030/ft9k401022]
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.5 x 7.25 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Rollings, Lt. Phillip

Rollings, Lt. Phillip -- 001
Lt. Phillip Rollings October 27, 1943
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Rollings, Lt. Phillip -- 001 [ark:/13030/ft7t1nb5nt]
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Rollings, Lt. Phillip -- 002
Lt. Phillip Rollings October 27, 1943
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Rollings, Lt. Phillip -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Rollings, Mrs. Elizabeth

Rollings, Mrs. Elizabeth -- 001
Mrs. Elizabeth Rollings September 25, 1943
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Rollings, Mrs. Elizabeth -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Rollings, Mrs. Elizabeth -- 002
Mrs. Elizabeth Rollings September 25, 1943
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Rollings, Mrs. Elizabeth -- 002  ark:/13030/ft3k4005tj
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Roos, Mrs. Leon L. [Elizabeth]

Roos, Mrs. Leon L. [Elizabeth] -- 001
Mrs. Leon L. [Elizabeth] Roos December 16, 1928
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Roos, Mrs. Leon L. [Elizabeth] -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.

Mrs. Leon L. [Elizabeth] Roos December 16, 1928
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Roos, Mrs. Leon L. [Elizabeth] -- 001  ark:/13030/ft3z09n997
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Mrs. Leon L. [Elizabeth] Roos December 16, 1928
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Roos, Mrs. Leon L. [Elizabeth] -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Roos, Mrs. Leon L. [Elizabeth] -- 002
Mrs. Leon L. [Elizabeth] Roos December 16, 1928
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Roos, Mrs. Leon L. [Elizabeth] -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.

Mrs. Leon L. [Elizabeth] Roos December 16, 1928
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Roos, Mrs. Leon L. [Elizabeth] -- 002  ark:/13030/ft7v19p25t
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Mrs. Leon L. [Elizabeth] Roos December 16, 1928
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Roos, Mrs. Leon L. [Elizabeth] -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Roos, Mrs. Leon L. [Elizabeth] -- 003
Mrs. Leon L. [Elizabeth] Roos December 16, 1928
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Roos, Mrs. Leon L. [Elizabeth] -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.
Mrs. Leon L. [Elizabeth] Roos December 16, 1928
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Roos, Mrs. Leon L. [Elizabeth] -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Mrs. Leon L. [Elizabeth] Roos December 16, 1928
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Roos, Mrs. Leon L. [Elizabeth] -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Roos, Mrs. Leon L. [Elizabeth] -- 004
Mrs. Leon L. [Elizabeth] Roos December 16, 1928
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Roos, Mrs. Leon L. [Elizabeth] -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.

Mrs. Leon L. [Elizabeth] Roos December 16, 1928
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Roos, Mrs. Leon L. [Elizabeth] -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Mrs. Leon L. [Elizabeth] Roos December 16, 1928
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Roos, Mrs. Leon L. [Elizabeth] -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Roos, Mrs. Leon L. [Elizabeth] -- 005
Mrs. Leon L. [Elizabeth] Roos December 16, 1928
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Roos, Mrs. Leon L. [Elizabeth] -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.

Mrs. Leon L. [Elizabeth] Roos December 16, 1928
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Roos, Mrs. Leon L. [Elizabeth] -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Mrs. Leon L. [Elizabeth] Roos December 16, 1928
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Roos, Mrs. Leon L. [Elizabeth] -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Roos, Mrs. Robert A.

Roos, Mrs. Robert A. -- 001
Roos, Mrs. Robert A.

Mrs. Robert A. Roos April 12, 1944
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Roos, Mrs. Robert A. -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Roos, Mrs. Robert A. -- 002
Mrs. Robert A. Roos April 12, 1944
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Roos, Mrs. Robert A. -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Roos, Mrs. Robert A. -- 003
Mrs. Robert A. Roos April 12, 1944
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Roos, Mrs. Robert A. -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Roos, Mrs. Robert A. -- 004
Mrs. Robert A. Roos April 12, 1944
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Roos, Mrs. Robert A. -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Roos, Mrs. Robert A. -- 005
Mrs. Robert A. Roos April 12, 1944
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Roos, Mrs. Robert A. -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Roos, Mrs. Robert A. -- 006
Mrs. Robert A. Roos April 12, 1944
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Roos, Mrs. Robert A. -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.75 x 3.75 in.
Mrs. Robert A. Roos April 12, 1944
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Roos, Mrs. Robert A. -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Roos, Mrs. Robert A. -- 007
Mrs. Robert A. Roos April 12, 1944
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Roos, Mrs. Robert A. -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.25 x 7.5 in.

Mrs. Robert A. Roos April 12, 1944
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Roos, Mrs. Robert A. -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Roos, Mrs. Robert A. -- 008
Mrs. Robert A. Roos April 12, 1944
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Roos, Mrs. Robert A. -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.5 x 6.5 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Mrs. Robert A. Roos April 12, 1944
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Roos, Mrs. Robert A. -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Roos, Robert A., Jr.

Roos, Robert A., Jr. -- 001
Robert A. Roos Jr. May 7, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Roos, Robert A., Jr. -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Roos, Robert A., Jr. -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Roos, Robert A., Jr. -- 003
Robert A. Roos Jr. May 7, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063–NEG Roos, Robert A., Jr. -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Roos, Robert A., Jr. -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Roos, Robert A., Jr. -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Roos, Robert A., Jr. -- 006
ark:/13030/ft2t242
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Roos, Robert A., Jr. -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Roos, Mrs. Robert A., Jr. [Barbara]

Roos, Mrs. Robert A., Jr. [Barbara] -- 001
Mrs. [Barbara] Robert A. Roos Jr. May 10, 1944
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Roos, Mrs. Robert A., Jr. [Barbara] -- 002
Mrs. [Barbara] Robert A. Roos Jr. May 10, 1944
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Roos, Mrs. Robert A., Jr. [Barbara] -- 003
Mrs. [Barbara] Robert A. Roos Jr. May 10, 1944
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Roos, Mrs. Robert A., Jr. [Barbara] -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Roos, Mrs. Robert A., Jr. [Barbara] -- 004
Mrs. [Barbara] Robert A. Roos Jr. May 10, 1944
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Roos, Mrs. Robert A., Jr. [Barbara] -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Roos, Mrs. Robert A., Jr. [Barbara] -- 005
Mrs. [Barbara] Robert A. Roos Jr. May 10, 1944
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Roos, Mrs. Robert A., Jr. [Barbara] -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Roos, Mrs. Robert A., Jr. [Barbara] -- 006
Mrs. [Barbara] Robert A. Roos Jr. May 10, 1944
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Roos, Mrs. Robert A., Jr. [Barbara] -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Roos, Mrs. Robert A., Jr. [Barbara] -- 007
Mrs. [Barbara] Robert A. Roos Jr. May 10, 1944
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Roos, Mrs. Robert A., Jr. [Barbara] -- 007

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Roos, Mrs. Robert A., Jr. [Barbara] -- 008
Mrs. [Barbara] Robert A. Roos Jr. May 10, 1944
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Roos, Mrs. Robert A., Jr. [Barbara] -- 008

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Roos, Mrs. Robert A., Jr. [Barbara] -- 009
Mrs. [Barbara] Robert A. Roos Jr. May 10, 1944
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Roos, Mrs. Robert A., Jr. [Barbara] -- 009

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8 x 6.25 in.
Print: stamped.

Annette Rosenshine September 18, 1953
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Rosenshine, Annette -- 011

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.25 x 6.5 in.

Annette Rosenshine September 18, 1953
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Rosenshine, Annette -- 011

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Negative : Emulsion side : ”9/18 ’53”.
Physical Description: Negative : retouching

Rosenshine, Annette -- 012
Rosenshine, Annette

Annette Rosenshine September 18, 1953
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Rosenshine, Annette -- 020
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative : retouching.

Rosenshine, Annette -- 021
Annette Rosenshine September 18, 1953
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Rosenshine, Annette -- 021
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative : retouching.

Rosenshine, Annette -- 022
Annette Rosenshine September 18, 1953
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Rosenshine, Annette -- 022
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative : retouching.

Rosenshine, Annette [mask created by] -- 023
Annette Rosenshine [mask created by] September 16, 1953
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Rosenshine, Annette -- 023
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Rosenshine, Annette [mask created by] -- 024
Annette Rosenshine [mask created by] September 16, 1953
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Rosenshine, Annette -- 024
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Rosenshine, Annette [mask created by] -- 025
Annette Rosenshine [mask created by] September 16, 1953
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Rosenshine, Annette -- 025
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side : "9/16_53"

Ross, Harry Dick

Content/Description
Gaps in the following portrait number range probably indicate that The Bancroft Library Portrait File contains other portraits of this individual which were not taken by Johan Hagemeyer. For further explanation, see notes on "Arrangement, Subject Description and Portrait Numbering" in the present finding aid.

Ross, Harry Dick -- 016
Harry Dick Ross February 24, 1940 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ross, Harry Dick -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Ross, Harry Dick -- 017
Harry Dick Ross February 24, 1940 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ross, Harry Dick -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ross, Harry Dick -- 018
Harry Dick Ross February 24, 1940 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ross, Harry Dick -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ross, Harry Dick -- 019
Harry Dick Ross February 24, 1940 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ross, Harry Dick -- 019
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ross, Harry Dick -- 020
Harry Dick Ross February 24, 1940 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ross, Harry Dick -- 020
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ross, Harry Dick -- 021
Harry Dick Ross February 24, 1940 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ross, Harry Dick -- 021
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ross, Harry Dick -- 022
Harry Dick Ross February 24, 1940 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ross, Harry Dick -- 022
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ross, Harry Dick -- 023
Harry Dick Ross February 24, 1940 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ross, Harry Dick -- 023
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Ross, Harry Dick -- 024
Harry Dick Ross February 24, 1940 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ross, Harry Dick -- 024
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Ross, Harry Dick -- 025
Harry Dick Ross February 24, 1940 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ross, Harry Dick -- 025
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Ross, Harry Dick -- 026
Harry Dick Ross February 24, 1940 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ross, Harry Dick -- 026
  ark:/13030/h538nb39g
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 7.5 x 9.5 in.
  Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Harry Dick Ross, wood carver".
  Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Ross, Shanagolden [Lillian Bos]

Ross, Shanagolden [Lillian Bos] -- 001
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Ross, Shanagolden [Lillian Bos] -- 002
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Ross, Shanagolden [Lillian Bos] -- 003
Shanagolden [Lillian Bos] Ross July 9, 1942
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ross, Shanagolden [Lillian Bos] -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ross, Shanagolden [Lillian Bos] -- 004
Shanagolden [Lillian Bos] Ross July 9, 1942
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Ross, Shanagolden [Lillian Bos] -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.5 x 7.5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ryan, Beatrice Judd

Ryan, Beatrice Judd -- 001
Beatrice Judd Ryan June 18, 1950 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ryan, Beatrice Judd -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ryan, Beatrice Judd -- 002
Beatrice Judd Ryan June 18, 1950 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ryan, Beatrice Judd -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ryan, Beatrice Judd -- 003
Beatrice Judd Ryan June 18, 1950 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ryan, Beatrice Judd -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Beatrice Judd Ryan June 18, 1950 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ryan, Beatrice Judd -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ryan, Beatrice Judd -- 005
Beatrice Judd Ryan June 18, 1950 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ryan, Beatrice Judd -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ryan, Beatrice Judd -- 006
Beatrice Judd Ryan June 18, 1950 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ryan, Beatrice Judd -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ryan, Beatrice Judd -- 007
Beatrice Judd Ryan June 18, 1950 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ryan, Beatrice Judd -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ryan, Beatrice Judd -- 008
Beatrice Judd Ryan June 18, 1950 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ryan, Beatrice Judd -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ryan, Beatrice Judd -- 009
Beatrice Judd Ryan June 18, 1950 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ryan, Beatrice Judd -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ryan, Beatrice Judd -- 010
Beatrice Judd Ryan June 18, 1950 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ryan, Beatrice Judd -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ryan, Beatrice Judd -- 011
Beatrice Judd Ryan June 18, 1950 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ryan, Beatrice Judd -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ryan, Beatrice Judd -- 012
Beatrice Judd Ryan June 18, 1950 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ryan, Beatrice Judd -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ryan, Beatrice Judd -- 013
Beatrice Judd Ryan June 18, 1950 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ryan, Beatrice Judd -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ryan, Beatrice Judd -- 014
Beatrice Judd Ryan June 18, 1950 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ryan, Beatrice Judd -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ryan, Beatrice Judd -- 015
Beatrice Judd Ryan June 18, 1950 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ryan, Beatrice Judd -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ryan, Beatrice Judd -- 016
Ryan, Beatrice Judd

Beatrice Judd Ryan June 18, 1950 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ryan, Beatrice Judd -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Beatrice Judd Ryan June 18, 1950 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ryan, Beatrice Judd -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Beatrice Judd Ryan June 18, 1950 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ryan, Beatrice Judd -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Beatrice Judd Ryan June 18, 1950 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ryan, Beatrice Judd -- 019
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Beatrice Judd Ryan June 18, 1950 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ryan, Beatrice Judd -- 020
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Beatrice Judd Ryan June 18, 1950 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ryan, Beatrice Judd -- 021
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Beatrice Judd Ryan June 18, 1950 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ryan, Beatrice Judd -- 022
Beatrice Judd Ryan June 18, 1950 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ryan, Beatrice Judd -- 022
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Beatrice Judd Ryan June 18, 1950 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ryan, Beatrice Judd -- 023
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.

Beatrice Judd Ryan June 18, 1950 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ryan, Beatrice Judd -- 023
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 2.5 x 2.5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Beatrice Judd Ryan June 18, 1950 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ryan, Beatrice Judd -- 024
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.5 x 6.25 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "S.F. [i.e. San Francisco] 1927".

Beatrice Judd Ryan June 18, 1950 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ryan, Beatrice Judd -- 024
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Beatrice Judd Ryan June 18, 1950 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ryan, Beatrice Judd -- 025
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.5 x 6.5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Burlingame 1950".

Beatrice Judd Ryan June 18, 1950 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Ryan, Beatrice Judd -- 025
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Sanders, Pearl

Sanders, Pearl -- 001
Pearl Sanders BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sanders, Pearl -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Sanders, Pearl -- 002

**Pearl Sanders** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sanders, Pearl -- 002

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "7/29-'54".

Sanders, Pearl -- 003

**Pearl Sanders** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sanders, Pearl -- 003

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

Sanders, Pearl -- 004

**Pearl Sanders** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sanders, Pearl -- 004

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

Sanders, Pearl -- 005

**Pearl Sanders** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sanders, Pearl -- 005

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

Sanders, Pearl -- 006

**Pearl Sanders** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sanders, Pearl -- 006

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

Sanders, Pearl -- 007

**Pearl Sanders** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sanders, Pearl -- 007

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

Sanders, Pearl -- 008

**Pearl Sanders** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sanders, Pearl -- 008

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

Sanders, Pearl -- 009
**Pearl Sanders** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sanders, Pearl -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Sanders, Pearl -- 010**
**Pearl Sanders** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sanders, Pearl -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Sanders, Pearl -- 011**
**Pearl Sanders** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sanders, Pearl -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Sanders, Pearl -- 012**
**Pearl Sanders** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sanders, Pearl -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Sanders, Pearl -- 013**
**Pearl Sanders** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sanders, Pearl -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Sanders, Pearl -- 014**
**Pearl Sanders** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sanders, Pearl -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "12/10-53".
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Sanders, Pearl -- 015**
**Pearl Sanders** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sanders, Pearl -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: "Old film" written on negative emulsion side.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Sanders, Pearl -- 016**
**Pearl Sanders** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sanders, Pearl -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Sanders, Pearl -- 017**
**Pearl Sanders** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sanders, Pearl -- 017 [ark:/13030/ft1c6004bw]
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Sanders, Pearl -- 018**
**Pearl Sanders** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sanders, Pearl -- 018 [ark:/13030/ft8b69p23t]
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Sanders, Pearl -- 019**
**Pearl Sanders** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sanders, Pearl -- 019
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Sanders, Pearl -- 020**
**Pearl Sanders** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sanders, Pearl -- 020 [ark:/13030/ft0199n6f1]
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Sanders, Pearl -- 021**
**Pearl Sanders** BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Sanders, Pearl -- 021 [ark:/13030/ft9h4nb6t]
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print: gelatin silver; 8.5 x 6.5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "For Pearl".
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

**Pearl Sanders** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sanders, Pearl -- 021
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

**Sanders, Pearl -- 022**
**Pearl Sanders** BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Sanders, Pearl -- 022
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print: gelatin silver; 8.5 x 6.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.
Sandars, Pearl

**Pearl Sanders** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sanders, Pearl -- 022
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: "Reduced" written on negative emulsion side.

**Sanders, Pearl -- 023**
**Pearl Sanders** BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Sanders, Pearl -- 023
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.5 x 6.75 in.

**Pearl Sanders** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sanders, Pearl -- 023
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: "Reduced" written on negative emulsion side.

**Sanders, Pearl -- 024**
**Pearl Sanders** BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Sanders, Pearl -- 024
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.5 x 6.5 in.

**Pearl Sanders** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sanders, Pearl -- 024
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

**Sanders, Pearl -- 025**
**Pearl Sanders** BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Sanders, Pearl -- 025
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.5 x 6.5 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

**Pearl Sanders** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sanders, Pearl -- 025
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: "Reduced" written on negative emulsion side.

**Sanders, Pearl -- 026**
**Pearl Sanders** BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Sanders, Pearl -- 026
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.25 x 6.5 in.

**Pearl Sanders** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sanders, Pearl -- 026
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

---

Scardiglio, Virginia C.

**Scardiglio, Virginia C. -- 001**
Virginia C. Scardiglio July 24, 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Scardiglio, Virginia C. -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Scardiglio, Virginia C. -- 002
Virginia C. Scardiglio July 24, 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Scardiglio, Virginia C. -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.25 x 6.25 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Virginia C. Scardiglio July 24, 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Scardiglio, Virginia C. -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Scarlett, Barbara

Scarlett, Barbara -- 001
Barbara Scarlett August 16, 1930 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Scarlett, Barbara -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Scarlett, Barbara -- 002
Barbara Scarlett August 16, 1930 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Scarlett, Barbara -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Scarlett, Barbara -- 003
Barbara Scarlett August 16, 1930 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Scarlett, Barbara -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Scarlett, Barbara -- 004
Scarlett, Barbara

**Barbara Scarlett August 16, 1930**

BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Scarlett, Barbara -- 004

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

Scarlett, Barbara

**Barbara Scarlett August 16, 1930**

BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Scarlett, Barbara -- 005

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

Scarlett, Barbara

**Barbara Scarlett August 16, 1930**

BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Scarlett, Barbara -- 006

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (major).

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

Scarlett, Rolf

**Scarlett, Rolf 1929**

BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Scarlett, Rolf -- 001

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

Scarlett, Rolf

**Scarlett, Rolf 1929**

BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Scarlett, Rolf -- 002

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

Scarlett, Rolf

**Scarlett, Rolf 1929**

BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Scarlett, Rolf -- 003

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.
Scarlett, Rolf 1929 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Scarlett, Rolf -- 004
ark:/13030/ft9b69p3jb
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Schaeffer, Miss

Schaeffer, Miss -- 001
Miss Schaeffer BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Schaeffer, Miss -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Schaeffer, Miss -- 002
Miss Schaeffer BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Schaeffer, Miss -- 002
ark:/13030/ft0t1nb0h5
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Schaeffer, Miss -- 003
Miss Schaeffer BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Schaeffer, Miss -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Schaeffer, Miss -- 004
Miss Schaeffer BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Schaeffer, Miss -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Scheeline, Mrs. Evelyn

Scheeline, Mrs. Evelyn -- 001
Mrs. Evelyn Scheeline December 10, 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Scheeline, Mrs. Evelyn -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. Evelyn Scheeline December 10, 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Scheeline, Mrs. Evelyn -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. Evelyn Scheeline December 10, 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Scheeline, Mrs. Evelyn -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. Evelyn Scheeline December 10, 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Scheeline, Mrs. Evelyn -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

John Schiffeler September 14, 1946
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Schiffeler, John -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

John Schiffeler September 14, 1946
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Schiffeler, John -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
John Schiffeler September 14, 1946  
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Schiffeler, John -- 002

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Negative: retouched.

Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

Schiffeler, John -- 003
John Schiffeler September 14, 1946  
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Schiffeler, John -- 003

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Negative: retouched.

Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

Schiffeler, John -- 004
John Schiffeler September 14, 1946  
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Schiffeler, John -- 004

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Negative: retouched.

Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

Schiffeler, John -- 005
John Schiffeler September 14, 1946  
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Schiffeler, John -- 005

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Negative: retouched.

Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

Schiffeler, John -- 006
John Schiffeler September 14, 1946  
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Schiffeler, John -- 006

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Negative: retouched.

Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

Schiffeler, John -- 007
John Schiffeler September 14, 1946  
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Schiffeler, John -- 007

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Negative: retouched.

Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

Schiffeler, John -- 008
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Creator/Collector</th>
<th>Physical Description</th>
<th>Additional Note</th>
<th>General Note</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
John Schiffeler September 14, 1946 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Schiffeler, John -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.

John Schiffeler September 14, 1946 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Schiffeler, John -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Schoonmaker, G.D.

Schoonmaker, G.D. -- 001
G.D. Schoonmaker March 7, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Schoonmaker, G.D. -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Schoonmaker, G.D. -- 002
G.D. Schoonmaker March 7, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Schoonmaker, G.D. -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Schoonmaker, G.D. -- 003
G.D. Schoonmaker March 7, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Schoonmaker, G.D. -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Schoonmaker, G.D. -- 004
G.D. Schoonmaker March 7, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Schoonmaker, G.D. -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Schoonmaker, G.D. -- 005
**Karen Schoonmaker March 7, 1943**
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Schoonmaker, Karen -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

**Additional Note**
General Note: No print available.

**Schoonmaker, Karen -- 008**
**Karen Schoonmaker March 7, 1943**
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Schoonmaker, Karen -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print: gelatin silver; 4 x 3.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

**Schoonmaker, Karen -- 009**
**Karen Schoonmaker March 7, 1943**
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Schoonmaker, Karen -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print: gelatin silver; 4 x 3.5 in.

**Schoonmaker, Peter**

**Schoonmaker, Peter -- 001**
**Peter Schoonmaker March 11, 1949**
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Schoonmaker, Peter -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.

**Additional Note**
General Note: No print available.

**Schoonmaker, Peter -- 002**
**Peter Schoonmaker March 11, 1949**
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Schoonmaker, Peter -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Schoonmaker, Peter -- 003
Peter Schoonmaker March 11, 1949
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Schoonmaker, Peter -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Schoonmaker, Peter -- 004
Peter Schoonmaker March 11, 1949
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Schoonmaker, Peter -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Schoonmaker, Peter -- 005
Peter Schoonmaker March 11, 1949
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Schoonmaker, Peter -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Schoonmaker, Peter -- 006
Peter Schoonmaker March 11, 1949
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Schoonmaker, Peter -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Schoonmaker, Peter -- 007
Peter Schoonmaker March 11, 1949
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Schoonmaker, Peter -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Schoonmaker, Peter -- 008
Peter Schoonmaker March 11, 1949
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Schoonmaker, Peter -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Schoonmaker, Peter -- 009
Peter Schoonmaker March 11, 1949
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Schoonmaker, Peter -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Schoonmaker, Peter -- 010
Peter Schoonmaker March 11, 1949
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Schoonmaker, Peter -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "3/11-'49".
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Schoonmaker, Peter -- 011
Peter Schoonmaker March 11, 1949
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Schoonmaker, Peter -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Schoonmaker, Peter -- 012
Peter Schoonmaker March 11, 1949
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Schoonmaker, Peter -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Schoonmaker, Peter -- 013
Peter Schoonmaker March 11, 1949
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Schoonmaker, Peter -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Schoonmaker, Peter -- 014
Peter Schoonmaker March 11, 1949
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Schoonmaker, Peter -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Schoonmaker, Peter -- 015
Peter Schoonmaker March 11, 1949
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Schoonmaker, Peter -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Schoonmaker, Peter -- 016
Peter Schoonmaker March 11, 1949
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Schoonmaker, Peter -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Schoonmaker, Peter -- 017
Peter Schoonmaker March 11, 1949
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Schoonmaker, Peter -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Schoonmaker, Peter -- 018
Peter Schoonmaker March 11, 1949
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Schoonmaker, Peter -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Schoonmaker, Peter -- 019
Peter Schoonmaker March 11, 1949
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Schoonmaker, Peter -- 019
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Schoonmaker, Peter -- 020
Peter Schoonmaker March 11, 1949
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Schoonmaker, Peter -- 020
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Schoonmaker, Peter -- 021
Peter Schoonmaker March 11, 1949
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Schoonmaker, Peter -- 021
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 6.25 x 4.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.
Schoonmaker, Peter March 11, 1949
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Schoonmaker, Peter -- 021
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Schoonmaker, Peter -- 022
Peter Schoonmaker March 11, 1949
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Schoonmaker, Peter -- 022
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 6.25 x 4.75 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: On verso, "1948" written erroneously by Hagemeyer.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Peter Schoonmaker March 11, 1949
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Schoonmaker, Peter -- 022
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Schoonmaker, Peter -- 023
Peter Schoonmaker March 11, 1949
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Schoonmaker, Peter -- 023
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 6.25 x 4.75 in.

Peter Schoonmaker March 11, 1949
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Schoonmaker, Peter -- 023
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Schott, Walter E.

Schott, Walter E.-- 001
Walter E. Schott May 23, 1946 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Schott, Walter E.-- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Schott, Walter E.-- 002
Walter E. Schott May 23, 1946 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Schott, Walter E.-- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Schott, Walter E.-- 003
Walter E. Schott May 23, 1946 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Schott, Walter E. -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Schott, Walter E. -- 004
Walter E. Schott May 23, 1946 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Schott, Walter E. -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Schott, Walter E. -- 005
Walter E. Schott May 23, 1946 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Schott, Walter E. -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Schott, Walter E. -- 006
Walter E. Schott May 23, 1946 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Schott, Walter E. -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Schott, Walter E. -- 007
Walter E. Schott September 10, 1946
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Schott, Walter E. -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Schott, Walter E. -- 008
Walter E. Schott September 10, 1946
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Schott, Walter E. -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Schott, Walter E. -- 009
Walter E. Schott September 10, 1946
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Schott, Walter E. -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Schott, Walter E. -- 010
Walter E. Schott September 10, 1946
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Schott, Walter E. -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Schott, Walter E. -- 011
Walter E. Schott September 10, 1946
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Schott, Walter E. -- 011 ark:/13030/ft5n39p0f2
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Schott, Walter E. -- 012
Walter E. Schott September 10, 1946
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Schott, Walter E. -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Schott, Walter E. -- 013
Walter E. Schott September 10, 1946
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Schott, Walter E. -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Schott, Walter E. -- 014
Walter E. Schott September 10, 1946
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Schott, Walter E. -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Schott, Walter E. -- 015
Walter E. Schott September 10, 1946
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Schott, Walter E. -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Schott, Walter E. -- 016
Walter E. Schott May 23, 1946 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Schott, Walter E. -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4 x 3 in.

Walter E. Schott May 23, 1946 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Schott, Walter E. -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Schott, Walter E. -- 017
Walter E. Schott May 23, 1946 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Schott, Walter E. -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.25 x 7 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "For W.E.S."
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Walter E. Schott May 23, 1946 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Schott, Walter E. -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Schott, Walter E. -- 018 April 30, 1933
Walter E. Schott BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Schott, Walter E. -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.5 x 7.5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Dr. Walter E. Schott"
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Serkin, Rudolf

Serkin, Rudolf -- 001
Rudolf Serkin December 12, 1937 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Serkin, Rudolf -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Serkin, Rudolf -- 002
Rudolf Serkin December 12, 1937 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Serkin, Rudolf -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Serkin, Rudolf -- 003
Rudolf Serkin December 12, 1937 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Serkin, Rudolf -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Serkin, Rudolf -- 004
Rudolf Serkin December 12, 1937 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Serkin, Rudolf -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Serkin, Rudolf -- 005
Rudolf Serkin December 12, 1937 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Serkin, Rudolf -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Serkin, Rudolf -- 006
Rudolf Serkin December 12, 1937 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Serkin, Rudolf -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Serkin, Rudolf -- 007
Rudolf Serkin December 12, 1937 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Serkin, Rudolf -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Serkin, Rudolf -- 008
Rudolf Serkin December 12, 1937 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Serkin, Rudolf -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Serkin, Rudolf -- 009
Rudolf Serkin December 12, 1937 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Serkin, Rudolf -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Serkin, Rudolf -- 010
Serkin, Rudolf

**Rudolf Serkin December 12, 1937** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Serkin, Rudolf -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Serkin, Rudolf -- 011

**Rudolf Serkin December 12, 1937** BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Serkin, Rudolf -- 011
creator: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9 x 6.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Serkin, Rudolf -- 012

**Rudolf Serkin December 12, 1937** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Serkin, Rudolf -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Servoss, Mary

**Servoss, Mary -- 001**

**Mary Servoss May 28, 1941** BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Servoss, Mary -- 001
creator: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.75 x 7.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

**Mary Servoss May 28, 1941** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Servoss, Mary -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Shalmy, Zeva

**Shalmy, Zeva -- 001**
Shalmy, Zeva

Zeva Shalmy October 17, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Shalmy, Zeva -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Shalmy, Zeva -- 002
Zeva Shalmy October 17, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Shalmy, Zeva -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Shalmy, Zeva -- 003
Zeva Shalmy October 17, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Shalmy, Zeva -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Shalmy, Zeva -- 004
Zeva Shalmy October 17, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Shalmy, Zeva -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Shalmy, Zeva -- 005
Zeva Shalmy October 17, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Shalmy, Zeva -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Shalmy, Zeva -- 006
Zeva Shalmy October 17, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Shalmy, Zeva -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Shalmy, Zeva -- 007
Shalmy, Zeva

**Zeva Shalmy October 17, 1953** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Shalmy, Zeva -- 007

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Shalmy, Zeva -- 008**

**Zeva Shalmy October 17, 1953** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Shalmy, Zeva -- 008

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Shalmy, Zeva -- 009**

**Zeva Shalmy October 17, 1953** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Shalmy, Zeva -- 009

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Shalmy, Zeva -- 010**

**Zeva Shalmy October 17, 1953** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Shalmy, Zeva -- 010

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Shalmy, Zeva -- 011**

**Zeva Shalmy October 17, 1953** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Shalmy, Zeva -- 011

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Shalmy, Zeva -- 012**

**Zeva Shalmy October 17, 1953** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Shalmy, Zeva -- 012

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Zeva Shalmy October 17, 1953 | Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.  
General Note: No print available. |
| Shalmy, Zeva -- 014 | Zeva Shalmy October 17, 1953 | Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.  
General Note: No print available. |
| Shalmy, Zeva -- 015 | Zeva Shalmy October 17, 1953 | Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.  
General Note: No print available. |
| Shalmy, Zeva -- 016 | Zeva Shalmy October 17, 1953 | Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.  
General Note: No print available. |
| Shalmy, Zeva -- 017 | Zeva Shalmy October 17, 1953 | Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.  
General Note: No print available. |
| Shalmy, Zeva -- 018 | Zeva Shalmy October 17, 1953 | ark:/13030/ft3q2nb2mz  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.25 x 6.75 in.  
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "10/17-53".  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched. |
Finding Aid to the Johan Hagemeyer Photograph Collection, circa 1908-circa 1955

Shapiro

Shapiro -- 001
Shapiro
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Shapiro -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Shapiro -- 002
Shapiro
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Shapiro -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Shapiro -- 003
Shapiro
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Shapiro -- 003 ark:/13030/ft0j49n6qf
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Shapiro -- 004
Shapiro
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Shapiro -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Shapiro -- 005
Shapiro
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Shapiro -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Shapiro -- 006
Shapiro
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Shapiro -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Shapiro -- 007
Shapiro
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Shapiro -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Shapiro -- 008
Shapiro
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Shapiro -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Shapiro -- 009
Shapiro
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Shapiro -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Shapiro -- 010
Shapiro
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Shapiro -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Shapiro -- 011
Shapiro
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Shapiro -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Shapiro -- 012
Shapiro
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Shapiro -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Shapiro -- 013
Shapiro
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Shapiro -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Shapiro -- 014
Shapiro -- 019
Shapiro
ARK: https://ark:/13030/ft7x0nb5fc
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Shapiro -- 020
Shapiro
ARK: https://ark:/13030/ft7x0nb5fc
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Shapiro -- 021
Shapiro
ARK: https://ark:/13030/ft7x0nb5fc
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Shaw, Sophronia

Shaw, Sophronia -- 001
Sophronia Shaw
ARK: https://ark:/13030/ft3z09n9br
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Shawl, Kate

Shawl, Kate -- 006
Kate Shawl April 9, 1939 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Shawl, Kate -- 006
ark:/13030/ft8d5nb58t
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Shawl, Kate -- 007
Kate Shawl April 9, 1939 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Shawl, Kate -- 007
ark:/13030/ft0m3nb0rg
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Shawl, Kate -- 008
Kate Shawl April 9, 1939 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Shawl, Kate -- 008
ark:/13030/ft2h4nb1tz
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Shawl, Kate -- 009
Kate Shawl April 9, 1939 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Shawl, Kate -- 009
ark:/13030/ft9g5009f0
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 7 x 8.5 in.

Kate Shawl April 9, 1939 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Shawl, Kate -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Shawl, Louis
Content/Description
Gaps in the following portrait number range probably indicate that The Bancroft Library Portrait File contains other portraits of this individual which were not taken by Johan Hagemeyer. For further explanation, see notes on "Arrangement, Subject Description and Portrait Numbering" in the present finding aid.

Shawl, Louis -- 010
Louis Shawl May 28, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Shawl, Louis -- 010
 ark:/13030/ft7s2008v2
 Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
 Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
 Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
 Additional Note
 General Note: No print available.

Shawl, Louis -- 011
Louis Shawl May 28, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Shawl, Louis -- 011
 Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
 Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
 Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
 Additional Note
 General Note: No print available.

Shawl, Louis -- 012
Louis Shawl May 28, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Shawl, Louis -- 012
 Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
 Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
 Additional Note
 General Note: No print available.

Shawl, Louis -- 013
Louis Shawl May 28, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Shawl, Louis -- 013
 Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
 Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
 Additional Note
 General Note: No print available.

Shawl, Louis -- 014
Louis Shawl May 28, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Shawl, Louis -- 014
 Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
 Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
 Additional Note
 General Note: No print available.

Shawl, Louis -- 015
Louis Shawl May 28, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Shawl, Louis -- 015
 Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
 Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
 Additional Note
 General Note: No print available.

Shawl, Louis -- 016
Louis Shawl May 28, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Shawl, Louis -- 016
 Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
 Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
 Additional Note
 General Note: No print available.

Shawl, Louis -- 017
Louis Shawl May 28, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Shawl, Louis -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Shawl, Louis -- 018
Louis Shawl May 28, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Shawl, Louis -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Shawl, Louis -- 019
Louis Shawl May 28, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Shawl, Louis -- 019
ark:/13030/ft4k4005zx
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Shawl, Louis -- 020
Louis Shawl May 28, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Shawl, Louis -- 020
ark:/13030/ft0p3003t9
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Shawl, Louis -- 021
Louis Shawl May 28, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Shawl, Louis -- 021
ark:/13030/ft8q2nb6fv
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Shawl, Louis -- 022
Louis Shawl May 28, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Shawl, Louis -- 022
ark:/13030/ft0m3nb0s0
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Shawl, Louis -- 023
Siegrist, Mrs. Lundy (Jerry)

Siegrist, Mrs. Lundy (Jerry) -- 001
Jerry [Mrs. Lundy] Siegrist November 7, 1953
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Siegrist, Mrs. Lundy (Jerry) -- 001
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative:
    safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Siegrist, Mrs. Lundy (Jerry) -- 002
Jerry [Mrs. Lundy] Siegrist November 7, 1953
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Siegrist, Mrs. Lundy (Jerry) -- 002
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative:
    safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
    Negative: retouched.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Siegrist, Mrs. Lundy (Jerry) -- 003
Jerry [Mrs. Lundy] Siegrist November 7, 1953
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Siegrist, Mrs. Lundy (Jerry) -- 003
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative:
    safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
    Negative: retouched.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Siegrist, Mrs. Lundy (Jerry) -- 004
Jerry [Mrs. Lundy] Siegrist November 7, 1953
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Siegrist, Mrs. Lundy (Jerry) -- 004
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative:
    safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
    Negative: retouched.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Siegrist, Mrs. Lundy (Jerry) -- 005
Jerry [Mrs. Lundy] Siegrist
November 7, 1953
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Siegrist, Mrs. Lundy (Jerry) -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jerry [Mrs. Lundy] Siegrist
November 7, 1953
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Siegrist, Mrs. Lundy (Jerry) -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jerry [Mrs. Lundy] Siegrist
November 7, 1953
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Siegrist, Mrs. Lundy (Jerry) -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jerry [Mrs. Lundy] Siegrist
November 7, 1953
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Siegrist, Mrs. Lundy (Jerry) -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jerry [Mrs. Lundy] Siegrist
November 7, 1953
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Siegrist, Mrs. Lundy (Jerry) -- 009
Jerry [Mrs. Lundy] Siegrist
November 7, 1953

BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Siegrist, Mrs. Lundy (Jerry) -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jerry [Mrs. Lundy] Siegrist
November 7, 1953

BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Siegrist, Mrs. Lundy (Jerry) -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jerry [Mrs. Lundy] Siegrist
November 7, 1953

BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Siegrist, Mrs. Lundy (Jerry) -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Jerry [Mrs. Lundy] Siegrist
November 7, 1953

BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Siegrist, Mrs. Lundy (Jerry) -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Siegrist, Mrs. Lundy (Jerry)

Jerry [Mrs. Lundy] Siegrist November 7, 1953
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Siegrist, Mrs. Lundy (Jerry) -- 013
ark:/13030/ft9x0nb6w6
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "11/7-53".
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Siegrist, Mrs. Lundy (Jerry) -- 014
Jerry [Mrs. Lundy] Siegrist November 7, 1953
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Siegrist, Mrs. Lundy (Jerry) -- 014
ark:/13030/ft8f59p2p8
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print: gelatin silver; 8.25 x 6.75 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "discarded for glossy made 5/10-55 on V.B T.2".
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Jerry [Mrs. Lundy] Siegrist November 7, 1953
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Siegrist, Mrs. Lundy (Jerry) -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Siegrist, Louis B.

Content/Description
Gaps in the following portrait number range probably indicate that The Bancroft Library Portrait File contains other portraits of this individual which were not taken by Johan Hagemeyer. For further explanation, see notes on "Arrangement, Subject Description and Portrait Numbering" in the present finding aid.

Siegrist, Louis B. -- 005
Louis B. Siegrist 1955 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Siegrist, Louis B. -- 005
ark:/13030/ft038n99vn
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print: gelatin silver; 7.25 x 5.75 in.

Louis B. Siegrist 1955 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Siegrist, Louis B. -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Siegrist, Louis B. -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 10 x 8 in.

Siegrist, Louis B. -- 007
Louis B. Siegrist 1946 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Siegrist, Louis B. -- 007
ark:/13030/ft509nb3gd
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.75 x 7 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Louis B. Siegrist 1946 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Siegrist, Louis B. -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Siegrist, Louis B. -- 008
Louis B. Siegrist 1946 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Siegrist, Louis B. -- 008
ark:/13030/ft267nb1z2
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.75 x 7 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Louis Siegriest, 1946 -- S.F. [i.e. San Francisco]."
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Louis B. Siegrist 1946 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Siegrist, Louis B. -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Siegrist, Louis B. -- 009
Louis B. Siegrist 1946 BANC PIC 1964.063--B Siegrist, Louis B. -- 009
ark:/13030/ft3t1nb33b
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.75 x 7 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped, mounted.

Louis B. Siegrist 1946 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Siegrist, Louis B. -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.75 x 7 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Return to L.B. Siegriest, 5185 Miles Ave.,
Oakland, Caly -- ".
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Louis B. Siegrist 1946 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Siegrist, Louis B. -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Siegrist, Louis B. -- 010
Louis B. Siegrist BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Siegrist, Louis B. -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Siegrist, Louis B. -- 011
Louis B. Siegrist BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Siegrist, Louis B. -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Siegrist, Louis B. -- 012
Louis B. Siegrist BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Siegrist, Louis B. -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Siegrist, Louis B. -- 013
Louis B. Siegrist BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Siegrist, Louis B. -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Siegrist, Louis B. -- 014
Louis B. Siegrist BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Siegrist, Louis B. -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Siegrist, Louis B. -- 015
Louis B. Siegrist 1946 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Siegrist, Louis B. -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Siegrist, Louis B. -- 016
Louis B. Siegrist 1946 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Siegrist, Louis B. -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Siegrist, Louis B. -- 017
Louis B. Siegrist 1946 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Siegrist, Louis B. -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Siegrist, Louis B. -- 018
Louis B. Siegrist 1946 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Siegrist, Louis B. -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Siegrist, Louis B. -- 019
Louis B. Siegrist 1946 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Siegrist, Louis B. -- 019
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Siegrist, Louis B. -- 020
Siegrist, Louis B. -- 029

**Louis B. Siegrist 1946** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Siegrist, Louis B. -- 029
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Siegrist, Louis B. -- 030

**Louis B. Siegrist 1946** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Siegrist, Louis B. -- 030
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Siegrist, Louis B. -- 031

**Louis B. Siegrist 1946** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Siegrist, Louis B. -- 031
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Siegrist, Louis B. -- 032

**Louis B. Siegrist 1946** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Siegrist, Louis B. -- 032
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Siegrist, Louis B. -- 033

**Louis B. Siegrist 1946** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Siegrist, Louis B. -- 033
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Siegrist, Louis B. -- 034

**Louis B. Siegrist 1955** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Siegrist, Louis B. -- 034
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Siegrist, Louis B. -- 035

**Ark:/13030/ft1w1004b5**

**Louis B. Siegrist 1946** BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Siegrist, Louis B. -- 035
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.75 x 3.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

**Louis B. Siegrist 1946** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Siegrist, Louis B. -- 035
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Siegrist, Louis B. -- 036

**Ark:/13030/ft7n39p1q9**

**Louis B. Siegrist 1946** BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Siegrist, Louis B. -- 036
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 3.75 x 4.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

**Louis B. Siegrist 1946** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Siegrist, Louis B. -- 036
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.

Siegrist, Louis B. -- 037
Louis B. Siegrist 1946 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Siegrist, Louis B. -- 037
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Siegrist, Louis B. -- 038
Louis B. Siegrist February 20, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Siegrist, Louis B. -- 038
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.

Siegrist, Louis B. -- 039
Louis B. Siegrist February 20, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Siegrist, Louis B. -- 039
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Siegrist, Louis B. -- 040
Louis B. Siegrist February 20, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Siegrist, Louis B. -- 040
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.

Siegrist, Louis B. -- 041
Louis B. Siegrist February 20, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Siegrist, Louis B. -- 041
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Siegrist, Louis B. -- 042
Louis B. Siegrist February 20, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Siegrist, Louis B. -- 042
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Siegrist, Louis B. -- 043
Louis B. Siegrist February 20, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Siegrist, Louis B. -- 043
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Siegrist, Louis B. -- 044
Louis B. Siegrist February 20, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Siegrist, Louis B. -- 044
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.

Siegrist, Louis B. -- 045
Louis B. Siegrist February 20, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Siegrist, Louis B. -- 045
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.

Siegrist, Louis B. -- 046
Louis B. Siegrist February 20, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Siegrist, Louis B. -- 046
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.

Siegrist, Louis B. -- 047
Louis B. Siegrist February 20, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Siegrist, Louis B. -- 047
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Siegrist, Louis B. -- 048
Louis B. Siegrist 1946 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Siegrist, Louis B. -- 048
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Siegrist, Louis B. -- 050
Louis B. Siegrist 1946 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Siegrist, Louis B. -- 050
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Siegrist, Louis B. -- 053
Louis B. Siegrist 1955 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Siegrist, Louis B. -- 053
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Siegrist, Louis B. -- 054
Louis B. Siegrist 1955 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Siegrist, Louis B. -- 054
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Siegrist, Louis B. -- 055
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Siegrist, Louis B. -- 056
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Siegrist, Louis B. -- 057
Louis B. Siegrist 1955 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Siegrist, Louis B. -- 057
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Siegrist, Louis B. -- 058
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Siegrist, Louis B. -- 059
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Siegrist, Louis B. -- 060
Louis B. Siegrist 1955 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Siegrist, Louis B. -- 060
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Siegrist, Louis B. -- 061
Louis B. Siegrist November 4, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Siegrist, Louis B. -- 061
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Siegrist, Louis B. -- 062
Louis B. Siegrist November 4, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Siegrist, Louis B. -- 062
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Siegrist, Louis B. -- 063
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Siegrist, Louis B. -- 064
Louis B. Siegrist November 4, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Siegrist, Louis B. -- 064
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Siegrist, Louis B. -- 065
Louis B. Siegrist November 4, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Siegrist, Louis B. -- 065
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Siegrist, Louis B. -- 066
Louis B. Siegrist March 6, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Siegrist, Louis B. -- 066
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Siegrist, Louis B. -- 067
Louis B. Siegrist March 6, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Siegrist, Louis B. -- 067
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Siegrist, Louis B. -- 068
Louis B. Siegrist November 4, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Siegrist, Louis B. -- 068
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Siegrist, Louis B. -- 052
Louis B. Siegrist 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Siegrist, Louis B. -- 052
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).

Siegrist, Lundy

Siegrist, Lundy -- 001
Lundy Siegrist October 27, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Siegrist, Lundy -- 001
ark:/13030/ft2n39n7ws
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8 x 6.5 in.

Lundy Siegrist October 27, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Siegrist, Lundy -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Siegrist, Lundy -- 002

**Lundy Siegrist October 27, 1953** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Siegrist, Lundy -- 002

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Siegrist, Lundy -- 003

**Lundy Siegrist October 27, 1953** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Siegrist, Lundy -- 003

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Siegrist, Lundy -- 004

**Lundy Siegrist October 27, 1953** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Siegrist, Lundy -- 004

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.

Siegrist, Lundy -- 005

**Lundy Siegrist October 27, 1953** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Siegrist, Lundy -- 005

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Siegrist, Lundy -- 006

**Lundy Siegrist October 27, 1953** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Siegrist, Lundy -- 006

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Simonson, Stanley, Jr.

Simonson, Stanley, Jr. -- 001

**Stanley Simonson, Jr. December 12, 1943** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Simonson, Stanley, Jr. -- 001

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Simonson, Stanley, Jr. -- 002

**Stanley Simonson, Jr. December 12, 1943** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Simonson, Stanley, Jr. -- 002

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Simonson, Stanley, Jr. -- 003

**Stanley Simonson, Jr. December 12, 1943** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Simonson, Stanley, Jr. -- 003

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Simonson, Stanley, Jr. -- 004

**Stanley Simonson, Jr. December 12, 1943** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Simonson, Stanley, Jr. -- 004

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Simonson, Stanley, Jr. -- 005
Stanley Simonson, Jr. December 12, 1943
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Simonson, Stanley, Jr.-- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.

Stanley Simonson, Jr. December 12, 1943
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Simonson, Stanley, Jr.-- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.

Stanley Simonson, Jr. December 12, 1943
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Simonson, Stanley, Jr.-- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.

Sims, Sally Boke

Sally Boke Sims November 29, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sims, Sally Boke-- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.

Sally Boke Sims November 29, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sims, Sally Boke-- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.

Sally Boke Sims November 29, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sims, Sally Boke-- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.

Sally Boke Sims November 29, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sims, Sally Boke-- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.

Sally Boke Sims November 29, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sims, Sally Boke-- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.

Sally Boke Sims November 29, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sims, Sally Boke-- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.

Sally Boke Sims November 29, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sims, Sally Boke-- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Sims, Sally Boke -- 008
Sally Boke Sims November 29, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sims, Sally Boke -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Sims, Sally Boke -- 009
Sally Boke Sims November 29, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sims, Sally Boke -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Sims, Sally Boke -- 010
Sally Boke Sims November 29, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sims, Sally Boke -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Sims, Sally Boke -- 011
Sally Boke Sims November 29, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sims, Sally Boke -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Sims, Sally Boke -- 012
Sally Boke Sims November 29, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sims, Sally Boke -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.

Sims, Sally Boke -- 013
Sally Boke Sims November 29, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sims, Sally Boke -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.

Sims, Sally Boke -- 014
Sally Boke Sims November 29, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sims, Sally Boke -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.

Sims, Sally Boke -- 015
Sally Boke Sims November 29, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sims, Sally Boke -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Sims, Sally Boke -- 016
Sally Boke Sims November 29, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sims, Sally Boke -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Sims, Sally Boke -- 017
Sally Boke Sims November 29, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Sims, Sally Boke -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 6 x 4.75 in.
Sims, Sally Boke

Sally Boke Sims November 29, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sims, Sally Boke -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Sims, Sally Boke -- 018
Sally Boke Sims November 29, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Sims, Sally Boke -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 6 x 4.75 in.

Sally Boke Sims November 29, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sims, Sally Boke -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Sims, Sally Boke -- 019
Sally Boke Sims November 29, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Sims, Sally Boke -- 019
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 6 x 4.75 in.

Sally Boke Sims November 29, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sims, Sally Boke -- 019
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Sisson, Edward D.

Sisson, Edward D. -- 001
Edward D. Sisson March 21, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sisson, Edward D. -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Sisson, Edward D. -- 002
Edward D. Sisson March 21, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sisson, Edward D. -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Sisson, Edward D. -- 003
Edward D. Sisson March 21, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sisson, Edward D. -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Sisson, Edward D. -- 004
Edward D. Sisson March 21, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sisson, Edward D. -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Sisson, Edward D. -- 005
Edward D. Sisson March 21, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Sisson, Edward D. -- 005
ark:/13030/ft4q5006ji
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.75 x 7.25 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Dr. Edward D. Sisson, 1941".
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Edward D. Sisson March 21, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sisson, Edward D. -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Skonohoft, Steen

Skonohoft, Steen -- 001
Steen Skonohoft October 6, 1936 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Skonohoft, Steen -- 001
ark:/13030/ft4x0nb2zr
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Skonohoft, Steen -- 002
Steen Skonohoft October 6, 1936 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Skonohoft, Steen -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Skonohoft, Steen -- 003
Steen Skonohoft October 6, 1936 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Skonohoft, Steen -- 003
ark:/13030/ft5779p0sm
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Skonohoft, Steen -- 004
Steen Skonohoft October 6, 1936 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Skonohoft, Steen -- 004
ark:/13030/ft4k40060x
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Steen Skonohoft October 6, 1936 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Skonohoft, Steen -- 005
ark:/13030/ft6g5007dk
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.5 x 7.25 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Steen Skonohoft October 6, 1936 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Skonohoft, Steen -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Smith, Alonso

Smith, Alonso -- 001
Alonso Smith March 10, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Smith, Alonso -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Smith, Alonso -- 002
Alonso Smith March 10, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Smith, Alonso -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Smith, Alonso -- 003
Alonso Smith March 10, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Smith, Alonso -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Smith, Alonso -- 004
Alonso Smith March 10, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Smith, Alonso -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Smith, Alonso -- 005
Alonso Smith March 10, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Smith, Alonso -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Smith, Alonso -- 006
Alonso Smith March 10, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Smith, Alonso -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Smith, Alonso -- 007
Alonso Smith March 10, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Smith, Alonso -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Smith, Alonso -- 008
Alonso Smith March 10, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Smith, Alonso -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Smith, Alonso -- 009
Alonso Smith March 10, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Smith, Alonso -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Smith, Alonso -- 010
Alonso Smith March 10, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Smith, Alonso -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Smith, Alonso -- 011
Alonso Smith March 10, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Smith, Alonso -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Smith, Alonso -- 019
Alonso Smith March 10, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Smith, Alonso -- 019
ark:/13030/ft0w1003rk
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 6.25 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Alonso Smith March 10, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Smith, Alonso -- 019
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Smith, Alonso -- 020
Alonso Smith March 10, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Smith, Alonso -- 020
ark:/13030/ft6t1nb4zp
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.5 x 6.75 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "First printing, H -- birthday".

Alonso Smith March 10, 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Smith, Alonso -- 020
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Smith, Paul Jordan

Smith, Paul Jordan -- 001
Paul Jordan Smith June 2, 1931 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Smith, Paul Jordan -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Smith, Paul Jordan -- 002
Paul Jordan Smith June 2, 1931 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Smith, Paul Jordan -- 002
ark:/13030/ft6b69p0z5
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.5 x 7 in.
Physical Description: Print: signed.
Smith, Paul Jordan -- 003

Paul Jordan Smith June 2, 1931 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Smith, Paul Jordan -- 003

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.25 x 7.25 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Paul Jordan Smith, Hollywood, 1931".
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Sorel, Sonia

Sorel, Sonia -- 001
Sonia Sorel BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sorel, Sonia -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Sorel, Sonia -- 002
Sonia Sorel BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sorel, Sonia -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Sotomayor, Antonio

Sotomayor, Antonio -- 001
Antonio Sotomayor 1929 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sotomayor, Antonio -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Sotomayor, Antonio -- 002
Sotomayor, Antonio

Antonio Sotomayor 1929 BANC PIC 1964.063–NEG Sotomayor, Antonio -- 002
ark:/13030/ft3489n8zb
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Sotomayor, Antonio -- 003
Antonio Sotomayor 1929 BANC PIC 1964.063–NEG Sotomayor, Antonio -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Sotomayor, Antonio -- 004
Antonio Sotomayor 1929 BANC PIC 1964.063–NEG Sotomayor, Antonio -- 004
ark:/13030/ft2g500589
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (minor).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Sotomayor, Antonio -- 005
Antonio Sotomayor 1929 BANC PIC 1964.063–PIC Sotomayor, Antonio -- 005
ark:/13030/ft200004kr
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.75 x 6.5 in.

Antonio Sotomayor 1929 BANC PIC 1964.063–NEG Sotomayor, Antonio -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (minor).

Sotomayor, Antonio -- 006
Antonio Sotomayor 1929 BANC PIC 1964.063–PIC Sotomayor, Antonio -- 006
ark:/13030/ft4d5nb3k8
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.5 x 6.25 in.

Antonio Sotomayor 1929 BANC PIC 1964.063–NEG Sotomayor, Antonio -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Sowers, Roy Vernon

Sowers, Roy Vernon -- 001
Roy Vernon Sowers July 26, 1930 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Sowers, Roy Vernon -- 001

Ark:/13030/h5199p06h

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4 x 3 in.

Spencer, Penny

Spencer, Penny -- 001

Penny Spencer November 7, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Spencer, Penny -- 001

Ark:/13030/h3580050h

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

Spencer, Penny -- 002

Penny Spencer November 7, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Spencer, Penny -- 002

Ark:/13030/h3580050h

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

Spencer, Penny -- 003

Penny Spencer November 7, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Spencer, Penny -- 003

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

Spencer, Hertha

Spencer, Hertha -- 001

Hertha Spencer April 6, 1926 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Spencer, Hertha -- 001

Ark:/13030/h209nb15v

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 6.5 x 9 in.

Hertha Spencer April 6, 1926 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Spencer, Hertha -- 001

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Sproul, Robert Gordon

Sproul, Robert Gordon -- 001
Robert Gordon Sproul August 31, 1955
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Sproul, Robert Gordon -- 001  ark:/13030/ft300005dz
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.25 x 6.5 in.

Robert Gordon Sproul August 31, 1955
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sproul, Robert Gordon -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Sproul, Robert Gordon -- 002
Robert Gordon Sproul August 31, 1955
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Sproul, Robert Gordon -- 002  ark:/13030/ft5q2nb48c
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.5 x 6.75 in.

Robert Gordon Sproul August 31, 1955
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sproul, Robert Gordon -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Sproul, Robert Gordon -- 003
Robert Gordon Sproul August 31, 1955
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Sproul, Robert Gordon -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 10 x 8 in.

Robert Gordon Sproul August 31, 1955
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sproul, Robert Gordon -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Sproul, Robert Gordon -- 004
Robert Gordon Sproul August 31, 1955
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sproul, Robert Gordon -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Sproul, Robert Gordon -- 005
Robert Gordon Sproul August 31, 1955
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sproul, Robert Gordon -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Sproul, Robert Gordon -- 006
Robert Gordon Sproul August 31, 1955
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sproul, Robert Gordon -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Sproul, Robert Gordon -- 007
Robert Gordon Sproul August 31, 1955
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sproul, Robert Gordon -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Sproul, Robert Gordon -- 008
Robert Gordon Sproul August 31, 1955
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sproul, Robert Gordon -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "8/31-55".
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Sproul, Robert Gordon -- 009
Robert Gordon Sproul August 31, 1955
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sproul, Robert Gordon -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Sproul, Robert Gordon -- 010
Robert Gordon Sproul August 31, 1955
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sproul, Robert Gordon -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Sproul, Robert Gordon -- 011
Sproul, Robert Gordon

**Robert Gordon Sproul August 31, 1955**
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sproul, Robert Gordon -- 011

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Sproul, Robert Gordon -- 012**

**Robert Gordon Sproul August 31, 1955**
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sproul, Robert Gordon -- 012

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Sproul, Robert Gordon -- 013**

**Robert Gordon Sproul August 31, 1955**
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sproul, Robert Gordon -- 013

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Sproul, Robert Gordon -- 014**

**Robert Gordon Sproul August 31, 1955**
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sproul, Robert Gordon -- 014

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

**Stark, Lucien**

**Stark, Lucien -- 001**

**Lucien Stark May 30, 1943** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Stark, Lucien -- 001

ark:/13030/ft5v19p08s

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Stark, Lucien -- 002

**Lucien Stark May 30, 1943**

BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Stark, Lucien -- 002

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

---

Stark, Lucien -- 003

**Lucien Stark May 30, 1943**

BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Stark, Lucien -- 003

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

---

Stark, Katherine

Stark, Katherine -- 001

**Katherine Stark June 4, 1943**

BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Stark, Katherine -- 001

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4 x 3 in.

Physical Description: Print: stamped.

—

**Katherine Stark June 4, 1943**

BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Stark, Katherine -- 001

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

---

Stark, Katherine -- 002

**Katherine Stark June 4, 1943**

BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Stark, Katherine -- 002

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.5 x 3.25 in.

—

**Katherine Stark June 4, 1943**

BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Stark, Katherine -- 002

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

---

Stark, Katherine -- 003

**Katherine Stark June 4, 1943**

BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Stark, Katherine -- 003

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.5 x 3.5 in.

Physical Description: Print: stamped.
Stark, Katherine

Stark, Katherine June 4, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Stark, Katherine -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Stearns, Mrs.

Stearns, Mrs. -- 001
Mrs. Stearns November 5, 1942 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Stearns, Mrs. -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Stearns, Mrs. -- 002
Mrs. Stearns February 27, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Stearns, Mrs. -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Stearns, Mrs. -- 003
Mrs. Stearns November 5, 1942 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Stearns, Mrs. -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Steffens, Lincoln

Content/Description
Gaps in the following portrait number range probably indicate that The Bancroft Library Portrait File contains other portraits of this individual which were not taken by Johan Hagemeyer. For further explanation, see notes on "Arrangement, Subject Description and Portrait Numbering" in the present finding aid.

Steffens, Lincoln -- 004
Lincoln Steffens May 22, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Steffens, Lincoln -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Steffens, Lincoln -- 005
Lincoln Steffens February 8, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Steffens, Lincoln -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Steffens, Lincoln -- 006
Lincoln Steffens February 8, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Steffens, Lincoln -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Steffens, Lincoln -- 007
Lincoln Steffens February 8, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Steffens, Lincoln -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Steffens, Lincoln -- 008
Lincoln Steffens February 8, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Steffens, Lincoln -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Steffens, Lincoln -- 009
Lincoln Steffens February 8, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Steffens, Lincoln -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Steffens, Lincoln -- 010
Lincoln Steffens February 8, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Steffens, Lincoln -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (minor).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Steffens, Lincoln -- 011
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image Number</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Steffens, Lincoln -- 011 | February 8, 1938 | BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Steffens, Lincoln -- 011  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (minor).  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available. |
| Steffens, Lincoln -- 012 | February 8, 1938 | BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Steffens, Lincoln -- 012  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (major).  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available. |
| Steffens, Lincoln -- 013 | February 8, 1938 | BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Steffens, Lincoln -- 013  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (major).  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available. |
| Steffens, Lincoln -- 014 | February 8, 1938 | BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Steffens, Lincoln -- 014  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (major).  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available. |
| Steffens, Lincoln -- 015 | February 8, 1938 | BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Steffens, Lincoln -- 015  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (major).  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available. |
| Steffens, Lincoln -- 016 | February 8, 1938 | BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Steffens, Lincoln -- 016  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (major).  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available. |
| Steffens, Lincoln -- 017 | February 8, 1938 | BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Steffens, Lincoln -- 017  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (major).  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available. |
Lincoln Steffens February 8, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Steffens, Lincoln -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Steffens, Lincoln -- 018
Lincoln Steffens February 8, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Steffens, Lincoln -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Steffens, Lincoln -- 019
Lincoln Steffens February 8, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Steffens, Lincoln -- 019
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Steffens, Lincoln -- 020
Lincoln Steffens February 8, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Steffens, Lincoln -- 020
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Steffens, Lincoln -- 021
Lincoln Steffens February 8, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Steffens, Lincoln -- 021
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Steffens, Lincoln -- 022
Lincoln Steffens February 8, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Steffens, Lincoln -- 022
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Steffens, Lincoln -- 023
Lincoln Steffens February 8, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Steffens, Lincoln -- 023
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.25 x 6.25 in.
Steffens, Lincoln

Lincoln Steffens February 8, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Steffens, Lincoln -- 023
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (minor).

Steffens, Lincoln -- 024
Lincoln Steffens February 8, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Steffens, Lincoln -- 024
ark:/13030/ft5f59p07n
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 6.75 x 5 in.

Lincoln Steffens February 8, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Steffens, Lincoln -- 024
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (major).

Steffens, Lincoln -- 025
Lincoln Steffens February 8, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Steffens, Lincoln -- 025
ark:/13030/ft9779p2p8
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.25 x 6 in.

Lincoln Steffens February 8, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Steffens, Lincoln -- 025
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (major).

Steffens, Lincoln -- 026
Lincoln Steffens February 8, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Steffens, Lincoln -- 026
ark:/13030/ft3r29n99x
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.5 x 6.5 in.

Lincoln Steffens February 8, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Steffens, Lincoln -- 026
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (minor).

Steffens, Lincoln -- 027
Lincoln Steffens May 22, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--B Steffens, Lincoln -- 027
ark:/13030/ft800008sn
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.25 x 6.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: mounted.
Additional Note
General Note: 2 copies (copy 2 size PIC, 5 x 4 in., contact print)
Lincoln Steffens May 22, 1932 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Steffens, Lincoln -- 027
   Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
   Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
   Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
   Additional Note
   General Note: No print available.

Steinbeck, Carrol

Steinbeck, Carrol -- 001
   Carrol Steinbeck October 5, 1942 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Steinbeck, Carrol -- 001
   Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
   Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
   Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
   Additional Note
   General Note: No print available.

Steinbeck, Carrol -- 002
   Carrol Steinbeck October 5, 1942 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Steinbeck, Carrol -- 002
   Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
   Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
   Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
   Additional Note
   General Note: No print available.

Sterling, George

Gaps in the following portrait number range probably indicate that The Bancroft Library Portrait File contains other portraits of this individual which were not taken by Johan Hagemeyer. For further explanation, see notes on "Arrangement, Subject Description and Portrait Numbering" in the present finding aid.

Sterling, George -- 007
   George Sterling February 22, 1926 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Sterling, George -- 007
   Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.75 x 7 in.
   Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Carmel, 1926".
   Physical Description: Print: stamped.
   Additional Note
   General Note: 2 copies (copy size PIC, 8.75 x 6.5 in., signed & stamped)
George Sterling February 22, 1926 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sterling, George -- 007
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.

Sterling, George -- 008
George Sterling February 22, 1926 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Sterling, George -- 008
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.

George Sterling February 22, 1926 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sterling, George -- 008
  ark:/13030/ft209nb16c
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.

Sterling, George -- 009
George Sterling February 22, 1926 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Sterling, George -- 009
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.

George Sterling February 22, 1926 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sterling, George -- 009
  ark:/13030/ft167nb18d
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.

Sterling, George -- 010
George Sterling February 22, 1926 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Sterling, George -- 010
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.

George Sterling February 22, 1926 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sterling, George -- 010
  ark:/13030/ft7d5nb50c
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.

Sterling, George -- 011
George Sterling February 22, 1926 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Sterling, George -- 011
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.

George Sterling February 22, 1926 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sterling, George -- 011
  ark:/13030/ft5d5nb3qn
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.

Sterling, George -- 012
George Sterling February 22, 1926 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Sterling, George -- 012
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.

George Sterling February 22, 1926 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sterling, George -- 012
  ark:/13030/ft1t1nb1s3
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Sterling, George -- 013
George Sterling February 22, 1926 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Sterling, George -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.

George Sterling February 22, 1926 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sterling, George -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.

Sterling, George -- 014
George Sterling February 22, 1926 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Sterling, George -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.

George Sterling February 22, 1926 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sterling, George -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (minor).

Sterling, George -- 015
George Sterling February 22, 1926 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Sterling, George -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.

George Sterling February 22, 1926 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sterling, George -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Sterling, George -- 016
George Sterling February 22, 1926 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Sterling, George -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.

George Sterling February 22, 1926 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sterling, George -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Stoddart, Edna

Stoddart, Edna -- 001
Edna Stoddart May 23, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Stoddart, Edna -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Stoddart, Edna -- 002

**Edna Stoddart May 23, 1956** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Stoddart, Edna -- 002

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

Stoddart, Edna -- 003

**Edna Stoddart May 23, 1956** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Stoddart, Edna -- 003

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

Stoddart, Edna -- 004

**Edna Stoddart May 23, 1956** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Stoddart, Edna -- 004

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

Stoddart, Edna -- 005

**Edna Stoddart May 23, 1956** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Stoddart, Edna -- 005

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

Stoddart, Edna -- 006

**Edna Stoddart May 23, 1956** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Stoddart, Edna -- 006

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

Stoddart, Edna -- 007

**Edna Stoddart May 23, 1956** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Stoddart, Edna -- 007

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

Stoddart, Edna -- 008
Edna Stoddart May 23, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Stoddart, Edna -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Stoddart, Edna -- 009
Edna Stoddart May 23, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Stoddart, Edna -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Stoddart, Edna -- 010
Edna Stoddart May 23, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Stoddart, Edna -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Stoddart, Edna -- 011
Edna Stoddart May 23, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Stoddart, Edna -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Stoddart, Edna -- 012
Edna Stoddart May 23, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Stoddart, Edna -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Stoddart, Edna -- 013
Edna Stoddart May 23, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Stoddart, Edna -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Stoddart, Edna -- 014
Edna Stoddart May 23, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Stoddart, Edna -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Stoddart, Edna -- 015
Edna Stoddart May 23, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Stoddart, Edna -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Stoddart, Edna -- 016
Edna Stoddart May 23, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Stoddart, Edna -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Stoddart, Edna -- 017
Edna Stoddart May 23, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Stoddart, Edna -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Stoddart, Edna -- 018 May 23, 1956
Edna Stoddart May 23, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Stoddart, Edna -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 7 x 5.5 in.

Edna Stoddart May 23, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Stoddart, Edna -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Stoddart, Edna -- 019 May 23, 1956
Edna Stoddart May 23, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Stoddart, Edna -- 019
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5.25 x 6.75 in.
Stoddart, Edna

Edna Stoddart May 23, 1956 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Stoddart, Edna -- 019
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Stojana

Stojana -- 001
Stojana August 12, 1930 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Stojana -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Stojana -- 002
Stojana August 12, 1930 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Stojana -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Stojana -- 003
Stojana August 12, 1930 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Stojana -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Stojana -- 004
Stojana August 12, 1930 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Stojana -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Stojana -- 005
Stojana August 12, 1930 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Stojana -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Stojana -- 006
Stojana August 12, 1930 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Stojana -- 006
ark:/13030/ft800008t5
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.75 x 7 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.
**Stojana August 12, 1930** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Stojana -- 006  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

**Stojana -- 007**  
Stojana August 12, 1930 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Stojana -- 007  
ark:/13030/ft609nb3n9  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.25 x 7 in.

**Stojana August 12, 1930** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Stojana -- 007  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

---

**Strasburger, Arthur**

**Strasburger, Arthur -- 001**  
Arthur Strasburger July 3, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Strasburger, Arthur -- 001  
ark:/13030/ft7n39p1rt  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

**Strasburger, Arthur -- 002**  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

---

**Strasburger, Janet**

**Strasburger, Janet -- 001**  
Janet Strasburger August 2, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Strasburger, Janet -- 001  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

**Strasburger, Janet -- 002**
Strasburger, Janet

Janet Strasburger August 2, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Strasburger, Janet -- 002

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Strasburger, Lynne

Strasburger, Lynne -- 001

Lynne Strasburger BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Strasburger, Lynne -- 001

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Sturgis, Henry

Sturgis, Henry -- 001

Henry Sturgis May 28, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sturgis , Henry-- 001

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Sturgis, Henry -- 002

Henry Sturgis May 28, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sturgis, Henry -- 002

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Sturgis, Henry -- 003

Henry Sturgis May 28, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sturgis, Henry -- 003

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Sturgis, Henry -- 004
Sturgis, Henry

Henry Sturgis April 7, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sturgis, Henry -- 004
   Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
   Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
   Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
   Additional Note
   General Note: No print available.

Sturgis, Henry -- 005
   Henry Sturgis April 7, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sturgis, Henry -- 005
   Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
   Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
   Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
   Additional Note
   General Note: No print available.

Sturgis, Henry -- 006
   Sturgis April 7, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sturgis -- 006
   Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
   Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
   Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
   Additional Note
   General Note: No print available.

Sturgis, Henry -- 007
   Sturgis April 7, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sturgis -- 007
   Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
   Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
   Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
   Additional Note
   General Note: No print available.

Sturgis, Henry -- 008
   Sturgis April 7, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sturgis -- 008
   Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
   Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
   Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
   Additional Note
   General Note: No print available.

Sturgis, Henry -- 009
   Sturgis April 7, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sturgis -- 009
   Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
   Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
   Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
   Additional Note
   General Note: No print available.

Sturgis, Henry -- 010
**Sturgis, Henry -- 010**

**Sturgis April 7, 1953** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sturgis -- 010

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

**Sturgis, Henry -- 011**

**Sturgis April 7, 1953** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sturgis -- 011

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

**Sturgis, Henry -- 012**

**Sturgis April 7, 1953** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sturgis -- 012

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

**Sturgis, Henry -- 013**

**Sturgis April 7, 1953** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sturgis -- 013

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

**Sturgis, Henry -- 014**

**Sturgis April 7, 1953** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sturgis -- 014

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

**Sturgis, Henry -- 015**

**Sturgis April 7, 1953** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sturgis -- 015

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

**Sturgis, Henry -- 016**
Sturgis, Henry -- 016

Sturgis April 7, 1953  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sturgis -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Sturgis, Henry -- 017

Sturgis April 7, 1953  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sturgis -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Sturgis, Henry -- 018

Sturgis April 7, 1953  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sturgis -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Sturgis, Henry -- 019

Sturgis April 7, 1953  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sturgis -- 019
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Sturgis, Henry -- 020

Sturgis April 7, 1953  BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Sturgis -- 020
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.25 x 7.25 in.
Print: signed (on verso).

Sturgis, Henry -- 021

Sturgis April 7, 1953  BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Sturgis -- 021
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 10 x 8 in.

Sturgis April 7, 1953  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sturgis -- 021
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Sturgis, Henry -- 022
Sturgis April 7, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Sturgis -- 022  ark:/13030/ft9779p2qs
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9 x 7 in.

Sturgis, Henry -- 023
Sturgis April 7, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sturgis -- 022
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Sturgis, Mrs. Henry

Sturgis, Mrs. Henry -- 001
Mrs. Henry Sturgis May 26, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sturgis, Mrs. Henry -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Sturgis, Mrs. Henry -- 002
Mrs. Henry Sturgis May 26, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sturgis, Mrs. Henry -- 002  ark:/13030/ft2n39n7x9
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Sturgis, Mrs. Henry -- 003
Mrs. Henry Sturgis May 26, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sturgis, Mrs. Henry -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Sturgis, Mrs. Henry -- 004
Mrs. Henry Sturgis May 26, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sturgis, Mrs. Henry -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Sturgis, Mrs. Henry -- 005
Mrs. Henry Sturgis May 26, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sturgis, Mrs. Henry -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Sturgis, Mrs. Henry -- 006
Mrs. Henry Sturgis May 26, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sturgis, Mrs. Henry -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Sullivan, Noel

Sullivan, Noel -- 007
Noel Sullivan BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Sullivan, Noel -- 007 ark:/13030/kt1x0nc4vn
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.5 x 7.25 in.

Noel Sullivan BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sullivan, Noel -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative : retouching, deterioration (major).

Sullivan, Noel -- 008
Noel Sullivan BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sullivan, Noel -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative : deterioration (major).

Sullivan, Noel -- 009
Noel Sullivan BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sullivan, Noel -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative : retouching, deterioration (major).

Sullivan, Noel -- 010
Noel Sullivan

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).

Sullivan, Noel -- 011

Noel Sullivan

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouching, deterioration (major).

Sullivan, Noel -- 012

Noel Sullivan

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouching.

Sutro, Barbara

Sutro, Barbara -- 001

Barbara Sutro July 23, 1938 (?) BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sutro, Barbara -- 001

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Sutro, Barbara -- 002

Barbara Sutro July 23, 1938 (?) BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sutro, Barbara -- 002

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Sutro, Barbara -- 003

Barbara Sutro July 23, 1938 (?) BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sutro, Barbara -- 003

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Sutro, Barbara -- 004
Barbara Sutro July 23, 1938 (?) BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sutro, Barbara -- 004

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Sutro, Barbara -- 005

Barbara Sutro July 23, 1938 (?) BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sutro, Barbara -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Sutro, Barbara -- 006

Barbara Sutro July 23, 1938 (?) BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sutro, Barbara -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Sutro, Barbara -- 007

Barbara Sutro July 23, 1938 (?) BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sutro, Barbara -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Sutro, Barbara -- 008

Barbara Sutro July 23, 1938 (?) BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sutro, Barbara -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Sutro, Barbara -- 009

Barbara Sutro July 23, 1938 (?) BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sutro, Barbara -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Sutro, Barbara -- 010
Barbara Sutro July 23, 1938 (?) BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sutro, Barbara -- 010
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Sutro, Barbara -- 011
Barbara Sutro July 23, 1938 (?) BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sutro, Barbara -- 011
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Sutro, Barbara -- 012
Barbara Sutro July 23, 1938 (?) BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sutro, Barbara -- 012
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Sutro, Barbara -- 013
Barbara Sutro July 23, 1938 (?) BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sutro, Barbara -- 013
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Sutro, Barbara -- 014
Barbara Sutro July 23, 1938 (?) BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sutro, Barbara -- 014
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Sutro, Barbara -- 015
Barbara Sutro July 23, 1938 (?) BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sutro, Barbara -- 015
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.
Barbara Sutro July 23, 1938 (?) BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sutro, Barbara -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Sutro, Barbara -- 017
Barbara Sutro July 23, 1938 (?) BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sutro, Barbara -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Sutro, Barbara -- 018
Barbara Sutro July 23, 1938 (?) BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sutro, Barbara -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Sutro, Barbara -- 019
Barbara Sutro July 23, 1938 (?) BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sutro, Barbara -- 019
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Sutro, Barbara -- 020
Barbara Sutro July 23, 1938 (?) BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sutro, Barbara -- 020
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Sutro, Barbara -- 021
Barbara Sutro July 23, 1938 (?) BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sutro, Barbara -- 021
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Sutro, Barbara -- 022
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Sutro, Barbara -- 022 | Barbara Sutro July 23, 1938 (?) BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sutro, Barbara -- 022  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available. |
| Sutro, Barbara -- 023 | Barbara Sutro July 23, 1938 (?) BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sutro, Barbara -- 023  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available. |
| Sutro, Barbara -- 024 | Barbara Sutro July 23, 1938 (?) BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sutro, Barbara -- 024  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available. |
| Sutro, Barbara -- 025 | Barbara Sutro July 23, 1938 (?) BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sutro, Barbara -- 025  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.75 x 7.5 in.  
Physical Description: Print: stamped.  
Barbara Sutro July 23, 1938 (?) BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sutro, Barbara -- 025  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available. |
| Sutro, Barbara -- 026 | Barbara Sutro August 30, 1926 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Sutro, Barbara -- 026  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.75 x 6.5 in.  
Barbara Sutro August 30, 1926 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sutro, Barbara -- 026  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched. |

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Svane, Genevieve -- 001</td>
<td>Svane, Genevieve -- 001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Finding Aid to the Johan Hagemeyer Photograph Collection, circa 1908-circa 1955
Genevieve Svane December 11, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Svane, Genevieve -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Genevieve Svane -- 002
Genevieve Svane December 11, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Svane, Genevieve -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Genevieve Svane -- 003
Genevieve Svane December 11, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Svane, Genevieve -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Genevieve Svane -- 004
Genevieve Svane December 11, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Svane, Genevieve -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Genevieve Svane -- 005
Genevieve Svane December 11, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Svane, Genevieve -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Genevieve Svane -- 006
Genevieve Svane December 11, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Svane, Genevieve -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Finding Aid to the Johan Hagemeyer Photograph Collection, circa 1908-circa 1955
Svane, Genevieve -- 007
Genevieve Svane December 11, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Svane, Genevieve -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Svane, Genevieve -- 008
Genevieve Svane December 11, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Svane, Genevieve -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Svane, Genevieve -- 009
Genevieve Svane December 11, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Svane, Genevieve -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Svane, Genevieve -- 010
Genevieve Svane December 11, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Svane, Genevieve -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Svane, Genevieve -- 011
Genevieve Svane December 11, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Svane, Genevieve -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Svane, Genevieve -- 012
Svane, Genevieve December 11, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Svane, Genevieve -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Svane, Genevieve -- 013
Genevieve Svane December 11, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Svane, Genevieve -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Svane, Genevieve -- 014
Genevieve Svane December 11, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Svane, Genevieve -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Svane, Genevieve -- 015
Genevieve Svane December 11, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Svane, Genevieve -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Svane, Genevieve -- 016
Genevieve Svane December 11, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Svane, Genevieve -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Svane, Genevieve -- 017
Genevieve Svane December 11, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Svane, Genevieve -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Svane, Genevieve -- 018
Genevieve Svane December 11, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Svane, Genevieve -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Svane, Genevieve -- 019
Genevieve Svane December 11, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Svane, Genevieve -- 019
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Svane, Genevieve -- 020
Genevieve Svane December 11, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Svane, Genevieve -- 020
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Svane, Genevieve -- 021
Genevieve Svane December 11, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Svane, Genevieve -- 021
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Svane, Genevieve -- 022
Genevieve Svane December 11, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Svane, Genevieve -- 022
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Svane, Genevieve

Genevieve Svane December 11, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Svane, Genevieve -- 023
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Svane, Genevieve -- 024
Genevieve Svane December 11, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Svane, Genevieve -- 024
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Svane, Genevieve -- 025
Genevieve Svane December 11, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Svane, Genevieve -- 025
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Svane, Genevieve -- 026
Genevieve Svane December 11, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Svane, Genevieve -- 026
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Svane, Genevieve -- 027
Genevieve Svane December 11, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Svane, Genevieve -- 027
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Svane, Genevieve -- 028
Genevieve Svane December 11, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Svane, Genevieve -- 028
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Svane, Genevieve -- 029
Genevieve Svane December 11, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Svane, Genevieve -- 029
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Svane, Genevieve -- 030
Genevieve Svane December 11, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Svane, Genevieve -- 030
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Svane, Genevieve -- 031
Genevieve Svane December 11, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Svane, Genevieve -- 031
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Svane, Genevieve -- 032
Genevieve Svane December 11, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Svane, Genevieve -- 032
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Svane, Genevieve -- 033
Genevieve Svane December 11, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Svane, Genevieve -- 033
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Svane, Genevieve -- 034
Genevieve Svane December 11, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Svane, Genevieve -- 034
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.75 x 3.75 in.
Svane, Genevieve

**Genevieve Svane December 11, 1948**
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Svane, Genevieve -- 034

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

---

**Svane, Genevieve -- 035**

**Genevieve Svane December 11, 1948**
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Svane, Genevieve -- 035 [ark://13030/ft5r29p09n]

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.75 x 3.75 in.

---

Sweeney, Margaret

**Sweeney, Margaret -- 001**

Margaret Sweeney November 18, 1930
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sweeney, Margaret -- 001 [ark://13030/ft9s2009wp]

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

---

Sydenham, Miss Elinor

**Sydenham, Miss Elinor -- 001**

Miss Elinor Sydenham May 3, 1952
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sydenham, Miss Elinor -- 001

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

---

**Sydenham, Miss Elinor -- 002**

Miss Elinor Sydenham May 3, 1952
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sydenham, Miss Elinor -- 002

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

---

**Sydenham, Miss Elinor -- 003**

Miss Elinor Sydenham May 3, 1952
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sydenham, Miss Elinor -- 003

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

---

**Sydenham, Miss Elinor -- 004**
Sydenham, Miss Elinor May 3, 1952
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sydenham, Miss Elinor -- 004

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Sydenham, Miss Elinor -- 005
Miss Elinor Sydenham May 3, 1952
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sydenham, Miss Elinor -- 005

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Sydenham, Miss Elinor -- 006
Miss Elinor Sydenham May 3, 1952
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sydenham, Miss Elinor -- 006

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Sydenham, Miss Elinor -- 007
Miss Elinor Sydenham May 3, 1952
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sydenham, Miss Elinor -- 007

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Sydenham, Miss Elinor -- 008
Miss Elinor Sydenham May 3, 1952
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sydenham, Miss Elinor -- 008

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Sydenham, Miss Elinor -- 009
Miss Elinor Sydenham May 3, 1952
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sydenham, Miss Elinor -- 009

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Sydenham, Miss Elinor -- 010
Miss Elinor Sydenham May 3, 1952
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sydenham, Miss Elinor -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Sydenham, Miss Elinor -- 011
Miss Elinor Sydenham May 3, 1952
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sydenham, Miss Elinor -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Sydenham, Miss Elinor -- 012
Miss Elinor Sydenham May 3, 1952
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sydenham, Miss Elinor -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Sydenham, Miss Elinor -- 013
Miss Elinor Sydenham May 3, 1952
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sydenham, Miss Elinor -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Sydenham, Miss Elinor -- 014
Miss Elinor Sydenham May 3, 1952
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sydenham, Miss Elinor -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Sydenham, Miss Elinor -- 015
Sydenham, Miss Elinor
May 3, 1952
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Sydenham, Miss Elinor -- 016
May 3, 1952
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Sydenham, Miss Elinor -- 017
May 3, 1952
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Sydenham, Miss Elinor -- 018
May 3, 1952
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Sydenham, Miss Elinor -- 019
May 3, 1952
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Sydenham, Miss Elinor -- 020
May 3, 1952
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 7.75 x 6 in.
Sydenham, Miss Elinor

May 3, 1952

BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sydenham, Miss Elinor -- 020
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Miss Elinor Sydenham May 3, 1952
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Sydenham, Miss Elinor -- 021
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 7.75 x 6 in.

Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Miss Elinor Sydenham May 3, 1952
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sydenham, Miss Elinor -- 021
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Miss Elinor Sydenham May 3, 1952
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sydenham, Miss Elinor -- 021
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Sydenham, Miss Elinor -- 022

May 3, 1952

BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Sydenham, Miss Elinor -- 022
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 7.75 x 6 in.

Miss Sydenham May 3, 1952
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Sydenham, Miss -- 022
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Szold, Bernard

June 3, 1941

BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Szold, Bernard -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Szold, Bernard -- 002

June 3, 1941

BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Szold, Bernard -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Bernard Szold June 3, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Szold, Bernard -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Szold, Bernard -- 004
Bernard Szold June 3, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Szold, Bernard -- 004
ark:/13030/ft267nb21k
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.

Bernard Szold June 3, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Szold, Bernard -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Szold, Bernard -- 005
Bernard Szold June 3, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Szold, Bernard -- 005
ark:/13030/ft6v19p1mr
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.75 x 7.5 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Bernard Szold June 3, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Szold, Bernard -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Szold, Bernard -- 006
Bernard Szold June 3, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Szold, Bernard -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 7.5 x 9.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Bernard Szold June 3, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Szold, Bernard -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Taylor, Comm.

Taylor, Comm. -- 001
Comm. Taylor October 4, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Taylor, Comm. -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Taylor, Comm. -- 002
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Taylor, Comm. -- 003
Comm. Taylor October 4, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Taylor, Comm. -- 003
  ark:/13030/ft7g2nb5q6
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Taylor, Comm. -- 004
Comm. Taylor October 4, 1943 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Taylor, Comm. -- 004
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Taylor, Amelia

Taylor, Amelia -- 001
Amelia Taylor February 15, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Taylor, Amelia -- 001
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Taylor, Amelia -- 002
Amelia Taylor February 15, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Taylor, Amelia -- 002
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Taylor, Amelia -- 003
Taylor, Amelia

Amelia Taylor February 15, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Taylor, Amelia -- 003

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Teichert, Adolph

Teichert, Adolph -- 001
Adolph Teichert July 17, 1939 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Teichert, Adolph -- 001

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Teichert, Adolph -- 002
Adolph Teichert July 17, 1939 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Teichert, Adolph -- 002

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Teichert, Adolph -- 003
Adolph Teichert July 17, 1939 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Teichert, Adolph -- 003

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Teichert, Adolph -- 004
Adolph Teichert July 17, 1939 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Teichert, Adolph -- 004

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Teichert, Adolph -- 005
Adolph Teichert July 17, 1939 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Teichert, Adolph -- 005

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Teichert, Adolph -- 006

**Adolph Teichert July 17, 1939** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Teichert, Adolph -- 006

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Teichert, Adolph -- 007

**Adolph Teichert July 17, 1939** BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Teichert, Adolph -- 007

ark:/13030/ft1x0nb0v9

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.25 x 7 in.

Teichert, Adolph -- 007

**Adolph Teichert July 17, 1939** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Teichert, Adolph -- 007

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Temianka, Henri

Temianka, Henri -- 001

**Henri Temianka April 18, 1945** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Temianka, Henri -- 001

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Temianka, Henri -- 002

**Henri Temianka April 18, 1945** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Temianka, Henri -- 002

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Temianka, Henri -- 003

**Henri Temianka April 18, 1945** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Temianka, Henri -- 003

ark:/13030/ft7z09p1pr

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Temianka, Henri -- 004
Henri Temianka April 18, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Temianka, Henri -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Temianka, Henri -- 005
Henri Temianka April 18, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Temianka, Henri -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Temianka, Henri -- 006
Henri Temianka April 18, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Temianka, Henri -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Temianka, Henri -- 007
Henri Temianka April 18, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Temianka, Henri -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Temianka, Henri -- 008
Henri Temianka April 18, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Temianka, Henri -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Temianka, Henri -- 009
Henri Temianka April 18, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Temianka, Henri -- 009
ark:/13030/ft0z09n7w4
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.25 x 3.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Henri Temianka April 18, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Temianka, Henri -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Temianka, Henri -- 010
**Temianka, Henri**

**Henri Temianka April 18, 1945** BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Temianka, Henri -- 010  
[ark://13030/f4j49p0mp](ark://13030/f4j49p0mp)  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 6.75 x 8.5 in.  
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

**Tevis, Gordon**

**Tevis, Gordon -- 001**  
*Gordon Tevis* BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Tevis, Gordon -- 001  
[ark://13030/f4r29p147](ark://13030/f4r29p147)  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

**Thatcher, Mrs.**

**Thatcher, Mrs. -- 001**  
*Mrs. Thatcher July 15, 1935* BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Thatcher, Mrs. -- 001  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

**Thatcher, Mrs. -- 002**  
*Mrs. Thatcher July 15, 1935* BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Thatcher, Mrs. -- 002  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

**Thatcher, Mrs. -- 003**  
*Mrs. Thatcher July 15, 1935* BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Thatcher, Mrs. -- 003  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

**Thatcher, Mrs. -- 004**  
*Mrs. Thatcher July 15, 1935* BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Thatcher, Mrs. -- 004  
[ark://13030/f9x0nb6xq](ark://13030/f9x0nb6xq)  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.
Thibaudt, Jacques

Thibaudt, Jacques -- 001
Jacques Thibaudt November 9, 1929
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Thibaudt, Jacques -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Thibaudt, Jacques -- 002
Jacques Thibaudt November 9, 1929
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Thibaudt, Jacques -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Thibaudt, Jacques -- 003
Jacques Thibaudt November 9, 1929
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Thibaudt, Jacques -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Thibaudt, Jacques -- 004
Jacques Thibaudt November 9, 1929
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Thibaudt, Jacques -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Thibaudt, Jacques -- 005
Jacques Thibaudt November 9, 1929
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Thibaudt, Jacques -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Thibaudt, Jacques -- 006
Thibaudt, Jacques

**Jacques Thibaudt November 9, 1929**
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Thibaudt, Jacques -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print: gelatin silver; 9.25 x 7.25 in.

**Jacques Thibaudt November 9, 1929**
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Thibaudt, Jacques -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Thibaudt, Jacques -- 012

**Jacques Thibaudt [with Elsa Naess (center) and unidentified man (left)]**
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Thibaudt, Jacques -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print: gelatin silver; 3.75 x 3 in.

Thibaudt, Jacques -- 013

**Jacques Thibaudt November 9, 1929**
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Thibaudt, Jacques -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print: gelatin silver; 4 x 3 in.

Thorp, Susanne

**Thorp, Susanne -- 001**

**Susanne Thorp July 30, 1943**
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Thorp, Susanne -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Tiers, Alexander

**Tiers, Alexander -- 001**

**Alexander Tiers May 23, 1939**
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Tiers, Alexander -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Tiers, Alexander -- 002
Alexander Tiers May 23, 1939 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Tiers, Alexander -- 002

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Tiers, Alexander -- 003
Alexander Tiers May 23, 1939 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Tiers, Alexander -- 003

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Tiers, Alexander -- 004
Alexander Tiers May 23, 1939 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Tiers, Alexander -- 004

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Tiers, Alexander -- 005
Alexander Tiers May 23, 1939 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Tiers, Alexander -- 005

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Tiers, Alexander -- 006
Alexander Tiers May 23, 1939 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Tiers, Alexander -- 006

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Tiers, Alexander -- 007
Alexander Tiers May 23, 1939 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Tiers, Alexander -- 007

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Tiers, Alexander -- 008
Alexander Tiers May 23, 1939 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Tiers, Alexander -- 008

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Tiers, Alexander -- 009

Alexander Tiers May 23, 1939 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Tiers, Alexander -- 009

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 6.75 x 5 in.

Tiers, Alexander May 23, 1939 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Tiers, Alexander -- 009

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Tolman, Richard C.

Tolman, Richard C. -- 001

Richard C. Tolman April 7, 1930 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Tolman, Richard C. -- 001

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Tolman, Richard C. -- 002

Richard C. Tolman April 7, 1930 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Tolman, Richard C. -- 002

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Tolman, Richard C. -- 003

Richard C. Tolman April 7, 1930 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Tolman, Richard C. -- 003

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 7.5 x 9.5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Dr. Richard Tolman".
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Tolman, Richard C. April 7, 1930 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Tolman, Richard C. -- 003

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Tolman, Richard C. -- 004
Richard C. Tolman April 7, 1930 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Tolman, Richard C. -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.5 x 6.5 in.

Richard C. Tolman April 7, 1930 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Tolman, Richard C. -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Tolman, Richard C. -- 005
Richard C. Tolman April 7, 1930 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Tolman, Richard C. -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8 x 6.25 in.

Richard C. Tolman April 7, 1930 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Tolman, Richard C. -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Tolman, Mrs. Richard C. [Ruth]

Tolman, Mrs. Richard C. [Ruth] -- 001
Mrs. Richard C. [Ruth] Tolman May 7, 1931
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Tolman, Mrs. Richard C. [Ruth] -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Tolman, Mrs. Richard C. [Ruth] -- 002
Mrs. Richard C. [Ruth] Tolman May 7, 1931
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Tolman, Mrs. Richard C. [Ruth] -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Tolman, Mrs. Richard C. [Ruth] -- 003
Mrs. Richard C. [Ruth] Tolman May 7, 1931
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Tolman, Mrs. Richard C. [Ruth] -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Totheroth, Dan

Totheroth, Dan -- 001
Dan Totheroth May 6, 1941
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Totheroth, Dan -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Totheroth, Dan -- 002
Dan Totheroth May 6, 1941
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Totheroth, Dan -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Totheroth, Dan -- 003
Dan Totheroth May 6, 1941
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Totheroth, Dan -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Totheroth, Dan -- 004
Dan Totheroth May 6, 1941
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Totheroth, Dan -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Totheroth, Dan -- 005
Dan Totheroth May 6, 1941
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Totheroth, Dan -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.5 x 7.5 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.
Dan Totheroth May 6, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Totheroth, Dan -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Trumbull, Marjorie

Trumbull, Marjorie -- 001
Marjorie Trumbull March 2, 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Trumbull, Marjorie -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Trumbull, Marjorie -- 002
Marjorie Trumbull March 2, 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Trumbull, Marjorie -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Trumbull, Marjorie -- 003
Marjorie Trumbull March 2, 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Trumbull, Marjorie -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "3/2-54".
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Trumbull, Marjorie -- 004
Marjorie Trumbull March 2, 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Trumbull, Marjorie -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Trumbull, Marjorie -- 005
Marjorie Trumbull March 2, 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Trumbull, Marjorie -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Trumbull, Marjorie -- 006
Marjorie Trumbull March 2, 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Trumbull, Marjorie -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Trumbull, Marjorie -- 007
Marjorie Trumbull March 2, 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Trumbull, Marjorie -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Trumbull, Marjorie -- 008
Marjorie Trumbull March 2, 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Trumbull, Marjorie -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Trumbull, Marjorie -- 009
Marjorie Trumbull March 2, 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Trumbull, Marjorie -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Trumbull, Marjorie -- 010
Marjorie Trumbull March 2, 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Trumbull, Marjorie -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Trumbull, Marjorie -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Trumbull, Marjorie -- 012
Marjorie Trumbull March 2, 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Trumbull, Marjorie -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Marjorie Trumbull -- 013
Marjorie Trumbull March 2, 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Trumbull, Marjorie -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Marjorie Trumbull -- 014
Marjorie Trumbull March 2, 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Trumbull, Marjorie -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Marjorie Trumbull -- 015
Marjorie Trumbull March 2, 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Trumbull, Marjorie -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Marjorie Trumbull March 2, 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Trumbull, Marjorie -- 016
ark:/13030/ft3779n95k
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.75 x 6.75 in.

Marjorie Trumbull March 2, 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Trumbull, Marjorie -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Marjorie Trumbull March 2, 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Trumbull, Marjorie -- 017
ark:/13030/ft7p30088m
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.75 x 3.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.
Trumbull, Marjorie

Marjorie Trumbull March 2, 1954  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Trumbull, Marjorie -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Trumbull, Marjorie -- 018
Marjorie Trumbull March 2, 1954  BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Trumbull, Marjorie -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.25 x 6.5 in.

Trumbull, Marjorie March 2, 1954  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Trumbull, Marjorie -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Turner, Guy H.

Turner, Guy H. -- 001
Guy H. Turner April 4, 1943  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Turner, Guy H. -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Turner, Guy H. -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Tuthill, Miss Esther

Tuthill, Miss Esther -- 001
Miss Esther Tuthill July 19, 1937  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Tuthill, Miss Esther -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Tuthill, Miss Esther -- 002
Tuthill, Miss Esther

**Miss Esther Tuthill July 19, 1937**  
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Tuthill, Miss Esther -- 002

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

**Tuthill, Miss Esther -- 003**  
Miss Esther Tuthill July 19, 1937  
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Tuthill, Miss Esther -- 003

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

**Tuthill, Miss Esther -- 004**  
Miss Esther Tuthill July 19, 1937  
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Tuthill, Miss Esther -- 004

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

**Tuthill, Miss Esther -- 005**  
Miss Esther Tuthill July 19, 1937  
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Tuthill, Miss Esther -- 005

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

**Tuthill, Miss Esther -- 006**  
Miss Esther Tuthill July 19, 1937  
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Tuthill, Miss Esther -- 006

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

**Tuthill, Miss Esther -- 007**  
Miss Esther Tuthill April 22, 1938  
April 22, 1938  
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Tuthill, Miss Esther -- 007

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

**Tuthill, Miss Esther -- 008**
Miss Esther Tuthill July 19, 1937 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Tuthill, Miss Esther -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Miss Esther Tuthill -- 009
Miss Esther Tuthill July 19, 1937 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Tuthill, Miss Esther -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Miss Esther Tuthill -- 010
Miss Esther Tuthill July 19, 1937 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Tuthill, Miss Esther -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Miss Esther Tuthill -- 011
Miss Esther Tuthill July 19, 1937 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Tuthill, Miss Esther -- 011
ark:/13030/ft5779p0t4
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Miss Esther Tuthill -- 012
Miss Esther Tuthill July 19, 1937 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Tuthill, Miss Esther -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Miss Esther Tuthill -- 013
Miss Esther Tuthill July 19, 1937 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Tuthill, Miss Esther -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Miss Esther Tuthill -- 014
Miss Esther Tuthill July 19, 1937 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Tuthill, Miss Esther -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Tuthill, Miss Esther -- 015
Miss Esther Tuthill July 19, 1937 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Tuthill, Miss Esther -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Usigli, Gastone

Usigli, Gastone -- 001
Gastone Usigli July 19, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Usigli, Gastone -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Usigli, Gastone -- 002
Gastone Usigli July 19, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Usigli, Gastone -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Usigli, Gastone -- 003
Gastone Usigli July 19, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Usigli, Gastone -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Usigli, Gastone -- 004
Gastone Usigli July 19, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Usigli, Gastone -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Usigli, Gastone -- 005
Gastone Usigli July 19, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Usigli, Gastone -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Usigli, Gastone -- 006
Gastone Usigli July 19, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Usigli, Gastone -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Usigli, Gastone -- 007
Gastone Usigli July 19, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Usigli, Gastone -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Usigli, Gastone -- 008
Gastone Usigli July 19, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Usigli, Gastone -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Condition
Emulsion side: chipping.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Usigli, Gastone -- 009
Gastone Usigli July 19, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Usigli, Gastone -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Condition
Emulsion side: cracking.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Usigli, Gastone -- 010
Gastone Usigli July 19, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Usigli, Gastone -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Usigli, Gastone -- 011
Gastone Usigli July 19, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Usigli, Gastone -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Usigli, Gastone -- 012
Gastone Usigli July 19, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Usigli, Gastone -- 012
ark:/13030/ft638nb3rh
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.75 x 6.75 in.

Gastone Usigli July 19, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Usigli, Gastone -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Usigli, Gastone -- 013
Gastone Usigli July 19, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Usigli, Gastone -- 013
ark:/13030/ft796nb517
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9 x 7 in.

Gastone Usigli July 19, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Usigli, Gastone -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Usigli, Gastone -- 014
Gastone Usigli July 19, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Usigli, Gastone -- 014
ark:/13030/ft6q2nb496
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.25 x 7 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Gastone Usigli July 19, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Usigli, Gastone -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Usigli, Gastone -- 015
Gastone Usigli July 19, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Usigli, Gastone -- 015
ark:/13030/ft138nb18r
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9 x 7 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Gastone Usigli July 19, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Usigli, Gastone -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Van Buren, Petrus

Van Buren, Petrus -- 001
Petrus Van Buren February 21, 1945
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Van Buren, Petrus -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Van Buren, Petrus -- 002
Petrus Van Buren February 21, 1945
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Van Buren, Petrus -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Van Buren, Petrus -- 003
Petrus Van Buren February 21, 1945
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Van Buren, Petrus -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Van Buren, Petrus -- 004
Petrus Van Buren February 21, 1945
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Van Buren, Petrus -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Van Buren, Petrus -- 005
Petrus Van Buren February 21, 1945
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Van Buren, Petrus -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Van Buren, Petrus -- 006
Petrus Van Buren February 21, 1945
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Van Buren, Petrus -- 006 ark:/13030/ft7s2008wk
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.25 x 6.5 in.
Van Buren, Petrus

Petrus Van Buren February 21, 1945
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Van Buren, Petrus -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Van den Berg, Jan

Van den Berg, Jan -- 001
Jan Van den Berg August 14, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Van den Berg, Jan -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Van den Berg, Jan -- 002
Jan Van den Berg August 14, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Van den Berg, Jan -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Van den Berg, Jan -- 003
Jan Van den Berg August 14, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Van den Berg, Jan -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Van den Berg, Jan -- 004
Jan Van den Berg August 14, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Van den Berg, Jan -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Van den Berg, Jan -- 005
Jan Van den Berg August 14, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Van den Berg, Jan -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Van den Berg, Jan -- 006
Van den Berg, Jan

**Jan Van den Berg August 14, 1944** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Van den Berg, Jan -- 006

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

Van den Berg, Jan -- 007

**Jan Van den Berg August 14, 1944** BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Van den Berg, Jan -- 007

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.25 x 6.75 in.

Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Van den Berg, Jan -- 008

**Jan Van den Berg August 14, 1944** BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Van den Berg, Jan -- 008

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.25 x 6.5 in.

Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Van den Berg, Jan -- 009

**Jan Van den Berg August 14, 1944** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Van den Berg, Jan -- 009

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Jan Van den Berg -- diplomat".

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Van den Burg, Herbert

Van den Burg, Herbert -- 001
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>001</td>
<td>Herbert Van den Burg [double exposure]</td>
<td>July 29, 1939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>002</td>
<td>Herbert Van den Burg</td>
<td>July 29, 1939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>003</td>
<td>Herbert Van den Burg</td>
<td>July 29, 1939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>004</td>
<td>Herbert Van den Burg</td>
<td>July 29, 1939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>005</td>
<td>Herbert Van den Burg</td>
<td>July 29, 1939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>006</td>
<td>Herbert Van den Burg</td>
<td>July 29, 1939</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.

General Note: No print available.
Herbert Van den Burg July 29, 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Van den Burg, Herbert -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Van den Burg, Herbert -- 008
Herbert Van den Burg July 29, 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Van den Burg, Herbert -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Van den Burg, Herbert -- 009
Herbert Van den Burg July 29, 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Van den Burg, Herbert -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Van den Burg, Herbert -- 010
Herbert Van den Burg July 29, 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Van den Burg, Herbert -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Van den Burg, Herbert -- 011
Herbert Van den Burg July 29, 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Van den Burg, Herbert -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.25 x 7.5 in.

Herbert Van den Burg July 29, 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Van den Burg, Herbert -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Van den Burg, Herbert -- 012
Herbert Van den Burg July 29, 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063--B Van den Burg, Herbert -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 6.75 x 8.5 in.
Physical Description: Print: mounted.
Van den Burg, Herbert

**Herbert Van den Burg July 29, 1939**
BANC PIC 1964.063-NEG Van den Burg, Herbert -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Van Krampen, Hanna

**Van Krampen, Hanna -- 001**
Hanna Van Krampen September 4, 1930
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Van Krampen, Hanna -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Van Krampen, Hanna -- 002**
Hanna Van Krampen September 4, 1930
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Van Krampen, Hanna -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Van Krampen, Hanna -- 003**
Hanna Van Krampen September 4, 1930
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Van Krampen, Hanna -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Van Krampen, Hanna -- 004**
Hanna Van Krampen September 4, 1930
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Van Krampen, Hanna -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Van Krampen, Hanna -- 005**
Van Krampen, Hanna

Hanna Van Krampen September 4, 1930
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Van Krampen, Hanna -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Van Krampen, Hanna -- 006
Hanna Van Krampen September 4, 1930
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Van Krampen, Hanna -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Van Krampen, Hanna -- 007
Hanna Van Krampen September 4, 1930
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Van Krampen, Hanna -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Van Krampen, Hanna -- 008
Hanna Van Krampen September 4, 1930
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Van Krampen, Hanna -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Van Krampen, Hanna -- 009
Hanna Van Krampen September 4, 1930
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Van Krampen, Hanna -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Van Krampen, Hanna -- 010
Hanna Van Krampen September 4, 1930
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Van Krampen, Hanna -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Van Krampen, Hanna -- 011
Hanna Van Krampen September 4, 1930
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Van Krampen, Hanna -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Van Krampen, Hanna -- 012
Hanna Van Krampen September 4, 1930
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Van Krampen, Hanna -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Van Krampen, Hanna -- 013
Hanna Van Krampen September 4, 1930
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Van Krampen, Hanna -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Van Krampen, Hanna -- 014
Hanna Van Krampen September 4, 1930
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Van Krampen, Hanna -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Van Krampen, Hanna -- 015
Hanna Van Krampen September 4, 1930
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Van Krampen, Hanna -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Van Krampen, Hanna -- 016
**Van Krampen, Hanna**

**Hanna Van Krampen September 4, 1930**
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Van Krampen, Hanna -- 017**
Hanna Van Krampen September 4, 1930
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Van Krampen, Hanna -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Van Krampen, Hanna -- 018**
Hanna Van Krampen September 4, 1930
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Van Krampen, Hanna -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

---

**Van Niel, Kees**

**Van Niel, Kees -- 001**
Kees Van Niel (double exposure) December 2, 1945
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Van Niel, Kees -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Van Niel, Kees -- 002**
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Van Niel, Kees -- 003**
Kees Van Niel December 2, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Van Niel, Kees -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

---

**Van Niel, Kees -- 004**
Kees Van Niel December 2, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Van Niel, Kees -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Van Niel, Kees -- 005
Kees Van Niel December 2, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Van Niel, Kees -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Van Niel, Kees -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Van Niel, Kees -- 007
Kees Van Niel December 2, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Van Niel, Kees -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Van Niel, Kees -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Van Niel, Kees -- 009
Kees Van Niel December 2, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Van Niel, Kees -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Van Niel, Kees -- 010
Kees Van Niel December 2, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Van Niel, Kees -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Van Niel, Kees -- 011
Van Niel, Kees

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Van Niel, Kees -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Van Niel, Kees -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Van Niel, Kees -- 014
Kees Van Niel December 2, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Van Niel, Kees -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Van Niel, Kees -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Van Niel, Kees -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Van Niel, Kees -- 017
Kees Van Niel December 2, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Van Niel, Kees -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Van Niel, Kees -- 018
Van Niel, Kees

Kees Van Niel December 2, 1945
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Van Niel, Kees -- 024
Kees Van Niel December 2, 1945
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 6.75 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Varda, Jean

Varda, Jean -- 001
Jean Varda May 13, 1942
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Varda, Jean -- 002
Jean Varda May 13, 1942
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Condition
Emulsion side: torn in forehead area of image.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Varda, Jean -- 003
Jean Varda May 13, 1942
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Varda, Jean -- 004
Jean Varda May 13, 1942
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Varda, Jean -- 005
Jean Varda May 13, 1942 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Varda, Jean -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Varda, Jean -- 006
Jean Varda May 13, 1942 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Varda, Jean -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Varda, Jean -- 007
Jean Varda May 13, 1942 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Varda, Jean -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Varda, Jean -- 008
Jean Varda May 13, 1942 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Varda, Jean -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Varda, Jean -- 009
Jean Varda May 13, 1942 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Varda, Jean -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Varda, Jean -- 010
Jean Varda May 13, 1942 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Varda, Jean -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.75 x 7.25 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Jean Varda, painter."
Physical Description: Print: stamped, mounted.
Additional Note
General Note: 2 copies (copy 2 size PIC, 5 x 4 in., contact print)

Jean Varda May 13, 1942 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Varda, Jean -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Varda, Jean -- 011
Jean Varda May 13, 1942 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Varda, Jean -- 011  
ark:/13030/ft538nb3b0  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.25 x 7.25 in.  
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Jean Varda May 13, 1942 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Varda, Jean -- 011  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Varda, Jean -- 012  
Jean Varda May 13, 1942 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Varda, Jean -- 012  
ark:/13030/ft7j49p27w  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.5 x 7.5 in.

Jean Varda May 13, 1942 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Varda, Jean -- 012  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Vicente, Esteban

Vicente, Esteban -- 001  
Esteban Vicente 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Vicente, Esteban -- 001  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

Vicente, Esteban -- 002  
Esteban Vicente 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Vicente, Esteban -- 002  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

Vicente, Esteban -- 003  
Esteban Vicente 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Vicente, Esteban -- 003  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

Vicente, Esteban -- 004  
Esteban Vicente 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Vicente, Esteban -- 004  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.
Vicente, Esteban -- 005
Esteban Vicente 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Vicente, Esteban -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Vicente, Esteban -- 006
Esteban Vicente 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Vicente, Esteban -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Vicente, Esteban -- 007
Esteban Vicente 1949 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Vicente, Esteban -- 007
ark:/13030/ft8f59p2r9
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 7.25 x 5.5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "1949, S.F. [i.e. San Francisco]."

Viebrock

Viebrock -- 001
Viebrock August 19, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Viebrock -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Viebrock -- 002
Viebrock August 19, 1944 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Viebrock -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Viebrock -- 003
Viebrock August 19, 1944

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Viebrock -- 004

Viebrock August 19, 1944

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Viebrock -- 005

Viebrock August 19, 1944

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.

Viebrock August 19, 1944

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Viebrock, Jack

Viebrock, Jack -- 001

Jack Viebrock August 24, 1946

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Viebrock, Jack -- 002

Jack Viebrock August 24, 1946

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Viebrock, Jack

Viebrock, Jack -- 003
  Jack Viebrock August 24, 1946 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Viebrock, Jack -- 003
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Viebrock, Jack -- 004
  Jack Viebrock August 24, 1946 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Viebrock, Jack -- 004
  ark:/13030/ft1t1nb1tm
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Viebrock, Jack -- 005
  Jack Viebrock August 24, 1946 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Viebrock, Jack -- 005
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Viebrock, James

Viebrock, James -- 001
  James Viebrock August 25, 1946 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Viebrock, James -- 001
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Viebrock, James -- 002
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Viebrock, James -- 003
  James Viebrock August 25, 1946 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Viebrock, James -- 003
  ark:/13030/ft8h4nb5mn
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.75 x 3.5 in.

  James Viebrock August 25, 1946 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Viebrock, James -- 003
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Viebrock, William

Viebrock, William -- 001
William Viebrock August 24, 1946
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Viebrock, William

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Viebrock, William -- 002
William Viebrock August 24, 1946
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Viebrock, William

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Viebrock, William -- 003
William Viebrock August 24, 1946
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Viebrock, William

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Viebrock, William -- 004
William Viebrock August 24, 1946
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Viebrock, William

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Vincent, Father

Vincent, Father -- 001
Father Vincent June 19, 1929 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Vincent, Father -- 001

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Vincent, Father -- 002
Father Vincent June 19, 1929 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Vincent, Father -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Vincent, Father -- 003
Father Vincent June 19, 1929 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Vincent, Father -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Vincent, Father -- 004
Father Vincent June 19, 1929 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Vincent, Father -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Vincent, Father -- 005
Father Vincent June 19, 1929 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Vincent, Father -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Vincent, Father -- 006
Father Vincent June 19, 1929 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Vincent, Father -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Vincent, Father -- 007
Father Vincent June 19, 1929 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Vincent, Father -- 007 ark:/13030/ft8779p2jw
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4 x 3 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Von Hasseln, Dr. E. W.
Von Hasseln, Dr. E. W. -- 001
Dr. E. W. Von Hasseln October 14, 1945
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Von Hasseln, Dr. E. W. -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Von Hasseln, Dr. E. W. -- 002
Dr. E. W. Von Hasseln October 14, 1945
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Von Hasseln, Dr. E. W. -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Von Hasseln, Dr. E. W. -- 003
Dr. E. W. Von Hasseln October 14, 1945
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Von Hasseln, Dr. E. W. -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Von Hasseln, Dr. E. W. -- 004
Dr. E. W. Von Hasseln October 14, 1945
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Von Hasseln, Dr. E. W. -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Von Hasseln, Mrs.

Von Hasseln, Mrs. -- 001
Mrs. Von Hasseln November 3, 1945
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Von Hasseln, Mrs. -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Von Hasseln, Mrs. -- 002
Mrs. Von Hasseln November 3, 1945
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Von Hasseln, Mrs. -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. Von Hasseln November 3, 1945
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Von Hasseln, Mrs. -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. Von Hasseln November 3, 1945
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Von Hasseln, Mrs. -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Von Karman, Dr. Theodor

Dr. Theodor Von Karman April 5, 1931
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Von Karman, Dr. Theodor -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Von Seebach

Von Seebach -- 001
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Von Seebach -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Von Seebach BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Von Seebach -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Von Seebach -- 003
Von Seebach BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Von Seebach -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Von Seebach -- 004
Von Seebach BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Von Seebach -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Warner, Claire

Warner, Claire -- 001
Claire Warner April 24, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Warner, Claire -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Warner, Claire -- 002
Claire Warner April 24, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Warner, Claire -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Warner, Claire -- 003
Claire Warner April 24, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Warner, Claire -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Warner, Claire -- 004
Claire Warner April 24, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Warner, Claire -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Warner, Claire -- 005
Claire Warner April 24, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Warner, Claire -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Warner, Claire -- 006
Claire Warner April 24, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Warner, Claire -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Warner, Claire -- 007
Claire Warner April 24, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Warner, Claire -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Warner, Claire -- 008
Claire Warner April 24, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Warner, Claire -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Warner, Claire -- 009
Claire Warner April 24, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Warner, Claire -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Warner, Claire -- 010
Warner, Claire

Claire Warner April 24, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Warner, Claire -- 010
  ark:/13030/ft6m3nb4m6
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Warren, Constance

Warren, Constance -- 001
  Constance Warren August 7, 1939
  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Warren, Constance -- 001
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Warren, Constance -- 002
  Constance Warren August 7, 1939
  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Warren, Constance -- 002
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Warren, Constance -- 003
  Constance Warren August 7, 1939
  ark:/13030/ft2s200525
  BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Warren, Constance -- 003
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 7.5 x 9 in.
  Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Pres. Sarah Lawrence Coll."
  Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Constance Warren August 7, 1939
  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Warren, Constance -- 003
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Warren, Constance -- 004
  Constance Warren August 7, 1939
  ark:/13030/ft7j49p28d
  BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Warren, Constance -- 004
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9 x 7 in.
  Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "President of Sarah Lawrence College".
Constance Warren August 7, 1939
BANC PIC 1964.063-.064 -- NEG Warren, Constance -- 004

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Waters, Miss

Waters, Miss -- 001
Miss Waters BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Waters, Miss -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Miss Waters BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Waters, Miss -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Waters, Miss -- 002
Miss Waters BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Waters, Miss -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Miss Waters BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Waters, Miss -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Waters, Miss -- 003
Miss Waters BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Waters, Miss -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Miss Waters BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Waters, Miss -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Waters, Miss -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy): safety film; 5 x 4 in.

**Watson, E.C. -- 003**
**E.C. Watson June 30, 1939** BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Watson, E.C. -- 003
ark:/13030/ft7n39p1sh
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print: gelatin silver; 7.25 x 8.75 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Dr. E.C. Watson, physicist. 1939."
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

**E.C. Watson June 30, 1939** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Watson, E.C. -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

**E.C. Watson June 30, 1939** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Watson, E.C. -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print: gelatin silver; 9.25 x 7.5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Prof. E.C. Watson, physicist, 1939."
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print: gelatin silver; 4.25 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print: gelatin silver; 4 x 5 in.

---

**Weed, William**

**Weed, William -- 001**
**William Weed** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Weed, William -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 4 x 5 in.

**Weed, William -- 002**
William Weed BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Weed, William -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Weed, William -- 003
William Weed BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Weed, William -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Weed, William -- 004
William Weed BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Weed, William -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

William Weed BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Weed, William -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Weed, William -- 005
William Weed BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Weed, William -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Weed, William -- 006
William Weed BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Weed, William -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Weed, William -- 007
William Weed BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Weed, William -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Weed, William -- 008
Weed, William

William Weed BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Weed, William -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Weed, William -- 009
William Weed BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Weed, William -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Weed, William -- 010
William Weed BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Weed, William -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Weed, William -- 011
William Weed BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Weed, William -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Weed, William -- 012
William Weed BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Weed, William -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Weed, William -- 013
William Weed BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Weed, William -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Weed, William -- 014
William Weed BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Weed, William -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8 x 6 in.

Weed, William -- 015
**Weed, William**

**William Weed** BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Weed, William -- 015

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8 x 6 in.

**William Weed** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Weed, William -- 015  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

---

**Weishaus**

**Weishaus -- 001**  
**Weishaus** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Weishaus -- 001

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

---

**Werner, August**

**Werner, August -- 001**

**August Werner September 3, 1930** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Werner, August -- 001

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

**August Werner September 3, 1930** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Werner, August -- 001  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

**Werner, August -- 002**

**August Werner September 3, 1930** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Werner, August -- 002  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor).  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

**August Werner September 3, 1930** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Werner, August -- 002  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

**Werner, August -- 003**
August Werner September 3, 1930 BANC PIC 1964.063--B Werner, August -- 003
ark:/13030/ft4c6006kd
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.75 x 6.5 in.
Physical Description: Print: mounted.

August Werner September 3, 1930 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Werner, August -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

August Werner September 3, 1930 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Werner, August -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

West, Jessamyn

West, Jessamyn -- 001
Jessamyn West September 25, 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG West, Jessamyn -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

West, Jessamyn -- 002
Jessamyn West September 25, 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG West, Jessamyn -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

West, Jessamyn -- 003
Jessamyn West September 25, 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG West, Jessamyn -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

West, Jessamyn -- 004
Jessamyn West September 25, 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG West, Jessamyn -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

West, Jessamyn -- 005
West, Jessamyn

**Jessamyn West September 25, 1954** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG West, Jessamyn -- 005

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

West, Jessamyn -- 006

**Jessamyn West September 25, 1954** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG West, Jessamyn -- 006

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

West, Jessamyn -- 007

**Jessamyn West September 25, 1954** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG West, Jessamyn -- 007

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

West, Jessamyn -- 008

**Jessamyn West September 25, 1954** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG West, Jessamyn -- 008

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

West, Jessamyn -- 009

**Jessamyn West September 25, 1954** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG West, Jessamyn -- 009

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

West, Jessamyn -- 010

**Jessamyn West September 25, 1954** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG West, Jessamyn -- 010

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

West, Jessamyn -- 011
Jessamyn West September 25, 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG West, Jessamyn -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

West, Jessamyn -- 012
Jessamyn West September 25, 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG West, Jessamyn -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

West, Jessamyn -- 013
Jessamyn West September 25, 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG West, Jessamyn -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

West, Jessamyn -- 014
Jessamyn West September 25, 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC West, Jessamyn -- 014
(tok:13030/t058003c9
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.5 x 6.5 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Jessamyn West September 25, 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG West, Jessamyn -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

West, Jessamyn -- 015
Jessamyn West September 25, 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC West, Jessamyn -- 015
(tok:13030/t3c6004n5
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.5 x 6.5 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Jessamyn West September 25, 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG West, Jessamyn -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

West, Jessamyn -- 016
Jessamyn West September 25, 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC West, Jessamyn -- 016
(tok:13030/t5p300791
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.5 x 6.5 in.
Jessamyn West September 25, 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG West, Jessamyn -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

West, Jessamyn -- 017
Jessamyn West September 25, 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC West, Jessamyn -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.5 x 6.5 in.

Jessamyn West September 25, 1954 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG West, Jessamyn -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Weston, Edward

Weston, Edward -- 001
Edward Weston May 24, 1935 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Weston, Edward -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Edward Weston May 24, 1935 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Weston, Edward -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Weston, Edward -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Weston, Edward -- 003
Edward Weston May 24. 1935 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Weston, Edward -- 003
ark:/13030/ft409nb3fk
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Edward Weston May 24. 1935 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Weston, Edward -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Weston, Edward -- 004
ark:/13030/ft696nb45h
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Weston, Edward -- 005
Edward Weston May 24. 1935 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Weston, Edward -- 005
ark:/13030/ft8z09p2dd
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Edward Weston May 24. 1935 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Weston, Edward -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Weston, Edward -- 006
ark:/13030/ft6x0nb4xt
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Edward Weston May 24. 1935
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG
Weston, Edward -- 006

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

Weston, Edward -- 007

Edward Weston May 24. 1935
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG
Weston, Edward -- 007

ark:/13030/ft9b69p3mc

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

Edward Weston May 24. 1935
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG
Weston, Edward -- 007

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

Weston, Edward -- 008

Edward Weston May 24. 1935
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG
Weston, Edward -- 008

ark:/13030/ft8779p2kd

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.

Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor).

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

Edward Weston May 24. 1935
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG
Weston, Edward -- 008

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

Weston, Edward -- 009

Edward Weston May 24. 1935
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG
Weston, Edward -- 009

ark:/13030/ft6t1nb50p

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

Edward Weston May 24. 1935
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG
Weston, Edward -- 009

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

Weston, Edward -- 010
Edward Weston May 24. 1935 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Weston, Edward -- 010

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Edward Weston May 24. 1935 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Weston, Edward -- 010

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Weston, Edward -- 011


Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9 x 7 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped, mounted.
Additional Note
General Note: 2 copies (copy 2 size PIC, 5 x 4 in., contact print)


Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.


Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Weston, Edward -- 012


Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9 x 7.5 in.
Physical Description: Print: mounted.

Weston, Maudelle Bass

Weston, Maudelle Bass -- 001

Maudelle Bass Weston 1940 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Weston, Maudelle Bass -- 001

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Weston, Maudelle Bass -- 002
Maudelle Bass Weston 1940 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Weston, Maudelle Bass -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Weston, Maudelle Bass -- 003
Maudelle Bass Weston 1940 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Weston, Maudelle Bass -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Weston, Maudelle Bass -- 004
Maudelle Bass Weston 1940 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Weston, Maudelle Bass -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Weston, Maudelle Bass -- 005
Maudelle Bass Weston 1940 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Weston, Maudelle Bass -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Weston, Maudelle Bass -- 006
Maudelle Bass Weston 1940 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Weston, Maudelle Bass -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Weston, Maudelle Bass -- 007
Maudelle Bass Weston 1940 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Weston, Maudelle Bass -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Weston, Maudelle Bass -- 008
Maudelle Bass Weston 1940 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Weston, Maudelle Bass -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Weston, Maudelle Bass -- 009
Maudelle Bass Weston 1940 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Weston, Maudelle Bass -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Weston, Maudelle Bass -- 010
Maudelle Bass Weston 1940 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Weston, Maudelle Bass -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Weston, Maudelle Bass -- 011
Maudelle Bass Weston 1940 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Weston, Maudelle Bass -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Weston, Maudelle Bass -- 012
Maudelle Bass Weston 1940 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Weston, Maudelle Bass -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Weston, Maudelle Bass -- 013
Maudelle Bass Weston 1940 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Weston, Maudelle Bass -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Weston, Maudelle Bass -- 014
Maudelle Bass Weston 1940 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Weston, Maudelle Bass -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Weston, Maudelle Bass -- 015
Maudelle Bass Weston 1940 BANC PIC 1964.063--B Weston, Maudelle Bass -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.5 x 7.5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Maudelle, Dancer, 1940."
Physical Description: Print: stamped, mounted.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Creator/Collector</th>
<th>Physical Description</th>
<th>Physical Description</th>
<th>Physical Description</th>
<th>Physical Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
<td>1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
<td>Negative: retouched.</td>
<td>1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.5 x 7.5 in.</td>
<td>Print: stamped.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
<td>1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
<td>Negative: retouched.</td>
<td>1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
<td>Negative: retouched.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
<td>1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
<td>Negative: retouched.</td>
<td>1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
<td>Negative: retouched.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
<td>1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
<td>Negative: retouched.</td>
<td>1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
<td>Negative: retouched.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
<td>1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
<td>Negative: retouched.</td>
<td>1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
<td>Negative: retouched.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.
Whitaker, Elaine -- 005
Elaine Whitaker 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--B Whitaker, Elaine -- 005
ark:/13030/ft6r29p1qn
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.75 x 3.5 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped, mounted.

Whitman, Kit

Whitman, Kit -- 001
Kit Whitman May 14, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Whitman, Kit -- 001
ark:/13030/fl7k40082v
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.5 x 7.5 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Kit Whitman May 14, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Whitman, Kit -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Wills, Helen

Wills, Helen -- 005
Helen Wills March 31, 1929 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Wills, Helen -- 005
ark:/13030/fl5k400538
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.5 x 6.5 in.

Helen Wills March 31, 1929 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wills, Helen -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate film ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (minor).

Wills, Helen -- 006
Helen Wills March 31, 1929 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wills, Helen -- 006
ark:/13030/ft6f59p10t
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate film ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Wilson, Ruth

Wilson, Ruth -- 001
Wilson, Ruth

**Wilson, Ruth November 6, 1953** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wilson, Ruth -- 001

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

**Wilson, Ruth -- 002**

**Wilson, Ruth November 6, 1953** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wilson, Ruth -- 002

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

**Wilson, Ruth -- 003**

**Wilson, Ruth November 6, 1953** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wilson, Ruth -- 003

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

**Wilson, Ruth -- 004**

[Ruth Wilson November 6, 1953](ark:/13030/ft35800511) BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wilson, Ruth -- 004

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

**Wilson, Ruth -- 005**

**Wilson, Ruth November 6, 1953** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wilson, Ruth -- 005

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

**Wilson, Ruth -- 006**

**Wilson, Ruth November 6, 1953** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wilson, Ruth -- 006

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

**Wilson, Ruth -- 007**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Physical Description</th>
<th>Additional Note</th>
<th>General Note</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>007</td>
<td>Ruth Wilson November 6, 1953</td>
<td>1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
<td>Negative: retouched.</td>
<td>No print available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>008</td>
<td>Ruth Wilson November 6, 1953</td>
<td>1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
<td>Negative: retouched.</td>
<td>No print available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>009</td>
<td>Ruth Wilson November 6, 1953</td>
<td>1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
<td>Negative: retouched.</td>
<td>No print available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>010</td>
<td>Ruth Wilson November 6, 1953</td>
<td>1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
<td>Negative: retouched.</td>
<td>No print available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>012</td>
<td>Ruth Wilson November 6, 1953</td>
<td>1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9 x 7.25 in.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Ruth Wilson, November 6, 1953**

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.
Wiman, Vern

Wiman, Vern -- 001
Wern Wiman October 30, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wiman, Vern -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Wiman, Vern -- 002
Wern Wiman October 30, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wiman, Vern -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Wiman, Vern -- 003
Wern Wiman October 30, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wiman, Vern -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Wiman, Vern -- 004
Wern Wiman October 30, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wiman, Vern -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Wiman, Vern -- 005
Wern Wiman October 30, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wiman, Vern -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Wiman, Vern -- 006
Wern Wiman October 30, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wiman, Vern -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Wiman, Vern -- 007
Vern Wiman October 30, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wiman, Vern -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Wiman, Vern -- 008
Vern Wiman October 30, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wiman, Vern -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Wiman, Vern -- 009
Vern Wiman October 30, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wiman, Vern -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Wiman, Vern -- 010
Vern Wiman October 30, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wiman, Vern -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Wiman, Vern -- 011
Vern Wiman October 30, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wiman, Vern -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Wiman, Vern -- 012
Vern Wiman October 30, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wiman, Vern -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Wiman, Vern -- 013
Vern Wiman October 30, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Wiman, Vern -- 013 ark:/13030/ft4m3nb30s
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 6.25 x 5 in.
Vern Wiman October 30, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wiman, Vern -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Wiman, Vern -- 014
Vern Wiman October 30, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Wiman, Vern -- 014 🔗 ark:/13030/ft4290068s
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 6.25 in.

Vern Wiman October 30, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wiman, Vern -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Wiman, Vern -- 015
Vern Wiman October 30, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Wiman, Vern -- 015 🔗 ark:/13030/ft796nb52r
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.

Vern Wiman October 30, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wiman, Vern -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Wiman, Vern -- 016
Vern Wiman October 30, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wiman, Vern -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Vern Wiman October 30, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wiman, Vern -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Wiman, Vern -- 017
Vern Wiman October 30, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wiman, Vern -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Wiman, Vern -- 018
Vern Wiman October 30, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wiman, Vern -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Wiman, Vern -- 019
Vern Wiman October 30, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wiman, Vern -- 019
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Wiman, Vern -- 020
Vern Wiman October 30, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wiman, Vern -- 020
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Wiman, Vern -- 021
Vern Wiman October 30, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wiman, Vern -- 021
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Wiman, Vern -- 022
Vern Wiman October 30, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wiman, Vern -- 022
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Vern Wiman October 30, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wiman, Vern -- 022
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Wiman, Vern -- 023
**Vern Wiman October 30, 1948** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wiman, Vern -- 023

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

---

**Winter, Thea**

**Winter, Thea -- 001**

Winter, Thea September 8, 1941 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Winter, Thea -- 001

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

---

**Wiseman**

**Wiseman -- 001**

Wiseman January 31, 1931 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wiseman -- 001

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

---

**Wiseman -- 002**

Wiseman January 31, 1931 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wiseman -- 002

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

---

**Wiseman -- 003**

Wiseman January 31, 1931 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wiseman -- 002

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.
Wiseman January 31, 1931  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wiseman -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Wiseman January 31, 1931  BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wiseman -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Wolf, Mrs. Hamilton

Wolf, Mrs. Hamilton -- 001
Mrs. Hamilton Wolf October 18, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wolf, Mrs. Hamilton -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Wolf, Mrs. Hamilton -- 002
Mrs. Hamilton Wolf October 18, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wolf, Mrs. Hamilton -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Wolf, Mrs. Hamilton -- 003
Mrs. Hamilton Wolf October 18, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wolf, Mrs. Hamilton -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Wolf, Mrs. Hamilton -- 004
Mrs. Hamilton Wolf October 18, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wolf, Mrs. Hamilton -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Wolf, Mrs. Hamilton -- 005
Mrs. Hamilton Wolf October 18, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wolf, Mrs. Hamilton -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Wolf, Mrs. Hamilton -- 006
Mrs. Hamilton Wolf October 18, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wolf, Mrs. Hamilton -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Wolf, Mrs. Hamilton -- 007
Mrs. Hamilton Wolf October 18, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wolf, Mrs. Hamilton -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Wolf, Mrs. Hamilton -- 008
Mrs. Hamilton Wolf October 18, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wolf, Mrs. Hamilton -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Wolf, Mrs. Hamilton -- 009
Mrs. Hamilton Wolf October 18, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wolf, Mrs. Hamilton -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Wolf, Mrs. Hamilton -- 010
Wolf, Mrs. Hamilton October 18, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wolf, Mrs. Hamilton -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Wolf, Mrs. Hamilton October 18, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wolf, Mrs. Hamilton -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Wolf, Mrs. Hamilton October 18, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wolf, Mrs. Hamilton -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Wolf, Mrs. Hamilton October 18, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wolf, Mrs. Hamilton -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Wolf, Mrs. Hamilton October 18, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wolf, Mrs. Hamilton -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Wolf, Mrs. Hamilton October 18, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wolf, Mrs. Hamilton -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Wolf, Mrs. Hamilton -- 016
Mrs. Hamilton Wolf October 18, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wolf, Mrs. Hamilton -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Wolf, Mrs. Hamilton -- 017
Mrs. Hamilton Wolf October 18, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wolf, Mrs. Hamilton -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Wolf, Mrs. Hamilton -- 018
Mrs. Hamilton Wolf October 18, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wolf, Mrs. Hamilton -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. Hamilton Wolf October 18, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wolf, Mrs. Hamilton -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Wolf, Mrs. Hamilton -- 019
Mrs. Hamilton Wolf October 18, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wolf, Mrs. Hamilton -- 019
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Wolf, Mrs. Hamilton -- 020
Mrs. Hamilton Wolf October 18, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wolf, Mrs. Hamilton -- 020
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Wolf, Mrs. Hamilton -- 021
Mrs. Hamilton Wolf October 18, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wolf, Mrs. Hamilton -- 021
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Wolf, Mrs. Hamilton -- 022
Mrs. Hamilton Wolf October 18, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wolf, Mrs. Hamilton -- 022
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. Hamilton Wolf October 18, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wolf, Mrs. Hamilton -- 022
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Wolf, Mrs. Hamilton -- 023
Mrs. Hamilton Wolf October 18, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wolf, Mrs. Hamilton -- 023
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Wolf, Mrs. Hamilton -- 024
Mrs. Hamilton Wolf October 18, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wolf, Mrs. Hamilton -- 024
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Wolf, Mrs. Hamilton -- 025
Mrs. Hamilton Wolf October 18, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wolf, Mrs. Hamilton -- 025
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Wolf, Mrs. Hamilton -- 026
Mrs. Hamilton Wolf October 18, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Wolf, Mrs. Hamilton -- 026 ark:/13030/ft2j49n85r
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.

Mrs. Hamilton Wolf October 18, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wolf, Mrs. Hamilton -- 026
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Wolf, Mrs. Hamilton -- 027
Mrs. Hamilton Wolf October 18, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Wolf, Mrs. Hamilton -- 027 ark:/13030/ft087003bf
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.

Mrs. Hamilton Wolf October 18, 1948
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wolf, Mrs. Hamilton -- 027
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Wolff, Ernst Victor

Wolff, Ernst Victor -- 001
Ernst Victor Wolff September 16, 1941
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wolff, Ernst Victor -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Wolff, Ernst Victor -- 002
Ernst Victor Wolff September 16, 1941
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wolff, Ernst Victor -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Wolff, Ernst Victor -- 003
Ernst Victor Wolff  September 16, 1941
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wolff, Ernst Victor -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Wolff, Ernst Victor -- 004
Ernst Victor Wolff  September 16, 1941
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wolff, Ernst Victor -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Wolff, Ernst Victor -- 005
Ernst Victor Wolff  September 16, 1941
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wolff, Ernst Victor -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Wolff, Ernst Victor -- 006
Ernst Victor Wolff  September 16, 1941
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Wolff, Ernst Victor -- 006  ark:/13030/ft958009x8
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.5 x 6.75 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Ernst Victor Wolff -- pianist, 1941".

Ernst Victor Wolff  September 16, 1941
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wolff, Ernst Victor -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Wolfson, Madge

Wolfson, Madge -- 001
Madge Wolfson  February 28, 1946
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wolfson, Madge -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Lucie Wolter May 2, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wolter, Lucie -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lucie Wolter May 2, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wolter, Lucie -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lucie Wolter May 2, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wolter, Lucie -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lucie Wolter May 2, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wolter, Lucie -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lucie Wolter May 2, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wolter, Lucie -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lucie Wolter May 2, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wolter, Lucie -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Lucie Wolter May 2, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wolter, Lucie -- 009
Lucie Wolter May 2, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wolter, Lucie -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Wolter, Lucie -- 016
Lucie Wolter May 2, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wolter, Lucie -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Wolter, Lucie -- 017
Lucie Wolter May 2, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wolter, Lucie -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Wolter, Lucie -- 018
Lucie Wolter May 2, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wolter, Lucie -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Wolter, Lucie -- 019
Lucie Wolter May 2, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wolter, Lucie -- 019
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Wolter, Lucie -- 020
Lucie Wolter May 2, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wolter, Lucie -- 020
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Wolter, Lucie -- 021
Lucie Wolter May 2, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wolter, Lucie -- 021
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Wolter, Lucie -- 022
Lucie Wolter May 2, 1953 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wolter, Lucie -- 022
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Wong, Foo

Wong, Foo -- 001
Foo Wong BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wong, Foo -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Wong, Foo -- 002
Foo Wong BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wong, Foo -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Wong, Foo -- 003
Foo Wong BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wong, Foo -- 003 ark:/13030/ft767nb4mw
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Wong, Foo -- 004
Foo Wong BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wong, Foo -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Wong, Foo -- 005
Wong, Foo

**Foo Wong** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wong, Foo -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Wood, Charles E.S.

**Wood, Charles E.S. -- 001**

**Charles E.S. Wood 1927** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wood, Charles E.S. -- 001
ควำskirts
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Wood, Charles E.S. -- 002**

**Charles E.S. Wood 1927** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wood, Charles E.S. -- 002
ควำskirts
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9 x 6.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: mounted.

Worth, Barbara

**Worth, Barbara -- 001**

**Barbara Worth** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Worth, Barbara -- 001
ควำskirts
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Barbara Worth** BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Worth, Barbara -- 001
ควำskirts
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Wurzman, Marjorie
Wurzman, Marjorie -- 001

Marjorie Wurzman April 21, 1942 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wurzman, Marjorie -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Marjorie Wurzman April 21, 1942 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wurzman, Marjorie -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Wurzman, Marjorie -- 002

Marjorie Wurzman April 21, 1942 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wurzman, Marjorie -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Marjorie Wurzman April 21, 1942 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wurzman, Marjorie -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Wurzman, Marjorie -- 003

Marjorie Wurzman April 21, 1942 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wurzman, Marjorie -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Marjorie Wurzman April 21, 1942 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wurzman, Marjorie -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Wurzmann, Renee

Wurzmann, Renee -- 001
Renee Wurzmann October 16, 1942
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wurzmann, Renee -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Wurzmann, Renee -- 002
Renee Wurzmann October 16, 1942
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wurzmann, Renee -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Wurzmann, Renee -- 003
Renee Wurzmann October 16, 1942
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wurzmann, Renee -- 003 ark:/13030/ft5b69p0f3
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Renee Wurzmann October 16, 1942
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wurzmann, Renee -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Wurzmann, Renee -- 004
Renee Wurzmann October 16, 1942
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wurzmann, Renee -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Renee Wurzmann October 16, 1942
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wurzmann, Renee -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Wurzmann, Renee -- 005
Renee Wurzmann October 16, 1942
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Wurzmann, Renee -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Yates, Gordon

Yates, Gordon -- 001
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Gordon Yates February 11, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Yates, Gordon -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Yates, Gordon -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Yates, Gordon -- 003
Gordon Yates February 11, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Yates, Gordon -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Yates, Gordon -- 004
Gordon Yates February 11, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Yates, Gordon -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Yates, Gordon -- 005
Gordon Yates February 11, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Yates, Gordon -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Yates, Gordon -- 006

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Yates, Gordon -- 007

Gordon Yates February 11, 1945 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Yates, Gordon -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.25 x 6.5 in.

Yavno, Max

Yavno, Max -- 001

Max Yavno December 2, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Yavno, Max -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Yavno, Max -- 002

Max Yavno December 2, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Yavno, Max -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Yavno, Max -- 003

Max Yavno December 2, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Yavno, Max -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Yavno, Max -- 004

Max Yavno December 2, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Yavno, Max -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Max Yavno December 2, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Yavno, Max -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Yavno, Max -- 005
Max Yavno December 2, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Yavno, Max -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Yavno, Max -- 006
Max Yavno December 2, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Yavno, Max -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Yavno, Max -- 007
Max Yavno December 2, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Yavno, Max -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Yavno, Max -- 008
Max Yavno December 2, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Yavno, Max -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Yavno, Max -- 009
Max Yavno December 2, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Yavno, Max -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Yavno, Max -- 010
Max Yavno December 2, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Yavno, Max -- 010
ark:/13030/ft0m3nb0th
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 6.25 x 5 in.

Max Yavno December 2, 1948 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Yavno, Max -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Zarian, Constan

Zarian, Constan -- 001
Constan Zarian August 19, 1934
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Zarian, Constan -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Constan Zarian August 19, 1934
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Zarian, Constan -- 001
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy): safety film; 5 x 4 in.

Zarian, Constan -- 002
Constan Zarian August 19, 1934
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Zarian, Constan -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Constan Zarian
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Zarian, Constan -- 002
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy): safety film; 5 x 4 in.

Zarian, Constan -- 003
Constan Zarian August 19, 1934
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Zarian, Constan -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Constan Zarian August 19, 1934
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Zarian, Constan -- 003
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy): safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Zarian, Constan -- 004
Finding Aid to the Johan Hagemeyer Photograph Collection, circa 1908-circa 1955

Constan Zarian August 19, 1934
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Zarian, Constan -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Constan Zarian August 19, 1934
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Zarian, Constan -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Zarian, Constan -- 005
Constan Zarian August 19, 1934
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Zarian, Constan -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Constan Zarian August 19, 1934
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Zarian, Constan -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Zarian, Constan -- 006
Constan Zarian August 19, 1934
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Zarian, Constan -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Constan Zarian August 19, 1934
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Zarian, Constan -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Zarian, Constan -- 007
Zarian, Constan

Constan Zarian August 19, 1934
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Zarian, Constan -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Constan Zarian August 19, 1934
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Zarian, Constan -- 007
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Zarian, Constan -- 008
Constan Zarian August 19, 1934
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Zarian, Constan -- 008
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Zarian, Constan -- 009
Constan Zarian August 19, 1934
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Zarian, Constan -- 009
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Zarian, Constan -- 010
Constan Zarian August 19, 1934
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Zarian, Constan -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Constan Zarian August 19, 1934
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Zarian, Constan -- 010
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Zarian, Constan -- 011
Constan Zarian August 19, 1934
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Zarian, Constan -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Constan Zarian August 19, 1934
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Zarian, Constan -- 011
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Zarian, Constan -- 012
Constan Zarian August 19, 1934
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Zarian, Constan -- 012
ark:/13030/ft738nb4st
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Constan Zarian August 19, 1934
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Zarian, Constan -- 012
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Zarian, Constan -- 013
Constan Zarian August 19, 1934
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Zarian, Constan -- 013
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Zarian, Constan -- 014
Constan Zarian August 19, 1934
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Zarian, Constan -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Condition
Emulsion side: torn under right eye of image.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Constan Zarian August 19, 1934
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Zarian, Constan -- 014
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Zarian, Constan -- 015
Constan Zarian August 19, 1934
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Zarian, Constan -- 015
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Zarian, Constan -- 016
Constan Zarian August 19, 1934
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Zarian, Constan -- 016
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Zarian, Constan -- 017
Constan Zarian August 19, 1934
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Zarian, Constan -- 017
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Zarian, Constan -- 018
Constan Zarian August 19, 1934
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Zarian, Constan -- 018
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Zarian, Constan -- 019
Constan Zarian August 19, 1934
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Zarian, Constan -- 019
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Zarian, Constan

Constan Zarian August 19, 1934
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Zarian, Constan -- 019
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Constan Zarian August 19, 1934
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Zarian, Constan -- 019
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy): safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Zarian, Constan -- 020
Constan Zarian August 19, 1934
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Zarian, Constan -- 020
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Constan Zarian August 19, 1934
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Zarian, Constan -- 020
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy): safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Zarian, Constan -- 021
Constan Zarian August 19, 1934
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Zarian, Constan -- 021
ark:/13030/ft396nb27n
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print: gelatin silver; 9 x 7 in.
Physical Description: Print: signed, stamped.

Constan Zarian August 19, 1934
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Zarian, Constan -- 021
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Constan Zarian August 19, 1934
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Zarian, Constan -- 021
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Zarian, Constan -- 022
Constan Zarian August 19, 1934
BANC PIC 1964.063--PIC Zarian, Constan -- 022
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.5 x 7.5 in.

Constan Zarian August 19, 1934
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Zarian, Constan -- 022
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Constan Zarian August 19, 1934
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Zarian, Constan -- 022
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Zarian, Constan -- 023
Constan Zarian August 19, 1934
BANC PIC 1964.063--B Zarian, Constan -- 023
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.5 x 7.25 in.
Physical Description: Print: mounted.

Constan Zarian August 19, 1934
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Zarian, Constan -- 023
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Constan Zarian August 19, 1934
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Zarian, Constan -- 023
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Zarian, Constan -- 024
Constan Zarian August 19, 1934
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Zarian, Constan -- 024
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Constan Zarian August 19, 1934
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Zarian, Constan -- 025
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Zarian, Constan -- 025

Constan Zarian August 19, 1934
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Zarian, Constan -- 025
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Constan Zarian August 19, 1934
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Zarian, Constan -- 026
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Zarian, Constan -- 026

Constan Zarian August 19, 1934
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Zarian, Constan -- 026
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Constan Zarian August 19, 1934
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Zarian, Constan -- 027
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Zarian, Constan -- 027
Zarian, Constan

Constan Zarian August 19, 1934
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Zarian, Constan -- 027
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Zarian, Constan August 19, 1934
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Zarian, Constan -- 028
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Zellerbach, Mrs.

Zellerbach, Mrs. -- 001

Mrs. Zellerbach September 3, 1938
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Zellerbach, Mrs. -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. Zellerbach September 3, 1938
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Zellerbach, Mrs. -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Zellerbach, Mrs. -- 002
Mrs. Zellerbach September 3, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Zellerbach, Mrs. -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. Zellerbach September 3, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Zellerbach, Mrs. -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. Zellerbach September 3, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Zellerbach, Mrs. -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. Zellerbach September 3, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Zellerbach, Mrs. -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. Zellerbach September 3, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Zellerbach, Mrs. -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. Zellerbach September 3, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Zellerbach, Mrs. -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. Zellerbach September 3, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Zellerbach, Mrs. -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mrs. Zellerbach September 3, 1938 BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Zellerbach, Mrs. -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Zellerbach, Mrs. September 3, 1938

BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Zellerbach, Mrs. -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Zellerbach, Stephen

Stephen Zellerbach August 3, 1938

BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Zellerbach, Stephen -- 001
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Stephen Zellerbach August 3, 1938

BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Zellerbach, Stephen -- 002
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Stephen Zellerbach August 3, 1938

BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Zellerbach, Stephen -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Stephen Zellerbach August 3, 1938
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Zellerbach, Stephen -- 003
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Zellerbach, Stephen -- 004
Stephen Zellerbach August 3, 1938
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Zellerbach, Stephen -- 004
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Stephen Zellerbach August 3, 1938
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Zellerbach, Stephen -- 005
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Zellerbach, Stephen -- 006
Stephen Zellerbach August 3, 1938
BANC PIC 1964.063--NEG Zellerbach, Stephen -- 006
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Miscellaneous Photographs by Johan Hagemeyer circa 1908-1953

Physical Description: circa 835 items (circa 595 film negatives, circa 170 photographic prints and circa 70 glass negatives representing circa 695 unique images)

Content/Description

The Miscellaneous Photographs of Johan Hagemeyer collection features a wide range of subject matter, including urban views, architecture, landscapes, works of art, still lifes, industrial views, ships, waterscapes, rural views, various residences and studios of Hagemeyer, and scenes from such locations as Death Valley, Virginia City, San Francisco, Carmel, and Berkeley. The collection also includes a group of glass plate negatives which represents the earliest known photographic work of Hagemeyer.

The term “images” as used in the following series descriptions refers to distinct images represented in the collection, not to physical items. An image may be represented by a print, a negative, or -- in many cases -- both. Some prints have multiple copies. The total number of items is thus significantly higher than the image count provided herein.

Urban Views, Architecture and Industry circa 1918-1949

Content/Description

224 images picturing such urban subjects as street scenes and events, houses and other buildings, landmarks and attractions, cityscapes, industrial structures, architectural details, and transportation. Studies of clouds and fog are included because of the urban settings of these images. Locations pictured include San Francisco and Carmel. Several San Francisco views were photographed from Hagemeyer's residence and studio on Telegraph Hill.

Street to Coit Tower. [San Francisco.] BANC PIC 1964.064:001

Street to Coit Tower. [San Francisco.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:001--NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

Street to Coit Tower. [San Francisco.] BANC PIC 1964.064:002

Street to Coit Tower. [San Francisco.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:002--NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.

Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

[Unidentified street, with view of San Francisco Bay.] BANC PIC 1964.064:003
[Unidentified street, with view of San Francisco Bay.] [photographic print]
BANC PIC 1964.064:003--PIC  🍖 ark:/13030/ft8s2009p8
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 3 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

[Unidentified street, with view of San Francisco Bay.] [negative]
BANC PIC 1964.064:003--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.

[Unidentified street, with pier in distance. San Francisco.] BANC PIC 1964.064:004
[Unidentified street, with pier in distance. San Francisco.] [photographic print]
BANC PIC 1964.064:004--PIC  🍖 ark:/13030/ft4c6006mx
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 7.25 x 9.5 in.
Physical Condition
Spots of discoloration on print.

[Unidentified street, with pier in distance. San Francisco.] [negative]
BANC PIC 1964.064:004--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.

Laundry on line. Tree and residence skyline. [San Francisco?]
BANC PIC 1964.064:005
Laundry on line. Tree and residence skyline. [San Francisco?] [negative]
BANC PIC 1964.064:005--NEG  🍖 ark:/13030/ft0f59n7bk
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.

S.F. Row Houses. Roofs and Steeple. BANC PIC 1964.064:006
S.F. Row Houses. Roofs and Steeple. [negative] 1946
BANC PIC 1964.064:006--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: “5/46”.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Row houses, roofs and steeple. [San Francisco.] BANC PIC 1964.064:007
Row houses, roofs and steeple. [San Francisco.] [photographic print]
BANC PIC 1964.064:007--PIC  🍖 ark:/13030/ftk40083c
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 7 x 9 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: “Row houses roofs steeple”.

Row houses, roofs and steeple. [San Francisco.] [negative]
BANC PIC 1964.064:007--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.

From my home on Telegraph Hill. [San Francisco.] BANC PIC 1964.064:008
From my home on Telegraph Hill. [San Francisco.] [photographic print] 1949?
BANC PIC 1964.064:008--PIC  ark:/13030/ft200004m8
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 6.75 x 8 in.
Physical Description: Print: mounted.

From my home on Telegraph Hill. [San Francisco.] [negative]
BANC PIC 1964.064:008--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.

View of Telegraph Hill from S.F. downtown hotel room. [San Francisco.]
BANC PIC 1964.064:009

View of Telegraph Hill from S.F. downtown hotel room. [San Francisco.] [photographic print] BANC PIC 1964.064:009--PIC  ark:/13030/ft609nb3pt
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 7 x 9.25 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "View of Telegraph Hill from S.F. downtown hotel room."

View of Telegraph Hill from S.F. downtown hotel room. [San Francisco.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:009--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Printed 12/18-44".

[View from Hagemeyer studio, Telegraph Hill, San Francisco.]
BANC PIC 1964.064:010

[View from Hagemeyer studio, Telegraph Hill, San Francisco.] [negative] 1948?
BANC PIC 1964.064:010--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: See no.19. No print available.

[View from Hagemeyer studio, Telegraph Hill, San Francisco.]
BANC PIC 1964.064:011

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.5 x 6 in.
Physical Description: Print: mounted.

[View from Hagemeyer studio, Telegraph Hill, San Francisco.] [negative] 1948?
BANC PIC 1964.064:011--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "7/5-48".
Physical Condition
Upper right corner chipped off--does not effect image.

From Hagemeyer studio near Coit Tower. [San Francisco.] BANC PIC 1964.064:012
From Hagemeyer studio near Coit Tower. [San Francisco.] [negative]
BANC PIC 1964.064:012--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Condition
Chip in upper right hand corner--does not effect image.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

S.F. View. From a window. [San Francisco.] BANC PIC 1964.064:013
S.F. View. From a window. [San Francisco.] [negative]
BANC PIC 1964.064:013--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

S.F. View. From a window. [San Francisco.] BANC PIC 1964.064:014
S.F. View. From a window. [San Francisco.] [negative] 1946?
BANC PIC 1964.064:014--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "5/46".
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

S.F. View. From a window. [San Francisco.] BANC PIC 1964.064:015
S.F. View. From a window. [San Francisco.] [photographic print]
BANC PIC 1964.064:015--PIC
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4 x 5 in.

[San Francisco Cityscape.] BANC PIC 1964.064:016
[San Francisco Cityscape.] [negative] 1948?
BANC PIC 1964.064:016--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 2.5 x 2.5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "12/22-48".
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Outdoor stairway. San Francisco.] BANC PIC 1964.064:017
[Outdoor stairway. San Francisco.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:017--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 2.5 x 2.5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Rooftop and clapboard house, S.F. [San Francisco.] BANC PIC 1964.064:018
Rooftop and clapboard house, S.F. [San Francisco.] [photographic print]  
BANC PIC 1964.064:018--PIC  ark:/13030/ft909nb63d
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.5 x 6 in.  
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Rooftops S.F.".

Rooftop and clapboard house, S.F. [San Francisco.] [negative]  
BANC PIC 1964.064:018--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 2.25 x 3.25 in.

From Hagemeyer studio near Coit Tower. [San Francisco.]  
BANC PIC 1964.064:019
From Hagemeyer studio near Coit Tower. [San Francisco.] [negative] 1948?  
BANC PIC 1964.064:019--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "7/5-48".  
Additional Note  
General Note: See no.10. No print available.

[San Francisco cityscape.] BANC PIC 1964.064:020
[San Francisco cityscape.] [photographic print] BANC PIC 1964.064:020--PIC
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 6 x 4.5 in.  
Physical Description: Print: stamped.  
Additional Note  
General Note: 2 copies (copy 2: 6 x 4.75 in.; stamped; printed August 3, 1948)

[San Francisco cityscape.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:020--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Physical Condition  
Emulsion side: deep scuff on lower left edge of image.

[San Francisco cityscape.] BANC PIC 1964.064:021
[San Francisco cityscape.] [photographic print] 1948 BANC PIC 1964.064:021--PIC
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 6 x 4.5 in.  
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

[San Francisco cityscape.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:021--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

From Hagemeyer studio near Coit Tower. [San Francisco.] BANC PIC 1964.064:022
From Hagemeyer studio near Coit Tower. [San Francisco.] [negative]  
BANC PIC 1964.064:022--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.
[Rooftops. San Francisco?] BANC PIC 1964.064:023
  [Rooftops. San Francisco?] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:023--NEG
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

[San Francisco cityscape.] BANC PIC 1964.064:024
  [San Francisco cityscape.] [negative] 1948? BANC PIC 1964.064:024--NEG
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "7/5-48".
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

From Hagemeyer studio near Coit Tower. [San Francisco.] BANC PIC 1964.064:026
  From Hagemeyer studio near Coit Tower. [San Francisco.] [negative]
  BANC PIC 1964.064:026--NEG
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

From Hagemeyer studio near Coit Tower. [San Francisco.] BANC PIC 1964.064:027
  From Hagemeyer studio near Coit Tower. [San Francisco.] [negative]
  BANC PIC 1964.064:027--NEG
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

S.F View. From Hagemeyer studio near Coit Tower. [San Francisco.] BANC PIC 1964.064:028
  S.F View. From Hagemeyer studio near Coit Tower. [San Francisco.] [negative]
  BANC PIC 1964.064:028--NEG
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

[San Francisco cityscape.] BANC PIC 1964.064:029
  [San Francisco cityscape.] [photographic print] BANC PIC 1964.064:029--PIC
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.75 x 6 in.

[San Francisco cityscape.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:029--NEG
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.

[San Francisco cityscape.] BANC PIC 1964.064:030
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.75 x 6.25 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.
Additional Note
General Note: 2 copies (copy 2: 5 x 6.5 in.; printed February 23, 1948)

[San Francisco cityscape.] [negative] 1948 BANC PIC 1964.064:030--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.

[San Francisco cityscape.] BANC PIC 1964.064:031
[San Francisco cityscape.] [photographic print] BANC PIC 1964.064:031--PIC
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.5 x 5.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: mounted.

[San Francisco cityscape.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:031--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.

[San Francisco cityscape.] BANC PIC 1964.064:032
[San Francisco cityscape.] [photographic print] 1948 BANC PIC 1964.064:032--PIC
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 3.5 x 4.75 in.

[San Francisco cityscape.] [negative] 1948 BANC PIC 1964.064:032--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "7/6-48".
Physical Condition
Emulsion side: two small scuffs on top edge of image.

[San Francisco cityscape.] BANC PIC 1964.064:033
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.5 x 6 in.

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "7/6-48".

From Hagemeyer studio near Coit Tower. [San Francisco.] BANC PIC 1964.064:034
From Hagemeyer studio near Coit Tower. [San Francisco.] [negative]  
BANC PIC 1964.064:034--NEG  
   Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
   Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.  
   Physical Condition  
   Emulsion side: deep scuff on upper edge of image.  
   Additional Note  
   General Note: No print available.

[San Francisco cityscape.] BANC PIC 1964.064:035  
   Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
   Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.  
   Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "7/5-48".  
   Additional Note  
   General Note: No print available.

[San Francisco cityscape.] BANC PIC 1964.064:036  
[San Francisco cityscape.] [photographic print] 1948  BANC PIC 1964.064:036--PIC  
   ark:/13030/ft1c6004dx  
   Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.75 x 6 in.  
   Physical Description: Print: mounted.

[San Francisco cityscape.] [negative] 1948 BANC PIC 1964.064:036--NEG  
   Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
   Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.  
   Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "7/5-48".  
   Physical Condition  
   Emulsion side: scuff on left edge of image; arc-shaped scratches in center.

[View of San Francisco and Bay.] BANC PIC 1964.064:037  
[View of San Francisco and Bay.] [negative] 1946 BANC PIC 1964.064:037--NEG  
   Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
   Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.  
   Additional Note  
   General Note: No print available.

S.F. 1946. [View of San Francisco and Bay.] BANC PIC 1964.064:038  
S.F. 1946. [View of San Francisco and Bay.] [photographic print] 1946  
BANC PIC 1964.064:038--PIC  
   ark:/13030/ft3t1nb34v  
   Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 7.5 x 9.25 in.

S.F. 1946. [View of San Francisco and Bay.] [negative] 1946  
BANC PIC 1964.064:038--NEG  
   Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
   Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.

[View of San Francisco and Bay] BANC PIC 1964.064:039
[View of San Francisco and Bay] [photographic print] BANC PIC 1964.064:039--PIC
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 3.75 x 4.75 in.
Physical Condition
Discoloration on print.
Additional Note
General Note: 2 copies (copy 2: 4 x 5 in.; contact print)

[View of San Francisco and Bay] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:039--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.

From Hagemeyer studio near Coit Tower. [San Francisco.] BANC PIC 1964.064:040

From Hagemeyer studio near Coit Tower. [San Francisco.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:040--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[View of San Francisco and San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge.] BANC PIC 1964.064:041

[View of San Francisco and San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge.] [photographic print] BANC PIC 1964.064:041--PIC ark:/13030/ft8779p2mx
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.5 x 6 in.
Physical Description: Print: mounted.

[View of San Francisco and San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:041--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.

[View of San Francisco and Bay.] BANC PIC 1964.064:042

[View of San Francisco and Bay.] [photographic print] 1948 BANC PIC 1964.064:042--PIC ark:/13030/ft9p3009t0
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.75 x 6 in.
Physical Description: Print: mounted.

[View of San Francisco and Bay.] [negative] 1948 BANC PIC 1964.064:042--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "7/5-48".
Physical Condition
Emulsion side: three scuffs on upper edge of image.

S.F. View. From Hagemeyer studio near Coit Tower. [San Francisco.] BANC PIC 1964.064:043
S.F. View. From Hagemeyer studio near Coit Tower. [San Francisco.] [negative]
1948? BANC PIC 1964.064:043--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "7/6-48".
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

S.F. View. From Hagemeyer studio near Coit Tower. [San Francisco.]
BANC PIC 1964.064:044
S.F. View. From Hagemeyer studio near Coit Tower. [San Francisco.]
[photographic print] BANC PIC 1964.064:044--PIC ark:/13030/ft0r29n6t9
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 3.25 x 4.75 in.

S.F. View. From Hagemeyer studio near Coit Tower. [San Francisco.]
BANC PIC 1964.064:045
S.F. View. From Hagemeyer studio near Coit Tower. [San Francisco.]
[photographic print] BANC PIC 1964.064:045--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "7/4-48".
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

S.F. View. From Hagemeyer studio near Coit Tower. [San Francisco.]
BANC PIC 1964.064:046
S.F. View. From Hagemeyer studio near Coit Tower. [San Francisco.]
[negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:046--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "7/4-48".
Physical Condition
Emulsion side: scuff on right edge of image.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

S.F. Views. From Hagemeyer studio near Coit Tower. [San Francisco.]
BANC PIC 1964.064:047
S.F. Views. From Hagemeyer studio near Coit Tower. [San Francisco.]
[photographic print] BANC PIC 1964.064:047--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "7/5-48".
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

S.F. Views. From Hagemeyer studio near Coit Tower. [San Francisco.]
BANC PIC 1964.064:048
S.F. Views. From Hagemeyer studio near Coit Tower. [San Francisco.]
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "7/5-48".
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[San Francisco cityscape.] BANC PIC 1964.064:049
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[San Francisco cityscape.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:049--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.

[San Francisco cityscape.] BANC PIC 1964.064:050
[San Francisco cityscape.] [photographic print] 1948 BANC PIC 1964.064:050--PIC
Clouds over San Francisco. BANC PIC 1964.064:051
Clouds over San Francisco. [negative] 1949? BANC PIC 1964.064:051--NEG
Clouds over San Francisco. BANC PIC 1964.064:052
Clouds over San Francisco. [negative] 1949? BANC PIC 1964.064:052--NEG
Clouds over San Francisco. BANC PIC 1964.064:053
Physical Description:
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "49".
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Clouds over San Francisco. BANC PIC 1964.064:053
Physical Description:
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "49".
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
**Clouds over San Francisco. [negative] 1949?** BANC PIC 1964.064:053--NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "'49".

**Clouds over San Francisco.** BANC PIC 1964.064:054

**Clouds over San Francisco. [negative] 1948?** BANC PIC 1964.064:054--NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "9/1948".
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Clouds over San Francisco.** BANC PIC 1964.064:055

**Clouds over San Francisco. [negative] 1948?** BANC PIC 1964.064:055--NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "9/21-48".
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Clouds over San Francisco.** BANC PIC 1964.064:056

**Clouds over San Francisco. [photographic print] 1948?** BANC PIC 1964.064:056--PIC ark:/13030/ft1489n74t

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 7.5 x 6 in.
Physical Condition
Image discolored from adhesive applied to verso.

**Clouds over San Francisco. [negative] 1948?** BANC PIC 1964.064:056--NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "7/3-48".

**Clouds over San Francisco.** BANC PIC 1964.064:057

**Clouds over San Francisco. [negative] 1948?** BANC PIC 1964.064:057--NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor).
Physical Condition
Base side: glassine adhered to top right of image. Emulsion side: Some glassine on top right edge. Deterioration on top of image.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**From my Telegraph Studio and Home on Filbert St.** BANC PIC 1964.064:058

**From my Telegraph Studio and Home on Filbert St. [photographic print] 1948** BANC PIC 1964.064:058--PIC

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.5 x 6 in.
Physical Description: Print: mounted.
From my Telegraph Studio and Home on Filbert St. [negative] 1948
BANC PIC 1964.064:058--NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "7/5-48".

Clouds over San Francisco. BANC PIC 1964.064:059
Clouds over San Francisco. [photographic print] BANC PIC 1964.064:059--PIC
ark:/13030/fj5j49p0hf

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.75 x 6 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Clouds over San Francisco. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:059--NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.

Clouds over San Francisco. BANC PIC 1964.064:060
Clouds over San Francisco. [photographic print] 1948 BANC PIC 1964.064:060--PIC
ark:/13030/f4h4nb2fc

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.5 x 6 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.
Physical Condition
One discoloration spot; lower right corner of print has creases from being bent.
Additional Note
General Note: 3 copies (copy 2: 3.75 x 4.75 in.; printed July 28, 1948. Copy 3: 4 x 5 in.; contact print; printed July 28, 1948)

Clouds over San Francisco. [negative] 1948 BANC PIC 1964.064:060--NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Clouds over San Francisco. BANC PIC 1964.064:061
Clouds over San Francisco. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:061--NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Clouds over San Francisco. BANC PIC 1964.064:062
Clouds over San Francisco. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:062--NEG
ark:/13030/f9j49p3k5

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Clouds over San Francisco. BANC PIC 1964.064:063
Clouds over San Francisco. [photographic print] BANC PIC 1964.064:063--PIC

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.75 x 6.25 in.

Clouds over San Francisco. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:063--NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Condition
Emulsion side: three scuffs on top edge of image.

Clouds over San Francisco. BANC PIC 1964.064:064

Clouds over San Francisco. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:064--NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Clouds over San Francisco. BANC PIC 1964.064:065

Clouds over San Francisco. [photographic print] 1948 BANC PIC 1964.064:065--PIC

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 6.75 x 9 in.

Clouds over San Francisco. [negative] 1948 BANC PIC 1964.064:065--NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "7/5-48".
Physical Condition
Emulsion side: scuff on top-right edge of image.

Clouds over San Francisco. BANC PIC 1964.064:067

Clouds over San Francisco. [negative] 1948? BANC PIC 1964.064:067--NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "9/21-48".
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Clouds over San Francisco. BANC PIC 1964.064:068

Clouds over San Francisco. [negative] 1948? BANC PIC 1964.064:068--NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "9/21-48".
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Clouds over San Francisco. BANC PIC 1964.064:068
Physical Description:
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "1/22-'49".
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Clouds over San Francisco. [negative] 1949? BANC PIC 1964.064:068--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "1/22-'49".
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Clouds over San Francisco. BANC PIC 1964.064:069
Clouds over San Francisco. [photographic print] 1949 BANC PIC 1964.064:069--PIC
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.75 x 6 in.

Clouds over San Francisco. [negative] 1949 BANC PIC 1964.064:069--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "2/21-49".
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Clouds over San Francisco. BANC PIC 1964.064:070
Clouds over San Francisco. [negative] 1949? BANC PIC 1964.064:070--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "2/21-'49".
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Clouds over San Francisco. BANC PIC 1964.064:071
Clouds over San Francisco. [photographic print] BANC PIC 1964.064:071--PIC
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.25 x 6 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.
Additional Note
General Note: 2 copies (copy 2: 6.75 x 9.75 in.; printed September 16, 1952)

Clouds over San Francisco. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:071--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.

Clouds over San Francisco. BANC PIC 1964.064:072
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Catalog Number</th>
<th>ARK ID</th>
<th>Creator/Collector</th>
<th>Physical Description</th>
<th>Marks and Inscriptions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clouds over San Francisco. [photographic print]</td>
<td>1949</td>
<td>BANC PIC 1964.064:072--PIC</td>
<td>ark://13030/f9s2009x6</td>
<td>Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
<td>1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 7.5 x 9 in.</td>
<td>Additional Note: General Note: 2 copies (copy 2: 5 x 6.25 in.; printed February 23, 1949)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clouds over San Francisco.</td>
<td>1949</td>
<td>BANC PIC 1964.064:073--PIC</td>
<td>ark://13030/f109nb0qg</td>
<td>Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
<td>1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 6.75 x 8.75 in.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clouds over San Francisco.</td>
<td>1949</td>
<td>BANC PIC 1964.064:074--PIC</td>
<td>ark://13030/f5w1007m0</td>
<td>Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
<td>1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 6.75 x 8.75 in.</td>
<td>Print: stamped.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clouds over San Francisco.</td>
<td>1948</td>
<td>BANC PIC 1964.064:075--PIC</td>
<td></td>
<td>Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
<td>1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 3.75 x 4.75 in.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clouds over San Francisco. [negative]</td>
<td>1948</td>
<td>BANC PIC 1964.064:075--NEG</td>
<td></td>
<td>Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
<td>1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
<td>Emulsion side: &quot;7/4-'48&quot;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telephone line men near Coit Tower. [San Francisco.]</td>
<td>1948?</td>
<td>BANC PIC 1964.064:076--NEG</td>
<td></td>
<td>Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
<td>1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
<td>Emulsion side: &quot;10/5-'48&quot;. Additional Note: General Note: No print available.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Telephone line men near Coit Tower. [San Francisco.] BANC PIC 1964.064:077

Telephone line men near Coit Tower. [San Francisco.] [negative]
BANC PIC 1964.064:077--NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Telephone line men near Coit Tower. [San Francisco.] BANC PIC 1964.064:078

Telephone line men near Coit Tower. [San Francisco.] [negative]
BANC PIC 1964.064:078--NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Telephone line men near Coit Tower. [San Francisco.] BANC PIC 1964.064:079

Telephone line men near Coit Tower. [San Francisco.] [negative] 1948?
BANC PIC 1964.064:079--NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "$10/5'48$".
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Telephone line men near Coit Tower. [San Francisco.] BANC PIC 1964.064:080

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Telephone line men near Coit Tower. [San Francisco.] [negative]
BANC PIC 1964.064:080--NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Telephone line men near Coit Tower. [San Francisco.] BANC PIC 1964.064:081

Telephone line men near Coit Tower. [San Francisco.] [negative] 1948?
BANC PIC 1964.064:081--NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "$10/6-48$".

Telephone line men near Coit Tower. [San Francisco.] BANC PIC 1964.064:082

Telephone line men near Coit Tower. [San Francisco.] [negative] 1948?
BANC PIC 1964.064:082--NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "$10/6-48$".
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Telephone line men near Coit Tower. [San Francisco.] BANC PIC 1964.064:083
Telephone line men near Coit Tower. [San Francisco.] [negative]
BANC PIC 1964.064:083--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Telephone line men near Coit Tower. [San Francisco.] BANC PIC 1964.064:084
Telephone line men near Coit Tower. [San Francisco.] [negative]
BANC PIC 1964.064:084--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Telephone line men near Coit Tower. [San Francisco.] BANC PIC 1964.064:085
Telephone line men near Coit Tower. [San Francisco.] [negative]
BANC PIC 1964.064:085--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Telephone line men near Coit Tower. [San Francisco.] BANC PIC 1964.064:086
Telephone line men near Coit Tower. [San Francisco.] [negative]
BANC PIC 1964.064:086--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Telephone line men near Coit Tower. [San Francisco.] BANC PIC 1964.064:087
Telephone line men near Coit Tower. [San Francisco.] [negative]
BANC PIC 1964.064:087--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Telephone line, San Francisco.] BANC PIC 1964.064:088
[Telephone line, San Francisco.] [photographic print] 1948
BANC PIC 1964.064:088--PIC
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 6 x 4.5 in.

[Telephone line, San Francisco.] [negative] 1948 BANC PIC 1964.064:088--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "7/4-48".
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Telephone line men near Coit Tower. [San Francisco.] BANC PIC 1964.064:089
Telephone line men near Coit Tower. [San Francisco.] [photographic print] 1948
BANC PIC 1964.064:089--PIC ark:/13030/ft5000071v
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 6 x 4.5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Telephone line men near Coit Tower, 10/5-6/48."

Telephone line men near Coit Tower. [San Francisco.] [negative] 1948
BANC PIC 1964.064:089--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "10/5-48".

House painters. [San Francisco?] BANC PIC 1964.064:090
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "1948".
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

House painters. [San Francisco?] BANC PIC 1964.064:091
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "48".
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

From Anza Street kitchen, after breakfast... [San Francisco.] BANC PIC 1964.064:092
From Anza Street kitchen, after breakfast... [San Francisco.] [photographic print] 1946 BANC PIC 1964.064:092--PIC ark:/13030/ft1v19n80t
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.5 x 7.25 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "From Anza Street kitchen after breakfast 6/7-46".
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

From Anza Street kitchen, after breakfast... [San Francisco.] [negative] 1946
BANC PIC 1964.064:092--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.

Carpenters working in house. [San Francisco.] BANC PIC 1964.064:093
Carpenters working in house. [San Francisco.] [negative]
BANC PIC 1964.064:093--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Carpenters. [San Francisco.] BANC PIC 1964.064:094
Carpenters. [San Francisco.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:094--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Condition
Emulsion side: scuff on lower right edge of image.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Carpenters. [San Francisco.] BANC PIC 1964.064:095

Carpenters. [San Francisco.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:095--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Carpenters. [San Francisco.] BANC PIC 1964.064:096

Carpenters. [San Francisco.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:096--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Carpenters. [San Francisco.] BANC PIC 1964.064:097

Carpenters. [San Francisco.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:097--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Castles of Today. BANC PIC 1964.064:098

Castles of Today. [photographic print] 1922 BANC PIC 1964.064:098--B
ark://13030/ftg9p3009v8
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.75 x 7.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: mounted.

Castles of Today. [negative] 1922 BANC PIC 1964.064:098--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Castles of Today. BANC PIC 1964.064:098a

Castles of Today. [photographic print] 1923 BANC PIC 1964.064:098a--PIC
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.

Castles of Today. [negative (copy)] 1923 BANC PIC 1964.064:098a--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

S.F. Blds. [i.e. San Francisco Buildings.] BANC PIC 1964.064:099
Urban Views, Architecture and Industry circa 1918-1949

S.F. Blds. [i.e. San Francisco Buildings.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:099--NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
Physical Condition
Emulsion side: small piece of glassine adhered to upper edge of image.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Dome. San Francisco?] BANC PIC 1964.064:100

[Dome. San Francisco?] [negative] 1922 BANC PIC 1964.064:100--NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Physical Condition
Emulsion side: three scratches on left edge of image.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Dome. San Francisco?] BANC PIC 1964.064:101


Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

San Francisco Telephone Building. BANC PIC 1964.064:102
San Francisco Telephone Building. [photographic print] 1927
BANC PIC 1964.064:102--B

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 7.5 x 5.75 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "S. F. Telephone Blg. 1927".
Physical Description: Print: mounted.

San Francisco Telephone Building. [negative (copy)] 1927
BANC PIC 1964.064:102--NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

San Francisco Telephone Building. BANC PIC 1964.064:103
San Francisco Telephone Building. [photographic print] 1927
BANC PIC 1964.064:103--PIC

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4 x 3 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "S.F. Telephone Building".
Physical Description: Print: stamped.
San Francisco Telephone Building. [negative] 1927 BANC PIC 1964.064:103--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).

San Francisco Telephone Building. BANC PIC 1964.064:104
San Francisco Telephone Building. [photographic print] 1927 BANC PIC 1964.064:104--PIC ark:/13030/ft3h4nb2c1
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4 x 2.75 in.

San Francisco Telephone Building. [negative] 1927 BANC PIC 1964.064:104--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).

San Francisco Telephone Building. BANC PIC 1964.064:105
San Francisco Telephone Building. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:105--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[San Francisco Telephone Building.] BANC PIC 1964.064:106
[San Francisco Telephone Building.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:106--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[San Francisco Telephone Building.] BANC PIC 1964.064:107
[San Francisco Telephone Building.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:107--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Unidentified home. San Francisco?] BANC PIC 1964.064:109
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Architectural detail, residence. [Unidentified location.] BANC PIC 1964.064:110
Architectural detail, residence. [Unidentified location.] [negative]
BANC PIC 1964.064:110--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Al. G. Barnes Circus tents.] BANC PIC 1964.064:111
[Al. G. Barnes Circus tents.] [photographic print] 1928
BANC PIC 1964.064:111--PIC ark:/13030/ft9n39p4bp
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 7 x 9 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).

[Al. G. Barnes Circus tents.] BANC PIC 1964.064:111a
[Al. G. Barnes Circus tents.] [photographic print] 1928 BANC PIC 1964.064:111a--B ark:/13030/ft7g5008gd
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9 x 6.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: mounted.
Additional Note
General Note: 2 copies (copy 2: 3 x 4 in.; stamped; printed August 7, 1948)

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).

[Al. G. Barnes Circus tents.] BANC PIC 1964.064:112
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Al. G. Barnes Circus tents.] BANC PIC 1964.064:113
[Al. G. Barnes Circus tents.] [photographic print] 1928
BANC PIC 1964.064:113--PIC  ark:/13030/ft1m3nb1ck
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 6.5 x 8.75 in.
Print: mounted.

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Negative: deterioration (major).

[Al. G. Barnes Circus tents.] BANC PIC 1964.064:114
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Negative: deterioration (major).

[Al. G. Barnes Circus tents.] [photographic print] 1928
BANC PIC 1964.064:115--PIC  ark:/13030/ft038n99xp
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 6.75 x 9.25 in.
Discolorations spots on base side.

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Negative: retouched, deterioration (major).

[Al. G. Barnes Circus tents.] BANC PIC 1964.064:116
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Negative: deterioration (major).

[Grounds of Al. G. Barnes circus.] BANC PIC 1964.064:117
[Grounds of Al. G. Barnes circus.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:117--NEG ark:/13030/ft209nb17w
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Negative: deterioration (minor).

[Street scene, San Francisco. Formerly mis-captioned as "Market Street and Street Car, San Francisco." Street in image is not Market St.] BANC PIC 1964.064:118

[Street scene, San Francisco. Formerly mis-captioned as "Market Street and Street Car, San Francisco." Street in image is not Market St.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:118--NEG ark:/13030/t887008rj
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Streetcars, San Francisco.] BANC PIC 1964.064:119

[Streetcars, San Francisco.] [photographic print] BANC PIC 1964.064:119--PIC ark:/13030/t7z09p1q8
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 3.75 x 3 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

[Streetcars, San Francisco.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:119--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.

[Pedestrians and Streetcars, San Francisco.] BANC PIC 1964.064:120

[Pedestrians and Streetcars, San Francisco.] [photographic print] BANC PIC 1964.064:120--PIC ark:/13030/t4q2nb3vc
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 3.75 x 3 in.

[Pedestrians and Streetcars, San Francisco.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:120--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.

[Pedestrians and Streetcars, San Francisco.] BANC PIC 1964.064:121

[Pedestrians and Streetcars, San Francisco.] [photographic print] BANC PIC 1964.064:121--PIC
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 3.75 in.

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pedestrians. BANC PIC 1964.064:123
Pedestrians. [photographic print] 1921 BANC PIC 1964.064:123--B
ark:/13030/ft3w100sv1
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.75 x 7 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "1921".
Physical Description: Print: mounted.
Additional Note
General Note: 2 copies (copy 2 : size AX, 11.75 x 9.5 in., "S.F. Ferry Bldg. Steps 1918?" written on verso. Signed "Johan Hagemeyer 1921" front lower left. Upper left corner torn).

[Fire escape. San Francisco.] BANC PIC 1964.064:124
[Fire escape. San Francisco.] [photographic print] ca. 1926?
BANC PIC 1964.064:124--B ark:/13030/ft5c6007bk
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.25 x 7 in.
Physical Description: Print: mounted.

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor).

S.F. Telephone Wires and Buildings. [San Francisco.] BANC PIC 1964.064:125
S.F. Telephone Wires and Buildings. [San Francisco.] [negative]
BANC PIC 1964.064:125--NEG ark:/13030/ft3p3005m3
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Buildings and phone lines. San Francisco.] BANC PIC 1964.064:126
[Buildings and phone lines. San Francisco.] [photographic print]
BANC PIC 1964.064:126--PIC ark:/13030/ft2489n875
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4 x 3 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

[Buildings and phone lines. San Francisco.] [negative]
BANC PIC 1964.064:126--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.

[Buildings and phone lines. San Francisco?] BANC PIC 1964.064:127
[Buildings and phone lines. San Francisco?] [photographic print]
BANC PIC 1964.064:127--PIC ark:/13030/ft2f59n88n
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4 x 3 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped, mounted.
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

[Unidentified building. San Francisco?] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:128
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.

Mirror Room. San Francisco Street. BANC PIC 1964.064:129
Mirror Room. San Francisco Street. [photographic print] BANC PIC 1964.064:129--PIC ark:/13030/ft296nb1n2
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4.5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Street, S.F. Mirror Room."

Mirror Room. San Francisco Street. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:129--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 2.5 x 2.5 in.

California Street, S.F. [San Francisco] BANC PIC 1964.064:130
California Street, S.F. [San Francisco] [photographic print] 1918 BANC PIC 1964.064:130--PIC ark:/13030/ft4g5006mk
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.5 x 6.25 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso."California Street S.F. 1918".

Billboards - San Francisco. BANC PIC 1964.064:131
Billboards - San Francisco. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:131--NEG ark:/13030/ft4x0nb318
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Typewriter Shop Window. [Unidentified location.] BANC PIC 1964.064:132
Typewriter Shop Window. [Unidentified location.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:132--NEG ark:/13030/ft3m3nb27m
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 2.5 x 2.5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
**Playland at the Beach. [San Francisco.]** BANC PIC 1964.064:133

**Playland at the Beach. [San Francisco.]** [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:133--NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

---

**Maiden Lane. [San Francisco.]** BANC PIC 1964.064:134

**Maiden Lane. [San Francisco.]** [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:134--NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 2.5 x 2.5 in.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

---

**Maiden Lane. [San Francisco.]** BANC PIC 1964.064:135

**Maiden Lane. [San Francisco.]** [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:135--NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 2.5 x 2.5 in.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

---

**Maiden Lane. [San Francisco.]** BANC PIC 1964.064:136

**Maiden Lane. [San Francisco.]** [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:136--NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 2.5 x 2.5 in.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

---

**Maiden Lane. [San Francisco.]** BANC PIC 1964.064:137

**Maiden Lane. [San Francisco.]** [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:137--NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 2.5 x 2.5 in.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

---

**Maiden Lane. [San Francisco.]** BANC PIC 1964.064:138

**Maiden Lane. [San Francisco.]** [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:138--NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 2.5 x 2.5 in.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

---

**Maiden Lane. [San Francisco.]** BANC PIC 1964.064:139

**Maiden Lane. [San Francisco.]** [photographic print] BANC PIC 1964.064:139--PIC

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.

Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Maiden Lane".
Maiden Lane. [San Francisco.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:139--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 2.5 x 2.5 in.

Maiden Lane. [San Francisco.] BANC PIC 1964.064:140
Maiden Lane. [San Francisco.] [photographic print] BANC PIC 1964.064:140--PIC
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4.75 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Maiden Lane".

Maiden Lane. [San Francisco.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:140--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 2.5 x 2.5 in.

Maiden Lane. [San Francisco.] BANC PIC 1964.064:141
Maiden Lane. [San Francisco.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:141--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 2.5 x 2.5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

People - Union Square. [San Francisco.] BANC PIC 1964.064:142
People - Union Square. [San Francisco.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:142--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 2.5 x 2.5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Art show, Union Square. [San Francisco.] BANC PIC 1964.064:143
Art show, Union Square. [San Francisco.] [negative] 1948
BANC PIC 1964.064:143--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Art show, Union Square. [San Francisco.] BANC PIC 1964.064:144
Art show, Union Square. [San Francisco.] [photographic print] 1948
BANC PIC 1964.064:144--PIC
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 3.75 x 4.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: mounted, stamped.

Art show, Union Square. [San Francisco.] [negative] 1948
BANC PIC 1964.064:144--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.

Art show, Union Square. [San Francisco.] BANC PIC 1964.064:145
Urban Views, Architecture and Industry circa 1918-1949

Art show, Union Square. [San Francisco.] [photographic print] 1948
BANC PIC 1964.064:145--PIC  ark:/13030/ft5z09p0x8
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 3.75 x 4.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: mounted, stamped.

Art show, Union Square. [San Francisco.] [negative] 1948
BANC PIC 1964.064:145--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.

Art show, Union Square. [San Francisco.] BANC PIC 1964.064:146
Art show, Union Square. [San Francisco.] [negative] 1948
BANC PIC 1964.064:146--NEG  ark:/13030/ft3c6004q6
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Art show, Union Square. [San Francisco.] BANC PIC 1964.064:147
Art show, Union Square. [San Francisco.] [negative] 1948
BANC PIC 1964.064:147--NEG  ark:/13030/ft3779n963
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Art show, Union Square. [San Francisco.] BANC PIC 1964.064:148
Art show, Union Square. [San Francisco.] [negative] 1948
BANC PIC 1964.064:148--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Art show, Union Square. [San Francisco.] BANC PIC 1964.064:149
Art show, Union Square. [San Francisco.] [negative] 1948
BANC PIC 1964.064:149--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Art show, Union Square. [San Francisco.] BANC PIC 1964.064:150
Art show, Union Square. [San Francisco.] [negative] 1948
BANC PIC 1964.064:150--NEG  ark:/13030/ft338nb2ff
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Art show, Union Square. [San Francisco.] BANC PIC 1964.064:151
Art show, Union Square. [San Francisco.] [negative] 1948
BANC PIC 1964.064:151--NEG  ark:/13030/ft6s20078g
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Art show, Union Square. [San Francisco.] BANC PIC 1964.064:152
Art show, Union Square. [San Francisco.] [negative] 1948
BANC PIC 1964.064:152--NEG  ark:/13030/ft0x0nb0g9
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Art show, Union Square. [San Francisco.] BANC PIC 1964.064:153
Art show, Union Square. [San Francisco.] [negative] 1948
BANC PIC 1964.064:153--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Art show, Union Square. [San Francisco.] BANC PIC 1964.064:154
Art show, Union Square. [San Francisco.] [negative] 1948
BANC PIC 1964.064:154--NEG  ark:/13030/ft558006fb
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Art show, Union Square. [San Francisco.] BANC PIC 1964.064:155
Art show, Union Square. [San Francisco.] [negative] 1948
BANC PIC 1964.064:155--NEG  ark:/13030/ft6c600738
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Art show, Union Square. [San Francisco.] BANC PIC 1964.064:156
Art show, Union Square. [San Francisco.] [negative] 1948
BANC PIC 1964.064:156--NEG  ark:/13030/ft7p300894
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Art show, Union Square. [San Francisco.] BANC PIC 1964.064:157
Art show, Union Square. [San Francisco.] [negative] 1948
BANC PIC 1964.064:157--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Art show, Union Square. [San Francisco.] BANC PIC 1964.064:158
Art show, Union Square. [San Francisco.] [negative] 1948
BANC PIC 1964.064:158--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Art show, Union Square. [San Francisco.] BANC PIC 1964.064:159
Art show, Union Square. [San Francisco.] [negative] 1948
BANC PIC 1964.064:159--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Art show, Union Square. [San Francisco.] BANC PIC 1964.064:160
Art show, Union Square. [San Francisco.] [negative] 1948
BANC PIC 1964.064:160--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Art show, Union Square. [San Francisco.] BANC PIC 1964.064:161
Art show, Union Square. [San Francisco.] [negative] 1948
BANC PIC 1964.064:161--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Art show, Union Square. [San Francisco.] BANC PIC 1964.064:162
Art show, Union Square. [San Francisco.] [negative] 1948
BANC PIC 1964.064:162--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Art show, Union Square. [San Francisco.] BANC PIC 1964.064:163

Finding Aid to the Johan Hagemeyer Photograph Collection, circa 1908-circa 1955
Art show, Union Square. [San Francisco.] [negative] 1948
BANC PIC 1964.064:163--NEG [ark:/13030/ft4h4nb2dj]
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Art show, Union Square. [San Francisco.] [photographic print] 1948
BANC PIC 1964.064:164--PIC [ark:/13030/ft729008bq]
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 3.75 x 4.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: mounted, stamped.

Art show, Union Square. [San Francisco.] [negative] 1948
BANC PIC 1964.064:164--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.

Art show, Union Square. [San Francisco.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:165
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Employment office? Unidentified location.] BANC PIC 1964.064:166
[Employment office? Unidentified location.] [negative]
BANC PIC 1964.064:166--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 2.5 x 2.5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Employment office? Unidentified location.] [photographic print]
BANC PIC 1964.064:167--PIC [ark:/13030/ft9p5009gh]
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4.75 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Employment office?".

[Employment office? Unidentified location.] [negative]
BANC PIC 1964.064:167--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 2.5 x 2.5 in.

Camera Center Shop. BANC PIC 1964.064:168
Camera Center Shop. [photographic print] 1949 BANC PIC 1964.064:168--PIC [ark:/13030/ft829008xt]
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.25 x 4 in.
Camera Center Shop. [negative] 1949 BANC PIC 1964.064:168--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 2.5 x 2.5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "1/ 17- 49".

Camera Store Interior. BANC PIC 1964.064:169
Camera Store Interior. [photographic print] 1949 BANC PIC 1964.064:169--PIC
ark://13030/k4489n9ch
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.25 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: Interior of Camera Center? (see no. 168)

Camera Store Interior. [negative] 1949 BANC PIC 1964.064:169--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 2.5 x 2.5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "1/ 27- 49".

Camera Store Interior. [Roger's Shop.] BANC PIC 1964.064:170
Camera Store Interior. [Roger's Shop.] [photographic print] BANC PIC 1964.064:170--PIC
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.25 x 3.75 in.
Additional Note
General Note: Interior of Camera Center? (see no. 168)

Camera Store Interior. [Roger's Shop.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:170--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 2.5 x 2.5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Roger's shop. 1/ 17- 49".
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor).

Photographers at work. [Monterey?] BANC PIC 1964.064:171
Photographers at work. [Monterey?] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:171--NEG
ark://13030/l6c60074s
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pines, Carmel. BANC PIC 1964.064:172
Pines, Carmel. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:172--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[View of homes through trees, San Francisco. From Telegraph Hill or Russian Hill? Formerly mis-captioned as "Pines, Carmel".] BANC PIC 1964.064:173
[View of homes through trees, San Francisco. From Telegraph Hill or Russian Hill? Formerly mis-captioned as "Pines, Carmel"]. [Photographic print] 1925  
BANC PIC 1964.064:173--PIC  
ark:/13030/ft3r29n9bf  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print: gelatin silver; 4 x 3 in.  
Additional Note  
General Note: 2 copies (copy 2: 4 x 3 in.; stamped; image discolored by adhesive applied to verso)

[View of homes through trees, San Francisco. From Telegraph Hill or Russian Hill? Formerly mis-captioned as "Pines, Carmel"]. [negative] 1925  
BANC PIC 1964.064:173--NEG  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 4.25 x 3.25 in.

Pines, Carmel. BANC PIC 1964.064:174  
Pines, Carmel. [negative] 1925 BANC PIC 1964.064:174--NEG  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 3.25 x 4.25 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

Carmel streets - Ocean Ave. BANC PIC 1964.064:175  
Carmel streets - Ocean Ave. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:175--NEG  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 4 x 5 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor).  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

Carmel streets - Ocean Ave. BANC PIC 1964.064:176  
Carmel streets - Ocean Ave. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:176--NEG  
ark:/13030/ft909nb64x  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 4 x 5 in.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

Carmel streets - Ocean Ave. BANC PIC 1964.064:177  
Carmel streets - Ocean Ave. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:177--NEG  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 4 x 5 in.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

Carmel streets - Ocean Ave. BANC PIC 1964.064:178
Carmel streets - Ocean Ave. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:178--NEG
ark:/13030/ft8r29p30c
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Carmel streets - Ocean Ave. BANC PIC 1964.064:179
Carmel streets - Ocean Ave. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:179--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Carmel street - Ocean Ave. BANC PIC 1964.064:180
Carmel street - Ocean Ave. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:180--NEG
ark:/13030/ft9f59p3gz
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Carmel streets - Ocean Ave. BANC PIC 1964.064:181
Carmel streets - Ocean Ave. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:181--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Carmel Cloth-line Art Show. BANC PIC 1964.064:182
Carmel Cloth-line Art Show. [photographic print] 1947
BANC PIC 1964.064:182--PIC ark:/13030/ft1199n787
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5.5 x 5.25 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Carmel Cloth-line Art Show. April 12, 1947."

Art Show, Carmel. BANC PIC 1964.064:183
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 2.5 x 2.5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Carmel. 4/12-47".
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Art Show, Carmel. BANC PIC 1964.064:184
Art Show, Carmel. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:184--NEG ark:/13030/ft000003kn
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 2.5 x 2.5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
California Univ. [i.e. University of California] Berkeley, West Side, 1948 Political Speech. BANC PIC 1964.064:185


ark:/13030/ftok4003og

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 6.5 x 6 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "California Univ. Berkeley West Side 1948 Political Speech".

California Univ. [i.e. University of California] Berkeley, West Side, 1948 Political Speech. BANC PIC 1964.064:185a


ark:/13030/ft0p3003vt

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 6.75 x 6.5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "California Univ. Berkeley West Side 1948 Political Speech".

Arches. (El Paseo.) BANC PIC 1964.064:187


ark:/13030/ft229004ht

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bridge Detail. BANC PIC 1964.064:188

Bridge Detail. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:188--NEG

ark:/13030/ft1n39n895

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

C.U. [i.e. University of California.] Wheeler Hall, from Esplanade. BANC PIC 1964.064:189

C.U. [i.e. University of California.] Wheeler Hall, from Esplanade. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:189--NEG

ark:/13030/ft4c6006nf

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Brewery - Salinas. BANC PIC 1964.064:190

Brewery - Salinas. [negative] 1938 BANC PIC 1964.064:190--NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
[Barrels, unidentified location.] BANC PIC 1964.064:191
[B Barrels, unidentified location.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:191--NEG
   Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
   Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
   Additional Note
   General Note: No print available.

Arches. (El Paseo.) BANC PIC 1964.064:186
   Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.5 x 6.25 in.
   Physical Description: Print: mounted.

Arches. (El Paseo.) [negative] 1928 BANC PIC 1964.064:186--NEG
   Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
   Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
   Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).

Pacific Gas and Electric Facility. Unidentified location.] BANC PIC 1964.064:192
Pacific Gas and Electric Facility. Unidentified location.] [negative]
BANC PIC 1964.064:192--NEG
   Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
   Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
   Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor).
   Additional Note
   General Note: No print available.

Pacific Gas and Electric Facility. Unidentified location.] BANC PIC 1964.064:193
Pacific Gas and Electric Facility. Unidentified location.] [negative]
BANC PIC 1964.064:193--NEG
   Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
   Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
   Additional Note
   General Note: No print available.

Pacific Gas and Electric Facility. Unidentified location.] BANC PIC 1964.064:194
Pacific Gas and Electric Facility. Unidentified location.] [negative]
BANC PIC 1964.064:194--NEG
   Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
   Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
   Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor).
   Additional Note
   General Note: No print available.

Pacific Gas and Electric Facility. Unidentified location.] BANC PIC 1964.064:195
Urban Views, Architecture and Industry circa 1918-1949

[-Pacific Gas and Electric Facility. Unidentified location.] [negative]
BANC PIC 1964.064:195--NEG
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

[-Pacific Gas and Electric Facility. Unidentified location.] BANC PIC 1964.064:196
[-Pacific Gas and Electric Facility. Unidentified location.] [photographic print]
BANC PIC 1964.064:196--PIC
  ark:/13030/t529006ns
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print: gelatin silver; 9.25 x 7.25 in.
  Physical Description: Print: mounted, stamped.

[-Pacific Gas and Electric Facility. Unidentified location.] [negative]
BANC PIC 1964.064:196--NEG
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

[-Pacific Gas and Electric Facility. Unidentified location.] BANC PIC 1964.064:197
[-Pacific Gas and Electric Facility. Unidentified location.] [negative]
BANC PIC 1964.064:197--NEG
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

[-Pacific Gas and Electric Facility. Unidentified location.] BANC PIC 1964.064:198
[-Pacific Gas and Electric Facility. Unidentified location.] [negative]
BANC PIC 1964.064:198--NEG
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

[-Pacific Gas and Electric Facility. Unidentified location.] BANC PIC 1964.064:199
[-Pacific Gas and Electric Facility. Unidentified location.] [negative]
BANC PIC 1964.064:199--NEG
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

[-Pacific Gas and Electric Facility. Unidentified location.] BANC PIC 1964.064:200
[-Pacific Gas and Electric Facility. Unidentified location.] [negative]
BANC PIC 1964.064:200--NEG
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

[-Pacific Gas and Electric Facility. Unidentified location.] BANC PIC 1964.064:201
Urban Views, Architecture and Industry circa 1918-1949

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Factory Details. BANC PIC 1964.064:203
Factory Details. [photographic print] 1924  BANC PIC 1964.064:203--PIC
ark:/13030/ft3580052
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.75 x 3.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Factory Details. [negative] 1924  BANC PIC 1964.064:203--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.

Factory Funnels. BANC PIC 1964.064:203a
Factory Funnels. [photographic print] 1924  BANC PIC 1964.064:203a--B
ark:/13030/ft4s200607
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9 x 6.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: mounted.

Factory Pipes. BANC PIC 1964.064:205
Factory Pipes. [photographic print]  BANC PIC 1964.064:205--PIC
ark:/13030/ft6s200790
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 6.75 x 4.5 in.

Factory Pipes. [negative]  BANC PIC 1964.064:205--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.

Oil Tanks and Fire Extinguisher.  BANC PIC 1964.064:206
Oil Tanks and Fire Extinguisher. [negative] 1925 BANC PIC 1964.064:206--NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Oil Tanks and Fire Extinguisher. [Gasoline Tanks.] 1925 BANC PIC 1964.064:207

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 4.5 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Cement Plant. [Unidentified location.] 1923 BANC PIC 1964.064:208

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Tile Factory BANC PIC 1964.064:209

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print: gelatin silver; 9.5 x 7 in.

Prison. [Factory grounds, unidentified location.] 1919 BANC PIC 1964.064:210

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print: gelatin silver; 7.75 x 8.25 in.
Physical Description: Print: mounted.


Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: glass; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).

[Factory grounds, unidentified location.] BANC PIC 1964.064:211

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print: gelatin silver; 5.5 x 4.75 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Printed 4/10 -- 49. Print made 1919."
[Factory grounds, unidentified location.] [negative] 1919
BANC PIC 1964.064:211--NEG
 Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
 Physical Description: 1 negative : glass ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
 Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor).

Factory Building. Wooden Tower and Sloping Roofs. BANC PIC 1964.064:212
Factory Building. Wooden Tower and Sloping Roofs. [negative]
BANC PIC 1964.064:212--NEG
 Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
 Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
 Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
 Additional Note
 General Note: No print available.

Factory Building. Wooden Tower and Sloping Roofs. BANC PIC 1964.064:213
Factory Building. Wooden Tower and Sloping Roofs. [negative]
BANC PIC 1964.064:213--NEG
 Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
 Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
 Additional Note
 General Note: No print available.

Factory Building. Wooden Tower and Sloping Roofs. BANC PIC 1964.064:214
Factory Building. Wooden Tower and Sloping Roofs. [negative]
BANC PIC 1964.064:214--NEG
 Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
 Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
 Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
 Additional Note
 General Note: No print available.

Factory Building. Wooden Tower and Sloping Roofs. BANC PIC 1964.064:215
Factory Building. Wooden Tower and Sloping Roofs. [negative]
BANC PIC 1964.064:215--NEG ark:/13030/ft2q2nb1fk
 Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
 Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
 Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
 Additional Note
 General Note: No print available.

Grain-elevator BANC PIC 1964.064:216
Grain-elevator [photographic print] 1926 BANC PIC 1964.064:216--PIC ark:/13030/ft9g2nb6mr
 Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
 Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 3 x 4 in.
 Physical Description: Print: stamped.
Grain-elevator [negative] 1926 BANC PIC 1964.064:216--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).

Grain-elevator BANC PIC 1964.064:217
Grain-elevator [photographic print] 1926 BANC PIC 1964.064:217--PIC
ark:/13030/ft0199n6h2
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 6.5 x 8.75 in.

Grain-elevator [negative] 1926 BANC PIC 1964.064:217--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (major).

[San Francisco cityscape.] BANC PIC 1964.064:025
[San Francisco cityscape.] [photographic print] BANC PIC 1964.064:025--PIC
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5.5 x 4.5 in.

[Lumber mill. Unidentified location.] BANC PIC 1964.064:218
[Lumber mill. Unidentified location.] [photographic print]
BANC PIC 1964.064:218--PIC
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.75 x 6.25 in.

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

[Lumber mill. Unidentified location.] BANC PIC 1964.064:219
[Lumber mill. Unidentified location.] [photographic print]
BANC PIC 1964.064:219--PIC
ark:/13030/ft296nb1pk
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.75 x 7.25 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.

[Mill. Unidentified location.] BANC PIC 1964.064:220
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 3 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
**Water Craft circa 1920-1953**

**Content/Description**

39 images picturing passenger liners, ferry boats, and smaller craft, including details of these. Also included is the early series taken aboard the ship Metagama while Hagemeyer was en route from the United States to Europe in 1920. These photographs, which exploit the design of the ship to strikingly moody compositional ends, mark a watershed moment in Hagemeyer’s artistic development (see "Johan Hagemeyer: The Metagama Photographs, 1920" by Terence R. Pitts, in The Archive [cited at end of Biographical and Career Information note]).

**Ferry Boat.** BANC PIC 1964.064:221

**Ferry Boat. [negative] 1922** BANC PIC 1964.064:221–NEG [hyperlink]

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

**Ferry Boat.** BANC PIC 1964.064:222

**Ferry Boat. [negative] 1922** BANC PIC 1964.064:222–NEG [hyperlink]

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

**Ferry Boat.** BANC PIC 1964.064:223

**Ferry Boat. [negative] 1922** BANC PIC 1964.064:223–NEG [hyperlink]

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

**Ferry Boat. [Ferry Building, San Francisco, in distance.]** BANC PIC 1964.064:224


Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

**[S.S. Mariposa.]** BANC PIC 1964.064:225

**[S.S. Mariposa.] [negative]** BANC PIC 1964.064:225–NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

**[S.S. Mariposa.]** BANC PIC 1964.064:226
[S.S. Mariposa.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:226--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[S.S. Mariposa.] BANC PIC 1964.064:227
[S.S. Mariposa.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:227--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[S.S. Mariposa.] BANC PIC 1964.064:228
[S.S. Mariposa.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:228--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[S.S. Mariposa.] BANC PIC 1964.064:229
[S.S. Mariposa.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:229--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[S.S. Mariposa.] BANC PIC 1964.064:230
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.

[S.S. Mariposa.] BANC PIC 1964.064:231
[S.S. Mariposa.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:231--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[S.S. Mariposa.] BANC PIC 1964.064:232
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
[S.S. Mariposa.] BANC PIC 1964.064:233
[S.S. Mariposa.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:233--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[S.S. Mariposa.] BANC PIC 1964.064:234
ark:/13030/ft6z09p1q6
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.75 x 7.5 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

[S.S. Mariposa.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:234--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (minor).

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

N.Y.K. Ship - Detail. [Nippon Yusen Kaisha Steamship Co. ship "Tatsuta Maru."] BANC PIC 1964.064:236
ark:/13030/ft8b69p24b
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "N.Y.K." [i.e. Nippon Yusen Kaisha Steamship Co.].
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

ark:/13030/ft287005b1
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ship John Ena. BANC PIC 1964.064:238
Water Craft circa 1920-1953

**Ship John Ena. [negative]** BANC PIC 1964.064:238--NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Unidentified ship.] BANC PIC 1964.064:239

[Unidentified ship.] [photographic print] BANC PIC 1964.064:239--PIC

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.75 x 7.25 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "1932".
Physical Description: Print: mounted, stamped.

[Ship smokestack.] BANC PIC 1964.064:240


Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.75 x 7.25 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "1932".
Physical Description: Print: mounted, stamped.


Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

[Smoke stack, Unidentified ship.] BANC PIC 1964.064:241

[Smoke stack, Unidentified ship.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:241--NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (minor).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Smoke stack, Unidentified ship.] BANC PIC 1964.064:242

[Smoke stack, Unidentified ship.] [photographic print] BANC PIC 1964.064:242--PIC

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4 x 3 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

[Smoke stack, Unidentified ship.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:242--NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

[Smoke stack, Nippon Yusen Kaisha Steamship Co. ship "Tatsuta Maru." ]
BANC PIC 1964.064:243
[Smoke stack, Nippon Yusen Kaisha Steamship Co. ship "Tatsuta Maru." ]
[negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:243–NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Smoke stack, Unidentified ship.] BANC PIC 1964.064:244
[Smoke stack, Unidentified ship.] [photographic print]
BANC PIC 1964.064:244–PIC ark:/13030/ft75800848
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.5 x 7.5 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

[Smoke stack, Unidentified ship.] [negative (copy)] BANC PIC 1964.064:244–NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Ship ventilator. BANC PIC 1964.064:245
Ship ventilator. [photographic print] 1928 BANC PIC 1964.064:245–B ark:/13030/ft3m3nb29n
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.5 x 7.25 in.
Physical Description: Print: mounted.

Ship ventilator. [negative (copy)] 1928 BANC PIC 1964.064:245–NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy) : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

[Ventilator, Nippon Yusen Kaisha Steamship Co. ship "Tatsuta Maru." ]
BANC PIC 1964.064:246
[Ventilator, Nippon Yusen Kaisha Steamship Co. ship "Tatsuta Maru." ]
[negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:246–NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Ventilators, unidentified ship.] BANC PIC 1964.064:247
[Ventilators, unidentified ship.] [photographic print] 1928
BANC PIC 1964.064:247–PIC ark:/13030/ft596nb46q
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4 x 3 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

[Ventilators, unidentified ship.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:247–NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.

Steamship Details. [Ventilators.] BANC PIC 1964.064:248
Steamship Details. [Ventilators.] [negative] 1928 BANC PIC 1964.064:248--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Steamship Details. [Ventilators.] BANC PIC 1964.064:249
Steamship Details. [Ventilators.] [negative] 1928 BANC PIC 1964.064:249--NEG
ark:/13030/ft8z09p2gf
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Detail, unidentified ship.] BANC PIC 1964.064:250
Detail, unidentified ship.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:250--NEG
ark:/13030/ft7j49p29x
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Detail, unidentified ship.] BANC PIC 1964.064:251
Detail, unidentified ship.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:251--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Pier Pilings. BANC PIC 1964.064:252
Pier Pilings. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:252--NEG
ark:/13030/ft6b69p105
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Boats - Clustered. Carmel. BANC PIC 1964.064:253
Boats - Clustered. Carmel. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:253--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 2.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

On Varda's Boat; the aft - deck. Ships gear, Varda's boat deck, Sausalito.
BANC PIC 1964.064:254
On Varda's Boat; the aft-deck. Ships gear, Varda's boat deck, Sausalito.
[photographic print] 1953 BANC PIC 1964.064:254--B
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print: gelatin silver; 8.5 x 6.75 in.

On Varda's Boat; the aft-deck. Ships gear, Varda's boat deck, Sausalito.
[negative] 1953 BANC PIC 1964.064:254--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "4/14-'53".

[Fishing boats, Monterey.] BANC PIC 1964.064:255
[Fishing boats, Monterey.] [photographic print] ca. 1923
BANC PIC 1964.064:255--B
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print: gelatin silver; 8.5 x 6.75 in.
Print: mounted.

[Fishing boats, Monterey.] [negative] ca. 1923 BANC PIC 1964.064:255--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

BANC PIC 1964.064:256
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print: gelatin silver; 9.25 x 7.5 in.
Physical Description: Print: mounted, signed.

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative (copy): safety film; 5 x 4 in.

Foreboding.
BANC PIC 1964.064:257
Foreboding. [photographic print] 1920 BANC PIC 1964.064:257--PIC
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print: palladium; 7.25 x 9.5 in.
Physical Description: Print: signed.

Immigrants.
BANC PIC 1964.064:258
Immigrants. [photographic print] 1920 BANC PIC 1964.064:258--PIC
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print: platinum; 7.5 x 9.25 in.
marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Immigrants --1918-- (Platinum print made at Edward Weston's in Tropico--)") [1918 is probably incorrect date, as image is well-documented as being taken during a 1920 trans-Atlantic trip on ship "Metagama."]
Physical Description: Print: stamped.
Immigrants. BANC PIC 1964.064:258a

**Immigrants. [photographic print] 1920** BANC PIC 1964.064:258a--PIC

Ark:/13030/ft2779n89v

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 3 x 3.25 in.

Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Additional Note

General Note: [This print made from same negative as no. 258, but printed 28 years later]

---

Waterscapes, Landscapes and Rural Views circa 1926-1947

Content/Description

93 images picturing coastal views, landscapes, agricultural scenes, country houses, tree studies, and other miscellaneous subjects in natural settings. Identified locations pictured include Carmel (including Mission San Carlos Borromeo de Carmelo), Yosemite Valley, and Big Sur.

[Waterscape, Unidentified location.] BANC PIC 1964.064:259

[Waterscape, Unidentified location.] [photographic print] 1940?

BANC PIC 1964.064:259--PIC

Ark:/13030/ft8d5nb5bv

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 3.75 x 4.75 in.

[Waterscape, Unidentified location.] [negative] 1940?

BANC PIC 1964.064:259--NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.

Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "2/13-'40".

Seascape. BANC PIC 1964.064:260

Seascape. [photographic print] BANC PIC 1964.064:260--PIC

Ark:/13030/ft5b69p0gm

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 7.5 x 9.5 in.

Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Seascape".

Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Seascape. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:260--NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

[View of Coast, Point Sur.] BANC PIC 1964.064:261

[View of Coast, Point Sur.] [negative] 1940?

BANC PIC 1964.064:261--NEG

Ark:/13030/ftf5f9n9kd

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

[View of Coast, Point Sur.] BANC PIC 1964.064:262
Ark:/13030/f9b69p3nw
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.

[View of Coast, Point Sur.] [negative] 1940? BANC PIC 1964.064:262--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

[View of Coast, Point Sur.] BANC PIC 1964.064:263

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[View of Coast, Point Sur.] BANC PIC 1964.064:264

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Coastal view. Point Sur.] BANC PIC 1964.064:265

Ark:/13030/ft5j49p0jz
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "1940".
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Coastal view. Unidentified location.] BANC PIC 1964.064:266

Ark:/13030/ft6v19p1n8
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Coastal view. Unidentified location.] BANC PIC 1964.064:267

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Coastal view. Unidentified location.] BANC PIC 1964.064:268
[Coastal view. Unidentified location.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:268--NEG
  ark:/13030/ft000003m5
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Seascape. BANC PIC 1964.064:269
  Seascape. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:269--NEG
  ark:/13030/ft7s2008zm
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Seascape. BANC PIC 1964.064:270
  Seascape. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:270--NEG
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

[Coastal view. Unidentified location.] BANC PIC 1964.064:271
  [Coastal view. Unidentified location.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:271--NEG
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Rocks and Sea. [Unidentified location.] BANC PIC 1964.064:272
  Rocks and Sea. [Unidentified location.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:272--NEG
  ark:/13030/fl5h4nb3h6
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

[Coastal view. Unidentified location.] BANC PIC 1964.064:273
  [Coastal view. Unidentified location.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:273--NEG
  ark:/13030/fl1g5004rr
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

[Coastal view. Unidentified location.] BANC PIC 1964.064:274
[Coastal view. Unidentified location.] [negative] 1945?
BANC PIC 1964.064:274--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "9/11-45".
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Coastal view. Unidentified location.] BANC PIC 1964.064:275
[Coastal view. Unidentified location.] [negative] 1945?
BANC PIC 1964.064:275--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "9/11-45".
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Rocks, Sea and Clouds. Unidentified location.] BANC PIC 1964.064:276
[Rocks, Sea and Clouds. Unidentified location.] [photographic print]
BANC PIC 1964.064:276--PIC ark:/13030/ft6t1nb52q
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.75 x 3.75 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Carmel Point?".

[Rocks, Sea and Clouds. Unidentified location.] [negative]
BANC PIC 1964.064:276--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.

[Rocks and sea.] BANC PIC 1964.064:277
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Murphy's. 6/28-39".
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Rocks and Sea. BANC PIC 1964.064:278
Rocks and Sea. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:278--NEG ark:/13030/ft9p3009w1
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Rocks and Sea. BANC PIC 1964.064:279
Rocks and Sea. [photographic print] BANC PIC 1964.064:279--PIC
ark:/13030/ft3f9n91t
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print ; gelatin silver ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.

Rocks and Sea. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:279--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Carmel Point. BANC PIC 1964.064:280
Carmel Point. [photographic print] BANC PIC 1964.064:280--PIC
ark:/13030/ft509nb3j
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print ; gelatin silver ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.

Carmel Point. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:280--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.

Carmel Point. BANC PIC 1964.064:281
Carmel Point. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:281--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Carmel Point. BANC PIC 1964.064:282
Carmel Point. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:282--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Carmel Point. BANC PIC 1964.064:283
Carmel Point. [photographic print] 1939 BANC PIC 1964.064:283--PIC
ark:/13030/ft0k4003h
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print ; gelatin silver ; 7.5 x 9.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Carmel Point. [negative] 1939 BANC PIC 1964.064:283--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "6/3-39".

Carmel Point. BANC PIC 1964.064:284
Carmel Point. [negative] 1939? BANC PIC 1964.064:284--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "6/3-39".
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Carmel Area. BANC PIC 1964.064:285
Carmel Area. [photographic print] BANC PIC 1964.064:285--PIC
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 3.75 x 4.75 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Carmel area".

[Buildings and trucks near ocean, with ships in distance. Unidentified location.] BANC PIC 1964.064:286
[Buildings and trucks near ocean, with ships in distance. Unidentified location.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:286--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 2.5 x 2.5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Buildings near ocean, with ships in distance. Unidentified location.] BANC PIC 1964.064:287
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 2.5 x 2.5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Unidentified residence at coast.] BANC PIC 1964.064:288
[Unidentified residence at coast.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:288--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Big Sur (?) Hills. BANC PIC 1964.064:289
Big Sur (?) Hills. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:289--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Big Sur (?) Hills. BANC PIC 1964.064:290
Waterscapes, Landscapes and Rural Views circa 1926-1947

**Big Sur (?) Hills. [photographic print] 1939** BANC PIC 1964.064:290--PIC

[ark:/13030/ft2c60052j]

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 photographic print: gelatin silver; 4 x 5.25 in.

**Big Sur (?) Hills. [negative] 1939** BANC PIC 1964.064:290--NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 4 x 5 in.

Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "6/28-39".

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

**Landscape. [Unidentified location.]** BANC PIC 1964.064:291

**Landscape. [Unidentified location.] [negative]** BANC PIC 1964.064:291--NEG

[ark:/13030/ft109nb0h7]

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 4 x 5 in.

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

**Landscape - Agricultural. [Unidentified location.]** BANC PIC 1964.064:292

**Landscape - Agricultural. [Unidentified location.] [negative]** BANC PIC 1964.064:292--NEG

[ark:/13030/ft2p3005qb]

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 4 x 5 in.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

**Clouds and countryside.** BANC PIC 1964.064:293

**Clouds and countryside. [negative]** BANC PIC 1964.064:293--NEG

[ark:/13030/ft1q2nb196]

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 4 x 5 in.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

**Clouds and countryside.** BANC PIC 1964.064:294

**Clouds and countryside. [negative]** BANC PIC 1964.064:294--NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 4 x 5 in.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

**Clouds and countryside.** BANC PIC 1964.064:295

**Clouds and countryside. [negative]** BANC PIC 1964.064:295--NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative: safety film; 4 x 5 in.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

**Cabins on Deserted Road.** BANC PIC 1964.064:296
Cabins on Deserted Road. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:296--NEG
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Cabins on Deserted Road. BANC PIC 1964.064:297
  Cabins on Deserted Road. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:297--NEG
  ark:/13030/ft0m3nb0wj
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Barn. [Unidentified location.] BANC PIC 1964.064:298
  Barn. [Unidentified location.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:298--NEG
  ark:/13030/ft9h4nb6v2
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Barn. [Unidentified location.] BANC PIC 1964.064:299
  Barn. [Unidentified location.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:299--NEG
  ark:/13030/ft9h4nb6v2
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

[Unidentified residence among trees.] BANC PIC 1964.064:300
  [Unidentified residence among trees.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:300--NEG
  ark:/13030/ft9h4nb6v2
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Furnace Creek Camp. BANC PIC 1964.064:301
  Furnace Creek Camp. [photographic print] 1939 BANC PIC 1964.064:301--PIC
  ark:/13030/ft9h4nb6v2
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 6.25 x 5 in.
  Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Furnace Creek Camp--Houses and Trees".

Furnace Creek Camp. [negative] 1939 BANC PIC 1964.064:301--NEG
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Furnace Creek Camp -- 12/31-39.".

Pasture and Wooded Hills. BANC PIC 1964.064:302
Pasture and Wooded Hills. [photographic print] BANC PIC 1964.064:302--PIC
ark:/13030/ft2q2nb1q3
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.5 x 5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Pasture & Wooded Hills [Marin County?]".

Pasture and Wooded Hills. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:302--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 2.5 x 2.5 in.

Ranch Buildings. [Unidentified location.] BANC PIC 1964.064:303
Ranch Buildings. [Unidentified location.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:303--NEG
ark:/13030/ft487006ns
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (minor).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Landscape - Fence, Barn and Trees. [Unidentified location.] BANC PIC 1964.064:304
Landscape - Fence, Barn and Trees. [Unidentified location.] [negative] 1940?
BANC PIC 1964.064:304--NEG ark:/13030/ft8w1009nd
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "2/13-40".
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Dilapidated house, Marin County.] BANC PIC 1964.064:305
[Dilapidated house, Marin County.] [photographic print] 1948?
BANC PIC 1964.064:305--PIC ark:/13030/ft4f59n9mx
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 3.5 in.

[Farm buildings, unidentified location.] BANC PIC 1964.064:306
[Farm buildings, unidentified location.] [photographic print] 1926 or 1927
BANC PIC 1964.064:306--PIC ark:/13030/ft8k4008x3
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 6.75 x 9 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "1926 or '27".
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Sheep Feeding. BANC PIC 1964.064:307
Sheep Feeding. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:307--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Sheep Feeding. BANC PIC 1964.064:308
Sheep Feeding. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:308--NEG  ark:/13030/ft596nb477
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Church - Country. BANC PIC 1964.064:309
Church - Country. [photographic print] BANC PIC 1964.064:309--PIC  ark:/13030/ft4m3nb319
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.25 x 4.75 in.

Church - Country. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:309--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 2.5 x 2.5 in.

Church Steeple. BANC PIC 1964.064:310
Church Steeple. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:310--NEG  ark:/13030/ft1s2004pp
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Cemetery, unidentified location.] BANC PIC 1964.064:311
[Cemetery, unidentified location.] [photographic print] 1940?
BANC PIC 1964.064:311--PIC  ark:/13030/ft3n39n977
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 7.25 x 9.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

[Cemetery, unidentified location.] [negative] 1940? BANC PIC 1964.064:311--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "2/13-40".

Mission San Carlos Borromeo. [Monterey.] BANC PIC 1964.064:312
Mission San Carlos Borromeo. [Monterey.] [negative]
BANC PIC 1964.064:312--NEG  ark:/13030/ft6z09p1hv
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mission San Carlos Borromeo. [Monterey.] BANC PIC 1964.064:313
Mission San Carlos Borromeo. [Monterey.] [negative]
BANC PIC 1964.064:313--NEG  ark:/13030/ft8n39p2gg
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Anne Nash - Her Country Place. BANC PIC 1964.064:314
Anne Nash - Her Country Place. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:314--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Anne Nash - Her Country Place. BANC PIC 1964.064:315
Anne Nash - Her Country Place. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:315--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Anne Nash - Her Country Place. BANC PIC 1964.064:316
Anne Nash - Her Country Place. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:316--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Tree - Oak. BANC PIC 1964.064:317
Tree - Oak. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:317--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Trees and field, unidentified location.] BANC PIC 1964.064:318
[Trees and field, unidentified location.] [photographic print]
BANC PIC 1964.064:318--PIC
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.5 x 6.75 in.

Trees - Bare Trees and Hill. BANC PIC 1964.064:319
Trees - Bare Trees and Hill. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:319--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Fields and hills, unidentified location.] BANC PIC 1964.064:320
[Fields and hills, unidentified location.] [photographic print]
BANC PIC 1964.064:320--PIC
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 7.25 x 9.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: mounted, stamped.
[Fields and hills, unidentified location.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:320--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Tree and Hill. BANC PIC 1964.064:321
Tree and Hill. [negative] 1939? BANC PIC 1964.064:321--NEG
ark:/13030/ft487006p9
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "6/4-39".
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Trees and Hill. BANC PIC 1964.064:322
Trees and Hill. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:322--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Trees and Hill. BANC PIC 1964.064:323
Trees and Hill. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:323--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Trees and Hill. BANC PIC 1964.064:324
Trees and Hill. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:324--NEG
ark:/13030/ft6m3nb4nq
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Trees and Hill. BANC PIC 1964.064:325
Trees and Hill. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:325--NEG
ark:/13030/ft487006gt
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Trees and Hill. BANC PIC 1964.064:326
Trees and Hill. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:326--NEG
ark:/13030/ft6p30087s
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Trees and Hill. BANC PIC 1964.064:327
Trees and Hill. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:327--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Trees and Hill. BANC PIC 1964.064:328
Trees and Hill. [negative] 1939? BANC PIC 1964.064:328--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "1939".
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Trees and Hill. BANC PIC 1964.064:329
Trees and Hill. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:329--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Trees and Hill. BANC PIC 1964.064:330
Trees and Hill. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:330--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Trees and Hill. BANC PIC 1964.064:331
Trees and Hill. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:331--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Trees and Hill. BANC PIC 1964.064:332
Trees and Hill. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:332--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Trees and Hill. BANC PIC 1964.064:333
Trees and Hill. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:333--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Trees branches.] BANC PIC 1964.064:334
[Tree branches.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:334--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Tree branches.] BANC PIC 1964.064:335

[Tree branches.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:335--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Tree. Unidentified location.] BANC PIC 1964.064:336
[Tree. Unidentified location.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:336--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Tree. Unidentified location.] BANC PIC 1964.064:337
[Tree. Unidentified location.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:337--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Tree. Unidentified location.] BANC PIC 1964.064:338
[Tree. Unidentified location.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:338--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Tree. Unidentified location.] BANC PIC 1964.064:339
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Trees - Plane Trees. BANC PIC 1964.064:340
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
[Tree. Unidentified location.] BANC PIC 1964.064:341
[Tree. Unidentified location.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:341--NEG
ark:/13030/ft8v19p2xh
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Trellis Details. BANC PIC 1964.064:342
Trellis Details. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:342--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5.25 x 2.5 in.
Physical Description: Two 2.5 x 2.5 negs connected.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Trellis Details. BANC PIC 1964.064:343
Trellis Details. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:343--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 2.5 in.
Physical Description: Two 2.5 x 2.5 negs connected.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Trees - Pear in Blossom, Espaliered. BANC PIC 1964.064:344
Trees - Pear in Blossom, Espaliered. [negative] 1946?
BANC PIC 1964.064:344--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "3-28-46".
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Trees - Pear in Blossom, Espaliered. BANC PIC 1964.064:345
Trees - Pear in Blossom, Espaliered. [negative] 1946?
BANC PIC 1964.064:345--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "3/28-46".
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Trees - Pear in Blossom, Espaliered. BANC PIC 1964.064:346
Trees - Pear in Blossom, Espaliered. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:346--NEG
ark:/13030/fl1t1nb1v4
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Waterscapes, Landscapes and Rural Views circa 1926-1947

Trees - Pear in Blossom, Espaliered. BANC PIC 1964.064:347
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Trees - Pear in Blossom, Espaliered. BANC PIC 1964.064:348
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Trees - Pear in Blossom, Espaliered. BANC PIC 1964.064:349
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Trees - Pear in Blossom, Espaliered. BANC PIC 1964.064:350
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[View of Half Dome, Yosemite Valley.] BANC PIC 1964.064:351
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4 x 5 in.

Travels to Death Valley, Virginia City and Volcano circa 1939-1948

Content/Description
93 images picturing locales visited by Hagemeyer during his travels through California and Nevada. Death Valley points of interest include Zabriskie Point, Artist's Drive, Volcanic Drive, Golden Canyon, Aguerreberry, and Devil's Golf Course. Also pictured are views taken in Volcano, California, and Rhyolite and Virginia City, Nevada.

Death Valley. [Unidentified view.] BANC PIC 1964.064:352
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Death Valley. [Unidentified view.] BANC PIC 1964.064:353
Death Valley. [Manly Beacon, from trail head into Gower Gulch, Golden Canyon.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:353
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Death Valley. [Unidentified view.] BANC PIC 1964.064:354
Death Valley. [Unidentified view.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:354--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Death Valley. [Unidentified view.] BANC PIC 1964.064:355
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Death Valley. [Unidentified view.] BANC PIC 1964.064:356
Death Valley. [Unidentified view.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:356--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Death Valley. [Unidentified view.] BANC PIC 1964.064:357
Death Valley. [Badlands near Zabriskie Point.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:357--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Death Valley. [Unidentified view.] BANC PIC 1964.064:358
Death Valley. [Unidentified view.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:358--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Death Valley. [Unidentified view.] BANC PIC 1964.064:359
Death Valley. [Unidentified view.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:359--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Death Valley. [Unidentified view.] BANC PIC 1964.064:360

Death Valley. [Unidentified view.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:360--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Death Valley. [Unidentified view.] BANC PIC 1964.064:361

Death Valley. [Unidentified view.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:361--NEG
ark:/13030/ft0v19n7wq
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Death Valley. [Unidentified view.] BANC PIC 1964.064:362

Death Valley. [Unidentified view.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:362--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Death Valley. [Unidentified view.] BANC PIC 1964.064:363

Death Valley. [Unidentified view.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:363--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Death Valley. [Unidentified view.] BANC PIC 1964.064:364

Death Valley. [Ryan mining camp.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:364--NEG
ark:/13030/ft0n39n6wp
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Death Valley. [Unidentified view.] BANC PIC 1964.064:365

Death Valley. [Unidentified view.] [photographic print] BANC PIC 1964.064:365--PIC ark:/13030/ft3489n90b
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 3.75 x 4.75 in.

Death Valley. [Unidentified view.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:365--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.

Death Valley. [Unidentified view.] BANC PIC 1964.064:366
Death Valley. [Unidentified view.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:366--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Death Valley. [Unidentified view.] BANC PIC 1964.064:367
Death Valley. [Manly Beacon, from Zabriskie Point area.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:367--NEG ark:/13030/ft3t1nb35c
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Death Valley -- Zabriskie Point. BANC PIC 1964.064:368
Death Valley -- Zabriskie Point. [negative] 1939 BANC PIC 1964.064:368--NEG ark:/13030/ft9v19p34d
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Zabriskie Point, 12/39".
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

View from Zabriskie Point, Death Valley BANC PIC 1964.064:369
View from Zabriskie Point, Death Valley [photographic print] 1939 BANC PIC 1964.064:369--PIC ark:/13030/ft0f59n7dm
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 3.75 x 4.75 in.

View from Zabriskie Point, Death Valley [negative] 1939 BANC PIC 1964.064:369--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Zabriskie Point, 12/39".

Death Valley. Artists' Drive. BANC PIC 1964.064:370
Death Valley. Artists' Drive. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:370--NEG ark:/13030/ft2s20053p
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Artists Drive".
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Death Valley. Artists' Drive. BANC PIC 1964.064:371
Death Valley. Artists' Drive. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:371--NEG

ark:/13030/ft9t1nb6gb

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Artists Drive".
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Volcanic Drive. [Death Valley.] BANC PIC 1964.064:372

Volcanic Drive. [Death Valley.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:372--NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Volcanic Drive".
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Volcanic Drive. [Death Valley.] BANC PIC 1964.064:373

Volcanic Drive. [Death Valley.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:373--NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Volcanic Drive".
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Death Valley. Volcanic Drive. BANC PIC 1964.064:374

Death Valley. Volcanic Drive. [negative] 1940 BANC PIC 1964.064:374--NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Volcanic Drive, 1/4-'40".
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Death Valley. Volcanic Drive. BANC PIC 1964.064:375

Death Valley. Volcanic Drive. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:375--NEG

ark:/13030/ft0c6003fm

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Volcanic Drive".
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Death Valley - Golden Canyon. BANC PIC 1964.064:376
Travels to Death Valley, Virginia City and Volcano circa 1939-1948

Death Valley - Golden Canyon. [negative] 1939
BANC PIC 1964.064:376--NEG

ark:/13030/ft6z09p1kw

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Golden Canyon -- 12/'39".
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (minor).

Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Death Valley -- Golden Canyon. BANC 1964.064:377
Death Valley -- Golden Canyon. [negative] BANC 1964.064:377--NEG

ark:/13030/ft467nb33g

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Golden Canyon".

Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Death Valley - Golden Canyon. (Manly Point in Distance.) BANC 1964.064:378
Death Valley - Golden Canyon. (Manly Point in Distance.) [photographic print]
BANC 1964.064:378--PIC

ark:/13030/ft896nb62j

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 3.75 x 4.75 in.

Death Valley - Golden Canyon. (Manly Point in Distance.) [negative]
BANC 1964.064:378--NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Golden Canyon (Manly Point in distance)".

Death Valley. Golden Canyon. BANC 1964.064:379
Death Valley. Golden Canyon. [negative] 1939
BANC 1964.064:379--NEG

ark:/13030/ft829008zb

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Golden Canyon, 12/'39".

Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Death Valley - Golden Canyon. BANC 1964.064:380
Death Valley - Golden Canyon. [photographic print] 1939
BANC 1964.064:380--PIC

ark:/13030/ft4489n9dv

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.

Death Valley - Golden Canyon. [negative] 1939
BANC 1964.064:380--NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Printed #4. Golden Canyon, 12/'39".

Death Valley. Golden Canyon. BANC 1964.064:381

Finding Aid to the Johan Hagemeyer Photograph Collection, circa 1908-circa 1955

BANC PIC 1964.063-064 - PIC 967
Death Valley. Golden Canyon. [negative] 1939 BANC PIC 1964.064:381--NEG
    Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
    Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
    Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Golden Canyon, 12/'39".
    Additional Note
    General Note: No print available.

Death Valley. Ag. Pt. [i.e. Aguerreberry Point.] BANC PIC 1964.064:382
Death Valley. Ag. Pt. [i.e. Aguerreberry Point.] [negative]
    BANC PIC 1964.064:382--NEG Ⓟ ark:/13030/ft4c6006pz
    Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
    Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
    Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Ag. Pt." [i.e. Aguerreberry Point].
    Additional Note
    General Note: No print available.

Death Valley. Aguerreberry. BANC PIC 1964.064:384
Death Valley. Aguerreberry. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:384--NEG
    Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
    Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
    Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Aguerreberry".
    Additional Note
    General Note: No print available.

Death Valley. Aguerreberry. BANC PIC 1964.064:385
Death Valley. Aguerreberry. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:385--NEG Ⓟ ark:/13030/ft7w1008qn
    Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
    Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
    Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Aguerreberry".
    Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
    Additional Note
    General Note: No print available.

Death Valley. Aguerreberry. BANC PIC 1964.064:386
Death Valley. Aguerreberry. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:386--NEG
    Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
    Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
    Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Aguerreberry".
    Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
    Additional Note
    General Note: No print available.
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Death Valley. Aguerreberry. BANC PIC 1964.064:387
Death Valley. Aguerreberry. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:387--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Aguerreberry".
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Death Valley. Aguerreberry. BANC PIC 1964.064:388
Death Valley. Aguerreberry. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:388--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Aguerreberry".
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Death Valley - Devils Golf Course. BANC PIC 1964.064:389
Death Valley - Devils Golf Course. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:389--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Devil's Golf Course".
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Death Valley - Devils Golf Course. BANC PIC 1964.064:390
Death Valley - Devils Golf Course. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:390--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Devil's Golf Course".
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Death Valley - Ryan. Death Valley View Hotel. BANC PIC 1964.064:391
Death Valley - Ryan. Death Valley View Hotel. [negative]
BANC PIC 1964.064:391--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Ryan -- Death Valley View Hotel".
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Death Valley - Ryan. Death Valley View Hotel. BANC PIC 1964.064:392
Death Valley - Ryan. Death Valley View Hotel. [negative]
BANC PIC 1964.064:392--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: 'Ryan -- "Death Valley View Hotel".
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Death Valley - Ryan. Jane [Bouse] in Despair about Car - Trouble. [negative]**

**1939** BANC PIC 1964.064:393--NEG [ark:/13030/ft29004jb](ark:/13030/ft29004jb)

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.


Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

Death Valley. Ryan - Lava. BANC PIC 1964.064:394

**Death Valley. Ryan - Lava. [negative]** **1939** BANC PIC 1964.064:394--NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.

Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Ryan -- Lava -- 12/31-39".

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

Death Valley. Titus Canyon. BANC PIC 1964.064:395

**Death Valley. Titus Canyon. [negative]** **1939** BANC PIC 1964.064:395--NEG [ark:/13030/ft3q5005pt](ark:/13030/ft3q5005pt)

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.

Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Titus Canyon".

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

Death Valley. Bad Water. BANC PIC 1964.064:396

**Death Valley. Bad Water. [negative]** **1940** BANC PIC 1964.064:396--NEG [ark:/13030/ft7f59p1rh](ark:/13030/ft7f59p1rh)

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.

Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Badwater, 1/1-40".

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

Sand Dune and Grass. South of Bad Water. [Death Valley.] BANC PIC 1964.064:397

**Sand Dune and Grass. South of Bad Water. [Death Valley.] [negative]**

BANC PIC 1964.064:397--NEG [ark:/13030/ft1s2004q6](ark:/13030/ft1s2004q6)

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.

Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "South of Bad Water, 1/1-40".

Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

Rhyolite. [Nevada.] BANC PIC 1964.064:398
Travels to Death Valley, Virginia City and Volcano circa 1939-1948


Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Rhyolite".

Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Rhyolite. [Nevada.] BANC PIC 1964.064:399


ark:/13030/ft2d5nb22d

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Rhyolite".

Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Rhyolite. [Nevada.] BANC PIC 1964.064:400


ark:/13030/ft209nb18d

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Rhyolite".

Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Rhyolite. [Nevada.] BANC PIC 1964.064:401


Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Rhyolite".
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Virginia City, Nevada. BANC PIC 1964.064:402

Virginia City, Nevada. [photographic print] BANC PIC 1964.064.402--PIC

ark:/13030/ft400005rf

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5.5 x 5.5 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped, mounted.

Virginia City, Nevada. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064.402--NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 2.5 x 2.5 in.

Virginia City, Nevada. BANC PIC 1964.064:403

Virginia City, Nevada. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064.403--NEG

ark:/13030/ft1m3nb1d3

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 2.5 x 2.5 in.

Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
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Virginia City, Nevada. BANC PIC 1964.064:404
Virginia City, Nevada. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:404--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 2.5 x 2.5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Virginia City, Nevada. BANC PIC 1964.064:405
Virginia City, Nevada. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:405--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 2.5 x 2.5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Virginia City, Nevada. BANC PIC 1964.064:406
Virginia City, Nevada. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:406--NEG
ark:/13030/ft4d5nb3n9
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 2.5 x 2.5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Virginia City, Nevada. BANC PIC 1964.064:407
Virginia City, Nevada. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:407--NEG
ark:/13030/ft609nb3gb
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 2.5 x 2.5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Virginia City, Nevada. BANC PIC 1964.064:408
Virginia City, Nevada. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:408--NEG
ark:/13030/ft996nb69g
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 2.5 x 2.5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Virginia City, Nevada. BANC PIC 1964.064:409
Virginia City, Nevada. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:409--NEG
ark:/13030/ft7r29p24n
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 2.5 x 2.5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Virginia City, Nevada. BANC PIC 1964.064:410
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Virginia City, Nevada. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:410--NEG
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 2.5 x 2.5 in.
  General Note: No print available.

Virginia City, Nevada. BANC PIC 1964.064:411
Virginia City, Nevada. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:411--NEG
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 2.5 x 2.5 in.
  General Note: No print available.

Virginia City, Nevada. BANC PIC 1964.064:412
Virginia City, Nevada. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:412--NEG
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 2.5 x 2.5 in.
  General Note: No print available.

Virginia City, Nevada. BANC PIC 1964.064:413
Virginia City, Nevada. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:413--NEG
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 2.5 x 2.5 in.
  General Note: No print available.

Virginia City, Nevada. BANC PIC 1964.064:414
Virginia City, Nevada. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:414--NEG
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 2.5 x 2.5 in.
  General Note: No print available.

Virginia City, Nevada. BANC PIC 1964.064:415
Virginia City, Nevada. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:415--NEG
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 2.5 x 2.5 in.
  General Note: No print available.

Virginia City, Nevada. BANC PIC 1964.064:416
Virginia City, Nevada. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:416--NEG
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 2.5 x 2.5 in.
  General Note: No print available.

Virginia City, Nevada. BANC PIC 1964.064:417
Virginia City, Nevada. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:417--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 2.5 x 2.5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Virginia City, Nevada. BANC PIC 1964.064:418
Virginia City, Nevada. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:418--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 2.5 x 2.5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Virginia City, Nev. BANC PIC 1964.064:419
Virginia City, Nev. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:419--NEG
ark:/13030/ft3t1nb36w
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Virginia City, Nevada. BANC PIC 1964.064:420
Virginia City, Nevada. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:420--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 2.5 x 2.5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Virginia City, Nevada. BANC PIC 1964.064:421
Virginia City, Nevada. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:421--NEG
ark:/13030/ft9p3009xj
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 2.5 x 2.5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Virginia City, Nevada. BANC PIC 1964.064:422
Virginia City, Nevada. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:422--NEG
ark:/13030/ft396nb285
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 2.5 x 2.5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Virginia City, Nevada. BANC PIC 1964.064:423
Virginia City, Nevada. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:423--NEG
ark:/13030/ft967nb6cv
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 2.5 x 2.5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Virginia City, Nevada. BANC PIC 1964.064:424
Virginia City, Nevada. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:424--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 2.5 x 2.5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Virginia City, Nevada. BANC PIC 1964.064:425
Virginia City, Nevada. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:425--NEG
ark:/13030/h90001078
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 2.5 x 2.5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Virginia City, Nevada. BANC PIC 1964.064:426
Virginia City, Nevada. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:426--NEG
ark:/13030/h9k40103k
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 2.5 x 2.5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Virginia City, Nevada. BANC PIC 1964.064:427
Virginia City, Nevada. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:427--NEG
ark:/13030/h3f59n92b
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 2.5 x 2.5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Virginia City, Nevada. BANC PIC 1964.064:428
Virginia City, Nevada. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:428--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 2.5 x 2.5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Virginia City, Nevada. BANC PIC 1964.064:429
Virginia City, Nevada. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:429--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 2.5 x 2.5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Virginia City, Nevada. BANC PIC 1964.064:430
Virginia City, Nevada. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:430--NEG
ark:/13030/h3j49n8rv
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 2.5 x 2.5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Travels to Death Valley, Virginia City and Volcano circa 1939-1948

**Virginia City, Nevada.** BANC PIC 1964.064:431

*Virginia City, Nevada. [photographic print]* BANC PIC 1964.064:431--PIC

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 6 x 5.75 in.

Physical Description: Print: stamped.

**Virginia City, Nevada. [negative]** BANC PIC 1964.064:431--NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 2.5 x 2.5 in.

**Virginia City, Nevada.** BANC PIC 1964.064:432

*Virginia City, Nevada. [negative]* BANC PIC 1964.064:432--NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 2.5 x 2.5 in.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

**Virginia City, Nevada.** BANC PIC 1964.064:433

*Virginia City, Nevada. [negative]* BANC PIC 1964.064:433--NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 2.5 x 2.5 in.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

**Virginia City, Nevada.** BANC PIC 1964.064:434

*Virginia City, Nevada. [negative]* BANC PIC 1964.064:434--NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 2.5 x 2.5 in.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

**Virginia City, Nevada.** BANC PIC 1964.064:435

*Virginia City, Nevada. [negative]* BANC PIC 1964.064:435--NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 2.5 x 2.5 in.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

**Virginia City, Nevada.** BANC PIC 1964.064:436

*Virginia City, Nevada. [negative]* BANC PIC 1964.064:436--NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan

Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 2.5 x 2.5 in.

Additional Note

General Note: No print available.

[Mark Twain Saloon, Virginia City, Nevada. Louis B. Siegrist, left.]

BANC PIC 1964.064:437
Travels to Death Valley, Virginia City and Volcano circa 1939-1948

[Mark Twain Saloon, Virginia City, Nevada. Louis B. Siegrist, left.]
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 6.5 x 5.25 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "1947".
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

[Mark Twain Saloon, Virginia City, Nevada. Louis B. Siegrist, left.] [negative]
1947 BANC PIC 1964.064:437--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Virginia City, Nevada. BANC PIC 1964.064:438
Virginia City, Nevada. [photographic print] 1947 BANC PIC 1964.064:438--PIC
ark:/13030/ft8p3008t6
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.5 x 5.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Virginia City, Nevada. [negative] 1947 BANC PIC 1964.064:438--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Virginia City, Nevada. BANC PIC 1964.064:439
Virginia City, Nevada. [photographic print] 1947 BANC PIC 1964.064:439--PIC
ark:/13030/ft4d5nb3pt
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5.75 x 4.75 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "1947".
Physical Description: Print: stamped, mounted.

Virginia City, Nevada. [negative] 1947 BANC PIC 1964.064:439--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Volcano. BANC PIC 1964.064:440
ark:/13030/ft0v19n7x0
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.5 x 6 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "'47".

Volcano. BANC PIC 1964.064:441
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5.75 x 4.5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Volcano".

Finding Aid to the Johan Hagemeyer Photograph Collection, circa 1908-circa 1955
BANC PIC 1964.063-064 - PIC
977
Travels to Death Valley, Virginia City and Volcano circa 1939-1948

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

Volcano, Calif. BANC PIC 1964.064:442
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Volcano, Calif. BANC PIC 1964.064:443
ark:/13030/ft7r29p255
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Volcano, Calif. BANC PIC 1964.064:444
ark:/13030/ft1n39n8bp
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Sculpture and Still Life circa 1921-1949
Content/Description
86 images picturing the work of sculptors Beniamino Bufano and Herbert Diamant, a stage set designed by Rolf Scarlett, miscellaneous objets d'art, still lifes, flowers, and other plants.

Bufano Torso, Civic Center. [Sculpture by Beniamino Bufano. San Francisco.]
BANC PIC 1964.064:445
Bufano Torso, Civic Center. [Sculpture by Beniamino Bufano. San Francisco.]
[negative] 1945 BANC PIC 1964.064:445--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Bufano Torso, Civic Center. [Sculpture by Beniamino Bufano. San Francisco.]
BANC PIC 1964.064:446
Bufano Torso, Civic Center. [Sculpture by Beniamino Bufano. San Francisco.]
[negative] 1945 BANC PIC 1964.064:446--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Bufano Torso, Civic Center. [Sculpture by Beniamino Bufano. San Francisco, 1945.]
BANC PIC 1964.064:447

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

ark:/13030/ft6779p111
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.25 x 7 in.

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.


Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.


Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.


Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Torso sculpture by Beniamino Bufano.] BANC PIC 1964.064:452
[Sculpture and Still Life circa 1921-1949]

[Torso sculpture by Beniamino Bufano.] [photographic print] 1945
BANC PIC 1964.064:452--PIC ark:/13030/ft196nb093
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.25 x 6.75 in.

[Torso sculpture by Beniamino Bufano.] [negative] 1945
BANC PIC 1964.064:452--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

[Statue of Bach by Beniamino Bufano.] BANC PIC 1964.064:453
[Statue of Bach by Beniamino Bufano.] [photographic print] 1943?
BANC PIC 1964.064:453--PIC ark:/13030/ft4k40061f
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.25 x 7 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

[Statue of Bach by Beniamino Bufano.] [negative] 1943?
BANC PIC 1964.064:453--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

[Statue of Bach by Beniamino Bufano.] BANC PIC 1964.064:454
[Statue of Bach by Beniamino Bufano.] [negative] 1943?
BANC PIC 1964.064:454--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Statue of Bach by Beniamino Bufano.] BANC PIC 1964.064:455
[Statue of Bach by Beniamino Bufano.] [negative] 1943?
BANC PIC 1964.064:455--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Statue of Bach by Beniamino Bufano.] BANC PIC 1964.064:456
[Statue of Bach by Beniamino Bufano.] [negative] 1943?
BANC PIC 1964.064:456--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Statue of Bach by Beniamino Bufano.] BANC PIC 1964.064:457
[Statue of Bach by Beniamino Bufano.] [negative] 1943?  
BANC PIC 1964.064:457--NEG  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

[Statue of Bach by Beniamino Bufano.] BANC PIC 1964.064:458  
[Statue of Bach by Beniamino Bufano.] [photographic print] 1943?  
BANC PIC 1964.064:458--PIC  ark:/13030/t0489n6rb  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.5 x 7.25 in.  
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Bach statue by Bufano."

[Statue of Bach by Beniamino Bufano.] [negative] 1943?  
BANC PIC 1964.064:458--NEG  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

[Statue of Bach by Beniamino Bufano.] BANC PIC 1964.064:459  
[Statue of Bach by Beniamino Bufano.] [negative] 1943?  
BANC PIC 1964.064:459--NEG  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

[Statue of Bach by Beniamino Bufano.] BANC PIC 1964.064:460  
[Statue of Bach by Beniamino Bufano.] [negative] 1943?  
BANC PIC 1964.064:460--NEG  ark:/13030/t9w101084  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

[Statue of Bach by Beniamino Bufano.] BANC PIC 1964.064:461  
[Statue of Bach by Beniamino Bufano.] [photographic print] 1943?  
BANC PIC 1964.064:461--PIC  ark:/13030/t8290091v  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 10 x 8 in.

[Statue of Bach by Beniamino Bufano.] [negative] 1943?  
BANC PIC 1964.064:461--NEG  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

[Statue of bears by Beniamino Bufano.] BANC PIC 1964.064:462
[Statue of bears by Beniamino Bufano.] [negative] 1945?
BANC PIC 1964.064:462--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Statue of bears by Beniamino Bufano.] BANC PIC 1964.064:463
[Statue of bears by Beniamino Bufano.] [photographic print] 1945?
BANC PIC 1964.064:463--PIC ark:/13030/ft8m3nb5td
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9 x 7.25 in.

[Statue of bears by Beniamino Bufano.] [negative] 1945?
BANC PIC 1964.064:464--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

[Statue of bears by Beniamino Bufano.] BANC PIC 1964.064:464
[Statue of bears by Beniamino Bufano.] [photographic print] 1945?
BANC PIC 1964.064:464--PIC ark:/13030/ft8k4008zm
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 10 x 8 in.

[Statue of bears by Beniamino Bufano.] [negative] 1945?
BANC PIC 1964.064:464--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

[skipped] BANC PIC 1964.064:465
[Statue of eagle by unidentified sculptor.] BANC PIC 1964.064:466
[Statue of eagle by unidentified sculptor.] [photographic print] 1921
BANC PIC 1964.064:466--PIC ark:/13030/ft7x0nb5gw
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 3.75 x 4.75 in.

"L'Affinite." [Sculpture by unidentified sculptor.] BANC PIC 1964.064:467
"L'Affinite." [Sculpture by unidentified sculptor.] [photographic print] 1921
BANC PIC 1964.064:467--PIC ark:/13030/ft6m3nb4p7
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.75 x 8 in.
Physical Description: Print: signed.
Additional Note
General Note: 2 Copies. Copy 2: 9.75 by 7.75; gelatin silver; adhesive on verso.

"The Dark Lady." [By Herbert Diamant] BANC PIC 1964.064:468
"The Dark Lady." [By Herbert Diamant] [photographic print] 1927
BANC PIC 1964.064:468--B ark:/13030/ft8t1nb66w
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 8.75 x 6.25 in.
Physical Description: Print: mounted, stamped.
"The Dark Lady." [By Herbert Diamant] [negative] 1927
BANC PIC 1964.064:468--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.

Sculpture. ["The Dark Lady," by Herbert Diamant] BANC PIC 1964.064:469
Sculpture. ["The Dark Lady," by Herbert Diamant] [negative] 1927
BANC PIC 1964.064:469--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Sculpture. ["The Dark Lady," by Herbert Diamant] BANC PIC 1964.064:470
Sculpture. ["The Dark Lady," by Herbert Diamant] [negative] 1927
BANC PIC 1964.064:470--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Sculpture. ["The Dark Lady," by Herbert Diamant] BANC PIC 1964.064:471
Sculpture. ["The Dark Lady," by Herbert Diamant] [negative] 1927
BANC PIC 1964.064:471--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Female Head and Its Sculptor. ["The Dark Lady," by Herbert Diamant.]
BANC PIC 1964.064:472
Female Head and Its Sculptor. ["The Dark Lady," by Herbert Diamant.]
[negative] 1927 BANC PIC 1964.064:472--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Female Head and Its Sculptor. ["The Dark Lady," by Herbert Diamant.]
BANC PIC 1964.064:473
Female Head and Its Sculptor. ["The Dark Lady," by Herbert Diamant.]
[negative] 1927 BANC PIC 1964.064:473--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Unidentified figure sculpture.] BANC PIC 1964.064:475
(Unidentified figure sculpture.) [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:475--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

(Unidentified figure sculpture.) BANC PIC 1964.064:476
(Unidentified figure sculpture.) [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:476--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

(Unidentified figure sculpture.) BANC PIC 1964.064:477
(Un unidentified figure sculpture.) [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:477--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Ducks sculpture. BANC PIC 1964.064:478
Ducks sculpture. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:478--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Head of Christ sculpture.] BANC PIC 1964.064:479
[Head of Christ sculpture.] [photographic print] BANC PIC 1964.064:479--PIC
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.25 x 7.25 in.
Physical Description: Print: stamped.

[Head of Christ sculpture.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:479--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.

Rolf Scarlett's stage set. BANC PIC 1964.064:480
Rolf Scarlett's stage set. [photographic print] 1929 BANC PIC 1964.064:480--PIC
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 6.5 x 9 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Scarlett's stage set, 1929".
Physical Description: Print: mounted.
Rolf Scarlett's stage set. [negative] 1929 BANC PIC 1964.064:480--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.

Scarlett. [i.e. Rolf Scarlett, with stage set.] BANC PIC 1964.064:481
Physical Description: Print: mounted.

Scarlett. [i.e. Rolf Scarlett, with stage set.] [photographic print] 1929
BANC PIC 1964.064:481--PIC ark:/13030/ft6m3nb4qr
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 6.5 x 9 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Scarlett, 1929".
Physical Description: Print: mounted.

[Rolf] Scarlett's Stage Set. BANC PIC 1964.064:482
[Rolf] Scarlett's Stage Set. [photographic print] 1929 BANC PIC 1964.064:482--PIC ark:/13030/ft200004p9
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 6.75 x 9 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Scarlett's stage set, 1929".
Physical Description: Print: mounted.

[Rolf Scarlett's stage set.] BANC PIC 1964.064:483
[Rolf Scarlett's stage set.] [negative] 1929 BANC PIC 1964.064:483--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Rolf Scarlett's stage set.] BANC PIC 1964.064:484
[Rolf Scarlett's stage set.] [negative] 1929 BANC PIC 1964.064:484--NEG ark:/13030/ft287005cj
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Rolf Scarlett's stage set.] BANC PIC 1964.064:485
[Rolf Scarlett's stage set.] [negative] 1929 BANC PIC 1964.064:485--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[From Rolf Scarlett's stage set?] BANC PIC 1964.064:486
[From Rolf Scarlett's stage set?] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:486--NEG
ark:/13030/ft7j49p2bf
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Bottles on window sill.] BANC PIC 1964.064:487
ark:/13030/h5p3007c2
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 7.75 x 8.75 in.

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "11/3-49".
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

Head of mackerel on a black bowl. BANC PIC 1964.064:488
Head of mackerel on a black bowl. [photographic print] 1927
BANC PIC 1964.064:488--B ark:/13030/ft0z09n805
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 6.5 x 8.75 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Head of mackerel on black bowl-1927".
Physical Description: Print: mounted.

Head of mackerel on a black bowl. [negative] 1927 BANC PIC 1964.064:488--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

[Head of mackerel on a black bowl.] BANC PIC 1964.064:489
[Head of mackerel on a black bowl.] [negative] 1929?
BANC PIC 1964.064:489--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Head of mackerel on a black bowl.] BANC PIC 1964.064:490
[Head of mackerel on a black bowl.] [negative] 1929?
BANC PIC 1964.064:490--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Head of mackerel on a black bowl.] BANC PIC 1964.064:491
### Sculpture and Still Life circa 1921-1949

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Image</th>
<th>Creator/Collector</th>
<th>Physical Description</th>
<th>Additional Note</th>
<th>General Note</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Head of mackerel on a black bowl] [negative] 1929?</td>
<td></td>
<td>BANC PIC 1964.064:491--NEG</td>
<td>Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
<td>1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skull.</td>
<td></td>
<td>BANC PIC 1964.064:492</td>
<td>Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
<td>1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5.75 x 7.5 in.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skull.</td>
<td></td>
<td>BANC PIC 1964.064:493</td>
<td>Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
<td>1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cabbage.</td>
<td></td>
<td>BANC PIC 1964.064:494</td>
<td>Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
<td>1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cabbage. [negative]</td>
<td></td>
<td>BANC PIC 1964.064:494--NEG</td>
<td>Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
<td>1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cabbage.</td>
<td></td>
<td>BANC PIC 1964.064:495</td>
<td>Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
<td>1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cabbage. [negative]</td>
<td></td>
<td>BANC PIC 1964.064:495--NEG</td>
<td>Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
<td>1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cabbage.</td>
<td></td>
<td>BANC PIC 1964.064:496</td>
<td>Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
<td>1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cabbage. [negative]</td>
<td></td>
<td>BANC PIC 1964.064:496--NEG</td>
<td>Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
<td>1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cabbage.</td>
<td></td>
<td>BANC PIC 1964.064:497</td>
<td>Hagemeyer, Johan</td>
<td>1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.5 x 5.75 in.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
[Cabbage.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:497--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "12/21-'48".

[Flowers.] BANC PIC 1964.064:498
[Flowers.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:498--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Flowers.] BANC PIC 1964.064:499
[Flowers.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:499--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Flowers.] BANC PIC 1964.064:500
[Flowers.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:500--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Flowers.] BANC PIC 1964.064:501
[Flowers.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:501--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Flowers.] BANC PIC 1964.064:502
[Flowers.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:502--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Flowers.] BANC PIC 1964.064:503
[Flowers.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:503--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Flowers.] BANC PIC 1964.064:504
Sculpture and Still Life circa 1921-1949

[Flowers.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:504--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Rose. [Pasadena.] BANC PIC 1964.064:505

Rose. [Pasadena.] [photographic print] 1929 BANC PIC 1964.064:505--B  ark:/13030/ft6c600759
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 7 x 9 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Pasadena 1929".
Physical Description: Print: mounted, signed.

Rose. [Pasadena.] [negative] 1929 BANC PIC 1964.064:505--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.

[Rose. Pasadena.] BANC PIC 1964.064:506

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Rose. Pasadena.] BANC PIC 1964.064:507

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Oct. 13-'29".
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Rose. Pasadena.] BANC PIC 1964.064:508

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Flower.] BANC PIC 1964.064:509

[Flower.] [photographic print] BANC PIC 1964.064:509--PIC  ark:/13030/ft0g5003jv
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.

[Flower.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:509--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Sculpture and Still Life circa 1921-1949

[Flower.] BANC PIC 1964.064:510
[Flower.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:510--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative ; nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Flower.] BANC PIC 1964.064:511
[Flower.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:511--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative ; nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Flower.] BANC PIC 1964.064:512
[Flower.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:512--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative ; nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Flower.] BANC PIC 1964.064:513
[Flower.] [photographic print] BANC PIC 1964.064:513--PIC
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print ; gelatin silver ; 7.5 x 8.25 in.

[Flower.] BANC PIC 1964.064:514
[Flower.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:514--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative ; safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Flower.] BANC PIC 1964.064:515
[Flower.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:515--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative ; safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Flower.] BANC PIC 1964.064:516
[Flower.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:516--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative ; safety film ; 2.5 x 2.5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Flower.] BANC PIC 1964.064:517
Sculpture and Still Life circa 1921-1949

[Flower.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:517--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 2.5 x 2.5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Unidentified plant.] BANC PIC 1964.064:518
[Unidentified plant.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:518--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Unidentified plant.] BANC PIC 1964.064:519
[Unidentified plant.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:519--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Unidentified plant.] BANC PIC 1964.064:520
[Unidentified plant.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:520--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Unidentified plant.] BANC PIC 1964.064:521
[Unidentified plant.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:521--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Unidentified plant.] BANC PIC 1964.064:522
[Unidentified plant.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:522--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Plant.] BANC PIC 1964.064:523
[Plant.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:523--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Plants. Unidentified interior.] BANC PIC 1964.064:524
  ark:/13030/ft8q2nb6qc
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.

[Plants. Unidentified interior.] BANC PIC 1964.064:525
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

[Plants. Unidentified interior.] BANC PIC 1964.064:526
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

Rex begonia in window of Carmel house. BANC PIC 1964.064:527
Rex begonia in window of Carmel house. [photographic print]
BANC PIC 1964.064:527--PIC
  ark:/13030/ft2d5nb24f
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.5 x 7.25 in.
  Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Rex-begonia in window of Carmel house".
  Physical Description: Print: stamped, mounted.

Rex begonia in window of Carmel house. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:527--NEG
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.

[Rex begonia in window of Carmel house.] BANC PIC 1964.064:528
[Rex begonia in window of Carmel house.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:528--NEG
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

[Rex begonia in window of Carmel house.] BANC PIC 1964.064:529
[Rex begonia in window of Carmel house.] [negative] 1932? [or 1933?]
BANC PIC 1964.064:529--NEG
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
  Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Oct. 5 -- 1932 [or 1933]".
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

[Plant.] BANC PIC 1964.064:530
Residences and Studios of Johan Hagemeyer circa 1947-1949

Content/Description
64 images picturing the Carmel and San Francisco studios and residences of Johan Hagemeyer. Most of these views were taken just prior to Hagemeyer's leaving his Carmel home and moving into his San Francisco home on Telegraph Hill. (San Francisco cityscapes taken from Hagemeyer's studio in that city are found in Series 1.)

[Unidentified interior. Hagemeyer studio?] BANC PIC 1964.064:532

[Unidentified interior. Hagemeyer studio?] [negative] 1948
BANC PIC 1964.064:532--NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 2.5 x 2.5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "12/25-48".
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Unidentified persons; unidentified interior. Hagemeyer studio?] BANC PIC 1964.064:533

[Unidentified persons; unidentified interior. Hagemeyer studio?] [negative] 1948
BANC PIC 1964.064:533--NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 2.5 x 2.5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "12/21-48".
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Unidentified interior. Hagemeyer studio?] BANC PIC 1964.064:534

[Unidentified interior. Hagemeyer studio?] [negative] 1948
BANC PIC 1964.064:534--NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 2.5 x 2.5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Hagemeyer, Johan, 1947

Hagemeyer, Johan, 1947

Hagemeyer, Johan, 1947

Hagemeyer, Johan, 1947

Hagemeyer, Johan, 1947

Hagemeyer, Johan, 1947

Hagemeyer, Johan, 1947

Hagemeyer, Johan, 1947

Hagemeyer, Johan, 1947
Residences and Studios of Johan Hagemeyer circa 1947-1949

[Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:541--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] BANC PIC 1964.064:542
[Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:542--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] BANC PIC 1964.064:543
[Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:543--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] BANC PIC 1964.064:544
[Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:544--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "3/20-'47".
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] BANC PIC 1964.064:545
[Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:545--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] BANC PIC 1964.064:546
[Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:546--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] BANC PIC 1964.064:547
[Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:547--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] BANC PIC 1964.064:548
Residences and Studios of Johan Hagemeyer circa 1947-1949

[Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:548--NEG
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

[Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] BANC PIC 1964.064:549
  [Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:549--NEG
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

[Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] BANC PIC 1964.064:550
  ark:/13030/ft5d5nb3r5
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "3/20-'47".
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

[Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] BANC PIC 1964.064:551
  [Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:551--NEG
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

[Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] BANC PIC 1964.064:552
  [Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:552--NEG
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

[Hagemeyer studio, Carmel. Jane Bouse.] BANC PIC 1964.064:553
  ark:/13030/R0w1003tm
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

[Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] BANC PIC 1964.064:554
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "3/20-1947".
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.
[Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] BANC PIC 1964.064:555

[Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:555--NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] BANC PIC 1964.064:556

[Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] [photographic print] BANC PIC 1964.064:556--PIC
ark:/13030/ft4s20061r

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4.75 x 3.75 in.

[Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:556--NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 5 x 4 in.

[Hagemeyer residence, Carmel.] BANC PIC 1964.064:557

ark:/13030/ft58700739

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "1940".
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Hagemeyer residence, Carmel.] BANC PIC 1964.064:558

[Hagemeyer residence, Carmel.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:558--NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Sign for Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] BANC PIC 1964.064:559

[Sign for Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:559--NEG
ark:/13030/ft8w1009qf

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] BANC PIC 1964.064:560

[Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:560--NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] BANC PIC 1964.064:561
Residences and Studios of Johan Hagemeyer circa 1947-1949

[Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:561--NEG
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

[Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] BANC PIC 1964.064:562
  [Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:562--NEG
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor).
  Physical Condition
  Emulsion side: fingerprint on top edge.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

[Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] BANC PIC 1964.064:563
  [Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:563--NEG
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

[Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] BANC PIC 1964.064:564
  [Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:564--NEG
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

[Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] BANC PIC 1964.064:565
  [Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:565--NEG
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

[Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] BANC PIC 1964.064:566
  [Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:566--NEG
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

[Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] BANC PIC 1964.064:567
  [Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] [photographic print] BANC PIC 1964.064:567--PIC
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 3.75 x 4.75 in.
[Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:567--NEG
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.

[Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] BANC PIC 1964.064:568
[Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:568--NEG
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

[Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] BANC PIC 1964.064:569
[Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:569--NEG
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor).
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

[Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] BANC PIC 1964.064:570
[Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] [photographic print] BANC PIC 1964.064:570--PIC
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 3.5 x 4.75 in.

[Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:570--NEG
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.

[Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] BANC PIC 1964.064:571
[Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:571--NEG
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

[Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] BANC PIC 1964.064:572
[Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:572--NEG
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

[Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] BANC PIC 1964.064:573
[Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:573--NEG
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
  Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor).
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

[Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] BANC PIC 1964.064:574
Residences and Studios of Johan Hagemeyer circa 1947-1949

Finding Aid to the Johan Hagemeyer Photograph Collection, circa 1908-circa 1955

[Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] [photographic print] BANC PIC 1964.064:574--PIC
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 3.75 x 4.75 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: 2 Copies. Copy 2: Contact print; 4 by 5; gelatin silver.

[Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:574--NEG
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.

[Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] BANC PIC 1964.064:575
[Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:575--NEG
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

[Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] BANC PIC 1964.064:576
[Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:576--NEG
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

[Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] BANC PIC 1964.064:577
[Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:577--NEG
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

[Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] BANC PIC 1964.064:578
[Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:578--NEG
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

[Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] BANC PIC 1964.064:579
[Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:579--NEG
  ark:/13030/ft287005d2
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.

[Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] BANC PIC 1964.064:580
[Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:580--NEG
  Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
  Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
  Additional Note
  General Note: No print available.
[Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] BANC PIC 1964.064:581
[Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] [photographic print] BANC PIC 1964.064:581--PIC
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 3.75 x 4.75 in.

[Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] BANC PIC 1964.064:582
[Hagemeyer studio, Carmel.] [photographic print] BANC PIC 1964.064:582--PIC
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 3.75 x 4.75 in.

[Men packing truck. Hagemeyer residence, Carmel.] BANC PIC 1964.064:582e
  ark:/13030/ft2v19n8ct
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 3.75 x 4.75 in.

[Men packing truck. Hagemeyer residence, Carmel.] BANC PIC 1964.064:582f
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 3.75 x 4.75 in.

[Men packing truck. Hagemeyer residence, Carmel.] BANC PIC 1964.064:582g
[Men packing truck. Hagemeyer residence, Carmel.] [photographic print] BANC PIC 1964.064:582g--PIC
  ark:/13030/ft8k40090m
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 3.75 x 4.75 in.

[Interior, looking out on San Francisco.] BANC PIC 1964.064:583
[Interior, looking out on San Francisco.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:583--NEG
  ark:/13030/ft75800869
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

View from residence, S.F. BANC PIC 1964.064:584
View from residence, S.F. [negative] 1949? BANC PIC 1964.064:584--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "6/49".
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

View from residence, S.F. BANC PIC 1964.064:585
  ark:/13030/ft0h4nb093
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "6/49".
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
Residences and Studios of Johan Hagemeyer circa 1947-1949

View from residence, S.F. BANC PIC 1964.064:586
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 5 x 4 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "6/49".
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Unidentified persons packing truck. Hagemeyer residence, Carmel.] BANC PIC 1964.064:582a
[Unidentified persons packing truck. Hagemeyer residence, Carmel.] [negative]
BANC PIC 1964.064:582a--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Men packing truck. Hagemeyer residence, Carmel.] BANC PIC 1964.064:582b
[Men packing truck. Hagemeyer residence, Carmel.] [negative]
BANC PIC 1964.064:582b--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Men packing truck. Hagemeyer residence, Carmel.] BANC PIC 1964.064:582c
[Men packing truck. Hagemeyer residence, Carmel.] [negative]
BANC PIC 1964.064:582c--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Men packing truck. Hagemeyer residence, Carmel.] BANC PIC 1964.064:582d
[Men packing truck. Hagemeyer residence, Carmel.] [negative]
BANC PIC 1964.064:582d--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Moving truck. Hagemeyer residence, Carmel.] BANC PIC 1964.064:582h
[Moving truck. Hagemeyer residence, Carmel.] [photographic print]
BANC PIC 1964.064:582h--PIC
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 3.75 x 4.75 in.

[Moving truck. Hagemeyer residence, Carmel.] BANC PIC 1964.064:582i
[Moving truck. Hagemeyer residence, Carmel.] [photographic print]
BANC PIC 1964.064:582i--PIC
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 3.75 x 4.75 in.
Early Works circa 1908-1915

Content/Description
73 images -- the earliest known photographs taken by Johan Hagemeyer. Most of the items are original glass negatives. The bulk of the images were taken just prior to Hagemeyer’s emigration to the United States in 1911. The various subjects include horticulture and other rural scenes and activities, family and friends, interiors and domestic scenes, and recreational outings. Also pictured are views taken in the California towns of Pasadena and Edenvale.

[Street scene, city in The Netherlands.] BANC PIC 1964.064:587
[Street scene, city in The Netherlands.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:587--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : glass ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Johan Hagemeyer.] BANC PIC 1964.064:588
[Johan Hagemeyer.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:588--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : glass ; 5 x 4 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

424 N. Catalina Ave., Pasadena. Sept. 10 -- '15. [Residential interior.]
BANC PIC 1964.064:589
[negative] 1915 BANC PIC 1964.064:589--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Sondag, 6 Aug 11. [Johan Hagemeyer, left; the other holding book _Naar Californie_, by Hugo de Vries. 1911]
BANC PIC 1964.064:590
Sondag, 6 Aug 11. [Johan Hagemeyer, left; the other holding book _Naar Californie_, by Hugo de Vries. 1911] [negative] 1911 BANC PIC 1964.064:590--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : glass ; 4 x 5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Sondag. 6 Aug. 11".
Physical Description: Negative: retouched, deterioration (minor).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

20 Dec. 1910. [Horticulture students?]
BANC PIC 1964.064:591
20 Dec. 1910. [Horticulture students?] [negative] 1910
BANC PIC 1964.064:591--NEG  ark:/13030/ft7k40085d
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : glass ; 3.5 x 4.75 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "20 Dec. 1910.".
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

22 Jan. 1911. [Group portrait of women in residence.] BANC 1964.064:592
22 Jan. 1911. [Group portrait of women in residence.] [negative] 1911
BANC PIC 1964.064:592--NEG  ark:/13030/ft3h4nb2f2
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : glass ; 3.5 x 4.75 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "22 Jan. 1911.".
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Johan Hagemeyer.] BANC 1964.064:593
[Johan Hagemeyer.] [negative] BANC 1964.064:593--NEG  ark:/13030/ft5d5nb3sp
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : glass ; 3.5 x 4.75 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Small table displaying portraits, flowers, and other items.] BANC 1964.064:594
[Small table displaying portraits, flowers, and other items.] [negative]
BANC PIC 1964.064:594--NEG  ark:/13030/ft038nb00t
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : glass ; 4.75 x 3.5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Loelensche bosch. 6 Vet. 10. [Group on outing in countryside. 1910]
BANC PIC 1964.064:595
Loelensche bosch. 6 Vet. 10. [Group on outing in countryside. 1910] [negative] 1910
BANC PIC 1964.064:595--NEG  ark:/13030/ft2b69n7xb
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : glass ; 3.5 x 4.75 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Loelensche bosch. 6 Vet 20".
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Man crossing stream.] BANC 1964.064:596
[Man crossing stream.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:596--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Group on outing in mountains.] BANC PIC 1964.064:597
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor).
Physical Condition
Negative is warped.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Group with horses on outing.] BANC PIC 1964.064:598
[Group with horses on outing.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:598--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor).
Physical Condition
Negative is warped.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Men on outing in mountains.] BANC PIC 1964.064:599
[Men on outing in mountains.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:599--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor).
Physical Condition
Negative is warped.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Group portrait, men and boys.] BANC PIC 1964.064:600
[Group portrait, men and boys.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:600--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : glass ; 3.5 x 4.75 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Group portrait, men and boys.] BANC PIC 1964.064:601
[Group portrait, men and boys.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:601--NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : glass ; 3.5 x 4.75 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Johan Hagemeyer reading.] BANC PIC 1964.064:602

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : glass ; 3.5 x 4.75 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Men at camp. Johan Hagemeyer, right?] BANC PIC 1964.064:603

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Laberdag, middag, 29 Juli, 1911. BANC PIC 1964.064:604

Laberdag, middag, 29 Juli, 1911. [negative] 1911 BANC PIC 1964.064:604--NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : glass ; 4 x 5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Laberdag, middag, 29 Juli 1911."
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Sondag, 6 Augs. 1911. [Three men on porch.] BANC PIC 1964.064:605

Sondag, 6 Augs. 1911. [Three men on porch.] [negative] 1911 BANC PIC 1964.064:605--NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : glass ; 4 x 5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Sondag, 6 Augs. 1911."
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Laberdag middag. 22 Juli 1911. [Men by garden in front of house.]

BANC PIC 1964.064:606

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : glass ; 4 x 5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Laberdag middag, 22 Juli 1911."
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Man sitting on fence.] BANC PIC 1964.064:607

[Man sitting on fence.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:607--NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : glass ; 3.5 x 4.75 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Johan Hagemeyer reading in chair.] BANC PIC 1964.064:608

[Johan Hagemeyer reading in chair.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:608--NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

New town square, Sondag (?), 3 Juli, 1911. [Holland?] BANC PIC 1964.064:609

New town square, Sondag (?), 3 Juli, 1911. [Holland?] [negative] 1911 BANC PIC 1964.064:609--NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : glass ; 4 x 5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "New town Square, Sundag 30 Juli 1911".
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.


Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : glass ; 3.5 x 4.75 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Amerongen (?) 2 Vet. '10".
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Early Works circa 1908-1915


BANC PIC 1964.064:611--NEG ⚫ ark:/13030/ft4m3nb33b

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : glass ; 3.5 x 4.75 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Amerongen, 2 Vet. ‘10".
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Group at play in yard.] BANC PIC 1964.064:612**

**[Group at play in yard.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:612--NEG ⚫ ark:/13030/ft909nb65f

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : glass ; 3.5 x 4.75 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.


BANC PIC 1964.064:613


Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : glass ; 3.5 x 4.75 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "25 Sept '10".
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

16 Juli 1910. [Two women in forest.] BANC PIC 1964.064:614


Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : glass ; 3.5 x 4.75 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "16 Juli 1910".
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

**Johan Hagemeyer reading in forest.] BANC PIC 1964.064:615**

**[Johan Hagemeyer reading in forest.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:615--NEG ⚫ ark:/13030/ft0q2n99w3

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : glass ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

22 (?) Jan. 1911. [Woman by trees, in field.] BANC PIC 1964.064:616
22 [?] Jan. 1911. [Woman by trees, in field.] [negative] 1911
BANC PIC 1964.064:616--NEG ark:/13030/ft61nb537
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : glass ; 4.75 x 3.5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "22 Jan. 1911".
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Woman and man in forest. Johan Hagemeyer, left?] BANC PIC 1964.064:617
[Women and man in forest. Johan Hagemeyer, left?] [negative] 1911
BANC PIC 1964.064:617--NEG ark:/13030/ft9z09p3i8
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : glass ; 3.5 x 4.75 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Maandagmorgen -- 3 April 1911. "[Benedenden dijk]." BANC PIC 1964.064:618
Maandagmorgen -- 3 April 1911. "[Benedenden dijk]." [negative] 1911
BANC PIC 1964.064:618--NEG ark:/13030/ft896nb64k
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : glass ; 3.5 x 4.75 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Maandagmorgen - 3 April 1911 "Benedenden dijk"
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Men with bicycles at roadside.] BANC PIC 1964.064:619
[Men with bicycles at roadside.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:619--NEG ark:/13030/ft5t1nb3s9
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : glass ; 3.5 x 4.75 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Two men on horse-drawn carriage in countryside. Johan Hagemeyer, left?] BANC PIC 1964.064:620
[Two men on horse-drawn carriage in countryside. Johan Hagemeyer, left?] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:620--NEG ark:/13030/ft6n39p1gc
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : glass ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Woman among trees in country lane.] BANC PIC 1964.064:621
[Woman among trees in country lane.] [negative] 1911
BANC PIC 1964.064:621--NEG ◆ ark:/13030/ft5489p086
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : glass ; 3.5 x 4.75 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Ons (?) Caantje Dinsdag, 6 April 1911".
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Two men walking along road in countryside.] BANC PIC 1964.064:622
[Two men walking along road in countryside.] [negative]
BANC PIC 1964.064:622--NEG ◆ ark:/13030/ft9q2nb6n8
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : glass ; 3.5 x 4.75 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Couple on grass in countryside.] BANC PIC 1964.064:623
[Couple on grass in countryside.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:623--NEG ◆ ark:/13030/ft2199n81d
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : glass ; 3.5 x 4.75 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "8 Vet. '10".
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

6 Vet. '10. [Couple reading in grass by roadside. 1910.] BANC PIC 1964.064:624
6 Vet. '10. [Couple reading in grass by roadside. 1910.] [negative] 1910
BANC PIC 1964.064:624--NEG ◆ ark:/13030/ft1k40047n
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : glass ; 3.5 x 4.75 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "8 Vet. '10-".
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

6 Vet. '10. [Couple among grass and trees in countryside. 1910.]
BANC PIC 1964.064:625
6 Vet. '10. [Couple among grass and trees in countryside. 1910.] [negative] 1910
BANC PIC 1964.064:625--NEG ◆ ark:/13030/ft2f59n895
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : glass ; 3.5 x 4.75 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "8 Vet. '10".
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Workers in field.] BANC PIC 1964.064:626
Early Works circa 1908-1915

[Workers in field.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:626--NEG
ark:/13030/ft7q2nb5s7
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : glass ; 3.5 x 4.75 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Workers in field.] BANC PIC 1964.064:627
[Workers in field.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:627--NEG
ark:/13030/ft6c60077b
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : glass ; 3.5 x 4.75 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Man drinking at well.] BANC PIC 1964.064:628
[Man drinking at well.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:628--NEG
ark:/13030/ft396nb29p
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : glass ; 3.5 x 4.75 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Juni 1910. [Workers in field.] BANC PIC 1964.064:629
ark:/13030/ft3k4005zm
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Juni 1910".
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Wokers and haystacks.] BANC PIC 1964.064:630
[Wokers and haystacks.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:630--NEG
ark:/13030/ft5s2007kt
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : glass ; 3.5 x 4.75 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Men milking cow.] BANC PIC 1964.064:631
[Men milking cow.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:631--NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : glass ; 3.5 x 4.75 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Men working in field.] BANC PIC 1964.064:632

[Men working in field.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:632--NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : glass ; 3.5 x 4.75 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Woman working in garden.] BANC PIC 1964.064:633

[Woman working in garden.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:633--NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : glass ; 3.5 x 4.75 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Woman standing in field.] BANC PIC 1964.064:634

[Woman standing in field.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:634--NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : glass ; 4.75 x 3.5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Greenhouse.] BANC PIC 1964.064:635


Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : glass ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Man in greenhouse.] BANC PIC 1964.064:636

[Man in greenhouse.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:636--NEG

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : glass ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.
[Two men eating outside greenhouse. Johan Hagemeyer, right?]  
BANC PIC 1964.064:637

[Two men eating outside greenhouse. Johan Hagemeyer, right?] [negative]  
BANC PIC 1964.064:637--NEG  
ark:/13030/ft3s20062z
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : glass ; 4 x 5 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor).  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

[Three men eating outside greenhouse. Johan Hagemeyer, center?]  
BANC PIC 1964.064:638

[Three men eating outside greenhouse. Johan Hagemeyer, center?] [negative]  
1911  
BANC PIC 1964.064:638--NEG  
ark:/13030/ft867nb5xb
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : glass ; 4 x 5 in.  
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Sondag, 23 Juli 1911-".  
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor).  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

[Man crating plants?]  
BANC PIC 1964.064:639

[Man crating plants?] [negative]  
BANC PIC 1964.064:639--NEG  
ark:/13030/ft529006p9
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.  
Physical Condition  
Negative is warped.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

[Men working in field.]  
BANC PIC 1964.064:640

[Men working in field.] [negative]  
BANC PIC 1964.064:640--NEG  
ark:/13030/ft7r29p26p
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

[Man in field.]  
BANC PIC 1964.064:641

[Man in field.] [negative]  
BANC PIC 1964.064:641--NEG  
ark:/13030/ft9s2009zq
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.  
Physical Condition  
Negative is warped.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

[Man digging in irrigation canal. Johan Hagemeyer?]  
BANC PIC 1964.064:642
Early Works circa 1908-1915

[Man digging in irrigation canal. Johan Hagemeyer?] [negative]  
BANC PIC 1964.064:642  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

[Man on horse-drawn contraption in field. Johan Hagemeyer?]  
BANC PIC 1964.064:643  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

Bert mit Larixen. Laren. [1908?]  
BANC PIC 1964.064:644  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : glass ; 4.75 x 3.5 in.  
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Berk mit Larixen. Laren 1908".  
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

[Clearing in countryside.]  
BANC PIC 1964.064:645  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : glass ; 5 x 4 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).  
Physical Condition  
Emulsion side: emulsion flaking on edges.  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

[Tree-lined country lane.]  
BANC PIC 1964.064:646  
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan  
Physical Description: 1 negative : glass ; 4.75 x 3.5 in.  
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).  
Additional Note  
General Note: No print available.

[Orchard.]  
BANC PIC 1964.064:647
Early Works circa 1908-1915

[Orchard.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:647--NEG ◊ ark:/13030/ft3779n97m
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : glass ; 3.5 x 4.75 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Mei 1910. [Horse at canal in orchard.] BANC PIC 1964.064:648
Mei 1910. [Horse at canal in orchard.] [negative] 1910
BANC PIC 1964.064:648--NEG ◊ ark:/13030/ft1z09n80g
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : glass ; 3.5 x 4.75 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Mei 1910".
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Maandag morgen -- 3 April 1911. [Country lane and hillside.] BANC PIC 1964.064:649
Maandag morgen -- 3 April 1911. [Country lane and hillside.] [negative] 1911
BANC PIC 1964.064:649--NEG ◊ ark:/13030/ft9m3nb6t6
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : glass ; 3.5 x 4.75 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "Maandag morgen- 3 April 1911".
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Path among trees.] BANC PIC 1964.064:650
[Path among trees.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:650--NEG ◊ ark:/13030/ft7199p174
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : glass ; 3.5 x 4.75 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Trees in countryside.] BANC PIC 1964.064:651
[Trees in countryside.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:651--NEG ◊ ark:/13030/ft0x0nb0jb
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : glass ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Johan Hagemeyer (?) at Edenvale, California, train station.] BANC PIC 1964.064:652
Early Works circa 1908-1915

[Johan Hagemeyer (?) at Edenvale, California, train station.] [negative]
BANC PIC 1964.064:652--NEG
 Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
 Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
 Additional Note
 General Note: No print available.

[Town road in winter.] BANC PIC 1964.064:653
[Town road in winter.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:653--NEG
 Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
 Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
 Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor).
 Physical Condition
 Neg is warped; scratches on ridges of warps.
 Additional Note
 General Note: No print available.

[Park lake, with building in background.] BANC PIC 1964.064:654
[Park lake, with building in background.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:654--NEG
 Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
 Physical Description: 1 negative : glass ; 3.5 x 4.75 in.
 Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
 Additional Note
 General Note: No print available.

[Cows in field.] BANC PIC 1964.064:655
[Cows in field.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:655--NEG
 Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
 Physical Description: 1 negative : glass ; 3.5 x 4.75 in.
 Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
 Additional Note
 General Note: No print available.

[I Poorbje?] in het Loelensche Bosch. 22 Sept. '10. [1910.]
[I Poorbje?] in het Loelensche Bosch. 22 Sept. '10. [1910.][negative] 1910
BANC PIC 1964.064:656--NEG
 Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
 Physical Description: 1 negative : glass ; 3.5 x 4.75 in.
 Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "[I Poorbje?] in het Loelensche Bosch. 22 Sept. '10."
 Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
 Additional Note
 General Note: No print available.

"Sloobje langs Elzen Pasch." Drumpt. 22 Sept. '10. [1910.]
BANC PIC 1964.064:657
BANC PIC 1964.064:657--NEG ark:/13030/ft8779p2pz
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : glass ; 4.75 x 3.5 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Holland. Factory Building. BANC PIC 1964.064:658
Holland. Factory Building. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:658--NEG ark:/13030/ft858008z0
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : glass ; 3.5 x 4.75 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (minor).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Illegible...] middag, 12 Aug. '11. [Parade with United States flags. Unidentified location. 1911.] BANC PIC 1964.064:659
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : glass ; 4 x 5 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Emulsion side: "[Illegible...] middag, 12 Aug. '11."
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Miscellaneous Photographs circa 1921-1941
Content/Description
25 images picturing a miscellany of subject matter, such as studies of hands; a University of California, Berkeley art gallery exhibition of Johan Hagemeyer photographs; and construction machinery.

[Unidentified man on rocks, unidentified location.] BANC PIC 1964.064:660
[Unidentified man on rocks, unidentified location.] [photographic print] BANC PIC 1964.064:660--PIC ark:/13030/ft2f59n8bp
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 9.25 x 7.75 in.
Physical Condition
Verso covered entirely with adhesive.

[Skipped.] BANC PIC 1964.064:661
Steamshovel. BANC PIC 1964.064:662
Steamshovel. [photographic print] 1921 BANC PIC 1964.064:662--PIC  ark:/13030/ft0t1nb0mq
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 11.5 x 8.75 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Mount: "#3--Steamshovel" by Johan Hagemeyer.
(2616a Webster St. Carm. San Francisco Calif. [struck out]) Pittsburgh Salon 1922,
Amsterdam Exhibit 1922." Stamps: "Oakland 1921" and "Pictorial Photographers of
America May 1923, International Salon".
Physical Description: Print: signed, mounted.

Steamshovel. [negative] 1921 BANC PIC 1964.064:662--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.

[Steam shovel, detail.] BANC PIC 1964.064:663
[Steam shovel, detail.] [photographic print] 1921 BANC PIC 1964.064:663--AX  ark:/13030/ft8s2009r9
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 11.75 x 8.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: signed.

[Steam shovel, detail.] [negative] 1921 BANC PIC 1964.064:663--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.

[Man on tractor.] BANC PIC 1964.064:664
[Man on tractor.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:664--NEG  ark:/13030/ft7s200914
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4.25 x 3.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Tractor Tread. BANC PIC 1964.064:665
Tractor Tread. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:665--NEG  ark:/13030/ft7w1008r5
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Hands. Unidentified person.] BANC PIC 1964.064:666
[Hands. Unidentified person.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:666--NEG  ark:/13030/ft9b69p3pd
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: deterioration (major).
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Hands. Unidentified person.] BANC PIC 1964.064:667
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Hands. Unidentified person.] BANC PIC 1964.064:667a

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Hands. Unidentified person.] BANC PIC 1964.064:668

[Hands. Unidentified person.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:668a–NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Hands with pipe. Unidentified person.] BANC PIC 1964.064:669

[Hands with pipe. Unidentified person.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:669a–NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Hands with pipe. Unidentified person.] BANC PIC 1964.064:670

[Hands with pipe. Unidentified person.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:670a–NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Hands with pipe. Unidentified person.] BANC PIC 1964.064:671

[Hands with pipe. Unidentified person.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:671a–NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative: nitrate; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Hands with pipe. Unidentified person.] BANC PIC 1964.064:672
[Hands with pipe. Unidentified person.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:672--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Hands. Unidentified person.] BANC PIC 1964.064:673
[Hands. Unidentified person.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:673--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Hands. Unidentified person.] BANC PIC 1964.064:674
[Hands. Unidentified person.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:674--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 3.25 x 4.25 in.
Physical Description: Negative: retouched.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

[Car, unidentified location.] BANC PIC 1964.064:676
[Car, unidentified location.] [photographic print] BANC PIC 1964.064:676--PIC
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.

[Car, unidentified location.] BANC PIC 1964.064:677
[Car, unidentified location.] [photographic print] BANC PIC 1964.064:677--PIC
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 4 x 5 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.

[skipped] BANC PIC 1964.064:678
[skipped] BANC PIC 1964.064:679

Jane Bouse Residence, Carmel. BANC PIC 1964.064:680
Jane Bouse Residence, Carmel. [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:680--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Middletown sign board. [Middletown, Lake County, California.]
BANC PIC 1964.064:681
Middletown sign board. [Middletown, Lake County, California.] [photographic print] BANC PIC 1964.064:681--PIC  ark:/13030/ft9c6009nf
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5 x 4.75 in.
Marks and Inscriptions: Verso: "Middletown Signbd."

Middletown sign board. [Middletown, Lake County, California.] [negative] BANC PIC 1964.064:681--NEG
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : safety film ; 2.5 x 2.5 in.

Calif. Univ. [i.e. University of California, Berkeley.] Art Gallery. BANC PIC 1964.064:682
Calif. Univ. [i.e. University of California, Berkeley.] Art Gallery. [negative] 1941 BANC PIC 1964.064:682--NEG  ark:/13030/ft629007nk
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Calif. Univ. [i.e. University of California, Berkeley.] Art Gallery. BANC PIC 1964.064:683
Calif. Univ. [i.e. University of California, Berkeley.] Art Gallery. [negative] 1941 BANC PIC 1964.064:683--NEG  ark:/13030/ft738nb4tb
Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.
Additional Note
General Note: No print available.

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 3.75 x 4.75 in.
Physical Description: Print: contact print.

Creator/Collector: Hagemeyer, Johan
Physical Description: 1 negative : nitrate ; 4 x 5 in.